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Ortega. Rebecca. Commenter ID No. TI09 (cont'd)

See response to TI09-1.
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of it.

2

broken promises.

We have so many

They haven't.

Guess what.

I

On top of that, have you guys been watching

3

4

World News with Diane Sawyer?

S

all suffering,

6

Mexico $4.00 per gallon,

oh,

S3.56, maybe some parts of New
but guess what.
Oh,

7

second blurb on World News,

$

making a $2.5 billion profit,

9

What about the rest of us?

A small two

the oili companies are

up to 55 billion profit.

We're suffering.
We

Now many people are afraid right now,

I0

We're

What's happening?

II

can't go anywhere; we can't do anything.

12

barely make it

13

The oil companies are making good money.

14

$2.5 billion profit.

I,

World News.

to work,

They can
but guess what.

maybe on fumes,

They have a

It you don't believe me,

Check out Diane Sawyer.

go to

I think it

was

'6 just this past week.
So tell me how much can we really trust the

n?
li

government when they say,

IS

this waste and don't worry.

20

2!

t's
in

"Oh,

We've taken care of it.

not going to affect you."
them,

we're bringing in this,

I don't have that trust

and T'm saying absolutely not.

Ne do not

Let them take care of it
22accept anybody else's waste.
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Ortega. Rebecca. Conmmenter ID No. T109 (cont'd)

their own state or wherever they processed it,

I

in

2

wherever they made their money.

3

1 don't want any part of it.
I don't want it

4

Sfor my tribe.
6want it
7

Let them deal with it,.

for myself.

I don't

for my kids.

I don't want it

for my grandchildren,

I don't want it

my great grandchildren or

even future genarations.

*

The other --

9

MR. BROWN:

You've got a little

less than a

to minute.
MS. ORTEGA:

Ii

The other most important thing

12

that I want to talk about is being that I am from Santa

13

Clara Pueblo,

14

languege and we sing our songs and we have our dances.

we live together and we speak our

IS We have our traditions.

We have our culture.

14Ow,if Los Alemos says,

IS

"Okay.

All you people from Santa Clara,

You know
sorry to tell

I?

what?

I$

you but your land is condemned,

is

yotu're going to have to move on to other places," who

and for your own safety

going to accept two to 3,000 of us to come together

20is

so that we can continue our traditiuois,

2t
22our

dances and our language?

our culture,

Where are we going to go?

866A88.DEPO
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Ortega. Rebecca. Commenter ID No. T109 (cont'd)

I think there's a Jlot at stake for all of

!So

and what I would like to say is

2

us hera,

3

life is

4

absolutely necessary.

above and beyond.

Sthe mothers.

respect for

Respect for each other,

Respect for our children,

We are the fathers.

we are

We are the

Absolutely respect for our children, and

4

caretakers.

7
$

respect for our Mother Earth because she sustains us,
and above and beyond everything, respect for what our

9

Lord has given us.

l0

USe,

liehas given us this to cherish,

and to respect.

SO you know what?

Ii
IS that.

to

Is it

53 our families,

We all need to think about

the almighty dollar or is
our future generations,

it

respect for

and respect for

54

what our beautiful Lord has given us and blessed us

IS

with?
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MR.

BROWN:

ii

MS.

ORTEGA:

Okay.
Thank you.

S

Ostermtan. Norm L.. Commenter ID No. W420

W420-l

W420-2

Frosw.
Sent:
To:

sube-it:

g•¢eb'emasteagov

Friday.June 24. 2011 1.2.59AM
gtc¢celswelmatr~anlg~ov

RecIpt Greater-Than-Clas-C L~ov-L~eve

Waste 11 Commnt GTCC1I042O
~adlioactlre

DOE has deferred a decision
FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that
ROD 78
DOE's
waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
on importing
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
would be a protective and safe method for the
repository
a geologic
use of
thatentire
DOE agrees
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
of GTCC
inventory
of the
disposal
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC ELS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs- 137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, highs soil distribution coefficients,

C-2

and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Thank you for your comment,Norm Osterman.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is I3TCCI0420,Please refer to the Comment
in al correspondence relating[ to this comment.
tracking nunmber

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC ELS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal o
o
GTCC LLRW.

Comment Date:June 24, 2011 12:58:29AM CDT
Waste EISDraftComment:. GTCC1O42D
Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive
F•rs Name: Norm
Middle In;tal!:t.
Last Name. Osterman
Address: P0 Boa1535
Clty: WallaWebl
State: WA
Z•p:99362

W420-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Privacy Preference; Don't withhold name or addrtes from public record

adds any more waste to be burled in landfills or •boelle - the wate In
can not be cleaned up If USOOE
5, sHanford
towart
eaistinlg soil trendsea; and ditches and from tank leaks need to be removed. Radioactive waste is alreaidygoovtng
the Columbla River.You wosuldbe putting the whsolearea and allthe towns and cities from Hanford to the Pacific.,

W420-1

including; Postlarnl and Vanouruer, In leopardy.
2. Extremety radioactive wastes belong•in deep undergrun repositories, not In landfills. Isreholes or vaults.

W420-2

.
3. U.t)OE needstto consider Inthe E15how to avoid making more of these h~lglrradioactive a'astes

W420-3

over the Web? Contact us at: •c~lwbns
Qusestions about submitting coxmments
Then-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmnaster at 1550)252-5701.
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Panflijo, Carol. Cornmenter ID No. W344

W344-1

W344-2
W344-3

Semt
Tuojec

gtcceiswebmaster @anl~gov
Wedinesdiy. June 22. 2011 11:06 PM
gtcceiswebmastef6~antgov
Receipt: Greter-Tb n-Class•C Low-Level

waste EaScomment GTcclO344
di
uloastine

Thank you for your comment. Carol Panfillo.
is GTCC10344. Please refer to the comment
The comment tracking• number that has been• assigned to your comment
trtcithn number in all correspondlence relating to tltl comment.

Comment Date: June 22, 2011 11:0$:58PM

a decision
FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferredthe
DOE's ROD 78
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
See response to W344-1.
Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routing agency
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state
EtS evaluation
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC
centralized
more
a
to
wastes
GTCC-like
and
LLRW
GTCC
of
indicates that transportation
the
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing
with
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance
shipments
truck
12,600
About
experiences.
past
and
requirements
regulatory
comprehensive
Hanford
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the
travel,
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

cDT

G~reator-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E1$Draft Comment: GTCC10344
PlrstName: carol
L~ast Name: Panfillo

Address:
Slate:'1

Country USA
Emall: madvananvahoo€orm
PrIvacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Subosittd:
118W) EIS proc~es
Reglarding: Orealer .Than-Cluss C Low-Level Radloaclive Waste IGTCC

when the government agencies that are
JuSt what is it going to take for the cltizerns of the Northwest to have safe water,
to protect us completely ignore the urgency of tbe dean-u of Hanford Waste?
Where is the Spirit of Aanerla?
cleanup.
We must have agencies that want to move forward with the most expedcient
Radioactive & Hazardous Waste to be disposed into lined trenches.
of America. These
the Disposal
needagencies
We
saveofbeen giwen Billions of dollars for clean-up by the citizens of the United States
Hanford
to be used effectivety and wisely,.n.ot squandered on frivolous experiments.
funds
citizens espect these

W344-1

W344-2

Tanks would be crimlnal because it is
To abandon the contamination which leaked from the Higlhievel Nuclear Waste
shown to be flowing rapidly towards the Columbia River and has been for decades.
Hanford, and absolutely NO
Iwant to see the closure of the SSTsystem, do HOTbring mote nuclear waste to
WASTEalongi our highways.
transporting of NUCLEAR

W344-3

.0

Carol Panfillo
r ,anrLeoyor call the GreaterQuestions aboutsubmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ctcceiswebnseste
252-5705.
Than-Cass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Ei5Webnsaster at 16301

0

Panfilio. Carol• Commenter ID No. T156
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BPOPN:
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Thafik you.

Our next speaker

and Ethan $carn
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Panfilio, Carol. Commenter ID No. T156 (cont'd)

57
S

The

Oepartmrent Of

2

careless irresponsibility

3

hazardou.s waste

4

lives
$

S
7
8
9

repository.

I

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

fnergy has a long history of
with regards to toxic and
What are the nuaber of

disposal.

that you feel are expendable through death or
in

illness

carrying harardous leeds of highly

radioactive

waste on roads greatly populated in

Washington.

Oregon.

and the rest of the country?

I say no lives should

be lost or ilineas given

with the negligent and unnecessary

10

nuclear waste and extra

Ii

Tesla,

woe back.

Consistent with NEPA implementing
regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic

wovenent of

storage of toxic meaterials.

Where are you?

T156-l

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would he on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EtS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Parker. Michael D.. Comnmenter ID No. W138

From.Sent:
To:
SbetReceipt

galwebrnsster@anl~gor
Wednesday. Juale15. 2011 &:34PM
gtccelswbmater~anLgov
Greater-T•tnCls-C Low-tevel RaIoatv Waste UISComment GTCC1013S

Thankkyou for your comment, Michael Parkier.
The comment trackingl number that has been asige to your comment is GTCC10138, Please refer to the comment
tracking nunmber in all correspondence relatn to this comnt.

Comment Dater June 15,.2011 08:33:5091M
COT
Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC1IO38
First Name: Michael
Middle Ititlat n)
Last Name: Parker
Addreaa PC Sos56
Oty: Oystervia
State: WA

Emal:m
M rkiharorst elle¢b'a,,o~c mPrivacy Preference: Don't withhold nameor address frora publc rcr
Comment Submitted:.
throug

the Gorge since 1937 and have witnessed the evlvn degradation of this national tr'easure.

Please make a wise arid responsible decision and do not permit this matera within th Gog. Ifallowed it will
eventually cause a tragic event.
Thank yot,

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact uc at: tclwbat
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E1$Webmaster at 1630)2S2-5706.

a~o or call the Greater-

W138-l

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River
Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other N',RC and Agreement State licensees.

W374-l

Parker. Michael D.t Cornmenter ID No. W374

the Columbia
through
be transported
would
waste which
LLRW.
amount
for GTCC
small
site selected
disposal
is a relatively
as to the
There
decision
finalof
of the
regardless
River Gorge
medical
local
from
irradiators
Cs-137
and
sources
sealed
The waste would include actinide
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.
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anl~gov
gaeemeser
June 23, 2011 405 PM
astrdangov
gtcceiseb
Receipt: Greeter-Than-Clans-C Low-Level Radloa~tv. Waste EIS Comment 13TCC10374

Fran:
SetThursday,
To:
Subject:

Thank you for yout comment, Michael parker.
Please refer to the comment
Th. comment tracking number that han been assigned to your comment it GTCC10374.
trackting number in all correspondence reklatin to this comment.
Comment Date:

June 23, 2011 04:04 STPM CDT

GraaterThan-Claus-

Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Drfth Comment: GTCCT0374

First Name: Michael
Mittie iItltaL: 0
Last Name; Parker
Address P0 Boa 56

all• oystrvh
Sltae: WA

results.
$ubnsltted:
Conmment
of nuclear waste through tike Gorgle.Surely in the future an accident will occur with tragic
no truckin
Please
the Gorge since 1937 both
Stop anyf further consideration for shipping thin dlangerous waste. l're been traveling through

W374-l

this incredible nutudi feature.
as a pilot a~nd drivng Over the years fun witnen the slow destruction Of

Thank•you.
Michael Parker- Oysterlle WA 98l641,

l.ev or call the Greaterra•hn
Questions about submitt ing comments over the web? Contact us at: aL£tceswrebma•ste
ThnCasCLow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmasser at (6301 252-570S.
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Patten. Colleen. Commenter ID No. W520

Pvmgtcclsenisar~ntgov
Sent:Monday,
SbetReceipt:

Aae 27, 2011 1:21AM
Greater-Than-,Cls-.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste t1; Comment GTCCI0520

Thank you tar your comn, Collen Patten.
Tha comm*ent
tracking number t•hatsuabeen assllgned to yaw comment I; GTCCSOS2O.Please efehrto the comment
tracking rumluer in all correspondence relattin to tit coment.
Comment Dalte:June 27, 2011 01:21:00AM CDT
Greatec-Than-Class-C LOWLevelRadloactive Waste 515Draf Comment: 0TCC10520
fira Name: Colleen
Middle Initial: C
Last Name: Patlan
Addrss: 720 June Street
Ot•. Hood Rtver
Statet OR
Zip: 57031

Privacy Preference. Don't withhold name ar address from public record

Comment Submitte:
The risks are too hsighll
Questions chooRsumitIngq comments over the Web? Contact us at: •
••atralrvmc
Than-Clans-C L~ow-Level
Radioectife Waste E15Webmaster at t630l 252-S705.

IW520.-1
h

ntr

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
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HR.

BROWN:

HR.

PAULSON:

Laturen

p~wl•Xon,

My name' is

1 IOU

and then Jan Ca•Itl4.

ILusrenl Paulmon,

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

and: I'm

P

,aulson.
Lauren. Commenter ID No. TI80 (

I

from Aloha.

My story is

2

about

story.

3

Columbia

4

Columbia River in

S

that

6

and faced a group like this with the League of Women

7

a love

River.

going to ma~ke you cry.

It's

I first

the

got acquainted with

the

1965 and hung out with somebody
1970

the goverome~nt

1 bought my houseboat

and the Port Of' Portland

wanted to expand the sxrprt

into the Columbia

9

The League of

1O

bought the home of my dreams

Ii

out by St.

12

And I'.

13

rather

14

River" towing a platform with a tarp over

IS

gunboat lurking close by.

16

was?

27

a while to

Helena

sinister

So I

acr~oss the r'iver from

tO my river.
I

reactor fro

22

don't know if
I wOUld
is

it

a submarine.

else.

and a

It

took me

And the more I

anybody here

it

was coming.

knows the

to the Columbia

A couple moa

this and

looked i.nto it,

love to find out how close

COming

like

There's a plumte coming close

couidn't find out how close

but

noticed a

What do you suppose that

started coming to meetings

20

plume

Woodland.

and I

rind out what that was.

21

24

I

River

looking barge coming up the Columbia

learned something

23

day.

River.

In 1995

on the Columbia

on my deck one

A nuclear

I$
19

Women Voter, won that fight.,

sitting

T180-1

~on

It's

a love story about

ranted a houseboat.

Voters when
$

25

-,cont'd•

things.

na, etr

the More
So I
tO that.

that nuclear

River.

After 9/li

something even

866.488.DEPO
www.Ca pita~l eportingCompany.com

T]80-I

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T180-2

Paulson, Lauren. Commenter ID No. T180 (cont'd)

of Title 40 of the Code of
Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

iiepurzunK Cumtpauiy

Catiiaz

barges coming up the Columia River by St.
axercisos,

They were having commndo

protect homel.and security eaganst

a

the Oregonian.

a
leave

a

I

was time to

finally decided it
sod I did.

A couple more things.

This is

a story of

A couaple months ago I'm dropping
and I

radical newspaper at Reed College,
their

12

Reed College has a nuclear reactor?
know they got
So that's

Off a

picked up

How many of you know that

school newspaper.

II

many of you

to

anybody raiding

the Columbia River,

surprises.

Helens.

apparently,

didn't say anything about that in

it

these nuclear --

4

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

these gunboats and

was occurring aro0und

more sinister

a delivery

my story.

It's

I didn't.

How

j)ust a couple
a story of a

14

mnonths ago?

Is

love of the columbia River, and I hope we can keep it

IS

unradioactive.
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Peck. Susan. Commenter ID No. E94

Prom':

Susan Peck .<speck@peak~org•

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, june 27, 2011 SA40PM
gtcceso~antgo, gtcceis@antlgov
proposal for Hanford n.uclear dump

To whom1 It may• concern:
rianford Is already the site of too much radioactlve waste. and it sits danglerously dloseto the Columbia River, upstream
of several towns and ciies #ncIuding Portland 0ORand Vancouver WA. I atr'ongtyoppose the plan to ten"-d12,600

I

E9-i

trucklad of radlioactive waste to Hanford, via thlgihways
and Interstates running through Oregson and Washington.
US-DOE should consider Iocaring all radioactive wastes in deep underground repoiois in geologically stable
toin
hso,-SO0t
thOUldphase out any nuclear programs that wilt generate additional waste, there it already

enough
rudteworld to endanger the environment and aNlife far thousands and thousands of years. Theongoing
ihsaster
at Fulsshima. the past disasters at ThreeMile island and Chemobyl,aend the potential disasters at Pt. Calhoun.
Diablo Canyon, and In•dianPoint plants should be enough to warrant the phasing out of all uses of nuclear energy

-Wh

glerwration, There Is no economic reason to generate power with nuclear fission; no plant runs without subslldte, end

alt plants are uninsurable due to the retrenme
dangers posed by natural phenomena as well as terrorist threats.

Sinerely
,tttan C.Peck
272ll St 52nd Ave. apt C
Portland, Ott 97206
Please withhsold my address ftom the public record. Thank you

E94-2

E94-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

E94-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.
Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

L277-1

Perez, Martha. Commenter ID No. L277

O

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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L277-2

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EtS,
including impacts to ecological resourees (see Section 6.2.5).
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Perez. Martha. Commenter ID No. W42

From:.
Semt:
Tom
Subject:

gtccelwbsser~antgov
Thursday, May 19, 2011 2,48 PM
gt.cehwe/bmaster~urd.gjov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waster [IS comment

GTCC10042

Thlan~kyoufor your comment, Martha Perez.
Please refer to the rcommnent
"Thecommenlt trackinfi nwnhber that has been asstgned to your comment Is GTCC10042.
trackitng number in all correspondence relatingl to this comment.
Comment Date: May 19. 2011 02:47:$6PM CDT
Greater-ThnCls-

tow-Level Rladioacllve Waste

11$Draft Comment: GTCC1WSZ

First Name: Martha
Middle Intil 0
Last Name: Perez
OrganizatIon: General Pollifcal Activists
Address: 920 NW Iteamey ST APT # 110

Cit: Portland
State: OR

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Porlabnd. Oregon.
I wtill be at the hearing on Thursday, May 19th at the Doubletree Lloyd center in
I was terrified. My co-worker has
When I found OUt about the Japan earthquake and subsequent nudlear crIsIs unfoldhng.
taking place.
a ton who is stationed in the areas near Japan (Navy) where the disasters are still
our reio
Here in the g~reater Pacific NW, l am concerned that a similar event could take place, because
It is still a potential concern.
the "rlng of fire' and while it is rare for stmong earthquekes to occur here.

Is incsaited In

W42-]

I

I
W42-2

W42-l
wera to be shut down, due to a stgnificant
Our hIghways ame n Important transportatIon commerce system, and if they
must do all we can, to take precautions,I (Cost.)
disaster (che•mical or otherwise) our economy would definitely be affected. We
and to heed the lessons of Japan. Think you.I
or call the GreaterQuestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: atcceiswebmasterflanlteov
Tihan-Class-C tow-Level Rladloactive Waste EIS Wcbznostet at (630) 252-.5705.

W42-1

A
was a factor considered in identification of the preferred alternative in the EIS.
Seismicity
description of the seismicity of the Hantford site can be found in Section 6.1.2.1.4 of the EIS.

W42-2

See response to W42-1.

Perez. Martha. Commenter ID No. T158

TI158-1

is

Capital Reporting Company

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

2

3

MR. BROWN: Robert Weisman will follow you.
MS. PEREZ• Okay.
Thank you.
My namveia $arthe
arta Schonchin Perer.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC ELS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

I'm a descendant of Chief

Schonchin of the Kiasath Tribes of Southern Oregon.
7

i'm a general political actiwiet.

I

employee

a

Efficiency Office of the Portland branch.

IO

of Bonneville

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500o1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parls 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INb, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

I'm a form~er

Power &Adinistration Energy

I an here to speak on behalf of 40,000-plus
urban Indians who already suf fer disproportionate

Il

rates of diabetes and obesity.

Hence,

'3

the three Native American tribes thet would be

'4

impacted by additional disposal Of any class
materials additionally imposed as a result, and as a

16

consequence,

IS

sire or any sits.

II

secure additional funding for the granite shield end

TI158-1

of disposal of materials on the Hanford

TI158-2

We need to insist to Congress to

I9

reallocate nuclear tax refunds end invest in the

20

north granite shield now.

21

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC ELS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

my concern for

The Draft f IS and the Final BIS is inadequare.

22

And pretty much,

23

populations,

24

vegetative,

when I'm talking about fish

when I talk about impact on surrounding
flora and fauna,

aquatic and

land-based/plant-based habitat,

the EIS is

866.488.DEPO
www.Capital Repor tinigCompany.€om

TI58-2

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS,
including impacts to ecological resources (see Section 6.2.5).

T158-3

Perez. Martha. Commenter ID No. T158 (cont'd)

l._.apIrax

addition to how it's

In

inadequate.

steporrmng company

2

commlerce considexations.

3

transportation systems,

S

impacting safety of highway
including both state and

ecosystems

6

relocation,

7

species,

I

EPA 11w.

and economic costs eaesciatad

and our loss of animaf

destruction,

associated areas, per

ecosystems,

habitat,

with

I am a former employee and want you to know that

9

service,

t0

while I'm proud at my civil

11

where we arm having

12

be responsible stewards Of our

II

which includes

14

stewards and proper stewards in

15

mesa.
You know,

16

I learned

the state

esisting resources,
and how to be g00d

nuciear waste,

dealing with that

of Washington can challenge

the permit process that will keep additional

18

shipments of class hazardous

19

hanford site.

29

argue that those matters

21

security Shall need to continue

22

legal

23

taken.

24

one.

means,

In

not

And there's

A stste

Or

about

significant limietatons on how to

I?

25

TISS-2
(Cont.)

The impact on animal habitations and

federal.

4

impacting our

addition,

materials to be sent to

Of national and regional

exciuding the
so nany,

federal

T5-

would advocate and

I

tourt

to be referred via
following actions

but

i'll

just

be

talk about

imposed injunction

866.488.DEPO
www.Capital ReportingCompany.com

on

review to support any final siting of a GTCC waste disposal facility would have to
NEPA
address all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations.

Perez. Martha. Commenter ID No. T158 (cont'd)

Eaj

Capital Reporting Company
any trucks

2

including,
hazerdous

containinq

any and all

but not limited to,
material.

1h~nk you.

claas material,

class A,

a,

and C
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Perla. Andrew. Commenter ID No. Wl

F~ois~
SYent
Tob:

March 17,2011 12:21 AM
maiL~gtcceisrcsie
L~ow-LevlRitadoct
atetir.Than-Class-c

Thsr•d,

Waste tIS Comment GTCCIOO0I

Thank you for your comment, Andrew Perit.
Please refer to the comment
The comment trackingl number that has been asslfnnd to your comment IsGTCC1O000S,
trackliil number it, all corresponence relatingl to this comment.
Comment Date:March 17. 2011. 12:20:46AM COT
6rester-Than•lasC Low-LeveIRadioactive Waste OISDraft Commdnt: I5TCCIOCOI0
Fli-t Name: Andrew
Middle Initial:
Last Name: Peast
Address:
City:
state:

Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from politic record

Comment Submitted:
I think that the EI• should include an economic assessment. such as the potential for local job creation, new bu~siness
labor, etc.
opportunities related to waste ha rdllng, demand for skilled and semihskllWed
Questions about ssbmitstng commnents over the Web? Contact us at: t~sem~~~m
Thas-Class-C Low-level Radioactive Waste EISWebmasler at 1630) 252-5705,

or call the Greater-

Iw-

W1-1

The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste disposal
facilities at each of the sites - including costs for direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The cost estimates for the land disposal methods are based
on a conceptual design of the disposal facility and could increase with actual implementation.
Costs shown for WIPP are based on actual costs experienced to date and reflect construction
and operation costs of an operating geologic repository. The economic analysis in the EIS
addresses the potential economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in
migration of workers or their families during the construction period, and any consequent
impacts on housing, public finances, public service employment, and traffic.

Perslin. Clemence. Commenter ID No. W130

Froms.
S~ent
TO:.
Suject

gt~ccmswebmaser @arl~gov
Wednesday, unte 15, 2011 &:10 PM
gtcceiiwebmaster@anl.gov
Ite~eipt: Greuter-Than-Cla~ss-C
Low-Level Radioative Waste EISComment GTCC1I3O'J

Thanlk you for your comment, Clemence Perslin.
The comment tracking number that ha, been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO13O.Please refer to tihe comment
traackingl
number inallcorrespondence relating•to this commuent.
Comment Date: June 15, 2011 08:09;34PM CDT
Greater-Than.ClawsC Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment. GTCCIO130
FirStName: Cemence
Middle Initial: C
Last Name: Perstin
Clyvancouver
State: WA

PiayPreference: Don't withold name or address from publlc record
Comment Submttd:
Pleese do not bring MOREnuclear waste into my state. The existing waste at Hantford is already a threat to the Cohuabia
River and to "downwlnders.' Hanford is already the most contaminated site In the Western hemisphere. The
Department Of EnergyIsconsidering a proposal to bring more radioactive waste In. I'm told 12,600 truckloads of
W1]30'estremety radIoactive waste' would come through Oregon and Spokane to Hanford, if Hanford Is chosen.
This is"nmorethan 4 t~rucks
aday, every day. borover twenWyyars,.!
We should NOThave to be exposed to this dangerous material. It should NOTbe sent t1oHanford.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Clemence Perslla
Questions about submiting comments over the Web' Contact us at: tceswe
Titan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OiSWebmaster at 11630)252-5705.

se~n~vor cal the Greater-

W130-1

DOE's
ROD 78
FR from
75913other
dated
December
13, 2013,
that DOE
has deferred
a decision
on importing
waste
DOE
sites (with
limitedstated
exceptions
as described
in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W246-1I

peters. Douglas. Commenter ID No. W246

There
is a relatively
small
waste which
would
be transported
through
the Columbia
LLRW.
for GTCC
site selected
disposal
as to the
decision
the final of
of amount
regardless
River Gorge
from local medical
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-I]37 irradiators
State licensees.
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement

C-,

Sent:

gt
ccetewebma~terefdgOov
June 16,21 1106 P1.1
Jhutday,
gtcceiswebmest tr @an.oy
GrCCG0246
Receip. Greater-ThzaIVC85:Cla•o- tO-evRatisoactve Waite 135Comment

Thank you for your comment, DOUGLAS
PtTERS.
CA1246. Please refe to the commh~enlt
Is G~r
The comment tracking nwnber that has been astigned to your comment
trecklegi nusnber in al correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: June 16. 2011

2.:06:24PMCDT

Draft Comnment: GTCC10246
ow-l.-elO Radkoctlve Waste E1IS
tireater-Ttsan-CtaSS-C
Pirst Name: DOUGLAS
Middle mIllt:• 0
Last Name:"pETERS
State; WA
Country: USA
privacy Preference: Dondt withhold name or addres f~rospubli record
comment Submitted:
RIVERGORGEneeds protectco• In many ways. One Important way is to Prohibit the transportation of
THECOLUMBIA
nuclear waste wit hin t1heGorge. I support that prohibition.
r•ttG~~t.
rlvba~~l
at:
Question about submitting .omme~nts over the Web? Contact us
2152-57•05.
630)
at
WebmMt
EtS
Waste
Than-aClasC Low-Level Radioactive

•4-
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Peters. Rod. Commenter ID No. T55

MR. BROWS:

Rod Peterson --

and he will be

followed by Niyol Tsinhanhilnnie.
MR. PETERSON:

My name is

Rod Peters and I've

been a resident here in the Albuquerque area since
1950.

Ny background is

attended school in -Nines,

in engineering and geology.

geology at New Mexico School of

the Colorado of Mines,

Wisconsin.

I worked at a WIPP site.

over the Nevada

the AEC.

the University of

test site

l~ve worked all

under various contracts

for

The consulting engineering firm I was with
866.A88.DEPO
www.Capitalta eportingCompa ny.com

T55-1

Peters. Rod. Commenter ID No. T55 (cont'd)

.

eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS.

________________________________________________has

I

of the GTCC waste

for the
alternatives
ofareasonable
range in
EIS considered
The
Secretary of Energy
Thedisposal
repository.
deep geologic
disposal
including the
inventory,
and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
waste
high-level
for
determined that a permanent repository
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and

had the contracts and I was the project engineer in the
Sfield.
3

4

what --

And,

kind of wondering

i'm hero tonight to --

why we spent all this additional money looking
in 2002,

in 19 --

Sat new sites when since --

congress

6

designated the Yucca Mountain site as the permanent

7

storage site for highly radioactive nuclear power plant

S

waste.

in the pest two decades,

And,

9

billion was spent on --

10

And,

more than 513

T55-1

on the Yucca Mountain project.

since 1983,

that's 28 years more or less,

II portions of trost of our electric bills have gone into e
12

fund to build and operate a permanent storage site for

13

the nuclear power plant waste,

14

this other waste we're talking about tonight.

I$

March 2009,

16

hearing,

I?

on the Yucca Mountain site.

it

which could include all
in

And,

leaked out at a Senate Energy Commission

I believe,

that no more funds would be spent
And,

Chu --

what's wrong with the

Senator John McCain

IS

Yucca Mountain site, Mr.

I9

asked --

20

"We have nothing concrete in mind,

21

corrprehensive study,

22

that's what's being presented here tonight I believe.
866.488.DEPO •
www.CapJ ta IReportingCom pany~com

asked the E~nergy Secretary.

Chu's answer was,
just a new

somae kind of new strategy."

Well,

*~
b

0l

Peters. Rod. Commenter ID No. T55 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company
!I

pulled up on the Internet about 21

2

publications by the U.S. Geological Survey relating to

3

the Yucca Mountain radioactive waste storage project.

4

Reports covering the span from 1968 through 2008,
5they'd probably fill

half this room.

And,

and

most of the

6

geologists that worked over that long span of years,

?

the Yucca Mountain project,

t

a permanent storage site for high radioactive nuclear

9

fuels.
And --

IS
II

were in favor of that being

P'm going through my notes here.

Giving up the Yucca Mountain site is

12 health and the environment.
33 radioactive

a threat to public

Nearly 60,000 tons of used

fuel will allow --

continue to be stored in

14

pools of water at reactor sites all over the country.

I,

And,

Il

of nuclear waste,

II

here.
And,

20building

23

T55-2

I have an editorial here that appeared in the

36 Albuquerque Journal on March 7,

IS

on

2009, regarding storage

and 111l give that to the person

I've heard reference to nuclear power --

nuclear power plants end using nuclear power

is going to kill everybody on earth.

22power plants on submarines

We've had nuclear

in our Navy for 60 years and

866.488.DEPO
www.Capital RepottingCompanyxcom

IT55-3

T55-2

See response to T55-1.

T55-3

Comment noted.

T55-4
T54

Peters, Rod, Commenter ID No. T55 (€0nt'd)

there's never been a single fatality on these nuclear
Ssubmarines that have been roaming the planet's oceans

Comment noted.
Cmetntd

T55-3

I(Cost.)

thatLos Alemos is currently working on small
smalt units that can be used by

$

nuclear power plants,

6

our military in remote areas and could be sited

7

anywhere in the country or anywhere in the world for

I

energy,

s

I just believe that we've got to continue developing

I0

our nuclear power.

Ii

are not going to do the job.

12

have to say.

electrical energy for small communities.

And,

Wind end solar ere not going to -And,

T55-4

that's about all I

I'm glad to have been here.

.b

0

Peterson. Andrew. Commenter ID No. W171

gtccei•ebe•ster@a•9ov
].t• 1•53 P*a
Otccei•antgov GTCC1017I
IS, 201•.
J• 1017
Wednt•l*•,CDT
wttte fJS O•'nn,,•t to the €omment
Otcc• ebm•te•antgo•.
gtccnuwebmatter@anl.gov
•
Peter,,on,
vntsteGrCC
maiL•ccaisarchivex
comment.
refer
L.ow*Lev•
GmMernuke
GTCC10171
Please
re€ord
this
Wednesday
June
15~
2011
1Q53
PM
Gre•er*lhan-Cta•-C
Ave
to
the
.txt Andrew
maitgtcceisarchI~es~
gtcce
ebmaster~)anLgo~
gtcceis@anLgov
GTCC10171.
is
252-5705.
ts:
call
Comment:
•a•
Subject
Greaser-Than-Class-C
Low*Level
Padloactive WasteEISComniento(
GTCC1O17I
comment
comment, 10:S2:5SPM
public
A•
Draft
to your
Attadrnwnts your
nukewast&GTCCIO17I.tot
EtS
asstBned
for
(630)
2011
aMJmv
54th
been
OR
youUSA
Andrew 15,
dD
Waste from at
correspondence
that has
Thank
Pete*•on
In • number
Junecomment. Andrew Peteflon.
SE
Thank you for your
trackl•
bmaster
Radioactive
number
address
The comment
Date•
The
comment trackingLow-level
number that has been
or assigned to your comment IsGTCCIO171.Pleaserefer to the comment
tracl0nlt
ntocelswe
tracking number in all correspondence relatingwebmaster
to this comment
at:
3146
Portland
name EIS
Name:
us
Comment
tdtewssTe
97206
Comment
JuneiS. 2011 10:52:58PM CDT
Name:Date:
n
Contact
6reater-Than-Class•
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Lewi
RadioactIve
Waste Waste LISDraft Comment: GTCCIO171
withhold
Web?
First
the
adoeteOxortnet
First
Last Name: Andrew Don't
over
Last Name:Peterson
Address:
Addrest
3146 58 54th Ave
City:
Radioactive
CJty:
State:Portland
comments
State:
7.Jp: OR
Preference:
Co•:
submitUn8
Low.Level
Emad:
Privacy
about
Privacy
Preference:
DosVtwithhold name or address from public record
Attachment;
Attachment: nukewaste.txt
From:
from
Sent:
Sent
To:
To:

QuesUo•s
Questions
about submnitth~ comments over the Web? Contact us at:
Than-Gass-C
Than-Clans-C
Low-Level RadioactIve Waste ElI Webmaster at (630k252-5705.

or call the Greater-
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Peterson. Andrew. Commenter ID No. W171 (cont'd)

A problem that has been plaguing the United states for decades is where to store all
chat nuclear waste, from our reactors and weapons program, in a safe plate where it
won t descroy the lives of many people if it springs a leak. The fact is. there is
nowhere.. that we can put it that is .. really.. safe.
Obviously. Hartford already has serious problems, and I don't believe they need any
more. I think it is a bad location, primarily because of the proximity to a major
river. and the fact that leaking waste is already heading toward the river,

IW171-I

at
Sometime before ha died, my father told me about a phone tall one late afternoon Navy
at the
...
his office (he worked for ETAC ... part of the Air Force weather arm when
the call
Yard in washington Oc). He was tho only person still in the office,
came in. The caller wanted to know what he could tell him about the seismic activity
in the washington cascades. It turned out that they were looking for a place for
on YUCca
long term storage of nuclear waste ... a search that event~ually settled
Mountain, in Nevada. That idea seems to have (finally) ultimately died, because of
the resistance to placing the waste site that close to a large city.
of
The idea of the Cascades never made much sense to me, because they're on the "rle
fire", with several active volcanoes. aut it seems to me that there are places that
would be better suited, simply because they are a long way from population centers,
and not located along any fault lines, as far as t know.
what about the center of Nevada,.._away_. from population areas, or that big basin In
lvi do twice, because the basin doesn't
wyoming, where I-8O crosses the continental
drain to anywere. these areas have very low population density. If you look at a
map of the United states at night, you can see where there is a very low density of
population, SE oregon and northern Nevada stand out for the lack of lights, as do
some others. Texas has a lot of wide-open spaces ... maybe you could bury it in
George eush's back yard.
Looking at a population density map, there are lots of areas east of the Mississippi

River that have less than 4 people per square mile

...

less than you'll find aro0und

Hanford. surely you can find one that doesn't have a ,rjor river beside it.
Andrew Peterson
Portland Om
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WI171-2

WI71-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WIP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W171-2

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Phelps. Ralph L.. Commenter ID No. L418
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I)ISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE
WASTE AN!)
GTCC-LIKE
WASTE
DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAl,
IMPACT
STATEMENT
for the
(DOE/E1S-0315-D)
US. Department of E~nergy
WRITTEN COMMENTI FORM
3Itt.i be rec

Mr, X<....Mrs,...

ii

Address:
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•
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lOr.........

Ms......... Mr. & Mrs.
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,, ,*

tr~

The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste
management facilities at each of the sites - including direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The economic analysis in the EIS addresses the potential
economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in migration of workers or their
families during the construction period, and any consequent impacts on housing, public
finances, public service employment, and traffic.
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Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500o1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.
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Philips. Sally. Commenter ID No. W461

Fran

gtcwehmaster

W461-1

mnl~
ov

TO:

5aura June 25. 2011 ti7 AM
gtcceiawebmasteiatttgov

Sbscit

Receipt Greater -Than-Cat5s-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC1O461

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative toroutes
designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Thank you for your comma~ent.SallyPhilips.
The comme~nt tracking number that has been assined to your comment lv GTCC1O461.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in till correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Olte: junle 2S, 2011 0S:1T:O9AM COT
Greater-Theln-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Wa•ste ELSOralt Comment: GTCCIO46I
First Name: Sall
Lest Name: Philips
Address: 4651 NEKltlngasort
ctO- Portlend
State: OR

#2

Privacy Preference: Don't wi~thholdname or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
This isan insane plan that putt mil~lons of people and our water resources at risk. It is not suitable to karate nuclear
waste to near a vitel body of water (haven't we learned anyhing from Fukoshtme?), nor is It responsible to truck it
through roalo" metropolitan areas. Please make another chokce. I don't need to be an espert to know that nuclear
waSteS should only be located away from water resources and major fauit lines.
Questieons about submitthng comments OVerthe Web? Contact us at: F•
Than.Clasa-C Low.l.evel Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630(252-5705.

••t••J•or

IW461-1

cad the Greater-

0
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0
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W90-1

Pierce, Susan, Commenter .IDNo. W90

From:
Sents
To:

Subject:

gtCceis'vebmaster@an~tgov
Monday, June 13, 20151 1:39 PlM
3

tcceiswebmaster@anl~gov

Receipt: GreateP-Thao-C13ss-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy' sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

tis comment G'tccio090

Susan Pierce.
Thank you (or your conmmsent,
T•he comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC100SO, Pleuse
tra cking number In nil correspon~dence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 13. 2011 11:18:17PM

refer to

facility would be on preferred
Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

the comment

coT

Glreater.Than-Ct ass-C tow-level Radioactive Waste gls Draft Comment; GTCCSOO50
First Name: Susan
Last Name: Pierce
State: 05
Zip; 97083
County:USA

Email: susibt ravetn @yahoro.corf
Privacy Preference: DOntsvithhotd name or address fron' public record

Submitted:
Comment
can nell The hatards of
byFuboshiwo, white we "thilk" we can control nuclear energy, we OBVtOUfStY
As It ecampled
the waste material inwelt Iknown,and to tskc sach, dangerous materiets on public roads and face the dangers that
drivieg can create, Is lincredihly irresponsibte.

IW90-1

Please do NOTallow the transport of hazardous nuclear waste to the northwest, and fet's continue to tookinto
atternstive 5reener energy 3aurces! Theek you.
or call lbs GreaterQuestions about subm itting caomments over the Web? Contact us at: e~tcceiswebmasteri..aenl.l'Oqv,
Than-Class-C Low-Level RadIoactive Waste EISWebesaster at 1630) 252,5705.
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,Piet, Steve. Commenter ID No. T19

T19-1

Changes to the radioactive waste classifications are outside the scope of the EIS.

1
2
3
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M. 13111d: The coUrt repartor.
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iIEVAM PIET:
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Ito 4itst thJ09I have

, tO do is pronounce my anme cotrotcly.
9
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Otevan will be folioaad by tartylSieaOt.

C

lt'o Steve

Piet.

10

MS. B050211 Plet.

il

STEVAN PIET:

Obay.

Don't worry abnut it.

Everyone

ii

gae• It wrong.

1.3

teienarhoter call at homo, I Snow ita• not a friend

14

or a relative.

15

it'a great because whoa I get a

I have Coat points.

Nacher one,

it

16
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17
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o•Wea~te

19
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20

it',

21

cocacrotal, Itos blit-leval wad~e.

22

You've got te have a 010cr. unavbigucus,

23
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24

claeoitioationl s0le..

29
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and not the
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T19-1

Mhen you read 11,0cc

Chic thing Ia Coming Crow heae,

cocing from there,

itas D00, Ct', NRC, itos
That's garbage.
Consistent

ecate mranagevent

Point nwbor two,

:
my reaction to the

Piet, Steve. Commenter ID No. T19 (cont'd)

1

various altereatives.

I

alternative beoause

3

doesn't

eat

ehildren,

5

I oppose

things done•.

I oppose
apparently,

Ii leaves probloem
perhapo.

the

the deep geological

the Governor lovee.

espensive and it's a --

Comment noted.

T1 9-4

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has been used to some degree in the United States or
other countries to dispose of radioactive waste similar to the three waste types analyzed in the
GTCC EIS. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the
disposal sites evaluated in order to compare the performance of each site's natural
hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and
transport once any engineered barriers would begin to fail.

T19-2

It
to mny

The conceptual nature of these configurations takes intn account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered.
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It's nay toe

T19-3

jr's an overbtll. I .think

idea ef disposing things ot hIP? in

a trench,

10
11

In a esolt. any of those eOnld he cade to work.
I oppose the hore hole approach far

or

12

three reasons.

13

it Conner be leplenented everywhere is rho reentry.

14

So free s geographical eqoity prospective, bore holes

15

are a loser.

16

to •oneotoc

It in a reliable way, whereas I know I can

17

ponitltor

nehnd•n and 550115.

lB

arganeot against born helen s If I•

19

declde later that I want tO ends thIngs,

SO

hew to reverse

21

would llke to ore DOt consider: geographical equity,

Oosmber
one, as otated Is the Draft.

For example, if borehole disposal at NNSS became a preferred alternative, any capacity in the
existing boreholes would have been considered in follow-up studies. For an above-grade vault
with a 5 m cover, long-term impacts from the above-grade vault as determined by modeling for
the EIS would be expected to be similar to those for a vault set lower with respect to grade,
including with the top of the vault at or below grade, except in the case where the bottom of the
waste confinement was closer to the groundwater table. For any disposal option, the bottom of
any disposal unit would not be located at or below the water table to exclude the chance of
groundwater migration into the disposal unit. Actual implementation of a disposal option at a
specific location at a given site may have to be modified (i.e., the depth of a trench or a
borehole may need to be reduced to avoid groundwater issues).

las.ter two. I don't believe I Sow how

It.

Finally, the last

T1 9-4

screw op en I
S don't know

So those are criteria that I

22

oaniloring,

23

eoe useful psirpoce, end that's the piece share no

25

T19-3

cwn children.

that,

24

Comment
Cmetntd noted.

the no-action

no action is no solution.

and who will snob day,

T19-2
T92

and reversibility.

Bore holes ds have

Past operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that
when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each o~btion
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of future land disposal
facilities. Issues related to performance over, time would be analyzed in a project-specific
analysis to address technical and long-term cultural concemns (e.g., tribal issues).

mould depnalr ecaess linpers.
The third point, the Draft nose the

Tt-5

T19-5

Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the longterm modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

SPiet, Steve. Commenter ID No. T19 (cont'd)
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Polishuk. Sandy. Commenter ID No. T160
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Polishuk, Sandy, Commenter ID No. T160 (cont'd)
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Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.
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DOE's
ROD 78
FR 75913
dated
December
13, 2013,
that DOE
has deferred
a decision
on importing
waste
from other
DOE
sites (with
limitedstated
exceptions
as described
in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
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Polishuk, Sandy. Commenter ID No. T160 (cont'd)
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Pollard-Stein, Kristinet Commenter ID No. W40

From:
To:
Subject:

W40-1

Wdocsdasy.
May Iii, 2011 11:4.1PM
gtceiswinebsur@arnl.tov
llneip•::Great -'Tisan-Class.C twLov•,te Ssdiactive Waste OS cmment GTCCIOO4O

Tlhanlryou foryour comment, tristlne Pollard-Stein.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to 'dourcomment is •TCCItO•40. Please tefer to the comment
trashing number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: May 12, 2011 11:40:36PM CDT
Greater-Than-class-c Low-level'Radioactive WaSte EM$
Draft Comment: 6TCCOO04O
First Name: Kristine
Middte Initial: N
Last Name: Pollard-Stein
Address: 365 NW cherry Street
City: White Salmon
State: WA
Zip:98672
country: USA
Email: krianollard70lPem ail.com
Pr'icacy Preference: Den't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:"
The main priority of th~eHanford Nuclear Facility should be waste clean-up and not finding room for more additional
waste. The toaicswaste that is already stored at Hanfrod tonic wastle is already is currently and for many year's have been
leaching into the land around the tanks that are leaking, aud it It aslowly
moving into our ground swater.
I absolutely,/o
oppose to any additional waste being stored at the Hanford site. Na additional toxic waste should be stored at the
Hanford site. This would be very unethical and immoral practice of putting oar community at further risk by adding lo an
already tragic and overwhelming problem of the Hanford clean-up that is already being spoken of. N,o morn toxic wasle
at H-anfo rdtllll[
Queatlons about subnmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ytlrceiswebmasterinanl.eov or call the GreaterThat-class-c Low-Levol Radioactive Waste ElSWebmaster at 1650)
252-570lS.

W4-

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.I

W206-1

Polychronis, Jan, Commenter ID No. W206

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is tOperational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

gtcceiswebmaster@enl~gov
,,Thursday. June 16. 201.1 9:10 AM

F'rom:
Sent:

1['o:gtcceiSwebmastee@anl.gov
SubJect:

Receipt: Greaee¢-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste RiSComment GTCCO0206

Thank you for your comment, Jan Polyctarools.
"thecomment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTcCC10ZO. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.
C•omment Date: June 15, 2011 09:10:O6AM CDT
tGreater-Than-Clnss-C 1.owLevel Radioactive Waste Ei$ Draft Comment: GTCClO20R
First Name: Jan
Last Name: Polycharonis-

Coun try: UiSA
Privacy Preference: Dent: withhold name or address from public record

Submitted:
Comment
I do not want more nucloar waste shipped to Hanford through the Gorge or any other may. Hartford still hasn't
perfected thleir vitrifying metthod and ahipping niece waste to be stored there in not a good answer. We need to find
them however oud spend the time, energy and money towards this end.

W206-1

Quesslons about submitting comments over the Web? contact us at: ntccelswehmast erlanlegov or call tht GreaterThan-Cluss-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EiSWebmuster at (530) 252-5705.

0

0

0

W450-1

Pomeroy. Kelly, Commenter ID No.W450

i

IT

Prom:
Sent:
To;

SubJect:

.

T

..

...

..... .. ................

glcceiswebmsster @ant.gov
Fulday,June 24, 2011 7:51.PM
.9tcceiswebmasler@asI~gov

Receipt. Gtreater-Than-Class-C Low-LovelRadioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCCIO4S0

Thank you for yourcomment, KellyPomeroy.
The comment tracking nudmber that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO45Q.
Please refer to the commenst
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: June 24, 2011 07:SO:39PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Rladioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: ISTCCI045O
First Namo: Kelly
Last Name: Pomeroy
d.
Address: 59-148 OlomanaR.
City: Kamtaeta
State: lIi
Zip: 96743
Country: USA
twali: kpt.•geai~o
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from pubtic record

Comment Submitted:
We have already seen~ampie evidence that Hartford iv Incapable of properly storing huclear waste, to why would anyone
think It appropriate to send them thousands snd thousands of gallons wore of this highly toxic material, endangering
the whole Colu~mbia(torge in the process?
Questions about submltting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebnsasturrtvn.eov or call the GreaterTtsan-Ciass-C Low-Levet Radioactive Waste (IS Webwnstvr at (63O) 252-570S.

W450-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WT1P is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

Pope, B., Commenter ID No. W434
W434-1

Prone
Sent:
'To
Subject:

Theenkyou for your comment,

exceptions as described in the
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited
at least until WTP is operational.
Hanford
at
disposal
for
Settlement Agreement with Ecology)
Chapter 2.
EIS
see GTCC
For information on DOE's preferred alternative
DOE has deferred a decision
that
stated
2013,
13,
December
dated
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913

/;

gtceeiswebmaster@anl.gov
Friday. June 24. 2011 1:30 PM
gtcceisweb mnster@anitgov
Waste EISComment GTCC104O4
R~elpL: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radiotctive

e.Pope.

Pleete refer to the comment
been assigned to your comment Is tGTCC103434.
The commenlt trnclinln number that true
telating to this comment.
correspondence
ail
in
number
tracking
CDT
Comment Date: June 24, 2011 05;30:S7PM
Waste tIS Oreft Comment; f3TCC1O434
Gtreater-Than-Ciess-C Low-Level Radioactive
Pirst Nmew: B.
Lost Nmew: Pope
Cnuntry: USA
Emnai:) pneao. iiec
or addiress from public
Privacy Preference: DonSt withhold name

record

0
radionctiet waste going to an tiready
Comment Submitted:
Cohlmb•ia River Gargo travel cottid or for
in~creaseduse of the limited and narrow
tI o not chose to have this redloactive transport
here.
breathe
end
lieu
I
overburdened Hanford vito. is unacceptable.
ti the Gorge.
burden aidted to the ennironmentat problems
orcait the Greaterover the Web? Contoct us uS: etciwbnstrbnto
O~uestlons abont submitting comments
EtS Webmester at (630) 252-570S.
Then-Class-C Low-Level tatioective Weste

I

W434-1

'-

.0

0•
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Pope, B., Commenter ID No. W280

From:
Sent:To:
Subject:

W280-I

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

gtcceiu.webmaster@ anLgov
Thursday, tune 16, 2011 9:57PM
gtcceiuwebnmaster@antgov
Receipt: Gteater-Than-Claus-C Low-LeuelRadioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC10280

Thank you for your comment. U.Pope.
The comment tracking number that( has baee assigned to your comment toGTCC1O280. Please refer to the comment
trac~kingnumber in all correspotndence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 16, 2011 09;'59:StPtn COT
tlreater-Than-Claso-C Low.Levet Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comrnent:,GTCCIO2BO
Firat Nlame: B...
Last Name: Pope
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Donftwithhold name or address frompubtic record

Comment Submitted:
The Columbia River Gorge is a reotricted corridor of railroad, highway, river traffit, a nd traits connecting a population
living Insmall towns and co mmrunitins orl either"aideof thu river. Any additional traffic of hazardous material$ Ia
unthinlauble in the increased rais it poses for everyone living and working lhere.

W280-I

Questions about submitt~ng commenti over the Web? Contact usat: etcelswehmasterwunt~enuortcal the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmastor at (6301252-5705.
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Powell. Charles. Comm enter ID No. L52

L52-1

C/V~cI& R i P2 e,~JQ ...........
P4O. Z36X 2-1%5i

f~O~cL 44. ~
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DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WJPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.
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DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an ELS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify, the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modifyr this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

s~-t t L~u~ ~

~ ~ ~de~nt~~z(

SL52-2

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

Powell. Charles. Commnenter ID No. L52 (cont'd)
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W460-1

Powers, Patrick, Commenter ID No. W460

frorn,:
Sent:
To:
.Subjectr

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Sv~ari~y, June 23, i051. •:3 AM
iicai:t: Gtaerh.~a1a~st•*as•-C

Law4-l[.v~l Itualliuui~v Wuslu OSgCawanau

GTCCI04ttl

Th'ank yea for your comment, Patrick Powers,
The comment tracktn8 number that baa; been assigned to your comment to GTCC10460. Please refer to the comment
trackting number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: june 25, 2011 05:2'8:O9AM COT
Greater-Than-Ctacn-C Lowv-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: 6TCCIO5,60
First Name: Patrick
Middle initial: M
Last Name: Powers
Address: 46 Lakeniew.

city: White Salmon
State: WA

ZIp: 98672,Country: USA
Email: oetmoomverslyemail~com
privacy Preference: Dan't withhold earnestr address, from public record

Com~ment Suttalitted:
Itodiouctine matte next to the Columbia River? Forget it.

1W460-1

Quetstions about s~ubmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: &lcreiswehmastertaanl.eov or call the GreaterThan-Claassc LI.tw-.esei tRadioactive Waste [IS Webmaster at

1680)252-S705.

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WJPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Presley. Elizabeth. Commenter ID No. W406

From: ...

gtcc'ewwebmaster@ont~gov

Sentt
To:
SubJect:

Thursday, June 23, 2011 9:27 PM
9tcceiswebmaster@ant.gov
Receipt: Greater-lhan-Class-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste

W406-1

etSComment GTCC1O4CS

Thank you ioryour consment, tEliabeth Presley.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your cotrement is GTCC1
0406. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspotndence relating to this comment.
comment Date:, June 23, 2013 09;26:53PM cot
Greater.Thtan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment:.GTCCID406
First Name: Elizabeth
Middle Initial: N
"'
Leat Name: Presley
Address: 322•1Minnesaot Ave
City: Duluth
State: MN
Country:. USA
.'
Email: bee222gai•o
privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment submitted:.
Having lived in thte Seattle area from 1975 until 21303,Ihave been wall versed Inthe canisters ofwaste leaking into the
Columbia River, the railroad transefer of waste to Grou~ndZero, the high incidence of cancer In the Hanford area, the
death InSeattte of the Chervobyl pilot, ernt the frastrated attempts to start the cleanup.lf this were not enough to make
the case fo~rabandonleg the current planr,surely the Japanese disaster must.
Questions abnutsubmittlng comments over the Web? Contact us nt: atclsvehmnervrmnl.e vorcaillthe GreaterThan-tlasa-C Lavw-Level
Rtladioctlve Waste tIS Webmaster at 1630)
252-5703.

I
I W406-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
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_Procter, Rebecca, Commenter ID No. T79

cm
......

.. .. Capii~ai iKepuiits Curup•.uy
MS. PROCTEr:
MR. BRONM:

2

MS. PBOCTER:
Procter'

.

Thank you.
So please proceed,
hello.

My nome is

RebecCa

I'm a resident of Santa Fe County.
In my professional life I've been involved

quite a lot with MEPA.

So I wanted to start off with
just kind of

just a couple of technical points,
reminders
you,

for you,

and especially if

this is new for

things you should keep in mind.
The NEPA process is

process.

It

only a consultation

requires that federal agencies like DOE

consider the effects that their proposed actions have
on people in

important to remember this --

and it's

It does not --

the environment.
it

does not mandote any

particular level of proetction or consideration by an
agency.

It

only requires that those effects be

considerod'in some fashion.
So this means that you,

the public,

must

advocate for the appropriate level of evaluation and
protection for the action that's being considered.

cm
0

this is no guaranteed outcome for the National
Environmiental policy Act process.

866.488.DUPO
www.Capital~epor tingComfpanly.eon1
0

0
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Procter. Rebecca. Commenter ID No. T79 (cont'd)

T79-1

The use ofHOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS hecause they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T79-2

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, JNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

..1
Secondly,
this case,

it

I'd like to make the point that in

appears that the NEPA~process has been

foreshortened in a way that is

not defensible,

to wit,

the failure of DOE to consider and evaluate all
reasonable alternatives.
There's an alternative that some of our
Nuclear Natch Groups with their special expertise are
advocating,

and that is

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

that this higher level and more

dangerous waste be stored on site at nuclear plants.
This is

T79-1

the hardened on-site storage that you were

hearing about in the presentation earlier,

MOSS.

You'll probably hear that acronym again.
I-would advocate that the P.OSSmethod is,

in

fact, within the boundaries of the mandate for the EIS
simply because it

states clearly that DOE must develop

a facility or facilities,

plural,

for this kind of

waste.
Now,
matter.

Mhy is

I want to get to the real heart of the
New Mexico an acceptable dumping ground

for higher level and commercial grade nuclear waste?
This tsore potent question underlies and actually
subverts the NE2A process.

For decades New Mexico hes

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReporti ngCompany.rom

T79-2

T79-3

Procter. Rebecca. Commenter ID No. T79 (cont'd)

been viewed as a poor,

low population,

fringe area that

serves as a politically and socially acceptable place
to hide toxic materials that richer, more densely
populated or more comm~ercially profitable commonities
wouid~never consider housing in their own areas.
I suggest,

therefore,

you must become very angry,

T79-2
(Cont.)

that as New M~exicens,

very vocal,

and very

politically motivated to prevent this disaster in thu
riaking.
Further,

New Mexicans mudt recognize and be

willing to paint the elephant in the room a shocking
electric pink.

Any technology that generates large

amounts of incredibly toxic material that never in the
foreseeable future of the human species really goes
away,

any technology that does that is

clearly

unmistakably maladaptive and harmful to the human
comm~unity sand the planet as a whole.
Na must,

therefore,

unacceptable waste disposal,
whole as it

reject not just any
but this technology as a

is being used to enrich a few while

endangering all.

This is

clearly not in line with the

values of the Arserican democracy.
S,
866.4SS.DEPO
"
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

T79-3

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Procter. Rebecca, Commenter ID No. T79 (cont'd)

SCapital Reporting Company ••
Now,

I

I will just leave you with one final

2

thought,

3

reasoning that would lead this agency to choose to

and that is .it appears to me that the

4dispose of higher leve~l waste in

facilities that are of

S

a less secure nature than the geologic containment at

6

NIPP?-- you've seen some of the other alternatives here

7

--

is

faulty reasoning and should not be followed.

~Thank

you.

T179-3
(Cont.)

W8-1

Prvor, Peggy, Commenter ID No. W8

Senti
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmastvr@ant~gov
Friday, May0O5,201.110.25 PM
gtcceiswebmast er@anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-rhan-Class.c Low.Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GT~CCO0O8

Thank you for your comment, Peggy pryor.
The comment tracking'number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO008. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence r'elatingto this comment.
Comment Date: May 6, 2011 10•:26i:14PM
cDT
Greater-Than-Class,-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCClO008S
First Name: Peggy
Middte Initial: J
Last Name: pryor
Address: 1420 ow 12th Andrews Texas 7971)4
City: Andrews
State: TX
Zip: 79714
Country: USA
Email:orvorn;0l•lsud denllnh~ne t
Privacy Preference: Dos't withholdl name or address fromspublic record

Comment Submitted:
Leave low level radioactive waste at its orgin of generationl When mill you understubnd every time you move and store
innanew place your are contaminating a new area also mining these waste have proven that anew
elements are created.
Vou more than likely havi. not done heatlh studies to be able to verily any contamlnation i1nthe future that is a number
one way we us individuals have no wuy to prone oar new, illness cexample
Andrews treat has lominuel It has been at least
15 yiearsthe only study that was done in 1996 Is lost,not,appropriat e~ete.
You fail to listen sothe concernns of the public until a chernobly or Jupan crisis occurs, In the lowvlevel waste sites you
are creating health crams
with no way to prove or side and by nut listening or conducting proper studies only how mtch
money you can muhe (the states main Interest or to do any thing tOget yourjob done to wvithoutworrying about
consequenea to healihand safety of the public.
Oar Earth Is allwe havesto prote ct us ansdGa~dask unto rare for it for it can feed us house as It our source of water and
you are not malintainiag due deligeets as we are mandated in Gods law.
Say na to a gamble tonus the public bat also to gods law. Peggy Pryor
1420nw 12th
AndrewasTexus 79714
43?-S23-4550

Questions ahent submitting comments over the Web? contact us at: gtccelswvebmasterlnanLe,ov or catl the GreaterThan.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI5Webmauter at (6301
252-5705.

Wg-I

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
altemnatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

E28-l

Pryor. Pe2gy and Melodve, Commenter 1D No. E28

1

From:
Sent.'
To:
Cc
Sutsject:

I

I

m

Monday. O)ctober 01,.2012 2:31 PM
'FW: Greater tisan U~ass
C Comments

---Original Message-From: Diane D'Arrlgo/NIRS lmnllto dlanedlinlrs orpl,
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 5:35 PM
To: Arnold Edielman
Cc: Diane D'Arrigo/NIRS
Subject; Greater than class t Comments

June 1652011

.

Arnold Edelman, Document Manager, DOE GT1ccES, Cloverleaf Bid., EM-43, 1000
Independence Avenue, SW., washington, DC 20585

Dear Arnold Edeiman and DOE

Please extend the public comment period for one month no that individuals, organizations and communities affected
and potentialiy affected by GTCc and 0TCClike waste can fully revie, evalulate and comment. Those living and working
at and around some of the sites with large a mounts of thin waste or potentially in lin~eto receive large amounts of
deserve the chance to learn more and provide input. it has been a long time coming --gettiag to the point where the
public can weigh leon thin unique waste category. We would greatly appreciate a 31 day extension.

Sincerely

Diane D'Arrigo
Nuclear Information and Resource Service
Tahoma Park MD

E28-I

DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. DOE
considers the 120-day public comment period to be adequate relative to the 45-day NEPA
requirement.

Pryor, Peggy and Melodve, Commenter ID No. E28 (cont'd)

Peggy anid Melodye Pryor
Andrews iX

Dlane D'ArrIijo/NIRS'
6930 Carroll Ave #340
Takoma Park MO 20912
301 '270 6477 x 16

Putkey, Lisa, Commenter ID No. E53

From:
Sentt:
To:
Subaject:
Attachments:

*

.

E53-I

Lsa Putkey <lputkey@gmaii.coms.
U
Monday, June 27, 2005 8.:45PM
gtceeis@antgoe
GTCCtis comment -Lisa Puttrey
GTCCComments~doc

Dear Mr. Edelinan,
Copied below and sastahed are nmycomments on the Greater than Class C EI1S.Please contact me if yos have
any trouble viewing themi.
lBestLisa kuskey, lisaoiitkevtsmiait.cont

Arnold Edeinsan
Dociument Manager.
DOE GTCC EIS
Cloverleaf Bid. EM-43
1000 Independenea Avenue, SWd.
Washington, DC 20585

IDear Departmtent of Energy.

As I wrvite this a giant forest lire is burning up the sonthtwest corner of Los Alansos National Laboratory. It has
been very dry in the desert this yearnand this isjus[ ote of ranmpant witdiires in the area. The city of Los
Alumnao
wes evacusted earlier this afternoon: Natural Disasters do happen. Science is not infallible.

Please do NOT bring any of the 160,000,000 curies of radioactive G'JCC waste to New Mexico. 0TCC
radioactive wvaste
will be dangerotts to humans and the environment for htuadreds of yese. Rtight now the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant east of Carlsbad has a capacity of onily 5,000,000 caines of'rdioactivity. This waste
is 30 titaes ntore radleactivity thanm
intettded for WIPP raid would break thteir ban on conmnercial (nuclear
power) waste disposal. Los Aismos National Laboratory has no adequate facility for this waste: storage and
currently disposes of low level nuclear waste at Ares (I in unlitted tretteles, pits and shafts. Area G3is leaking
and in need of clesa-up not more shal low radioactive waste buriall

SE53-I

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NIEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federat sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.
I

Putkey, Lisa, Commenter ID No. E53 (cant'd)

I live in Chimayo and volunteer with ayouth organiat•lion called Think Outside the Bomb. We educate, train,
and miobiliz'e youth to be involved with envirotnmental justice issues intheir communities, focusing on theimpacts of the nuclear industrial complex. I have boen working with youth in the Espanola Valley for a y•/ar
now and when this proposal came out we started meeting with local intergenerational groups to read throtjgth thd.LEIS logether (which by the way we need mucht ttuch more time so do, since it is two thick books of densq
technical information and many, of the youth in the tEspsnola Valley struggle with the English lagugage). !As we
read through we became very dismayed by this proposal and the negative implications for our conrtunit4,
which htas already suffered from 65 years ofonuclear eontanmination.

We started doing outreach in the community atnd ,at thle high schools aibout the proposal and not only wasiNO
One aware of this proposal, but they all were very concerned and didn't wantt thtis waste brought to New
Mexico. We did art sessions in which students and eornmutnity created art and wvrote
letters to hebroughl to the
public comment period (which is always a shanm so that threproject can check off "involved local
conmmunities.') Many of the students' letters spoke of~vanlintg healthy, snfe, and sustaittable eomntunities tO
grow up in and for tIheir fanities.

E53-2

DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.

E53-3

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts I 500-I1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

SE53-1
(Cent.)

E53-2

Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOE
considered this text for Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensure
consistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be
made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal govemnments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site location
and method, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed, including appropriate
analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes.

In my opittion New Mexico iras been a sacrifice state for the U.S. nuclear industrial comsplex since the
beginning, with LANL. Sandia, WIPP, Itirtland's ntrke storage, uranium mining, and nmore.The Es~panola:
Valley Commsunities, which arc don'nwiutd of LANL, have already srtffered etnatght f'ornt lteir sir, land, wa~er
and bodies being contaminated and it has lead to severe healthl problemsa. To bring nttorc radioactive waste t• b•
stored in shallow burial in inadequate facilities at LANL is a•slap its the face that potts a eotnmunity hiatoricdlly
contaminated with radioactivity even more at risk. Furthermore, it is an environmenals injustice to tihe
predouminately Indigenous ettd Chicano Espanola Valley.

However, the information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of
the preferred alternative presented in this ETS. The information provided in the narratives for
Hanford, INL, LANE, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
expended by the various tribes in supporting this EIS process.

E53-3

The fire hsappening as I write is a blaring example of how this community cannot sustain this waste. As gltrtaa
wasrming progresses these disasters will only increase. Even so, in hundreds of years the geography eflLot
Alsntos, between a rift valley and a dormant volcano, with underly/ing fault lines, will itave changed. Its
shsallow burial at Area 0 cannot hanmdle waste that needs to be secured indeep geological repositories and
tsonitored for generatiotns. 'lhe sutrrounding Indigenous Pueblos are land-based peoples who have always •d
will always live in thtesacred land they are living. To ask fitture generations, as stewards of the land, to be~r

E53-4

this radioactive burden is unacceptable. Theo"Native Text" of the Draft hIS for GTCC waste should ber.,l by
the DOE in greater sincerity. The proposed LANL.site isitust not suitable,

Additionally, since the Depsrtment of Energy seems to have osooeooo
much radioactive waste, and NO gooxj"
solution for what to do with it, perlsaps they should immediately cease all of thteir efforts sohype up tuncleari
power and create more of this waste that wvillbe toxic for generations. Nuclear power is ansabsurdly dange~rtus
and dirty process to boil water, and only profitable becauise of governmsent subsidies. I only see it as a \vayfor a
handful of ridh to profit at the direct expctnse of low income eonrmunities in our country and abroad, atnd th(:
ultinmate expense of everyone.

E53-4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Putkey. Lisa, Comm enter ID No. E53 (cont'd)

Sincerely.

Lisa Pulkey

Orgirnivtr, Think Oulskie the lBonmb
Clilnayo, New Mexico
FEmail: lis._apu~mail.corn
Phone: 650-303-1353
Mailing Address: 1940 Willow Way
San IBruno, Ca 94066

T89-1

Putkev, Lisa, Corn nenter ID No. T89

Pu'rKNY:

MS.

I

for the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.

And we are both activa in groups

including Think Outside the Boirb,

the

I

around here,

3

fnvironmental'. ustice Group at Tewa Women united,

4

Pueblo's Existence.

Hlonor

We work with a lot of the other

$grouns comning together to analyze this EIS.
And I've bean working with youth in the

6

T can't help but notice that you --

7

Espanola Valley.

S

when I say "you,"

9

Very good job of letting anyone in this community,

10

Espanola Valley,

II

which is

12

million Curies of radioactive waste,

13

really got the word Out.

moan DOG--

IS note.

you've been not doing a
the

that lives downwind of Los Alesos,

one of the sites where you want to put 160

I've been looking in

14

The Rio Grande Sun, it's

comes out every Wednesday.

16

It

I?

en ad'or soinethin'g in there.

that you haven't

'Take

the Rio. Grande Sun.

the valley newspaper.
Try to get an article or

We've been doing outreach in the corn.'unity and

In

to people and youth.

the the
disseminate
ablebetoobtained
is to becan
process public
public
with
goal to
to inform
DOE's
from the interested
inputparticipation
that
publictosoits
theregard
information

We went to Espanola

19

takn

20

?alley High

2!

one person that we have come across has heard abuteL

22

th~s proposal

Not

chon. end talked to a lot of classes.

to bring weste here to New Miexico.
866.488.DEPO
www.Capital~ep ortingCompany.coin
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Putkey, Lisa, Commenter ID No. T89 (cont'd)

think it's

kind of preposterous to even have a

3

community hearing without doing the proper,

2

outreach to the community.
* That being said,

School,
1

T89-2

Final siting ofra disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

when we were at Espanola High

we worked with youth.

table afterwards.

adequate

Maybe you come to our

You can check out the artwork that

the youth from the Espenola High School made in regards

a

to this, an~dwe made it

as a way for them to have their

commnents and have their voices here even though it's
vary,

very hard to get around in

the area,

lack of

public transportation and such.
So I'm going to have Elizabeth read one and
I1

I'm going to read another one from two different
15

students from the Espanola high School that they wrote
on 'Tuesday.
17

MS. CHAVEZ:

This letter is

written to the

18

Department of Energy.
beautiful,
19

It

says, "New M~exico is a

peaceful and friendly environment.

do riot take that away from us.

waste for the government to be destroying.
21

humnCS,

22

and clean environment.

Please

Tlhis st~ate is not a
No are all

and we alI deser've Cu lice in a free, healthy,

86t1.488.DEPOQ
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.comn

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the ELS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

T89-2

Putkey, Lisa, Commenter ID No. T89 (cant'd)

"Please consider another source or idea to put

I

S•e care about our cor, unity.

2

this waste.

3

to beathe best for our economy,

4

clean,

healthy environment.

We want it

and we do care for a

Please reconsider.

5Students of Espanola Valley High School.".
6
7

Ws. .Putkey:

'Wa don't support this idea

because we don't want anything to harm our comsunity.
SWe want our children and grandchildren to live healthy

9
it
i1

12
13

lives.and not have'to live through devastation ifT8something goes wrong.
"This

idea is

frightening.

goinig to allow us to live long,
Thank you.

'This idea isn't

healthy lives."

T89-3
T93

See
response tooT92
T89-2.
Sersos

Quintana, Marlene, Commenter ID No. L77L7-

L77-1
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Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

L77-1

~M•(

L77-2

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

L77-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

L77-4

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL and ongoing cleanup efforts
at the site will continue. DOE does not anticipate that GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike waste
disposal would affect ongoing cleanup activities at these sites.
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

L77-3

Ouintana, Marlene. Commenter ID No. L77 (cont'd)

II

I,

, Radford,

William. Commenter ID No. T161

T16l-1

..

DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the

information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. The EIS
was also posted on the project website. Request for a copy of the EIS can also be made through
the website.

I

short of funds needed to finish a containment structure

2

for the Chernabyl reactor today.

3

safe?

It

4

So how can it

ever be

can't.
So I would like to submit that for the tima

being,

that all of this GTrCCwaste be kept at exactly

6

where it

was produced at those commercial plants and

I

leave it

there for 100 years.

8

time,

maybe •we'll come to some realization of a better

9

place to 'start.

ae

don't think any of it

11

state.

And I would also like to say that I
should be transported across the

Thank you.

12
13

and in that apace of

MR. eROWN:

Thank you.

William Radford will

be speaking next, and then Astrid Webster.

14

NR. RADFORD:

r

First of all, I'd like to lodge

I$

a complaint

I6

Environmental lImpact Statement.

17

DOE's list since 1976.

18

the list.

19

permanently,

that

wasn't sent a copy at the draft
I have been on the

and I keep getting dropped from

I don't know whet it

takes to get on there

but please put me on permanently.

So the

20

remarks I'm going to give this evening are based on my

21

review of fhe panels in the back untd a bri,±f v~eviaw of

22

the documents in

the front there.
866.488.DEP'O
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Radford. William, Conmmenter ID No. T161 (cont'd)

I

think

that this proposal amounts to a

cynical breach of the public trust,

prim~arily becaulse

h1

the WfIPP project that seems to be your not quite yet
preferred alternative,

seems to ignore the fact that

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WJPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

the citizens of New Metxico who have under some duress,
T161-2

I would say, accepted this project, was with the
understanding that it

would be for defense-related

and now we find that we're being told that

waste only,

it will include some commercial waste as well.
consider that a breach of trust.
deal of negotiation,

I

There was a great

and discussion through Congress

and other means to come up with a decision which was
made,' which was that it

was not to include any

T161-3

commaercial waste.
S The next point i would like to raise is that
the WISP site should be precluded from consideration as
an alternative

for the same reason that it

should-have

been precluded in the site selection process for the
T161-3

transatlantic

disposal.

That is

government's own criteria,

to say, the

site selection criteria,

called to avoid any site that hlad attractive natural
resources,

In the case of &tLPP, we're dealing of

866.488.DEP'O
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DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

The WIPP has been certified by the EPA for the disposal of defense-generated TRU waste. The
physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes proposed for
disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU wastes currently being disposed of
in the repository. WIPP is surrounded by various natural resources - including potash, oil, and
natural gas - as identified in Section 4.2.2.2 of this EIS. Resource considerations were included
in the site selection process for WIPP and are documented in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Section 7.3.7). Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCClike wastes at WIPP would not invalidate the WIPP site selection decision.

Radford. William. Commenter ID No. T161 (cont'd)

r'v

!course,
2

3you'll

~iland

see it's

If you look at

just dotted.

be denied that it's

T(6C)

Everywhere around the

withdrawal site, there aet oil and gas sites.

$cannot
6

with potash and oil and gas.

the claims and the drills around the WIPP project,

It

a very attractive site for

natural resources.
So "it

7

should be excluded for the same reason

5

that it

9

didn~t-

should have been excluded for what it

I asked whatever the OOE represents is

Is

outside,

whether or not there was any criteria for

II

avoidance of natural resources; he said he didn't know

12

or that the list

13

include all of the criteria.

11

there isn't a criteria for exclusion due to natural

was.

I

that was on the panels there did not
I'm suggesting that if

15 resource competition or attractiveness,
i6

should be there,

27

precluded for that reason.

that that

and that the WIPP site should be

The next point I would like to raise also

15
29

relates to the WIPP project, and it

29

definition of the word "deep."

22

for deep geologic disposal.

22geologic

Now,

has to do with your
your criteria call

I contend that "deep" in a

sense should mean some amount greater than
866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepot tingCompany.com
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Radford, William, Commenter ID No. T161 (cont'd)

CaF~a!
s'
•in g-C'•a
X'a
Fa'ay

less than a half mile.
.1

...

....... ....

I think moat of the audiences

24
-

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC ELS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

I think that ii the general public understood that

when they think of the waste
pilot plant as being deep,

--

at the waste isolation

deep,

deep underground,

if

they really thought about how far leas than a half mile
6

it

7

That's only about four throws of a good rock,
arm,

is,

they would be far less complacent about it.
if

a good

or younger arm perhaps.

C

So 2 would think that if

we're going to be

talking about deep geologiu disposal,
Io

12

isolation pilot plant sits;

13

half mile.

should be

i.e., way deeper than a

Those are my comments.

HlR. BROWN:

14
I5

it

considerably more than the depth at which the waste

Thanks vary much.

Astrid Webster

andErich Kuerschner will be next.
NS. WE5SSTR:

16

Hi.

Wy name is

Astrid.

I've

17

been in New Mexico since I was an 18-year-old freshman

18

at the University of New Mexico,

19

for life.

2o

jacket who thinks that solar power and wind power can't

21

meet. UUr iHeeds.

22

they're more than meeting our needs,

and my affiliation is

And I'd like to speak to the man in the red

I have solar panels un my LuOf,
by a bunch.

866A488.DEPO
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DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

T161-4

Rat nus, Carla. Cornmenter lID No. W37

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswvebrmaster@anl.gov
Wednesday, May 18, 2011 1:10 PM
gtccemsweb
masser@aentcjev
Receipt: Grealer-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioa~5ive Waste EItSComment GTCC15037

Thankc you for your comment, carla latnus.
The comment trackinig number that has been assigned to your comment in GTCC50037. Please ruler to the commeunt
tracking number in all correspondence relastng to this comment.
comment Dote: May 18, 2011 01:09:21PM COT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Oraft Comment: 6TCC10037
First Nam'e: carts
Last Name: Rajnus
Address: 5505 sw pendleton Cl.
City: portland
state: DR

Zip: 97221
Country. USA
tevati: cari;nralnuspsmniltcom ..
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment submitted:"
Ploase do not move toxic waste to "Hanford. It is too dangerouss and there Is a bettor way Io dispose of It; at least dlean itJ W37-1
before transporting it.
thonks.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact as :at: etrceinswebmastertaanl.t'o• or call the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS WebmaSter at {630) 252-5755.

W37-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W389-1

Ralston, Carla, Commenter ID No. W389

From:
Sent:,
To:
Subject:

* gtcceisvwebmaster@annLqov
Thursday. June 23. 2011 5:30 PM
g tcceiswebmaster @anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 115Comment GTCCI03R9

Thank you for your comment, Carla Ralston.
The comment trucking number that has been assigned to yo ur comment is

GTcClO03S, Please refer to the comment

tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: ieee 23, 2011. 05:30;S4PM CDT

Greater-ThanoCdass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI5Draft Comment: GTCC2O3R9
First Name: Cdarl
Lost Name: Ralston
Country; UISA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from pablic record

Commenc Submitted:"
The R1 priority should be cleaning oip the ealsting waeste. not demping morn waste on the problem.

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: vtccelwhatn~atev orcali the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-bevel Radioactive Waste EI5 Webmaster at 1620) 252-5705,

W359-l

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Randolph. Gretchen, Commenter ID No. L318

n.

L318-1

DOE's Record of Decision 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has
deferred a decision on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as
described in the Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until
WTP is operational.

DRAFT ENVIR•ONMENTA'L IMPAL'CTI STIATEMENT for the'
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
(DOE/EIS-0375-D)
U.S. Department of Energy

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside
the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable
the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes.
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routing agency in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D).
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DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred fi decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T171-l

Reilley Urner. Carol. Commenter ID No. T171

Ca"jtlt
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141. B90110:

Carol will be followed by lKen

Ferguson.
12.: R11XILlIYURNER: Well,

11

was 81.

I9

when I was 29.

I'm 82.

someone who spoke here

And we became Oregonians way back
And it

was when we were here, my

20

husband was a planner for metro --

23

Portland,

22'

and the fellow planners.

23

portland and the surroulnding communities,

24

socething very special in

25

we Owe ii

and

the Metro area of

am very proud of the werk that he did
I think that Oregon,

this country.

are
Aed I think

to all the people that have helped stake

866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalReportingCompany.coms

T1F71
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DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T171-2

Reilley Urner, Carol, Commenter ID No. T171 (cont'd)

...

Capit~ii(Lepoittb~ CoiBi1 ?aaiy .....

... .
.this

I

a wonderful place to live as well,

..

.....

3
4

along nor columbia River.

6

Berlin crisis happened,

7

edge of nuclear war.

S

through that.

9

And a Ilewepaper
in

I0

end We were teetering on the
Sone of you haven't had to live

We lived through it
eolurnnist asked,

thin country?

several times.
Where are the people

lhy aren't they speaking out?

And so I wrote a letter saying the reason we

21'

And I'm sure

12

weren't speaking was we were helpless.

13

that when I looked at my own children and realized

14

they probably weren't going to grow to adulthood,

IS

I theught Russian wonen --

16

way,

I?

was sure that they felt the same when they looked at

w•ho at that point,

and

by rho

were demons because they wore cossunists --

I

their children.

1I"

Well,

-

the next day.

after --

well, the paper put

in the paper with a five-column headline.

'Tho

20-

it

21

next day, women all over Portland were calling me,

22

,women,

most of then I'd never net and didn't know.
we have to do something.

SoI

And they said,

Carol,

I4

felt helpless,

had to help, and I leve the women ci

23

Portland and will ever since, because they gathered

23

TITI-l

•Whenmy children were only two and five rho

$

19

.

as M~other

Nature and Mother Earth themselves, whovre made it a
Not to let this desecration occur(Cn.
wonderful place.

2

.-...

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitallleportingCompany.corn

T171-2

is outside
sources
alternative
or promoting
generation
the GTCC
Stopping
the the
to enable
alternatives
disposal energy
is to evaluate
of which
scope waste
thenuclear
EIS, of
scope of the
selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Reilley Urner. Carol, Commenter ID No. T171 (cont'd)

T171-3

I

-

together, formed a movement,

2

-

nuclear lest ban that stopped dropping fallout on our

T171-2

3

children and helped to put a break and get peoplo to

(Cont.)

4

think,

$

whero are we going?

and helped got that

ihy are we preparing to

kill?
6

;hell,

for 33 years we lived overseas.
with poor countries,

7

"hueband~worked

8

help then lift

9

.ciiling.orthe military in

up.

because my

lie wanted to

He didn't want to be involved in
any way.

And I ease to

10

love all the countries we lived in and all the

Ii

hundreds ot countries WOvisited, end all the people,

12

the poor people.

13

thaI we think about killing without a second thought.

14

And these are precious people, and we need to

15

recognize their preciousness, just like the Columbia

There were so many wonderful people

Ii

River is precious and Oregon and Washington are

17

precious.

|8

And now I've cone hack, and I don't know as ouch

|9

as a lot of you do about the details off Hsnford and

20

nuclear power anld nuclear weapons, but I do know,

21

listening to you and reading and lookiug•

22

crazy.

23

world is worth more than this,

24

in this direction.

25

this is

Wy people are worth more than this.

The

tie can't keep going

And in those years overseas --

I'll end with

866.488.DEP'O
www.CapitalRep or tingComipany.com

T71-3

See response to T171-1.

Reilley Urner, Carol, Commenter ID No. T171 (cont'd)

this --

1

T171-4

See response to T171-2.

I mostly worked with very poor people to help

2

thee work for their own homan tights, their own

3

cemlunities.

And I learnedi that they had a power in

theta and that they worn smart and that they knew what

4

was hear,

$

and they woutdo r have done fooli'sh things.

C

noBt I alno learned when I took them up to meet with

7

ashssadora or generals

S"

everyone we net, thorn was somethtng we could roach.

9

Set they tee knew that what they wore doing to these
was wrong.

10

people

II.

that way.

or corporation prealdents,

And we stopped a lot of bad things

so t know that we together,

12'

in

can stop this sadness.

and those people
We have a great

1Y

with is,

14

reentry and a great people and a great world.

iS

lot's stop messing with nuclear bombs, nuclear power,

-

So

16'

kiillng peeple, and piling op this waste that nobody

17

knows what to do with.

Ct

S
0

W562-1

Reilley Urner•..Carol, Commenter ID No. W562

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

From:
Sent:
1o:
Subject!

• gtcceinswbmaster@OfnLgov
Monday, June 27, 201.1 10:49 PM
.gtcceiswcbmaster@an!.gov
Receipt: Greater-TibanCla$O-CLow-level Radioactive Waste tis Comment

(1"CC10562

Thank you for your comment, Carol RteillelUrner.
The comment tracklng number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC105S2. Please refer to the comentno
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 27, 2011 1O:d8:27PM

COr

tlreater-ThariClass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtSDraft Comment: caTcc10562
First Name: Carol
Middle lnltlal: J
Last Name: lRelney
Otoer
Address: 3745 St. Harrison Street
-City: Portland
State: ORt
Zip: 97214
Coantry; USA
Email: carol~urnerO2rapnail corn
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold itame er address from public record
comment Submitted:
Please do not transfer more nuclear waste to Hanford. Our Columbia, lifeline of the northwest, wvillbe dangerously
polluted for generationo with tritium and beryllium Tiny particles of platonium dust will be carried inthe air and remain
In Hanford soil tar centuries. anstead
please concentrate on ultrilicatlon, shot down nuclear power plants and cease
nuclear weapons production before we destroy our bea~stifuilplanet home as sastalner of life.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? contact us et:
•tciwhasetalP
Than-Clas5-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 16301
252-5705.

o or call the Greater-

W562-1

1

C
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Rein hart, Robert, Commenter ID No. W352

Fronms
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste fr~om other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

9tcceiswebmaster~un,9ov
"thursday, June 23. 2511 1:.40PM
gtccelswebmaster@anl~goa
Receipt- Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level•Radioactive Waste Eis Comment G'1CC30352

Thane you (oryour comment. Robert lieluhart.
The comment tracking number that b~atbeunt assigned to your comment Is GrCC103S2. Pinase refer to the commest
tracking number in all correspondence relating to tbis comment.
Comment •Date:June 23, 2011 01:40;03PM COT
Greater-Than-Ciuss-C Lord-LevelRadioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: 0T1CC103S2
First Name: Robert
Middle initial: W
Lost Name: Reinhort
Address:
City:
Stale:
Zip:
Country: UISA
Email: wizsaimhchcgnventvre.eom
Privacy Preference: Withhold address oniy from public record

Submitted:
Comment
Hello. Pay ettentlon to the needs, desires unti public health protection of all Wothington State citizens.
Try putting this waste nest to the P'otomuc Riven!
Our citizenship ita loess imporlant thans people living in your nnlghborhondl
We already have momelinan our share of this notional trash.
Thouk you.
Robert Ietnhabo
Questions about submitting commenis over the Web? Contuct us at: elces. bmsr€•uneo
Than-Class-C Low-Level tudinactive Waste ElI Webmaster at t63012S2-5705,

SW352-1

or call the Greater-
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TI163-1

Text has been revised to state that WIPP is the first underground deep geologic repository in
the US.

Ti 63-2

DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of"WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify' this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

Rem'pe. Norbert, Commenter ID No. T163

2

MR. REMPE:

3

MR. BROWdN: I thought I rocembrord from the last

4

time.

5

Thank you.

Thanks.

Rempe.

Jlanet Greeneald will bo following you.

MR. REMPE:

Good ovening.

I have a few comomnis

that I actually referenced from the summary.
6

8

S2 ,

9

first underground deep geologic

it

says,

"IJIPF is

One on page

a tOE facility," true.
repository."

"It's

the

Wot true.

The Czechs built the first underground

10
21

repository.

12

Germans,

13

nonsense like that.

14

T163-I

The Russians were there before MII'P. The

:he Swedes and the Finns,

5o please don't repeat

As far as sealed sources is

concerned, t believe
just like so many government bureaucrats,

15

you,

16

are in a deep conceptual rut that is defined by the

17

regulatory regime,

18

facilities for Greater-Than-Class'-C

19

sad in southeasten New Mexico already.

gentlemen,

Of course,

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require and site-specific NEPA reviews, including
further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

we have several disposal
waste in Eddy county
T163-2

20

one is,

of course,

known,

r guarantee you there

21

is Groator-Than-Claos-c waste in there as well.

22

others are radioactive sources that are being used in the

23

oil patch,

24

source after days to weeks Of trying to fish it

25

they're unsuccessful.

The

and when a logging cempany uses a radioactive
out,

They get usually an NRC license to

0
Ic

0

Rempe, Norbert, Comm enter ID No. T163 (cont'd)

T163-3

Comment noted.

T163-4

Comment noted.

T1 63-2
1

actually cement it

(Cent.)

in place.

So I can pretty much guarantee you tnere are

2
3

•probably at 'least dozens of those places.

4

these borehole disposals,

5

intermediate borehole disposal

that you mentioned in yeur

They're thousands of feet deep, several thousands

6

report.

7

of feet deep.

S

figures.

.9

these kind of things.

talk facts,

So let's

not regulatory

Try to think outside the box when you write

Without saying or without --

10

And by the way,

they ore much deeper than the

it

goes withoutIl

11

saying that disposal of Greater-Tfhan-Class-O

12

not rocket

13

I need to make that paint,

14

criticism of other things.
On page 337,

15

Okay?

surgery (sic).

at t•tPPis

No problem whatsoever.

you know,

while I express some

you're stating that,

"The

has determined that developing a permanent

16

Administration

17

repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fluid at

18

Yucca tHountatn,

12

the project should be terminated."

20

-

T163-3

Nevada,

is

not a workable option and that

I should think that the term "determined" assumes

21

that there was sCom intellectual thought process that

22

formed the basis for this determination.

23

the next time you write this,

24

"declared,'[ because it

25

statement without any kind of intellectual foundation.

T163-4

I should suggest

you write "decreed"

or

is nothing but a declarative

C

T163-5

Rempe. Norbert. Commenter ID No. T163 (cont'd)

The operational costs for WIPP reflect the use of smaller packages which also result in a much
larger number of shipments as well as the higher overall cost to operate the existing WIPP
facility.
The footnote "c" has been updated to explain the difference.

T163-6

On page S59,

you hove --

in Table 55, you compare

2

the costs of the different waste disposal alternatives.

3

uIPP there comes out to ho the mest expansive of all the

Although some analogous information has been provided in the EIS to assist the public in
understanding disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes, DOE chose not revise the EIS
with a description of "Curie" beyond that provided by the glossary.

options by actually a factor ef more than three over all
5

the other options,

6

and actually there's very little

which seems really rather out of whack,

T1 63-5

explanation for that.

.1 believe the assumption for --

I believe you

need to explain the assumptions for that gigantic
9

difference

in cost much more explicitly.

A•d finally, Just to put a little

30

bit of an order

11

of magnitude on what this total radioactive inventory of

12

Greater-Than-Clasa--C

13

disposed,

14

national entity,

15

granite moos in

16

SO you would bury about the equivalent of the granite in

17

the Matterhorn that sticks out over the surrounding

28

mountains at about 10.to 15 of those.

19

sane radioactive inventory that you're planning to dispose

20

of with Greater-Than-Class-C wiate.

if

waste is

out there that needs to be

we compare those 180 megacuries to some
that would ho about the equivalent of the
the M~atterhorn in

Switzerland times ten.

I would suggest that even if

22

that in

A megacurie is a measure of radioactivity (i.e., radioactive decay) equal to one million curies.
One curie of radioactivity would be approximately the same as from 1 gram of Radium-226
(226 Ra).

That would be the

you don't like that

22

analogy,

the final draft Environmental Impact

23

Statement you draw some analogies,

24

comparisons to how much of this stuff is

25

quantities of naturally radioactive materials

you make some
compared to some
that we are

TI63-6

T163-(6n'

rberwth.

Come

ntuer

ID0 Nea~iso.

hris

RemneaNi

1

all familiar with.

Because 160 megacurios otherwisO

T163-6

2

doosni r~a1iy moan anything to the average c±t~zen.

(Coot)

3

Thank you tor your time.

S

0

0
0

Rempe, Norbert, Commenter ID No. T163 (cont'd)

2
3

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
16
15
16
17
18
19

14R. 9ROWN: ie•?

20

H1R. 8EM9:

Can I irakea second comment?•

21

HR B8040:

Yes.

22

•*R. REMPE:

Norbert Rom.pe again.

It is

t~me tO

23

correct two previous speakers.

24

is being brought up by certain folks all the time.

25

issue revolves around foaturos in tho neighborhood of •IXPP

The red herring of karat
The

T163-7

Rempe, Norbert. Commenter ID No. T163 (cont'd)

This issue

1

that would allow water to dissolve the salt.

2

was laid to rest by both thle environmental evaluation

3

group in one specific report and by an independent report
b y a gentleman named John Lawrence,

who is an
He was,

authority.

among other

5

Internatinnally-reeognlzed

6

things,

7

Petroleum Geologists,

B

organization of which t myself also am a memaber.

the president of the American Association of
a very hojiorable professional

And that was published 1n the form of a Sandia

5

So these reports are available.

Let's lay the

10

report.

11

issue of karat to rest before it

12

community.

13

anywhere on the land disposal area, the 16 sguare miles

There has been no. karot documented at 510PP

14

that are reserved ior sm'S.

15

11155.
I!'m a geologist.

26

festers some more in this

There is

karat ootside of

I know what karstis,

I'm not
T163-7

but I know enough about it

to make a few

17

a karat expert,

18

statements,

19

the 11IPPsite,

20

It

21

solution features associated and sort of summed up under

22

thle term "karst," they ara Outface and near-surface

23

features.

24

that is half a mile underground.

25

and that is even if
it

would still

there were karat right at

not bother me in

the least.

wouldn't cost rse sleepless nights because karat,

.

the

They have no impact whatsoever on somethtng

So even if

there were karat at HlIP5,

and there's

Comment noted.

Rempe. Norbert, Commenter ID No. T163 (cont'd)

I

no evidenlCg there is,

2

jUSt wa~t to lay that issue to rest once and for all.

3

Hopefully,

it

it

would not be a problem.

won't pop again like a vampire.

So I

W127-1

stated that DOE has deferred a decision
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013,
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W127-2

See response to W127-1.

Rendar,iByron, Comm enter ID No. W127

Prom:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

'.gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Wednesday, June iS. 2011. 7:53 PM
gtceeeiwebmaster@antgov

, Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste EIScomment GTCC10127

Thans yon for your comment. Byron Rendar.
Please refer to the comment
T[hecommsent tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is G3TCC1Oi27.
trucking number Inait correspondence relating to this comment.
Cemment Date: June 15, 2011 07:52:23PM CDT
Greater-Than-Casns-C Low-LevelRadleactive Waste EiS Draft comment: STCCI0127
Pirst Name: Byron
Last Name: Rendar
Couentb: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhoid name oruaddress from public record

Comment Submitted:
Hanford ciennup projects anedplant have been deiayed time after time. We kenswthat whistleblow.ers have been
sanctioned unluawfutiy,We know Hanford is already thu most poituted ureain the West, with high level nuclear and
chlemscuiwaste stored in aging, leaky tanks near the Columbiu Rgiver.

Wt27-1

the problem undend any possibility of cleaning Hanford by trucking htighiyradiouctive waste to it. That is I W127-2
not add
for tn
disaster.I
aDO
recipe
gtcceiswehmnsler~an gonvor cal the Greaterabuot sulbmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at:
Ounestions
252-5705.
Thsan-Clts.-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 1830l)

T25-l

Comment noted.

T25-2

The WIPP has been certified by the EPA for the disposal of defense-generated TRU waste. The
physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes proposed for
disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU wastes currently being disposed of in
the repository.

Richards, Betty, Comnmenter ID No. T25

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shownlby karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred at
the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound features)
but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP. However,
dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site. The EPA, as
part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling performed by DOE
(which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary) and indicated that this
was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic information.

2
3

WTPP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine makes up
about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included. Interstitial
brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the microscopic scale).
Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the crystals themselves.
Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one another show different
chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not move more than a few
inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up 250 million years ago. This
indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt formation. In addition, the current
design for operating WJPP involves sealing the shafts to ensure that no fresh water can enter and
affect the disposed-of wastes.

6
7
S*
9

•l. RICHAROs: Ny name is Betty Richards, and Ths
a totally,.independent citizen of carlsbad.
I'd like to

20 coiment on the integrity of the WIPP' site.
I was here at the very,

11
12

WIPE'proJect.

very beginning of the

I wes here when they drilled thle test

I was here when a company,

13

holes.

14

Abalonia drilled into the brine pocket that underlies

I think, was called

15

The pressurized water ervpted several hundred

16
17

T25-I

feet into the air, blowing out the casings and scattering

The oruption never stopped.

16

then like pick-up sticks.

19

One week later, one whole week later, they made the

20

decision

to cap that well with cemen~t.

I was here when Or. Larry Barrows said that there

21

IT25-2
22
23

was tarst at WIPP,

lie was told that if he said the word

•karat' one note time, he would be fired.

I was here when

24

they gerrymandered WIPP' 33 from the Land Withdrawal persit

25

because it

was a sinkhole.

I was here when they totally

Richards•Bett .t Commenter ID No. T25 (cont'd)

1dissolved EEG, who was standing utp to the public because
S
3
4is
S
6

their nurbers were not acceptable to the DOE's num~bers.
So I believe that the WXPP site hydrogeologically
not stable,

nor is

it

T25-2
(Cost.)

the end-all answer for disposal

of nuclear waste.
Thank you for listening.

.S

0
0

W28-1

Risser. Susan and Peter. Commenter ID No. W28

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve further
NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

gtcceisvebmaster@anl gov

From:

Sent:
To:

Tuesday. May17. 2011 11:4. AM
9 t cceiswvbmaster~anl90-J

Subject:

Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EuSComsnent

GTCCO002S

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hantford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated.

Thank you for year comment,. Susan cad Peter Risser.
The comment traching number that bas been assigned to your comment In GTCCIOOZ8, Please refer to the comment

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and consequences
to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including the release of
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated that about
12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required.
This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs, although
one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Coasment Date: May 17,2011 11:40:25AM CDT

Greater-Than-Cases-C tow-Level Radioactive Wa.so gis Draft Comment: 53TCC1002S
First Name: Susan and Peter
Last Name: Riener
Caunitry: USA
Email: srltsser5Ovahoo.com
Privacy Preference: Don't w-ithhold name or address from public record

Conament Submitted:

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM BIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste) at the
Hanford site.

"

It Is perfectly clear that USOOE
has teaviable plan nor support for any metlhod of actually disposing of thIsradioactive
material. Until .sach euxIst it Is incredibly irresponsible to trane=port it to a site whichs is already Out of control cad unsafe
Qaestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ptclwbater•e~a
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste gis Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e.,
geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and
federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, TNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was reasonable to
analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

or call the Greater-

I W28-l

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and pact experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

W165-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Ritter, John. Commenter ID No. W165

From,:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtceeiswebmaster@anl~gov
Wednesday, June 15. 2011 10:10 PM
9tcCeiswebmastcr@a nl.gov
Receipt: Greater-1han-Cias$-c low-Level Radioactive Waste 015comment GTcc10ia5

Thank you far your comment, John rifler.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment isGTCC10165, Piesas refer to tse comment
tracking number in ait correspondence retating to this comment.
comment Date: June 15,.:2011 10:09:12PM COT
Radioactive Waste EtSDraft Comment: GTCC10165
Oreater-Than-Class-C Low.-Level
First Namemjohn
Middle Initial: I
Last Name: ritter
Address: 109 Montella Ace.
city: head river
Statu: OR
Zip: 97011
Country: USA
cemilh ritr@oggelj
Privacy Preference: Don't wvithhold name or uddresatrom public record

Comment Submitted:
The columbia river carte in the largest national scenic area in the united states ..... please protect it for future
gee erations.thanis-you
Questions about submitting comments aver the Web? contact; us et: g crtiswebmasterfaanl,.ov or call the Greater252-570S.
Thatn.ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster at 16301

W165-1

W53-1
Ritter, John, Commnenter ID No. W53

.........

1

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmeaster~aelgov
Saturday; May 21, 2011.5£29 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@ani.gov
Radioactive Waste ES5comment GIC~ICOS3
Receipt: Greater-Thsun-Claau-C t.om-Level

Thank you for yourc€omment, john Hitler.
The comment tracking number that has heen assigned to your comment is GTCC100S3. Please refer to the comment
trucking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: May 21.. 2011 05:29:21PM CDT
Waste EISDraft comment: GTCCSOOSS
Grester-Thun-Class-C Low-Lecel Rtadloactivec
FirmtName: john
Last Name: Hitter
Address: 109 montello ace
City;.hood ricer
State: OR
zip: 97031
country: USA
Email: ritterl@eor~ecet
pricaty Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
Please, Hanford Is NOTthe place for a dumpIng ground of nuclear waste. it has been promised for years that htanford
wouldbe ceaned -up- The chanceof rudiouctivenround water toend upin the Colombia is toogrnt;lhe mocement of
waste material hyroud~ralt,or barge istoo great a risk.._lt is an Insaneeprospect.We are talking about the largest national
W53-1
scenic area In the United Stetea.Pieanu do not risk changing this atmsazng, beautiful plate
about submitting comments aver the Web? Contact us at: elcceismehmasters•anl.eoc or call thteGreaterOkuemtions
Than-Cluss-C tom-Level Riadioactice Waste tIS Webmaster at (6301252-5705.

2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13,
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC BIS Chapter 2.

W24-1

Roberts, Susan. Commenter ID No. W24

cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
considered
DOE
and GTCC-like waste at the Hantford Site could result in environmental impacts
LLRW
GTCChas
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste streams
(see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

From:
Sent.
To;
Subjech

.

.gtccei~swebmast er@anlgov
Sunday, May 15. 2011 4'20 PM
gtcceiswnebmaster@anl~gov
'Receipt; Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Rudioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCSOO24

T"huns you' for your comment. susan roberts.
The comment tracking number thut has been atsigned to vour~comment IS GTCCI0024. Ptease refer to thre comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date; May 1S, 2011 O04:20:1IPM

CDT

Greater.Than.Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 21SDraft Comment: GTCCIOO24
First Name: susan
Middle tnitial: e
Last Name: roberts
Address: 1130 36tha use

City•:seattle
State: WA
Zip: 95122

"

Country; USA
Email: susnanrabertsart~emallcom
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Keep radioactive matte out of Washington.
Questions about submitting commenats over the Web? Contact us at; gtrc,•nivebmasterl5ant.eov or cull the Greater252-,5705.
Than.Class-C tom-level Radloasetive Waste EiSWebmaste r at 16301

W24-1

W262-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Rock. Kibbev. Commenter ID No. W262

From:
Sent:.
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmauter@aul.gov
Thursday. June 16,2011 2:21 PM
ejtcceiswebmaster@a
nLgov
Receipt Greaser-Than-Class-c Low-Level Radiloactive
Waste EISComment GTCC1OZ62

tlhank yOUfor your comment. kihbby rock.
The comment tracking number thut has been assigned to your consuent Is GTCC10262. Please refer to Ihe comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: June 16, 2011 02:21:I0PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class.C Low-Level Radlioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC10262
First Name: hibbeny
Middle Initilah h
taut Name: rock
Organization: friends
Addresa: 32 b ulgonadr
City: vancouver
Stale: WA
Zip:98661
Country: USA
Emailhk ibboyiatihhbbeylrncom
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
No radioactive tracks In thu Gorge.
Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact asat: ntccvseivhmaster aa•go. or cullthe GreaterThan-Class-C Lowu-levelRadloactive Waste EISWebmaster at (6301252-5705.

JW262-1

Rodrigulez. Susan, Commenter ID No. T64

4

6
7

9
30
II"
32
13

NR.. DROWN4 Okay,

34

Susan will be

thank you.

followed by Judith E]idd.
M4S.• RODRtQU1EZ:

36
37

39
20
23

Good evening,

Rodriguez.

I've lived in Albuquerque

agree with,

from what I understand,

said.

I usually do agree with him.

Astrid end

with

susan

for 22 years.

what ton Ilancock
And I agree with

Elaine.

And I've been here -t've been hore,

dy name is

it's

for the 22 years

been a roal learning of what Neuw

86&488&DEPO
www.CapitalflepartngCompany.coni

Rodriguez. Susan. Commenter ID No. T64 (cont'd)

T64-1

I" esico is really into and how uninformod we are and how
2. ignorant we are and how aome of us are paying the price
S

for the nuelear industry,

4.

queations,

who'work at Sandia that,
6
7

it'll

and how when we do ask

we're told by people who hove their Ph.D.s

hold all --

oh,

don't worry; itas just --

whatever's coming down frotsLos

Alamos will fall into that dam and all the heavy metals
Swill fall to the bottom, and you won't be drinking any

s.

of it.

And when we get our water bill, the study of

Ia the water,
II

we take a look at it,

and they're not even

testing for the nuclides.
Nuolides are very small,, and they are

12

12

cumulative,.which meana-- that word means it

adds up,

14

and if

1s

we're now getting it

16

I think close to 80 percent of the water thbt we now

I7

drink is coming from the Rio Grande.

we get it

in thle air, we get it

in our food,

more substantially in our wator•
T64-I

Is testing for the nuclides.
19
29

And they're not

i find this very

disconcerting.
The Jap'anese,

of all people,

are learning

21

the hard way how an industry can sell them something

22

that they don't need,

they shouldn't have had, and
866.488.DEPO
www.Capitaltepor fingCompany.com

Other concerns or programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of
the EIS and do not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

T64-2

Rodriguez, Susan, Commenter ID No. T64 (cont'd)~

And

did here one of the --

!

they're really sorry.

2

probabl~y the only report that I heard trom a Japaneae

3

citizen questioned by U.S. media, how did this happen?

4

You guys, you had the bomb,

you had two bombs,

and you

Sknow what could happen when you're affected by this.
6

the industry came here and they

And they said, well,

?convinced us, and that's what happened.•
8
5

10

Here in Maw Mexico, the industry goes

around and the city helps,
-

and the school system gets -

has special schools to educate our brightest sad gets

!i thaw "into Sandia and pays them really good money and
13

My daughter is

also up to Los Alamos.

13 in chemistry at the University.
14

great education at APS,

IS

that interested here,

10

working at Sandia.

I?

Is

She didn't have such a

but she got into some courses

I'm glad,

in medicine,

But she says she gets

or these advertisements,

is young kids to work in the industry,
20

really aware.

21

about it.

22

not in

And my husband also has a Ph.D. and

he was never interested in that.
all these forms,

in har lost year

to get these

without being

I don't think there's enough information

If you support it

and you understand what

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportfingCornpany.com

r4

Comment noted.

Rodriguez, Susan. Commenter ID No. T64 (cant'd)

T64-3

The
LLRWPAA
assigns
responsibility
for the disposal
of GTCC
LLRW
generated
by NRC(PbL.
and 99-240)
Agreement
StateDOE
licensees.
The LLRWPAA
(P.L. 99-240)
does
not limit
DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Under NEPA, DOE
must evaluate the range of reasonable alternatives for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility. DOE
sites represent reasonable alternatives for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility.

then that's one thing, but most of the

1

you're doirlg,

2

people,

that's why there's such e poor turnout here,

3

think,

it's

4

doing,

very poorly advertised on what you're

and.when wo come here we don't get the full

S

truth.

6

was coming hero.

7

pay for private industry to be storing waste.

5that
9
10

I didn't really understand what kind of waste

all about?

I don't see why we taxpayers should

I mean,

The bottom line is
what I feel,

and it

What is

we're paying for everything.

we're paying with our lives, that's
is

very dangerous.

So I'm very upset about that, and I know

13

32 what EIS Studies are,

and Don Hancock said that there's

33 an EiS Study that goes back to 1999.
14

I

tried --

1 mean,

they did that here in Albuquerquae,

they

used eanold

IS tIS in order to build the road through the petroglyph,
16

and they needed to update that,

17 you have to update EISa.
18

think it's.
19

and they never did.

That is totally -.-

see,

I

illegal.
What you try to do is what they do over

20

in

Sandia.

21

what people are doing.

22

becauso this guy doesn't know what this guy is doing.

They decompartmentalire what everything,
So they don't work in war,

866.488.DEPO
wwvw.capitalReportingCornpany.com

So

T64-3

T64-4

Rodriguez, Susan, Commenter ID No. T64 (eont'd)

I

You put it

they certainly are,

all together,

Stheir greatest mission,

is

selection of a safe alternative or alternaives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

and that's

to work in the war industry.

When we look at Chernobyl or we look at Three Mile
4

Sdifferent; it's
8that

7

It's not

that's different.

eli nuclear energy,

end it's

nuclides

do add up to a very dangerous situation for human
T64-4

health.
we want to hove certain types of

8If
S

oh,

Island, end you say,

energy,

the last resort should be something like coal

IS or nuclear energy.
II Denmark, which is

Wie really should go the way of
green.

They also --

do they produce

I'm not aware of the oil, but there-was a

2?

any oil?

17

wonderful program on WPR showing what that country has

Ii

done to a great extent,

IS

And we should try much harder to do that.

18

cleaner,

I?

industries will not be making'big mon~ey,

IS

for them.

it's

of making that country green.
*It's

safer, end certainly the people in the

Thank you.

but tough crap

alternaive energy sources is outside the
or promoting
waste
generation
the GTCC
Stopping
is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
which
scope of
thenuclear
EIS, of
scope of the

W553-1 The Hanford Site is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility in
the GTCC EIS. DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and
the ongoing cleanup efforts at the Hanford Site will continue.

Rover, Catherine, Commenter ID No. W553

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is~operational.

Fronc

sent:
To:
Subject:

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

gtccesw~ebmaeter@anl.gov
M~onday,June 27, 2051 7:25 PM
gtlcceinwebrnaster @ant~gov
Receipt: Greater-Thas-Ciass-C t~ow-Levei Radioactive Waste E]SComment GT~C1O553

The analysis in the GTCC EIS also indicates that the radiation dose to a nearby hypothetical
future resident farmer could be as high as 49 mrern/yr within the first 10,000 years
(see Table 6.2.4 2 and Figure 6.2.4 1 in this ELS).

Thankynssfor yourcnomment, Catherine Roper.
The comment tracking number that has been asslgned to your comment in13TCC.105S3.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Dates Jane 27, 2011. O7:24:32P'M CDT
Greater-Than-C!ass-C Low-LeveliRadioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment:

GTCCIS0SS

First Name: Catherine
Middle blnta: I

L~ast
Name: Roper
Addrens: 3620 200th strevet S.W. CMOS0City: iLyennood
State: WA
Zip: 98036
Country: USA
Email: katn repnra. enial.Com5
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address froam puhili record

Comment Submitted:
DOE and those involved in these decisions: I request and Insist that NO more RADIOACTIVENUCLEARWASTE RE
DUMPED AT HANFORD. Den to careless, ignorant, criminal damping of tonic radiactive waste at hanford over the pant £10
years, the ground watre, soil, river, fislh,and people have been poisoned. Despite millions of $ appropriated, cleon-up
has been pooriy sapervised and partial to the poisoning continues. No one wants this in their backyard, so stop
generating radioactive swaste. - 8 yearn ago we testified against more damping at a TowmnMali in Seattie. These tonics
cause psychosis, mental retardation, cancer, autism etc. Obama talks shout Green Energy - help him on thin PATh. If wo
"cannot afford" to cleanup and safely dispose of nuclear waste, remind the rich if they want tan reductions that these
touins know no borders. Wars have caused amputations. PTSD, depression, death to millions, suicide, poor edecatian,
homeless and unemployfed and broken families. Nuclear weaspons and nuclear energy kane pronen to not he the anoseer.
Reciprocal violence abounds seith terretsts and rogue states. The poisoning ulceur soil, rivers and people certainly is not
a safe alternative. onotreyieg our environment is foolish and goes against the EPA nanodate.
Thank you.
Quettions about submitting commante over tho Web? Contact us at: etccelswebmaster~ian~lgpv or call the GreaterThan-Ctasn-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste EIS5Wobmaster at 16301252-5705.

W553-1

W507-1 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste streams
(see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

Rose. Viola. Commenter ID No. W507

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

From:
Sent:

ro:
Subject:

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About
12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtcceisweb master@anl.gov
Sunday, Julie 26, 2011 6:46 PM
"gtcceiswebmusler@ant~gov
Receipt: Greater-Thvn-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCCI0507

Thankryou foryour comment, ViolaRose.
The comme nt trucking number that has been assigned 'to your comment Is GTCCIOSO7.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in nil correspewldence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: Ju/ne 26, 2011 t6:45:4IPM CDT
Radioactive Waste EiS Draft Comment:.6TCCtO5O7
Greater-Than-Ctanssc Sow-Level
Firat Naume:Viola
last Name: Rose
Country: USA
or address from public record
Privacy Preference: Don't weithhold uname

Comment Submitted:
Dear Hlafin,

Protect our Columbia River sod prevent cancer in the children who will drink the contareinated seater from the Energy
latest plan to use Hauford uas National Radioactive Waste Damp for entremely radioactive
Department's (USD0OE5)
wastes.

12.600 truckloads of extremely radioactive waste would come through Oregon and Spokane to Hanford, if Hartford is
chosen• as the national radioactive wusge duwp for eatremely radioactive (TrCC)wastes;.
W507-1
Thit isInaddiltion to the 17.000 t ruckloads wilh 3 mIllion cubic feet of other radioactive anti radioactive chemical wastes
which USOOEdecided in 2004 to ship to Hanford for disposal - Heart of America Northwest continues legal efforts and
organizing to overturn. this wouid total 4 trucks a day, every day for 20 sea rs.

Truck wutes include I-Sthro ugh Esugene,Salem. Portland; 1-84over the Bian Moutuians; and I-tOthrough Spokane.
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Rose. Viola, Commenter ID No. W507 (cont'd)

In 2C00, UsDOt admittvr chat trucking stmilar highly radinactius wastes to Htanford would cause as many ans816 fatal

I

T'hisIsdue to the fact that the casks used for trucking cannot aheled all of the radiation without being too heavy to truck.

nlighty radioactive Pluto nium shipments are a prime target for terrorists - especially when the USgovemrnment
Is trucking
them thsrough the ceater of cities sach as Portland or spokane.
;
to thu event of a foreteeablse accident with fire or a terrorist attack on a truckload of highly radioactive Plutoniutm waste
en route to Hanford on I-20S and I-5or i-SO.an independent analysis commissioned by Heart af AmnericaNtrthwest
Research Center found that hundreds of square miter of either Portland orSpokane would be contawinated and over a
thousand fatal cancers Would result.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: otccivwebmusteri anlesoorcalilthe GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste IllS Webmaster at {630l 252•-5705,

W507-3

W507-2 While over 800 LCFs were identified in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Draft GNEP PEIS, DOE/EIS 0396) this value is
not relevant to the proposed action in the GTCC EIS. This value represents the maximum
impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting the operations of all
existing domestic commercial light-water reactors if all of them were replaced with high
temperature, gas-cooled reactors. DOE cancelled the GNEP PEIS process on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of
GTCC LLRW anid GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that
program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of
analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).
W507-3 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes that
the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results provided
in the Draft GlobalNuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental lmpact Statement
(GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and HLW. This value
represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting
the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they all were replaced with
high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled by DOE on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEtS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that
program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of
analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).
Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatosy requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

a

Rothman, Kenneth. Commenter ID No. W510

W5 10-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.
Stopping nuclear power research is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to
evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.

P~rons:
Sent:
Subject.

. gt¢¢elswebmaster@anltgov
Sunday, Juno 26. 2011 7:34 PM
,gteceisuvebmnster@anl.gon
*Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low,-Level Radioactive Wuste tIS Comment GTCClO5SO

ihank you for your comment. Kenneth Rothrean.
'The comment trackIng number that has been asuigned to your comment is GTCC105~10,Please refer to the comment
teaching number lInall corresponidence relating in thuiscomment.
Date: June 26, 2011 07:53:42PM CDT
C•omment
Radioactive Waute tIS Draft Commnent: ITCC1OS5D
Greater-Than-Clasu-C L~ow-Lev.el
Name: Kenneth
P~ltst
Middle Initial:J
laSt Name: Riothman
Address: 110 E Hil~lardLn
City:tugene
State: OR
tip: 97404
Country; USA
hlmai: ioh manl me.cem
Privacy Preference: Den't waithhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
thglhlevel radioactive'mante (spent fuel rods) should Rot be transported on the highways or railroads to Hanford,
Washington because transportation involves uignifica'otntrs of accident, anti risks exposure of the public to dangerous
levels of radiation. The histor of Hanford is full of incidents of leukuge into the Colmbia River, cuantainating CuddisFly W510S-1
larvae, fish, and those who eat the fish. Tireenample to the Fukishima disaster should convince the DOt to change
maurseno not deveiop'nesr nuclear plants for electricity.
Uuat: nce~c~eiswebmsstereanl!eov or cull the GreaterQuestions about nsbbmittiegcomments over the Web? C7ont~te
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OISWebmaster at (6301252-S70S.

W564-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
Rowe. Joe, Commenter ID No. W564

River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Stopping nuclear power research is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to
evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.
From:
Sent:
To:
•.gt¢c:eiwebmaster@
Subject:

glcceiswebmaster@anl~gou
•Monday, June27, 2011 11:54 PM
nvl~gv
Receipt: G0,enter-Than-Ciass-C Low-LevolRadioactive Waste EISComment GTCCIOS64

Thank yOU foryour comment, Joe Rowe.
The comment tracking number thut has been assigned to your comment is 0TCC5OS64.
Please refer to the comment
tracking numiber in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 27, 2011 11:S4:1RPM
CDT
Greater-Than-Ciaso-C iLow-LevelRadioactive Waste EISDraft Comment; OTCC10564
First Name: Ion
last Name: Rowe
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country:" USA
Emelt ron: ecr
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
t ask that this •waste remain in the current location and sot be transported to Hanford or any ot her distant location. ,Sate
containers for the waste should be transported to tire location of the waste. The waste should not be moved until there W564-1
Is much more time given to design safer modes of transport, and morn local storage options.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: gtcceiuwebmasteritanLcov or call the GreaterThen-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 51SWebmaster at (16301
252-5705.

W212-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed~a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was reasonable
to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Rubenstein. Catherine, Commenter ID No. W212

From:
Senti
To:
Subject:

gtcceisw,'ebnroster@ sel.gov
Friday. June 24, 2011 4:57 PM
gtcceiswvebmasterr~anlgov

Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-c tow-Level Radfoactive Waste EISComment GTCC1I044

Thank yout for your commnent. Catherine Ruiaenstein.
The commenttrucking number that has been assigned to your commentssGTCC1044S. Please refer to the comment
tracking number Inall correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 24, 2011 04:St:44PM

coT

Greater-Thsan-Ciass-C Lovi-tenet Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: 0TCC1O445
First Name: Catherine
last Name: Rubenslein
City:Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97221
Count ry U5A
Email:cathrubenyvahsos.com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from pubtic record

Comment Submitted:
Secretary Chu and Mr. Eduiman:
Please remove the Hanford Nuclear Reservation from the U.S. Department of Energy's tostof candidate sites for a
permanent nuclear maste dump situ to stare radioactive materials coming from across the United States. Hantford isthe
wmronplace to transport and dispose of more highly dangerous radioactive material.
Hanford Inalready the most contaminate d tile in the Western Hemisphere and the Dnpartment ol Energy isalready
engaged in one of the largest aed most complex Cleanup projects in U.S.history at Hantford. The number one priority
should be tostop w'aste from leaking into the ColnumbiaRiver and clean up itheenisting matte at Hantford. No new
nuclear maste should be stored at Hanford.

Questiont about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntcioemstr
Than-Class-C Low-tenei Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 1030)252.5705.

valo
ur caii the Greater'

W212-l

is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
W347-1 DOE
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Sanders. Elizabeth, Comm enter ID No. W347

From:
Sent:
TO:
Subject: 'Receipt:

gt cceiswe•bmastet @ anlgov
. losurday, June 23, 201•1 1:10 AM
gtcceiswebmastem@anl.gov
Greater-Thlan-Clas$-C Low-Level Radioactive Wusse EIS Comment GTCCIO347

The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range of
alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Other concerns or programs
suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do not meet the
purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

Thank you for your comment, ellzabnth sanders.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC10347. Please refer to the comment

tracking number In atl correspondence relating to this comment.

W347-2 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hantford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste streams
(see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 O1:.O9;58AM cOT
Greater-Than-Clust-C Low-Level'Radiouctive Waste tIS Oruft Comment: GTCCi0347
First Name: elizabeth

Middle initial: a
Last Nume: sanders"

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Country: USA
Emailh nexnsarti~comcost.net
privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from phblic record

Comment Submitted:
lost ead of trucking thin extremely tonic radioactive wvaste around the country, WI-YARE WE NOT VITRItFYINGiT ON SITE

AND BURYINGIT? lather countries vitrify theirwaste, eg. France) We must deal with our deadly waste inan aware and.

W347-l

responsible manner. Tha cost of vitrification should be factored into the cost of nuclear power, and if this cost is too highI
then we need to look at other energy options.I
The 0OE's safety record at Hanford is dismal "fitere are 60+lyear old single wall containers from atomic bomb

I W347-2

development leaking radioa•ctive waste into the groand, and ground seater. There isnoa credibility herelitI

Questions about subnmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntciwtmseiael...v
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 16a01252-5705.

or call the Greater-

Se

cm

E48-1

Sather, John, Comnmenter ID No. E48

From:
Sent.:
To:
Sublect:

.tjosather@wae.com.
JOHN SATHE:R
Sunday, June 26, 2]0116:57 PM
gtcceis@ani1.gov
Nuclear Waste

Pleas do not transport nuclear waste through the heart of the Wiltomecte Valley or uo the Columbia Gorge, Japan's
experience should remind us loot how risky nuclear activity Is. Any addItIonal nocdear waste In the Columbia Watershed
poto the whole northwest water sopply at risk.
Please reconsldnr this obviously foolhardy plan.
John Sather

I
I E48-1

small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
is a relatively
There
regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
River Gorge
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NR.C and Agreement State licensees.

II

W49-I

Savelle, Michele, Commenter ID No. W49

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

m=

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
DOE agrees that use ofra geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed lin Chapter
2wastes. The GTCC HIS evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this
statement. However, the degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be
necessary for all of the GTCC HIS. LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC HIS.
The GTCC HIS evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived
radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land
disposal facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil
distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

gtcceiswebmaster@ontgoe
Friday, May 20, 2011 12:10 PM
gtccaiswebmaster@anl.gov•
Comment GTCC10045
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ENS

lhank you tor your comment. MaicheteSavelte.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NR.C-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal (disposal
in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods could be
approved. The GTCC HIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-surface
trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC HIS evaluation indicates
that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and
safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCiI049. Please refer to ike comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 20, 2011 12:10:08PM CDT
Greater.Than-Ciaos-C Low-Level Radioac'tive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCOO49
First Name: Michele
Middle Ilitial: A
Last Name: Savelie
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
.
Country: USA
(mall: mlchetesave~legenrttrlln,.' net
Privacy Prefereece.: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Sebmitted:
I mould like to g~o
en record in opposition tlathe increase of radioactive waste storage at Hanford uspmoposed by the
DOA.The risks of continued groundwater contamlnation and exposure to humans at that alto are far to great to make it
unsuitable as a tong-term solution to the problem of waster disposal. I favor the dteelolpment of a more secure site in
America. IllIsunconscionabie to simpty continue to damp these wastes at Hanford because It
the Granite shield of N~orths
Is already there, endoffers the cheapest alternative for disposal. If the Fukushima disaster hat taught"us anything, it is
that long-term safety must be the first priority in the development of nuclear energy, eot cast, Thankyea,
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelsswebmauterl~ant.rov or call the Greater252-5705.
Than-Claus-C Low-tevel Radioactive Wsste (II Webmaster at (6•101

W49-1

ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
W489-l DOE's
importing waste from Dther DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Scanlon, Bruce. Commnenter ID No. W489

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

W489-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

gtcceisweb master @anlgov
Sunday, June 26. 2011 10:27 AM
gtcceiswebusaster@antgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Wase EIS Comment GTCCI0469

Thank you fur YOur:comment, Bruce Seanlon.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NR.C-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal (disposal
in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods could be
approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-surface
trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates
that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and
safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC10469. Please reter to tile comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this;conmment.
Comment Date: june 26, 2011 10:26:56AM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Love-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCSO4S5
First Name: Bruce
Last Name: Scanion
Addeess: POBOX 4559
City: Eagle
State: CD
Zip; 81631
Country USA
Email: bnlceosncaiondlrm ail,conm
Privacy Preference: Don't withhroid nlame or address fronm public record

W489-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.
W489-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated.

Comment Submitted:

1. Hanford con not be cleaned up if USD06 adds any more Wvaste to be bturiod in landfjils or barehsoles - tile mattes in
existIng soil trenches and ditches and from tank leaks need to be removed,

j W469-1

2. Eatremely radioactive wastes belong in deep undergrouehl repositories, not in landfigls, boreholes OrVauits.
3, USD06 needst to consider In~the

gis horn to aeoid making more of these highly radluactine wastes.

j

W489-3

4. USODE has to disclose and consider the total Icumutativel impacts of both of USDOE's separate proposals to use
w4tg-4
Hanford nsa national radioactive Waste dump, and all the ris;ks from tracking wastes to Hanford, In one environmental[
Impact statement fur tbe public to reniewa and comment on the full picture. Tile GT7CCEIS needs to disclose that USDOO
Is also proposing to add 3 million cubic feet of radioactive arid chemical wastes lo be disposed at Hanford, in addition to
the GTCCw~attes.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact as at: nlceis, ebastr•al•ea
252-5705.
Ti=an-Ciass-C Lovw-Level Rtadloactlve Waste ti$ Webmaster at 16301

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and consequences
to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including the release of
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated that about
12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required.
This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs, although
one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

or call tile Greater-

0
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W481-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Schaffner, Benjamin, Commenter ID No. W481

Fronm:
Sent
To:
Subject:

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e.,
geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and
federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, JNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was reasonable to
analyze the Federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

*gt cceiswebmaeter @a l~ger
Saturday,Juno 25, 2011 4:S9 PM
gtcceiswebmnast er@a Lger
Receipt: Glrcatcr-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radloactive Waste EISComment GTCC5O48I

Theankyou for your comment, Benjaroin Scisuffeer.
The comment tracking number thot has been assrgned to your comment Is GTCC1O48I. Please refer to risecomment
trucking nunsber in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Dote: June 25, 2011 04:sg:37PM COT
Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC10481
First Name: 8enlamis
Middle lnitial:J
Last Name: Schraffoer
Address: 2121 Reed Rd.
City: Hoed River
State: OR
Zip:97031
Country: USA
Email: beniamlinlschaffnert~emali.eom
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comm~ent Submitted:
I highly disapprove of the plan to bring spent fuel rods from nuclear plants across the states to the Hanford site. i'm not
sure noto what risealternatines would be but I would hope that wisomener is molking ithene
decisions would comsider rise
possible risksof transporting such material in close proximity to pmopl~e Isemes,
jobs, etc•Tiis seems likea very poorly
planned oolutlon.Though budgets may or may not be an issue, and I may or may not have allriseinformation regardieg
thin situation, I feel that this is generally lacking due consideration.
Questions about submittnog 6smments over the Web? Contactusnat: e:tcceisweis~asoteri@anI.eov
or call riseGreaterThan-Class-C tow-Level Raudioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 1630)
252-5703.

w4g I-1

Schilke. Peter. Commenter ID No. T57

24
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2

MR.

BROW•N: Peter Schtlke and then Rosemart

Evens.
MR. SCRILKE:
Schilke.

GoQo evening.

My name is

Peter

I've lived in various parts of the country.

i've been in New Mexico for 16 years.

My background is

S
0

I've worked for various
in the fileds of engineering.
866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingComipany.comi
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Schilke, Peter. Commenter ID No. T57 (cont'd)

I

countries that were part of the military industrial and

2

nuclear complex.

3And,
4

T71Ti
T57-I

T'm here to say that there's no

credibility in these industries.
$projections

of --

If all of the

and statistics that they put forth
T57-1

6

were valid,

.7

accidents that we have had,

we wouldn't have had the many,

Sup on the launch pads.
9

many space

the launch vehicles burning

The shuttles --

on launch or'partly through the launch,

one blowing up
another one

is

coming back in and being destroyed,

I,

the time when the mercury project had many problems

12

happen in one of the capsules and the computers failed

13

and the astronaut,

14

bring it

1s

fortunately,

and I go back to

was able to manually

back in.
I mention this aspect even though it doesn't

16

seem like it's

17

of those programs had people pushing numbers and

IS

statistics about the reliability.

19

don't think so.

part of the nuclear program because all

Reliability?

I

So many of these numbers that have

sobeen put forward to you this evening are purely picked
21

out of the air.

22

that officially get put forth anymore and my history

I just don't believe any of the things

866.488.DEPO
wwwv.CapitalReportingCompany.corn

omn issotietesoeo
hsES
This comment
outside the scope of this
EIS.

T57-2

Schilke, Peter. Commenter ID No. T57 (cont'd)
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1.

goes back to the 50's when I first got my first

S

security clearance.

4

lies that go on,
the-rug.

the cover-ups,

pushing the facts under

We've had this with Los Alamos.

6.

at Kcirtland Air Force Base.

7

whole •economy,

It

We've had it

just permeates the

the whole society,

to make all of these

Soutrageous claims about the safety to me,
9

I see the

'!'ve been through the industry.

So,

3'

is

totally,

bogus..
Tf

30,

the things were as safe as they were,

the

II

nuclear industry, we would not need'the Price-AndersonT7-

12

Act.

* 3

We would not need to be giving loan guarantees to

the nuclear industry.
So,

Wall Street would gladly~step up

what we are dealing with is

34

to the plate.

is

smoke and mirrors and lies,

36

looking for a good place to bury nuclear waste,

17

I believe.

might bury it~under Washington,
18Street'.

D.C..

And, if

a lot of
they're
they

and under Wall

.

Comment noted.

W257-I A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes that
the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results provided
in the Draft Global NuclearEnergy PartnershirpProgrammaticEnvironmental Impaet Statement
(GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and HLW. This value
represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting
the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they all were replaced with
high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled by DOE on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that
program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of
analyses were done in both the GNEP PEtS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

Schlarb. Theresa, Commenter ID No. W257

From!
Sent:
To:
Subject:

*t0 cceismebmaster~ant.t oe
Thursday, June 16, 2011 1:21 PM
otcceivwebnaater@anI.gOv
* Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Levet Radioactive Waste ESSComment GTCCO0257

Thank you for your comment, theresa sshtarb.

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC102S7. Please refer tokte comment
tracking number Inalt correspondence relating to this comment,
Comment Date: June 16, 2012. 01:20:23PM CDT
clreater-Than.Ctasu-C Lore-LevelRadiou•ctive
Waste EISDraft Comment: tGTCC10257
Frsrt Name: theretsa
Middle Initil:h m
Last Name: schatar
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Emali: sacriver horse @conecosI.net
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

W257-2 The retrieval, treatment and disposition of wastes from underground tanks at Hantford are not part
of the GTCC EIS scope. That scope is part of the Tank Closure and Waste Management
Environmental Impact Statementfor the HanfordSite, Riehland, Washtngton (TC & WM EIS
DOE/EIS-0391).

Comment Submitted:
GTCCwaste is dangerous to human health and lire environment for more than 500years. A 2008 Department of Energy
study predicts over g00 adult cancer deaths along the tracking routes usearesult of radiation leaking from the trucks
during normal operation. even it no accidents occuri And this "beat cute scenario" study sniy iecludes adults. enctuding
children who are even more susceptible so the dangers of radioactive matte. An accident resacting in the spiliuge of
highly radioactive waste would be catastrophic for the Colssmbta River Gorge and its residents.

W257-1

hanford Is adready the most puoliutedarea in the Western Hemisphere, wIth 53 million galions of high level nuclear and
chemical waste stored in aging. leaky tanks near the Columbia River. This deadly waste is currently leaking underground
and flowing slowly into thteColumbia. The number ont priority shouid be to step more waste from leaking into sheriver
and clean up tihe euisting waste endcontaminated soil.

W257-2

PNOW
is the time so speak op and say NO to nuclear waste in the Gorgel

Questions about submitting contients over the Web? Contact us at: etccelsmehmasterioani.gov or call the GreaterThan-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at (630) 202-5705.

SW257-3

W257-3 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as tn the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-t37 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

W169-1 Comment noted.

Schmitt, Kate, Commenter ID No. W169

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiSwebmaster@anI~gov
Wednesday, June 15. 2011 10:43 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@3fl.goe
Receipt: Greater-Than-Closs-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EiSComment GTCCt.OL69

Thank you for YOur comment, Kate Schmitt.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment it GTCCI1019. Ptease refer to the comtment
trucking number in all correspondenece retating to this comment.
Comment Date: J•une:15,2011 10:43:11PM CDT
Radioactive Waste EiS Draft Comment; G'TCCIOI69
Greater-Than-.Ctaso.C Low-Leveee
First Name: Kate
Last Name: Schmitt
State: Ott
Zip: 97255
Country: USA
Privecy Preference: Don't withhold name or adtdress from public record
Comment Submitted:
Please do not allow this Insanity.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: e.tcrniswebmasterltanl.eov or call the Greatertow-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (650)252-5705.
Thsan-COass-C

W6-

W491-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Scholtz, Claudia, Commenter ID No. W491

W491-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-1ike
wastes.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject,

gtcceswbmaster@anl.g ov
Sueday. June 26. 2011 1.1:45AMd
gtcceiswebmaster@anLgov
"Rceipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC1I0491

W491-3 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hantford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and consequences
to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including the release of
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated that about
12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required.
This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs, although
one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Thank you for your comment, Claudia Scholtz.
The comment tracking numberthsat hesbeen assigned to your comment is TCC1O491. Please refer to the comment
tracking number Inall correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment D)ate:June 26, 2011 11:46:04AM CDT
Greeter-Than.Class.C tLow-Level
RadIoactIve Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC10491
First Name: Claudia
Last Name: Schotatt
State:,.
Country: USA
Email: ctvuIn oltynato
PrIvacy Preference: Withhold address only f1mmpublic record

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WMv EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential fuature wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

Comment Submitted:
We can't cleanup Hlanfordand protect our ColumbIa River white mare waste gets dumped at H~azstoe
- Put Cleanup
Firsti
Hantford can not be cleaned up if USD06 adds soy more waste to be buried In,landfills or barekoles - the wastes In
existing soil trenches and ditches and tram tank teats need sobe removed. NOMORtE
WAS'TE
BROUGHT
TOHANFORD.

W491-1

USDOEneeds to consider in the EIShow to avoid making more of ltlesa hithif radioactive wastes. MAKEA PL.AN
TO
LIMIT OR ELIMINATE PRODUCTION 0O' HIGhILYRADIOACTIVEWASTES.

USODlihas to disciose and consider the ts1tl (cumulatlve) impacts of both of USDOE60
separate proposals to use
Hanford assa nationat radioactive waste dump, and all the risks from trucking wastes to Hanford, in one environmental
impact statement for the public to ruesie, and comment on the fall picture. Thu GTCCEISneeds to disclose that USOOE
ts also proposing to add 3 million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes to be disposed at Hanford, in additien to
the GTCCwastes. CLEANUP
OP EXISTING
WASTESATHANFORDSHOULDtiEA PRIORITY.

ctuestlaos about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact usat: etccelswebmastersanIetrov or roll the GreaterThan-Class-C Lo'sv-Level
Radioactive Waste EISWebesaster at (6301252-5705.

W491-3

75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
W517-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described inthe Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Scholz• Elizabeth, Commenter ID No. W517

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

/.......institutions,
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebnsastet@ant.not'
Monday, June 27. 201). 12'35 AM
•gt cceiswebnsast er@ant.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E0SComment

GTCCI05I7

Thnnk you for your; Comment, Elieabeth Schlrea.

The comment tracking number t~hathut been assigned to your comment is aTCClosl7. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to thin comment.
Commernt Date: June 27, 2011 12:34:25AM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste f iSOraft Comment: GTCCI05l7
First Nume: Elizabeth
Last Name: Schola
Address:......
City:
State:
Zip:

Country: USA
Emali: Ilbybeltt comcast.net;
eddress only1,from pubtic record
Privacy Preferen~ce: V"Withhold

comment Submitted:
Pieane DO NOT allow any nuciear waste to be transported throogh Oregon. Hanford is aiready a very contaminated site,
and the wastes in eeisting soil trenches and ditches and from tank teaks need to be removed. not added tel Extremely
radioactive wrastes belong in deep underground repositories, not in landflills, boreholes or vaults. The Columbia River in
being poisoned by nulclear wvuste and hanforcd must be cleaned up. Please do not deposit any more nulear waste at
Hanford. or transaport say throogh Oregon.
"Thank yosu very muchi

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcreismebSaetule
Thau-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste CII; Webmaster at 16301252-5705.I

t

orculi she Greater-

W51"7-l

Schrader. Don. Commenter ID No. L291

L291-I DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and
evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department ofEnergy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public
Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify,
this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

'%,

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA as
amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201I) and in the Agreement for Consultation and
Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1) and was
considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal environmental impacts
for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and transportation. Both the annual dose
and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero because there would be no releases to the
accessible environment and therefore no radiation doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years
following closure of the WIPP repository. In addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that
the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require and sitespecific NEPA reviews, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide
inventory and heat loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.
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Schreck, Theresa. Commenter ID No. T101l

.

.4

$

MR. BROW'N:

Gary here.

Okay,

6

Teresa.

1

MS. SCHRECK:

and Miguel Mloreno will follow.
I know everybody has been trying

8to wrap their mind around this one,
9
10
ii

I think

you know.

I 've been -M4R. BR•OWN: I'm sorry.
microphone a little,

12

M.S. SCNRECK:

1I

MR; BROWN:

14

MS. SCNRRCN:

IS

Thanks.

Okay.

a little
Oh,
Okay.

Speak into the

more.
can you hear mee?
Good.

Thanks.

I said I know people have been

trying to wrap their minds around this one.

I think we

is have for a. long time.
It's

17

always,

you know,

you know --

a saddening

it's

that we have to,

35

situation,

19

waste our time coming here because in

you know,

kind ofT
•

25 want to keep and protect what you have.

some ways you
You know,

the

23 promises which they make which are always broken, and
22 you look and you say, "Where is the real issue for Mew
866.488.DEPO
www.CapitaIRep ortngComnpany.corn
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_Schreck, Theresa, Commenter ID No. TIO! (cont'd)

DOE considered the text provided by the participating affiliated American Indian tribes for each
of DOE sites evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative. Information provided by the
tribal governments associated with exposure pathways unique to American Indian tribes
(e.g., greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; use of sweat lodges; use of natural pigment paints
for traditional ceremonies) would be evaluated in site-specific NEPA reviews for the
alternative(s) selected in a ROD for this ETS.

77

~-'ilsI R~Qvting Conip~ny~
Mexico aridwhat is

by NEPA, the EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed action on cultural
TI 01-l As required
resources at the various DOE sites in sufficient detail to assess the potential impacts of the
proposed alternatives. DOE recognizes that development of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes would require that future land uses be restricted at and near the site for the
protection of the general public. This action could affect areas that may be important to American
Indian tribes.

that we're really looking at?"

it

I think that,

part of their

you know,

continuous efforts to create a place to store high
level waste or class C waste or whatever it

is anymore,

I can't even follow what class the

I don't even -waste is anymore.

I know the impacts

But I do know one thing.
that it's

having on our community and especially tho

indigenous and traditional communities of Mew Mexico
has to our communities

and the cultural impacts that it
and,

you know,

respect that it

the lack of OOE's and the lack of
has had for our commaunities,

TI01-1

end never

putting forth our communities and the needs that we
need.
a shame when we,

It's

people that have been
that --

here long before anybody else was,
(Applause.)
MS. SCHiRECtK:

--

you know,

we have to come

here and feel like we're sitting in the welfare line
once again,

you know,

participation.
you know,

And,

asking for,
you knew,

as New Mexico is

it's

you know,

Ct

for

heartening because,

changing because New Mexico

866.458.DEPO

0

www.CapitaIRepor tingCompany.coni
Ct
Ct
0
Ct
0

Ct

waste. The
TRU
defense-generated
for
the disposal
forGTCC
proposed
by the EPA
GTCC-like wastes
been certified
haschemical
LLRWofand
WTPPand
of the
TI01-2 The
characteristics
physical

Schreck. Theresa. Commnenter ID No. T101 (cont'd)

end" you know,

changing,

iis

![ g C~ n

u,,

,Cnpia!

It's

people that have lived hors forever,
--

6i

Care.

.....

oui communities.

you know,

that are

It never has cared.
Because it

all corses down to money.

all goes down to.

where it

It

There's

goes down to, you know,

It has nothing to do with

where is the money.

9

...78

and Los Alamos doesn't

that ore getting impacted,

?
8

............ .

the indigenous and traditional cormunities and the

2It's

4

....

the people that are getting

left behind are our communities.

2

ay..

disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU wastes currently being disposed of in
the repository.

io alternative.
Look what happened in Japan,

tl

i• were promised,

I moan,

literally promised that they.

And then they want us to believe that we're

13 were safe.

There ain't no safety in this kind of stuff.

14

safe,

IS

And we know that if

IS

that'.s "caliche'

27

contamination.

Is

and yet they wont us to believe,

19

that it's

anything ever happens at WiIPP,

tphonetic).

They'll never trace the

They can't contain the contamination,
TI01-2
want us to believe

safe.
Safe for who?

26

and those people

Safe for the hundreds of

thousands of cancers that we deat with every day in our
Scommunities, lthings that wo've never seen, cancers in

21

S

866.488.DEFO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

Schrecl. Theresa. Commenter
....
............ ID No. T101 (cont'd)

T101-3 Stopping
the GTCC
generation
waste
or promoting
alternative
sources
is outside
scope of the
EIS, of
thenuclear
scope of
which
is to evaluate
disposal energy
alternatives
to enable
the the
selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

S

I

oJur children?

2
S

When in the world did you ever imaagine that

3

S

you would have to fauc seeingJ your Child or youlr

4

grandchild, or yourniece or your nephew or your cousin

5

with cancer?

4
S

l

How litan~y people were compensated

7

Carten fi rco?

a

have to grow because what?

9

for us.

I

It's

a way of life.

11

way we've lived all our life.

12

fishe}ad
azzddi[d a~ll thoCreot.
.

14

.

send it

It's

the ne'.

word,

and give it to us,

to people liko Hanford?

what. w. canl
"green." . This is

Wel've pianted,

And then I look at here,

and sisters.

4

not a green economy

It's

n ustolnahle.

IS1
I

It's

tiftor thu

They send u~s away to hunt, end yet people

to

Ii,1

I

TO

that if

the

hunted,

they can't

now they're gilnty to send it
Null, thuno ore o1ur brothers

They live alonq the Columbia River.

They

17

hunt and fish for their substance anld their suuvival.

5

They're- talking abuot .nonding t.t to Savanrnah

is

where our African brothers and sisters are

20

survive.

You know,

21

backyard,

hut. don't give to anybody else.

I 22
r

I mean•,

trying to

yeah, don't out ii inlour
If you'veT03

got the world's best scientists in the world, why don't

I

866,488.DEPO
w,,wwwCapita IRepor tingCom panty.eoii

goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
TI01-4 DOE's
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the

Schreck, Theresa, Commenter ID No. T101 (cont'd)

Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the ELS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. Sitespecific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed and would consider the meetings with

~

t~'~;ti

representatives as suggested by the commenter.

.community

•! .C m p a~ y ....... ... .... . ...... p•............. ...
Cqo,•L;,g
,• ep
t~hy do you have to come and

Syou create something else?

U'hy do you have to come

2

dump your trash in our yards?

S

and give us the trash that you try to convinde us that

4

that is

the best way that we and the best and sate and

creates no foot
6

9
I0
ii

12

carbon footprint or anything,

--

nuclear energy?

Why?
Let's get real.

Come on.

1.

I mean,

thtis is

you know,

it .has not only gotten old, but I think as,

yen know,

indigenous and traditional communities and

--

we need to stand up and start' saying

rural communities,
"no more.

......
(C10t.)

You know,

already pathetic.

this is

It's

gotten old, you know.
And the only thing is,

12

is

that we sea the

14' cancer rates growing in our comm~unity, . and we see the
land,

food, and everything

IS

contaminations of our water,

16

else, and our traditional ways of life.

.So I think

you know, a part of DOE that not only should

17

that it's,

Is

they have these kind of meetings, but they ought to

I9

consider having strictly meetings with commnunity

20

representatives.

21.

officials, you know.

22•

being impacted.

Don't always just look to the

It's

It's

the communities that are

us that are planting the gardens.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingComnpsny.com

TI01-4

Schreck. Theresa. Commenter ID No. TIO1 (cont'd)

I tas us that have to go out thero and water,
2

It's

us, the people that actually live in the

3commnunity,
4

that aren't always in your offices.

the people that you've got to talk to.
5people you should be meeting with,

knew it's
because,

9

the only one,
believe me,

and we shouldn't
but I

the only way that was created

I've been struggling in this

struggle for years and fighting for them tn bring this

19 kind of hearings to our commnunity.
II

We are

We are the

6have to always meat in this kind of situation,
1

you. know.

Thank you.

through the Columbia
W338-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Schwartz, Maxine, Comm enter IDl No. W338

From:
Sent:
To:

Subjert:

gtcceiswebmaster@anlkgov
Tuesday, Jane 21, 2111 6:16 PMi
gtcceeiswebmaster@anl~gnv
Receipt.¶Greater.Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste 615Comment GTCC1O338

Thlankyou for your comment, Maxine Schwatrt.
The comment trackinig number that has been assigned to your comment toGTCC1033R.Please refer to the comment
tracking number ha•alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 21, 2011 tl6:3S:30PM CDT
Greater-Than.Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCC1O3Ifl
First Namre:Maxine'
Middle Initial: tt
Schwartz"
Last t'sNCme
Address: 6325 SE11•th Axe.
City: Portland
State: OR'
Country: EISA
Ensuih l:A•,blate~comecaotr et
Privacy Prefeorence: Dor*t withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted: with the wvhathappened InJapan. Nuclear waste..NIOT tNTHE GO]RGE.
We have been warned

W338-1

a: gtcceisehost.a nl.ov or call the Greatercomments over the Web? Contact sul
Questions diboutsubmitting
Than.Class.C lose-Ievel Radioactive Waste EISWebmaxter at (6301252-570S.

0
Itt

Itt
ha

0
ha

Itt

0

itt

W289-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Schwarz. Petutie. Commenter ID No. W289

From:
Sent.
To:
SSubjere.

gtcceisweb mastnr@anl~gov
rrlday, Jurne 17.o2011 12:23 AM
gt cceiswebmaster@anL~gov
Receipt: Greaier-Than-Class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste E15Comnment G3TCC102S9

Thank you for your comment, Peggle Schwarz.
The comment trucking oumber that has been assigned to your comment Is 1TCC1IO289. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In nil correspondence relating to this comment.L
Comment Date: June 17. 2011 12:23:11AM

Cor

Greater-Thun-Ctass-C LOW-Level Ra•dioactive Wuste 115Oraft Comment: GTCCI02S9
First Name: Peggle
Last Nasme: Schwasrs
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold narre or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Istronglyoppose the truckingof radlouctine wusiethrough the columnbia River Gorge. It puts people at risk who have
no options for protuellgtistemselves.I
Questions ubout submitting comments over tbe Web?' Contact us at: ntc¢ceiswebmaSt er_•ain l.rnv' or call lire GreaterThan-class-C Low,-Level Radioactive Waste IllSWebesaster at 1630) 252-5705.

wI9-

W364-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.W364-1 The Hanford Site is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste.
Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was reasonable
to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Seabrook, Kathy, Comm enter ID No. W364

prom:
Sent:
To.:
Subject:

Otccexi eb rn•aster@anl.go v
Thursday, June 23. 2011 3:33 PM
gtcceiswebmaut er @anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EGSComment GTCCIO3S4

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Thank you for your comment, KathySeabrook.
The comment tracking nunaber that has been assigned to your comment is G~rcc10364. Please refer to th~ecomment
tracking numbher
in all correspondence retating to this comment.

W364-2 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Comment ODae:lane23, 2011 03:32:53t'M COT1
Greater-Than-Claus-C Low-Levellladtoactive
Waste CISDraft Comment: GTCC10364
FirstName: Kathy
Middle Initial: L
tast Name: Seabrook
State:
Country:. USA
Email: ladnlaneggi~hotmaii~com
Privacy Preference: Withshoid address only front public record

Comment Submitted:
TOwhom it may concern,
I dot't want wasteful, subuidiced, dirty, carcinogenic nuclear power iet atone the nuclear waste in my back'yard or
anywhere upwind (planet earth),

JW364-2

In response to your proposal to truck it through our little paradise...NO!
Questions about tubmitting; comments aver the Web? Contact aun t: etcei. eha
Th~an.Clast-C
Low~-ievalRadioactive Waste EISWebmaster at t6301
252-5705.

JW364-1

•3gjg

or coilthe Greater-

E93- 1

Selbin. Susan, Commenter ID No. E93

From:
Sent
•To:
SubJect:

sasan selbin ,ssesibie@hrotmail,com>
Wednesday. April 27, 201.1 8:58 PM
gt~ccis~iant.gov
NO to Mor•e Radioactive Waste in New Mealco

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA as
amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation and
Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1) and was
considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal environmental impacts
for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and transportation. Both the annual dose
and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero because there would be no releases to the
accessible environment and therefore no radiation doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years
following closure of the WIPP repository. In addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that
the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require and sitespecific NEPA reviews, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide
inventory and heat loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Tlhanks you for the opportunity to commener on the draft Environmental Impact Statement (BIS) for the
disposal of Grcntcr-°rhan-Class C (GTCC) low-level radioactive waste and "GTCC-Like' waste.
There see several altensntivo location5; two oflthem involve bringing GTCC wastes to either the Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WIPP) itear Carlsbad or to Los Aiatmos National Laboratory.
ThecWaste Isolation Pilot Plant east of Carisbed is prohibited under fedleral and N",ewMexico law from storing

I E93-t

commercial radioact'ive wvastes (nuclear power plants, for exrample).

Loe Alaettos National Labo roaroy has no adeqeste faceility for this waste storage and currently disposes of low
level nuclear wrasteat Area G itt tnlined trenches, pita and shafts. Area jGsjslekine and ut need o lanu
not m~oreshallow radioactive waste burial!
It appsars that the DOE is ignoring discussion ofreal alternatives and rusahing a decisiott on storage of GTCC
wsste now, while moat GTCC waste cantnot be collected and transported toea storage tile for dec~ades.
Do not rush. to a decision. And da not send mote radioactive waste to New Mexico.

DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repositoty under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and
evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Miexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify' the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public
Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify'
this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

SE93-2

E93-3

E93-2

LANL is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility. DOE is
performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup efforts at LANL
will continue. A GTCC waste disposal facility would not affect ongoing cleanup activities at
LANL.

E93-3

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-making
process to identify' (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited amount of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste identified in the EIS.

Susan Scibin
2431 Northwvest Circle NW
•Albuquerque, NM 57104

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting dale of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about 6,700 m5
[240,000 ft] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m5
[420,000 fl3]) is projected lo be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m3 (71,000 f13) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given the
length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.
DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1I).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. DOE plans a tiered decisionmaking process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

El2-1

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

E12-2

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Seligman. Carole, Commenter ID No. El2

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

caroteseJigman@sbrghobatsnet
Saturday, June 25, 2011 5'.35AM
gtcceis@anl.gov
Commests( Re: GTCC ttR•W Wa•ste OFIS {OOE/ElS-O375-Ol

Importance:

1t1gh

Doottatent Manager Arnold }lideltant,
wa\mnt
an end to thkegenerating of nuclear waste. bc it from cotmmercial or military uses. No Nuclear weapons
and no nueclar power plants! This is a clear necessity in light of the dioaster still taking place front the
Fuktushinsa plant in Japan; the historic accidents at Chternobyl, Three Mile island and others; as well as the plans
now. tmnderway to build pilotless, stealth planes that could carry nuclear weapons.
to the nmeantimte, I deintitely don't want to see nnclear waste transported around the country. First, stop
produeintg it; Second, store It as sorely us possible on .sitewhere it has been produced Until a safe way can be
developed for disposing of it.

JEl2-1

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons prnvided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

IE12-2

Sincerely,
Carolo Seligmsan
245 Whitney Street
Sanl Francisco, CA t94l3l

C')
0

a.5
0

0

Cl

T162-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Serres, Daniel, Commenter ID No. T162

DOE's Record of Decision 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred
a decision on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
47
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Stopping nuclear power research is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to
evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.
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• R. BRO~q•

Daniei is advancing on the podism,

and he will be followed by Ross Tswksbury.
MR. SERRt5:
cs~osnt.

Thank yOU for the opportunity to

I also want to take this opportunity to

thank the ;.ashington Departeent of Ecology and Oregon
Departeent of Energy for telling it

like it

fOr taking a strong position.

nioe to have ocr

It's

in and

state agencies backing up the vast majority of people
in this room who oppose new GTcc waste corsingto
Hlanford.
columbia Rivoxkeepsrs,
Washington,

like Oregon and

oppose the use of Hanford for importing

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingConipany.com

T162-1

Serres. Daniel. Commenter ID No. T162 (cont'd)

There is class A waste,

rester-thsn-ciasn C waste.

]

class B waste, class C waste, and all this

2

miscellaneous nuclear (unk that's way mree

S

radioactive than any of those other three.

4

Shat's proposed to come to Hartford is a real

5.

and that means it's

a

6

risk to the Columbia River,

7

risak to the rivet environment, to the salmon rhat
'
spawn In the Hanford reach, and to the people who eat
And that's a risk that will last for

those salmon.

9
30

thousands of years as it

tI

new OTCCwaste.

32.

of you said so eloquently,

13

even look at this.

So that is why we think, as so many

The Columbia Siver --

14.

that was posed earlier --

1S

without even importing

Is,

it

in pure insanity to

to answer the question
is already contaminated by

36

.radioactive waste coming off the Sanford site.

17

are groundwater plumes that include triduem snd other

It

radionuolides that hit the river now.

[9

radiation in the Columbia from Sanford as we speak.

"somethin@ that will obviously mate cleanup much more
diffieult.

22
23
24
25,

'foucan detect

The idea O2 contributing more waste to that is

20
21

There

.

U!ltimately,

you know,

the long-term plan for

Sanford and the Columbis River Treaty Tribes the t
'{inaudible),

that people should be able to live

866.488.DEP'O
wovw.CapitalReporeingConipany, com

T162-1
(Cont.)

Serres. Daniel. Commenter ID No. T162 (cont'd)

. .

.

"...

.. r,

"S

T162-2 When the impacts of technetium-99 fr'om past leaks and cribs are combined, DOE believes it may
not be prudent to add significant additional technetiumn-99 to the existing environment.
Therefore, one means of mitigating the impact would be for DOE to limit disposal of off-site
waste streams containing iodine-129 or technetium-99 at Hanford.
Ti162-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the G3TCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

49

-0

there, literally should be able to live on the site.
That's, the agreement that existed between the trihes
and the federal governrient when they claimed this
land.
Aid so that's something --

you know, long-tens,

by adding this additional nuclear burden,
foreclosing that option,
thousand --

00,000 years.

you're

certalnly, for another
The dose levels in the

long tern for things like uraniun and plutoniun in
the next 50 to 103 to 1,000 years are very high and
completely unacceprable.
There are major problens with technetiom-99,
iodine-l29, and various isotopic uramiues already at
the Hartford cite.
hAnd I think,
at this is

--

it

T162-2

GTCC moakes it worse,
you know, one of the ways we look
was said in the prosentation that

deep geologic repository,

that alternative may not be

reasonable at this time.

knd from my perspective,
TI 62-3

what yuu should do then is to bark out.

Okay, it

don't have a good place to pot this stuff,
at the very least,

wa

wo should,

stop making It.

Aod this point has been made, and it

is a really

good one, but there are two groups of waste in the
EIS.

The one is Group I,

and that involves waste

that ham already been produced -- I'n sorry --

866.488.DEI'O
www.CapitalReportingCompany.coni

that

I

would come from nuclear operations that are already
So that's the ongoing operations and

2

ongoing.

3

decommissioning of existing licensed nuclear

4,

facility.
And then there is Group II, which ate things we

$
6
7

night huild in

And that,

the future.

volume is the majority of the waste,

actually, by
So

by volume.

8.

what We are contenplating hero today is nor just

e

using Ilanford as a nuclear waste dump.

It is looking

10

upstream at whore this stuff conas froo,

;I

really encouraged.

12.

that point over and over.

and I'm

Trhere's some people here who made
in really important.

It

T162-4

nay not be something that the Department of Energy

13.

It

141

gets to deal with directly,

15

should look at it, and it

16

through the line to NRC and say, bey,

;7

friends., we encourage you tO solve this problen for

'10

un.

19

--

T162-4 See response to T162-I.

Serres, Daniel, Commenter ID No. T162 (cont'd)

I

-~

Ultimately,

They

bet they should.

is something you can pass
our good

you know, from Colombia

perspective,

we plant our heels on tho
and we look at what' a

20

niverkoeepera'

21

source of the Colum~bia River,

22

coming off the Hanford site to the Columbia.

IS

Anything that goes in is going to come out.

24

the story is, plutonium is toremer.

25

bring in,

I mean,
V..,

And what we

along with highly mobile radioactive waste,

866.488.DHI'O
ivww.CapitalRepor tngComspnny.eom
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Serres, Daniel, Commenter ID No. T162 (cont'd)

2

will be a proble~n £or generations to cone.
very inspircd hy all the testitoony tonight.
you very much.

And I am
So thank

E21-1
Shaulis, Dahn, Cornmenter ID No. E21

From:

sent:
To:
Cc
SubJect:

Dahn@sant amedla.nrrnsycorn
Macday• June 27, l011 10:24 AM
Arnold Edelman
nahn@sanlamedla.nmorv.C~e; Shauliu@santamnedia.nmrfsrn.Com; Ph,.D
Greater thlan class C Comments

June 27, 2011
Arnold Edelman, Docurilent Manaser, DOE 0TCC EIS, Ctoverleaf 8ld., Eral-43, 1(000
Independence Avenue, SW.. Washington, DC 20585

Damping nuclear waste In Nevada is cot ayou
thioughtful solution. The Nevada TestofSite
botwhatever
to callValley
it
andwish
the Ruby
Iaw,you
tnternatinota
have already defiled-qle violation
presentlylls Western Shoshone landthat
Treaty. It will take thousands of years to heal the destructIon you have already made. Who willspeak for those
destroyed the ecosystemlfor
genertl•tons not yet born?' Who willanswer those generations when the/~ask why youL
short~terns Rain?
DahsnShaulls, Ph.D.
Rtancoras, Ni 08073

SE2i-I

The disposal methods and sites evaluated
in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final
siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal govemnment involvement.

W209-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-l37 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Shea. Jan. Comm enter ID No. W209

Stopping nuclear power research is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to
evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.
i

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ii h

•

gtcceisvdebmasler@anl.gov
Thursday, June 16, 2011 9:27 AM
gtccelwebmaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clnss-C LoW-LevelRadioactive Waste EISComment GTCC102O9

Thank you far your comment, Jon Shea.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1I0205.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: lane 16, 2011 C9:25:16AM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low.Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment; GTcC1O09o
First Name: Jan
Last Name: Shea
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold neame
or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Sending more nuclear waste to a facility that cannot safely contain what is already there Is ludicrous. Sending through
the gorge, which has very dangerous weather conditions much of thu year. precious wildlife habitat and many residents[ W209-1
Is uncon'scIonatble. We need alternative energy NDW, and continuing down this road when t hin~king
people know this is
unsafe has got to stop'.
Questions about submitting comments user the Web? Contact us at: et
welsemavterllanl.eov or rail the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 6ISWetsmaster at 1630)252-5705.

T164-1 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable requirements
and regulations. The EIS impact analyses for all alternatives took into consideration the factors
discussed in Section 2.9 for the identification of the preferred alternative described in Section
2.t0.

Siemer, Darryl, Commenter ID No. T164

T164-2 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was reasonable
to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

2
2

~DOE

recognizes that including GTCC-Iike wastes within the scope of this EIS along with GTCC
LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal alternative(s). However,
DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste, which have
many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process. DOE's intent is
to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste types. Issues
associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary
to enable implementation.
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Sill. Marjorie, Commenter ID No. W9

From:
Sentt.
To:
Subsject;.

gtceeiswebmsster@asl.gov
Monday. May 10.,2011 11:4S AM
gtcceiswebmaster@anI~gov
"Receipt: Greater-Than-Class.e Low.Level
Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCIO009

Thank you for your comment, Marjorie Sill.
Tise comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIOO09.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 9, 2011 11:44:53AM COT
Greater-Than.Ciass.C Lowv-levei
Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCIOO09
First Name: Marjorie
Last Plume:Siii
Address: 720 Brooktletd Dr.
City: Rend
State: NV
Zip:89503
Country; USA
tEmlil: msiilstiuno.cnm
Priscey Preference: Don't withshoid name or address from public record
comment Submitted:[
I do not beiieve thot low level nuclear waste shouid be stored at the former ToutSite, Instead t favor hard cash storage
on site so there is n~o
possibility of spl or sabotage dssring transportation.
Questions obout submitting comments over the Web? Contact uses
at t~eiweb~mastermani.eoe or call the GreaterThaon-Clans-C
Lov,,-LevelRadioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at (6301252-S705.

W-

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act
of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.•
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements. The disposal methods and sites
evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in
Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In
this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites
(i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WlPP Vicinity) as well as generic
commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites
because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP
Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

W76-1

Simpson. Katharine. Comm enter ID No. W76

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tribal perspectives from the Wampum, Umatilla and the Nez Perce are reflected in Chapter 6 as
well as in Appendix G.

'"gtcceiswebmastert~anl~gas'
Friday. Junre 03. 2011 10:01 PM
gtc viswehmaster'@anl gov
Receipt: Gmter-Than-Class-C Low-level Radioactive Wastef IiS Comment GTCC1007O,

W76-2 See response to W76-1.
W76-3

Thank yes for your comment, Katharine Simpson.
The comment trackinagnumfser tlhat has been assigned to your comment is GT3CC1O076.
Please refer to the comment
Stracking number in altcorrespondence reiatlng tothis comment.
SComment Date: lune 3, 2011 10:05:26PM COT
Oreater-Than-Ciass-C iLow-tevei Radioactive Waste tiS Draft Comment: GTCC10O76
FiestName: Katharine"
Middle Initial: S
Last Name: Simpson
Address: 5317SWTexas Si.
City: Portliand
State: OR
Zip: 97219
Country: USA
Enail: s.Sksm
sm.8@aoI.corm
Privacy Preference: Don't withhoid name or address from public record

Sincerely,
Katharine Simpsoo
tQuestions about submittineg comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcreiswehmasteeraanl.eov or cullthe GreaterTharn-Ctas-.C bow-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster 0t1(630)232-SlOS.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclidos such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal (disposal
in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods could be
approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench, borehole, and
vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with
suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

W76-4
Comment Submltted:
Please do not consider sending esorenuclear waste to Hanford, a loutilon that still has persistent contamination
according to testing, despite ongoing efforts to clean it up. This threatens thleheaith of thea na tive tribes along tire
Columbia River, as well solife is and near the river.
Tracking 12,0030additional loads of exterely radioactive OTCCwastes to the dump at Hartford would provide hogs
danger soall areas along the trucking reuins, increasing tire risk of cantcer to the public.
Please consider alternatives such as deep geologic repositories, where groundwater woald not be affected.
This problem needs, to ha solved In a safe manner before we continue to produce mere radioactive waste.

The Hanford Site is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility in
the GTCC EIS. DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and
the ongoing cleanup efforts at the Hanford Site will continue. Proposed actions for the retrieval,
treatment and disposition of wastes at the Hanford Site are described in Tank Closure and Waste
Management Environmental Impact Statementfor the Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (TC &
WMEIS). These factors, along with other environmental factors were considered in developing
DOE's preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-]ike waste, as discussed
in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.

JW76-t

I w76-2
Iw76-3
I 7-

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

L89-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L89-2

Comment noted. A discussion of the types of packaging used in the EIS analysis and their usage
may be found in Appendix B of the EIS.
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El0-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

E10-2

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These regulations
include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling, placarding, shipping
papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred routes, which are
interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in accordance with
DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC wastes would be shipped in
approved waste packages and transportation casks. The robust nature of theae casks limits the
potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous material under the severest of accident
conditions, It is unlikely that the transportation of GTCC waste to any of the alternative sites
evaluated in the ELS would cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either
incident-free transportation or postulated transportation accidents.

Smith. Claire. Cornmenter ID No. EI0

To:
Sub
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Mr. Arnold Edlemaa

Docueniit Mersager
Office of Regulatory Compliance (EM-43)
US t)eparttmr.rtR of Eneigy
I11011
lrrdepldenitere Ave., SW
WasI~hringon, I)V2IJSSS-0] 19

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Claire Smith
PrivaTer
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Portland, Ott 97206
Dear Mr. Arnold Edelman.
I ws\ at thlepubl~c bearing held here in Portland ,andreceived a copy ofthessunrumaty Dr-aft (TCC giS, I did
not address my rommnents at th~etime bcaatoe, honestly. I needed a littic time to digest jurst whet was being

El0-3
It is my utnderrnae•dirr Stat you are trot actively considering the Hantford site, as it is under mortaorihtu until
suach time as thetreatment facility fur th• eurieni nuclear mess, has been conatreeted. I am under the impression
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the reecent
news of
fnrther, current, seofety
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WVA
off the list permanently.

Et0-1
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El10-3

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Smith. Claire, Commenter ID No. El0 (cant'd)

power plmats back ca'st. Tlhank goodness you hadn't tried it out in Minor, ND. Isn't this the same substance they
.. thjust
,oshul hrrhi t', ricunhina?Ifaa., coritas we aught, to look at the fi!ll f)lu~llt frm~l fiutd•!Oastur before we
begin submitting our pcople to the sanne level of haza'rd,

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing
agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

El0-3
...(Coot.)

Since the northwest is currently' generatinlg more power than we need via, wind and water techsnolugy, I would
like to encourage you to consider a plan of discontinuing nuclear power sand
begin building wind farms and
hydroelectric darns. Or perhaps you could take half tire money being considered for allocation to rho safe
storage of nuclear material, aoidsend it to inlfrastrsrctura, inuprovemcnts so we cain soll soine of our power to the
east coaat...just a thtoughnt.
to short the only plan that intakestiny sense to trio isnto continiue to stor'e these materials at the 84 facilities
(Region I, II & Ill) cast of the often flcooded Mississippi anti thre20 in (Region IV) west of the Mississippi in
plaza. Allow the people within transmission range of these plants and able to ,access thremedical facilities, to
rake the risk ausociated! with that benefit. instead of sprending it through tinealready ravaged told-west and all
across bhe
continental US.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC ElS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.
El10-5

E10-4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

El0-5

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(PbL. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EtS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Thtank you for your time and consideration. If,you have any questions or if my information is inaccurate, please
contact tme.
Sinerenly,
Claire Smith
(503) 233-3165
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Smith, Dawn, Commenter ID No. W86
.............
... .............

W86-1
..........

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste streams
(see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this ETS).
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Fmrom:

we moeri g nl~gv
gtccit[,•h

Snotl

Saturday. Juno 11, 2011 7:13 PM'~

To,'
Subject:

gtcceiswebmstrt@anLgae
Rueiepi: GQele-Tlhan-dut-C Low-Level Radiuactive Waste 315comment oTCCi00tt

Thank you for yonr comment, nawn Smith,
The comment trocidng number that hut been assigned to ','ur commenit Is GiTdClOOPS. Please refer to the cotmment

tratking number in il! correspondence relating to this comment.
dotnrnest Date; June, 11, 2011 07:13:iS5PM cDT
Oreater-Thau-Ciass-C Low-Level Radlouastle Waste E15Draft Cort merit: GTdClg086
First flame: Dawn

Mitidle InitialJ;P
Last Noose: Smith
Address: 3110 29th Ave. Apt. 319'

City: Forest Grove
State: Oit
3ipv )7'116

Country: USA
F,vult: duwn4S~loahrecn.net
Prlv,'ey Ptfrwlnsre: i•tredrn'v,•hhol nante or ad~dw,. frmmrpbile record

Coerneent Submitted:

w dinfsposed
tat opposed to having more. nuclooarws

~f'aor
Hanford WA. vilte

Iist~sear thtocolumbia River s.tichi s already contaminated. Trhisaffects the cities dowvnrver as well asthe surrounding
area,

over thle Web? Cstltact us at: g•tswl•rnsorutni
Than-,Chats-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15Webmaster at t630] 252-5705.
QlUeution's about sutwlllo~g cortmernis

var call

the Greater-
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Smith. Doyle. Commenter ID No. T27
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14R. BROWN: Thats very much.

21

Doyle Smith is

22

Janway.
149. SMITH:

23
24
25

next, to be followed by Dlale

realder it,
1ong tl .me.

i'm Doyle Smith, and I'm a long-time

lifetime resident of Carlsbad.

I've baen here a

I've left and followed construction all over

Smith, Doyle. Commenter ID No. T27 (cont'd)

T27-lI

facility would be on preferred
a disposal
waste toroutes
and GTCC
LLRWhighways
of GTCC
designated by a state routing agency in
Shipments
alternative
or like
are interstate
routes, which
The GTCC EIS evaluation
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Padt 397, Subpart D).
to a more centralized
wastes
GTCC-like
and
LLRW
GTCC
of
indicates that transportation
compared to managing the
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
based on compliance with
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
experiences.
past
and
requirements
comprehensive regulatory

14

I was here when I was a young man, whenever
Neow Mexio0.
Project, so was
they set that bosb off out here, the Gnome
1r.. aob Forrest.

Some of the rest oF uIs is

2disagree with what's ---

it's

you know,

here.
I want every

good
a lot of people working at the 140FFsite,
And I understand what's --

people that need Jobs.

but zmy

The
concern is you all were talking about transportation.
the
at
out
live
I
and
highwaya,
tra nsportatlon of the
on Canlal
ziorth end of town up by Bob Forrest, cut there
Street,

and I've got a little

T27-I

bit of pasture our there

put some
that I graze a few cows on once in awhile and
And I can't oven got the
heifers on, weaning halfers.
alongside
state to go out there and fix the cattle guards
on.
waste
nuclear
the
hauling
they're
that
the highway
If you came In the evening like the wind's been
blowing,

and it's

so dry,

and the wind is so had here --

from
two weeks ago, my wife and I were coming back
haul the
they
that
fload
LOOp
the
LIubbock, and we were on
nuclear waste on right our here north of carlsbad.
to slow dswn to 20 miles an hour.
highway.

And if

It's

a 55-mile-an-hour

you pull the trailer down it,

trailer or anything,

it's

so rough,

I had

or a horse

you cae't even hardly

Ct

drive down right new.

the wind

And as we turned the corner of the curb there,
They've got a -- wha•tyou call it
was blowing.
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Ct
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0
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Ct
0
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T27-2

Commenter ID No. T27 (eont'd)
leo.e
Smth Do-y.•n

the Injection wells --

i --

canrt hardly talk.

2

the oil fields.

I'm so nervous,

But they inject rho bypass of the

3

byproduct with what they drill the water,

4

back tO into the ground,

the oil wells
an injection

and they call it

There's somce out here on the )3obbs flighway between

5

well.

6

here and Hlobbs.

5

'

And those injection wells,

I think they haul a

And they stir up tha dust so bad out

6

lot of trucks on it.

9

there on the Loop hoad that I had slow down to about 20

10

miles an hour end keep flashing my lights because the

'11

truck's pulling off of the highway out there.

And I wont to the county

eooting about it

and talked to some of the

12

accident looking to happen.

13

coeneission

14

county comnmissioners,

i5

tonight.

and Jack volpato --

He just got through talking.
And tt's

It's

an

he's here

a crying share that our

I was talking about.

17

government has let that road right here north of our town"

10 get in such shape that you -•that's all I have to say.

T27-2

And he knows what

16

19

See response to T27-1.

it's

--

it's

bad.

And

Thank you.
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Smith, Madeline, Commenter ID No. W546

Front:
Sent:
To:
.SubJect:
Attachments:

•

gt~ccetwebmasrr@ sni.gov
Jtune27, 2011 4:27 PM
Mlonday,,
gtccels@anl.gov
mail~gtcceisa rcllves; cjtcceiswebmaster@anL~gos
Gweater-ThaoCtass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCCO0546
lettler toWosh.~O.C~o sJ'lanford!GTCCX054S.doc

Thank you for your comment, madeline srniths.
Pleae refer to the comment
The comment trucbrlng numberthait lassbeen assigned to your comment is GTCCOO04R.
tracking number In nil correspondence relating to thlscomment.
Comment Date: June 27, 201:1 04:27;:03PM CDT
Gr'eater-Then-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: (tTrcc1o46
First Namte: madeline
Middle Initial: m "
lnst Nanme:smith
Address: 554 must 11 ave
Clty, eugene
State: OR
Zip: 97402
,Country: USA
Email: msmith 0linora on edu
Privacy Prefer'ence: Don't wlthlmldtsame or address from public record
Attachment: E:\letter to Wash. D.Con Henford~doc
the Greater-"
Q~uestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelsehmNbaoter~tanl.env or call
"Than-Class.C Low-t-evel Radioactive Waste EISWebesuster at (630) 252-5705.
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associated
risks
thethe
analyzing of
siteAindescription
of the Hanford
the geology
used with
in this
The EIS considered
geology
W546-1 disposal
wastes.
and GTCC-Iike
of GTCC LLRW
of
the
EIS.
analysis may he found in Section 6.1.2

•mirn. ivialeiine, Lommenter IDi No. W546 (cont'd)

Greater-Than-Class C Waste
Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585-01198

June 27, 2011
wwwaces•n.ov/involv~e/comments/inde•cr
To those who are concerned about Hanford's nuclear wastes:
The latest issue of Heart of America Northwest contalns
four pages, In great detail, concerning the dangers of the
Energy Department's proposal to use Hanford as the
national waste dump for extremely high level radioactive
wastes.
At this time we are especially aware of those dangers
because of what has happened in Japan. That disaster has
become a wake-up call. The geography of the Hanford site is
ripe for a disaster due to more signs of climate warming.
While such a disaster would likely have a different process

than Fukushima's earthquake, tsunami, and then cracking

open three of nuclear power plants, the problems of
containing a disaster might be the similar: extremely
expensive, extremely difficult to bring under control, with all
manner of leakage of highly toxic radiation problems
extending far into the future.
At this decis'ion point junction, one path promises to
lead to desolation of vast areas and a high number deaths
from radiation related diseases; whereas one or more of the
alternative paths promise a more peaceful planet capable of
nurturing all life.

w546-1

Smith. Madeline, Commenter ID No. W546 (cant'd)

W546-2 The
considered
the LLRW
impact of
climate atwastes.
the Hanford
site in analyzing
the risks
associated
with EIS
disposal
of GTCC
andthe
GTCC-Iike
A description
of the climate
analysis
used
may be found in Section 6.1.1 of the EIS.
W546-3 See response to W546-2

If We choose any one of the alternative paths, for
starters, we dedicate ourselves to cleaning up all nuclear

waste now while we're still in the early stages of global

ws46-2

warming because Fukushima Illustrates how hard it is to
have to deal with several kinds of global warming induced
disasters when they occur together.
We are advised to heed the disaster warning signs
being reported here at home. For example, recent mId-west
floods may mean the Cooper Nuclear Station will have to
close down if Missouri River rises three more inches. The
Fort Calhoun nuclear power plant has already shut down due
to flooding. Emergency generators have been powering it.
Now another plant on the Missouri is in danger. In addition,
extreme heat caused Prairie Island Minn. plant's two
emergency diesel generators to fail. In New Mexico, the
Nuclear Weapons lab has been shutdown for the day due to
a fast moving wildfire which is not yet under control.

Global warming presents one set of problems. Another
set of problems that has surfaced Involves aging nuclear
power facilities. The Nuclear Power Industry, against
common sense, has decided to fail and/or Inadequately
address dangers to public health! For example, they ignore
the report that radioactive tritium has leaked from 48 of the
65 U.S. commercial nuclear power sites due to corroded,
buried piping and even when reports include the fact of
leaks from 37 contain concentrations which excee~d the
federal drinking water standard--sometimes a hundred
times the limit--they don't take these problems on with due
seriousness. Why didn't/doesn't the Nuclear Power Industry
explore real solutions to public safety?
Instead of thinking through to solutions the problems
recently reported, the Nuclear Power Industry and the
Department of Energy weakened safety margins for a
second time and also failed to feel any need to enforce the

2

w546-3

Smith, Madeline, Commenter ID No. W546 (cont'd)

W546-4 This comment is outside the scope of this EIS.

exist~ing standards. Why aren't they paying closer attention
to Japan?
I'm aware that clean-up will cost money. I'm aware
that issues regarding the Hanford Budget for the Fiscal year
2012 are now being reviewed by House Appropriations
Committee. We don't know how much of the $5.4 billion
proposed for environmental cleanup at defense sites in 2012
will be allocated to Hanford? For sure, not enough to do the
safest clean-up. I'm aware that doing a proper clean-up will
be extremely expensive. But to do nothing has to be far
worse.

It's horrifically callous to think it's OK to have collateral
deaths due to radiation, especially that of children. How dare
the U.S. Department of Energy trample on all our futures for
this unbeautiful-mass-com modity-mlndless-of-what'simportant-culture.
We need real solutions to how to sequester nuclear
wastes. Simultaneously, we need to do all the mitigations
which can slow down and/or contain global warming.
Simultaneously, we need to clean-up poverty world-wide,
and create a steady-state economy.
Only then can we evaluate exactly how successful renewables have been as sole source of energy.
•Only when we've done everything we already know how
to do to bring both nature and how we use' nature's
resources back into planetary balance, might it be a
reasonable idea to revisit nuclear power as a source of
energy:
I'm well aware that many issues are overwhelming us* Two wars eating up too much money
* Local social services being cut due to shortfalls

w546-4

Smith, Madeline, Commenter ID No. W546 (cont'd)

* ocean marine species and entire maritime ecosystems
on the brink of disappearing within a single generation
* land species disappearing
* plagues and diseases due to environmental toxics
* refugee population reaches a 15 year high-44 million
this year, and likely to go higher due to coastal areas
liable to go underwater
* too many floods, droughts and tornadoes
o ongoing financial and home foreclosure troubles
* high joblessness
* hunger, and In some areas, food riots
* food and water insecurity, and contamination
The general feeling Is that the strong leadership that's
needed to bring all this under control just Isn't there.
But Vermont is in the process of shutting down its Mark 1
reactor. RobertAivarez, former senior policy advisor to US.
Secretary of Energy and now a senior scholar at the Institute
for Policy Studies has written a new report called, ~'Spent
Nuclear Pools in the US: Reducing the Deadly Risks of
Storage". There have been other eloquent anti-nuclear
* activists, for example Helen Caldicott. Germany and
Switzerland, and some other nations plan to phase out their
nuclearplants. A few leaders already are seeking solutions
that end nuclear waste as a perpetual hazard.
My question is this-what arguments would persuade
you in nuclear industry and government officials who side
with them, to join us In figuring out how to achieve the
changes we the people, we the ordinary citizens really want?
Once we find our common ground, we'd find the ways to
remove, the obstacles. We can work on the technical
problems we need to solve to create a clean land, air and
water planet. We do have laws guaranteeing that to us. Can
anything be more important than safeguarding our presence
*
onthe planet for all time to come?
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dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
78 FR
ROD
W475-1 DOE's
from75913
other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
waste
importing
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Smith 2Pamela, Commenter IDi No. W475

Prom:"
Sent:
To:
Subject:

W475-2 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS,
including impacts from surface runoff and airborne emissions. These analyses addressed a range
of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources
consistent with NEPA requirements. The assessment of impacts from accidents occurring
hundreds to thousands of years into the future was considered too speculative to include because
of the large uncertainty associated with estimating future land use and population patterns. For
the human health assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most
likely manner in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-1ike wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 it)
evaluated would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 it) distance was
used to be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal
site identified in DOE Manual 435.1 1. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident
farmer scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated;
however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at
some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This
information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for
American Indians. In a similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would he
conducted by using additional site-specific information when the location selected for a GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal facility was determined.

gtcteitsweraster@rdt.gov
Saturday. lune 2S, 2011 12:52 PM
gt cceiswebmaster @anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low, Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC20475

Thanityou for your comment, Pamela Smith.
The comment tracking number that has 6een assigned to ytourcomment is taTcct0475. Please refer to the comment
trackting number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Contient Oate: Jane 2$, 20fl 22:52:45Ptv CDT
Greater-ehnn-Class*C Low-.Level Radioactive Waste

tIS Draft Comment: GTCCS047S

First Name: Pamela
Last Name: Smith
Organization: namelavmlt h974f•yahoo~coms
Address: 1822 SE 12th5 Ave

city: Portland
State: Ott
Zip:. 97214
Country: USA
.COM
Email: PAMIELA5MITH{19574mYAHQO

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or~addrnss from public record

comment Submitted:
USODE's environmental impact statenment on its paropasal to Use Hanford assa national radioactive mastedamp for the
extremely radioactive 0TCCwastes pets waste in landfill trenches at Htanfordand wotid result in annual radiatiass doses
of 48 millirem per year to the people who will be drinking the groundwater - whirls flaws straighst to the columbia.

I
W475-1

We can't Cleanup Hantford and pro)tect our Columbia River while mare waste gets dumpedi at Hanford - PtutCleanup
Pirstl
That's a radiation level which would cause fatal cance rs in approxiwately I to 2.S% of the Native American children living
in the aresaunder Yahama, tjnatilia and Nec Perce Treaty Rights.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? contact as at: etciwemseytalo
Than-tlasu-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630)2S2-570S.
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or tail the Greater-
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W210-1 DOE's
ROD
78 FR
2013,exceptions
stated thatasDOE
has deferred
a decision on
importing
waste
from75913
other dated
DOE December
sites (with 13,
limited
described
in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Soden, Mary, Commenter ID No. W210

From:
Senta
To:
Subject:

"

gtcceisvebmaster@anl.gov
Thulsday, June 16, 211119:34 AM
gtcceisweb master @anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC1O210

Thank youfor your comsment, MAry'Soden,
The comment tracking number that hns been assigned to your comment inGTCC10210. Please refer to the comment
tracking number Inall correspondence reiatlng to thilscomment.
comment Date: June 16, 2011 09:34:05AM Cot(
Greater-Than-Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 61SDraft Comment: GTCC1O210
First Name: Mary
Middle Initi'al:6
Last Name: Soden
Addreus:

City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold addreSS only from public record

*Comment Submitted:
We do sot need an Chsernohel/Jeupun in this eountry let alone In the Colombia RtiverGorge. Heaford has tile ability to
murder every living thing in the northern hemisphere. Why wvouldonyane, any governmeet. continue to promote
death as a form of commerce? Time to ask GEfor solutions to their worn out and hazard making falled engineering
pr'ojects instead of promoting more. we alluare brought closer to death ily Hunford's failure. Hanford needs takbe kuried,
not tile Columbia River Gorge. Sotht are possible.
Questions about tubmittieg comments over tile Wok? Contact us at: eteceivwehwauter aelg•, v or cell the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webnsaste r at l630} 252-5;705.

W210-1
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W518-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

S.o~rgen, Jacqueline, Commenter ID No. W518

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS,
including impacts from surface runoff and airborne emissions. These analyses addressed a range
of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources
consistent with NEPA requirements. The assessment of impacts from accidents occurring
hundreds to thousands of years into the future was considered too speculative to include because
of the large uncertainty associated with estimating future land use and population patterns. For
the human health assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most
likely manner in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft)
evaluated would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 It) distance was
used to be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal
site identified in DOE Manual 435.1 1. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident
farmer scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated;
however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at
some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This
information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for
American Indians. In a similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be
conducted by using additional site-specific information when the location selected for a GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal facility was determined.

giccemsebmast eroanl.g ov
Monday, June 27, 2011 1:03 AM
tccetswebmaster @anl~eov
Receipt; Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Leven Rtadioactive Waste EiS Comment GTCC10518

9

Thank you for your comment, Jacqueline gosrgen.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1OS18. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 27, 2011 01:02:33AM CDT
Grenter-Thann-toas--

iLow.Levei Riadioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: GTCC10S15

First Name: Jocquaeflne
Last Name: Surgen
Organization: (Community Voionteer)/muitipie orgs
Address: 325 North 79th Street
City: Seattle
Stole: WA

Zip;98103,4619
Countty: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhoid name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
l am a Cancer PatientrtSurvivor, IT Ionaterrible disease.
The treatment is atm0 MISE'RABLElI
Just to 'throk' that OUR GOVERNMENT could be causing CANCER,when 'IT' SHOULD 'tNOW' BETTER --. I find appalling.
Idid STOP Smoklng (I knew the rith/and chose so 'sidestep' it). Bat how,, can the 'Native American Population' SIDESTEP
the 'RISK" you urn proposing?
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ctcisite•qta@~nteo
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Eis Webmasger at (6301 252-5705.

or call the Greater-
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Sotir•. Gre~ory, Commenter ID No. T165

3

Hi, everybody.

HR. SCT25,

2

region,

I jUSt coved tO this

sod I hope tO become a homeowner soon.

4

looking for properties.

5

so wonderful.

6

And,

7

feel then.

S

effects Of the watershed,

9

feel, it

And,

T165-1 This comment is out of scope for this EIS.

Inm

Ihik area is

you know,

I'oi coning fron a desert elinate.

well, you can feel, the rivers hers.
And it

Yoo can

just constantly blows me sway thte
the way you can really just

moving.

That said, you know, this SIS, this pots no at

JO

This realty puts me at risk.

Looking through

II

risk.

12

it,

IS

companies like, you know, Beachtel snd Yostocology

14

{phonetic),

15

the site who have violated local,

16

laws over and over and over again,

17

doubt,

conti~nue to do so if

1S

the contamination zone at Hanford.

it

doeon't even talk about liabilities of

for enasple,

who will be contractors at
state and federal
and will,

no

they're allowed to enpand

19

So you really need to redo this, and yoo really

25

need to include those liabilities in it to let people

2)

knew,

22

corporations to kill us down the road.

I nean,

23

would realty he environnental jostiee.

And in this

24

thereos a lot of talk about environmental

23

but environmental justice is not dumping all thin

yOU know,

that we're subsidizing these
that

justice,

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

"T165-I

sources is outside the
T165-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Sotir, Gregory+Commenter ID No. T165 (cont'd)

43

Gapi:al P.=FC:'L.•.K• CompaD .............
nuclear waste into 930 boreholes,
the columbia River watershed.

It'C net

That's nu't environisental justice.
4

you know,

sUbsidizing,

within

you know,

an industry, such as nuclear,
[TI 65-2

which is going to constantly produce produncts that
6

are eetremely radioactive and very,

very dangerous.

That s not environmental Justice.

.Environmental

justice'is net saying that we need to create a
9

nuclear sacritice tone,

you know,

because that's what hanford would be

10

tNorth Jecrica,

II

if

12

a sacrifice zone; that is,

turned into a nuclear dump site.

it's

the whole country would

terns of contamination.

is

in the ground,

or 10,000 years,
time,

you know,
construct.

whether it's

Once the product

next yoar or ton years
And,

it will reach the watershed.
though,

is kind of a scientific

'rholichens that live in that area,

don't experience tine.

The wolves,

the hawks,

they don't know anything about time.

they
the
They're

21

sarmoni,

22

contaminated today, they're going to be contaminated

23

tomorrow,

241

10,000 years,

25

T| ;5-3

would be

I think it's really just anemtter of time,
right, in

19

It

forever.

sacrifice it
14

1s

in this pert of

and they're going to be contaminated in
yen know.

The perennial ptants that exist there,

yon kn.ow,

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
i

T165-3 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final
siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

c~J

Sotir, Gregory, Commenter ID No. T165 (cont'd)

TI165-4 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the ELS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not he the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
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Ti165-5 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.
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Tl65-4

an acceptable risk.
SO I would encourage the DOt'to not only redo
this and talk about the truth of the liabilities of
the outside contractors involved,

but you really need

to doe¢mmissiun and get away from nuclear power in
general.

You really need to demolish this whole

cycle of nuclear military,
well.

you know,

industry an

And on need to start thinklng about our

watersheds a lot more than we have been.

T1 65-5

W535-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Spadone, Marian. Commenter ID No. W535

tronm!
To:
Suljetir

g tcceis'w0ebma•Le r @a nl.iov
SMonday, Iune 27. 2011 "12;5OPM
ytc¢ei:•webnraste~an~l~gov
Receipt: 0reater-lhan-Ctass-• tLow-Level R dioartive Waste OS

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would he required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

cornser nTCGCIS3S

Thank youk fnt your comment. Mnrtnn Spodone.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.
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TI07-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Soaeth. Thea. Commenter 1D No. T107
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Yes.

Ti107-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
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Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.
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Spaeth, Thea, Commnenter ID No. T107 (cont'd)

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC+Iike
wastes.
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T107-2
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Commenter ID No. T107 (cont'd)
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Spaeth, Thea, Commenter ID No. T107 (cont'd)
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TI07-4 See response to T107-3.

W384-1 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Spence, Michael, Commenter 1D No. W384

FrorrflL
Sent:
To:
subject:

gtcceltwebnlaster@anSLO'v
Tlhursday, June 23, 2011 4:55 PM
gtcceiswebmaster~aflxgov
Receipt: Greater--Thor-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC1o3g4

Thank you for your comment, Michael Spence.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GITCCSO3S4.
Pleaserefer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 23, 2011 04:55:I6PM COT
Greater-Than-Olass-C tow-Level Rtadloactive Waste tIS1Draft Commeac GTCCClO3S4
First Name: Michael
Last Name: Spenco
Address: 551035, 144th Street
City: luirwila
State: WA
Zip: 93168
Country: USA
privacy Preference: tDon'twithhold name or address frons public record

Comment Submitted:
Its patently crazy to be considering sending thousands of trackloads of ntuclear waste through the Columbia Gorge, one
of osurnatlones most precious natura'l resources. Please den't knuckle lunderto the nuclear industry, jest SoIt can
expand Its tonic business. We need more conservation, not a doubling-down on this lethal, outdated technology.

W384-I

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contest uSaat: ntcceinwebwaster55aniRgOV
or call the GreeterThen-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (6301252-5705.
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W95-1

Spencer. Amanda, Commenter ID No. W95

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
The GTCC
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the sites being
evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and consequences
to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including the release of
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated that about
12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be
required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs
(see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtsceiswebm5stnr~anLgov
.Wednesday, Jun~e 15. 2011 7:05 PM.
gt cceiswebnmast er@anLgov
Receipt: Greater-Thsn-COass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Commeut GTCClO09S

Thank you for your commens. Amanda Spencer.
to the commenct
The comment tracking number that has keen assigned to your comment is G1"CC100S5.Please refer
tracking number in allcorrespondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June I5, 2011 07:05'.29PM COT
Greater-Than-Ciass-c Law-Level Iladloactive Waste 0IS Draft Comment: OT¢CcI09S
First Name: Amanda
Last Name: Spencer
country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhkold address only from public record

comment Submitted:
lwhlich onevery
The risks for this method and location of transport orenot acceptablel Even Ifthere are not sny sp~lls
likely ifyou naveever driven thdathighwayl) the detriment so reside nts Ihuman and animall is uanacceptable.

W95-1

An alternative solution needs to be found.
Thank you
call the GreaterOsuestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact csant:etccetswebmnster~anleo~v or
252-5705.
Than.Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste fitl Webmaster at 10301
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W19-1

Stannard, Richard, Commenter ID No. W19

From:
Sent:
To:
subject:

.gtcceswebinasieritanigov
Saturday,May 14. 2011 10:15 PM
gtcceiswebmaster~anl~gov
Receipt: Greuter-Thsn-Cisa.sC Low;-tnert Radioactive Waste as Comment GTiCC10019

The use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the disposal of the
entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluation for the
WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the degree of waste
isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain
wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be
safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites with suitable
characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients, and sufficient
depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid
climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of
time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal (disposal
in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate, that other disposal methods could be
approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-surface
trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates
that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and
safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Thankytoofor your comment, richard stann6ard.
Tiheconmment tracking number thai has been assigned to your comment ts GTCCIO0S9. Pleate refer to the cermment
tracking number in all correpondence refating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 14, 2011 10:14:34PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radionctive Waste giS Draft Comment: GTCC1C"O19

W19-2 Comment noted. Recommendations will be taken into consideration, as appropriate, in the
implementation of the preferred alternative.

First Name: richard
Middle Initiai: m
Last Name: stannurd
Orguaniatlon: hear't of america northwest
City:seattle
Statn: WA
Zip:58105
Country: USA
Emait otvmoicviesii@comcont net.
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address rrom public record

Comment Submitted:.
Nothing should be dana about these wastes until1)a disposal nite with maximum safety is ready; and 2lreif hranaport,
when the time comes, shouaidbe the prelerred transfer method, much safer than tracks and highwrays.

W19-3

WI 9-i
W -

Having said that, I mu st say t hat fiatsisosofar an unsoivabie prabiem beca use no iocaiity wiil tolerate tire disposal site In
their area. Which means no mare nuhes to generate more waste until there is a solution.
Spare no eapense. Sudgetary coasiderahions should be set aside foe this project. vuhichis prbaiesfy the srnglemnost
imaportant project in th~eccountry.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: gtcceiswebmsasteriaanl.r~ov or cull the GreaterThaa-Class-C low-Level Riadioactiee Waste EISWebmaste, at 1630)
252-5705.

W19-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative 9
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy
Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58).
The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed disposal
alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE has
determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and, as
discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
W380-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D).

Stanton. Elizabeth. Cornmenter ID No. W380

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
SentO
To:

Subject:

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

,gt cceiswvb mal;t er@an¶Igov
Thursday, June 23, 2011 4:4•4 PM
gtcceiswebmaater@onil-gov
Receipt. Greater-Than-CIaO5-C Low-Ltele Radioactive Waste ttS Comment GTCC1038O

Tha3nkyou (or your comment. Elisabeth Stunton,
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTcCl0380. Please refer to the comment
traching number Inall correspondence relating to thin comment.
Comment Date: June 23, 2011 04:43:Z0PM COT
Greater-ThMnC"CisOC Low-taeveRadiloactive Waste 81SDraft Comment: GrccltO3S0

(J~

First Name: Elinaibeth
Middle Initial:
Last Name: Stanton
Address: 2803 5W Montgomery Drive
City: Portlandi
State: alt
Zip: 57201
Country-. USA
PrivacyiPreference: DOn'twithhold ionicl os-address from public record

comment Submitted:
Iam opposed to itanford becoming the damping• uite for ou~rnation's nuclear waste. Transportation of kightytonic
waste across our hsighways isunthinkable.
O~eestionu about submsitting comments over the Web? Contuct eunt etccelyypms
Tban-Ciass-C twLOWLveRtadioactive Waste EISWebis~ter at (630) 252-5705,
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Stein. Fay. Commenter ID No. W499

Prom:
Sent:
To:
Subjec

gtccelswebmastertlantgov
Sunday, June 26. 201.13:55 PM
"

gtccciswebwaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greaser-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radloactive Waste

tis Comment GTCCSO'199

Thank you for your comment, Fay Stein.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC104SS. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspoeldence relating to thilscomment.
comment Date: June 25, 202.1 0355:27FM COT

Greater-Thsn-Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElSDraft Comament: GTcCC04I99
First Name: Fay
Middle Initial: J
Last Name: Stein
Organlzation: Edscatlon-Rtelated
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:

Country: USA
Email: fayjaval~thewayi~hot mailcom
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

comment Submitted:
When I heard that there were plans to ase the Columbia River as a waterway for nuclear waste disposal, I was sicken to
think that anyone would eadanger the life of this wonderful Ricer and the lives of the Inhabited areas of the Gerge. I sapJ W499-1
that you are here to protect your citizens and our environment from danger, so please do not allow nucinar waste to he
maced in our walaerways.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etclwhntplln•o
Than-Class-C Lava-Level Radioactive WasteEIS Webmauter at 1h6ll) 252-5705.

or call the Greater-

W323-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Stengle, James, Commenter ID No. W323

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt ccelswebmaster~ontgov
Monday. June 20. 2011 12:59 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@a nl.goa
,Receipt: Greater.Than-Class-C Low-Levell
Redloactive Waste EtSComment

0rCC10323

Thank you for your commient. James Stengle.
The comment tracking number that sosbeen assigned to your comment InGTCCI0323. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence reiating to this comunteilt
Comment Date: June 20, 2011 12:59:04PM CDT
Great er-Tlhan-Class-C lowl.Level RadIoactive Waste RISDraft Comment: GfCC1O032
First Name: James
Middle initial: B ,
Last lNaroeSteegle
Address: 730 SE33rd Street
City: Troutdale
State: OR
Zip: 97000
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't w.ithisold name or address from public record
Commont submitted:
Ilivein Trootdale which is a gateway city to the Columbia RicerGorge. Because the Columbia River and Gorge ate so
critical roethe ecological, economical, tnd social survival of the area, these areas are important to protect aed preserve.
Hauling hazardous materials through these areas is an accident waiting to happen. When' it dots happen, there are
likely very significant impacts that willbe difficult to control and msitigate. Pleda better choice to manage the
radioactive waste,-Jarnes B. Stengle, Certified Wildlife Biologist
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact tus t: rtecels,,ebmasterttanl,eov er call tire GresterThsn-Class-C Losw-LevelRadioa•ctive Waste tiS Webreaster 0t:1630)252-5705.

W323-1

T43-1

sterlinig, Shila, Commenter ID No. T43

MR.

CROWN:

Thank you.

(Whereupon

Exhibit No.

4 was marked for

identification.)
Okay.

Shila S. is next,

and she will be followed by

Mike welly.
MS. $TERt.ING•
Sterling.

I'm Shila 2.

Good evening.

and I'm Just representing I am a voting

citizen of Las vegas,

a long-time resident.

I am also

a trained participant and presenter for the climate
project with A1 Gore,

and X'o the Southern Nevada

coordinator for Ions.

I am Ions,

Las Vegas,

which is

the n~oetic sciences.
There's a plethora of reasons
shouldn't happen.
of them.

One,

destination.

the economius.

Las Vegas is

known as a

People come here to get married.

coma here for a holiday.

rtT this happens,

a repository for nuclear waste,
level,

why this

I just want to talk about a couple

regardless

the public eye w.ill no longer

Las Vegas as a romati~tc destination.

be

if

People
there is

of what

able to look at

It would be

T43-1

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e.,
geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and
federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, IN~L, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP Vicinity) as
well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to analyze
these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities,
except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final siting of a
disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve further NEPA review as
needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would include local
stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

T43-2

Sterling, Shila, Commenter ID No. T43 (cont'd)

I

Secondly, in 2005,

I (Cost.)
2 was in Washington DC,

3

lobbying for the national parks end became privy to

4

what was called a "safe route."

5

were looking at Yucca Mountain for othet --

6

repository..

And when you overlaid what they considered

7

safe routes,

because they were going to be trucking and

S

you overlaid it

S

considered safe went through 14 of our 22 national

over the states,

At that time,

they

as a

T43-3

the route they
T43-2

tO parks.
11

aecause they were going to try and stay of f

12

of a lot of the main highways here in

13

would be impossible;

24

is

15

place to happen.

15

waste to be trucked.

a high-risk danget.

17

Los Vegas', it

and as many have said before,

it

It's a disaster looking for a

There are no safe

I'd like to Jest say a little

routes for nuclear

bit about

18
79

solutions.
It's
:sy personal opinion that companies who
ongagd and companies whbo make and use radioactive

20'

materials need to be responsible

21,

going'to do that.

22

disposed of or done with whore they stand.

23

movement --

24

contain nuclear waste when It

25

And I'think it's

for that,

if'they're

They need to be not moved but

because there is

The transportation analysis as presented in the EIS is conservative in that consideration of the
TRUPACT III and the SNF casks could reduce impacts. However, while these packages are
viable options for transport of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, consideration of their
use as an option in the EIS did not influence the identification of the preferred alternative. Use of
the spent fuel cask designs would require rail transport, and any of the conceptual land disposal
designs could be modified to accommodate the larger packages, but their use at WIPP would
require further study.

I T43-1

economically disastrous.

The less

no way to 100 percent
is

being in a movement.

time that corporations start

taking

T43-3

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable requirements
and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent practical. The
methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is based on
standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on
humans evolves.

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Sterling. Shila, Commenter ID No. T43 (cont'd)

T43-4

• "

The technologies and alternatives suggested
evaluation are not within the reasonable range of
alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW andforGTCC-Iike
wastes. Other concerns or programs
suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do not meet the
purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

....
... ........
...... ..."
. ..... .... ......
..... ... . .......
.. . •.. ...
...... . i. .. ... . .. . ... ... . .. ...... .......

1

responsibility.

And, also, I would like for

2
S3

mentioned before there is technology.

4

technology.

--

I think I

There is

now

One is celled a "plassiic arc," and I would

5

like to see the government looking into this. There is

5

a way to dispose of the waste that we have today

7

without poisoning the earth and poisoning the air and

B

potentially poisoning everybody.

9

endangered species list,

Ig

soon,

and if

aecause we ore on the
we don't wake up pretty

we're coming to that tipping point.
So my remozesendation

Ii

is also stop making

12

nuclear waste

13

and use.

14

pot our feet forward for the future,

Is

thie planet,

16

garneraItions.

17

by finding alternative methods of power

The technology is

out there,

and it's

for the future of

let alone our children and other

Thank you vary much.

time we

T43-4
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Stewart, Margaret. Commenter ID No. E58

Frorn•
Sent:
TO:
Subjec:
Attrecme~t-

•maOQinemystewarryah.O~m)
. Ma~aret 1tnewart
Thursd.ay, June 23, 2011 2t19 'M
, lcceis(&)nl4ov
re: DOEGfCC E[-•
G07C NOE; Itr LuDOE6232011.du¢

Mr. Arnuhi Edchrsiun,
Attached you vwilllind roy cuncurns regarditg the disposal of GTCC radioactivc nuciear waste. Please include it
ond rny Erase concerns in your linal ElIS.
Thank you,
Margarct Macdonald Stewart

Stewart, Marnaret, Commenter ID No. E58 (cant'd)

E58-1

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to h GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the ELS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

E58-2

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act
of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a penmanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

June 23, 2011
Arnold Ede-lman, Document Manager
DOE GTCC EIS
Cloverleafl Building, EM-43
1000 lndependence Avenue
Washington, DC 20585
Mr. Edehnan,
I am writing regarding the proposal to dispose of Greater-Than-Class-C radioactive
waste. GTCC nuclear waste is some of the most dangerous radioactive nuclear waste on
the planet and the thoughst of transporting it to a central location for disposal is beyond
belief. I am vehensentiy opposed to transporting any existing or future projected OTCC
waste to a central repository - no asatter the type of repository (burial or otherwsse). The
idea of burying it underground, either in boreholes, 'enhanced' near-surface trenches, a

deep geologic repository

....

we all know this scenario will never happen.. ..is to not look"

very far into the future- or into the past. Once buried, it will be nearly impossible to
monitor and we are already spending hundreds ofmnilioins to ms-hury nuclear wvastethat
was unwisely bturied dec-ades ago.
If this country insists on creating more nuclear waste, (whielh any thinking person will
agres is nol only unnecessary, but insane) the only reasonable, sensible, monitoringpossible and economically rational solution is to store the GTCC nuclear waste in
hardened, on-site storage systems (IIOSS). Nuclear waste, whatever its type, should be
stored as safely an possible above ground, as close to its point of generation as possible.
Thsis will prevent states that have nucleer waste-producing reactors fronmcreating more of
thtis dangerous waste so be sent off "into the sunset,"~withsout a care of its final destination
*....whichis usually tlse arid west. As a resident of the arid west, I am incensed that I have
no voice as to the deposition of this herald material.. .cvens though I am paying for it
daily. Environmsental discriminiation is what this is called. The I-lOSS system has been
advocated by many scenctists for more than a decade but it has been ignored.
As the economies of our world grow more dismsal by the day, it seems the DOE should
msake the wisest (and most economsieel) decision (not the political decision) and choae the
H-OSS system for disposal of its GTCC nuclear waste.
Sincerely,

Margaret Macdonald Stewart
Box 2404, Ketchusns ID 83340

IE58-1

El05-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Stock. Ron. Commenter ID No. El05

Ron Stock <stoc{kon'themnd@yahoo cornMrlndaJ~y,
Juno 2), 2011 5:23 PM
gtccels@anl~gov
No to waste sto(595 proposal on LosAfamnot

To:
SubJet:

Arnold Eidelman,
If-is 4;15 pr,. on Monda?, June 27th. I just stepped outsldlo oy door htero Is Taos, NeW Menico end inhaled tlhr
punserat odor of nsmoke
from the Las Conches fire in ton Alanros. It is not h'ard for me Oso n ragihm,rrmaylsas~nono•tth,

I

think, that ariter an earthqu-ahe or hulman error accident, Sheen ftire fum~es crldJ ire carr'yhrn radiation.? hateeech/Ou to
jplo as po~tihlae bt i
first stop pr'od uc~ng tls in Iedlupspibte necteur waste, and twa, fin'd ) rho as far eway fram Ie'
miles downwind from our i~ttle vliane.
1100Stork Taos resident.

Et05-1

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
and GTCC
LLRWhighways
of GTCC
W455-1 Shipments
or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
are interstate
routes, which
Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
CFR
(49
accordance with DOT regulations
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatoty requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would he required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Stolzbergt, Karen, Commenter ID No. W455

Vromn:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcciswebmaster@anLgov
Saturday, June 25,2011 12:57 AM
gtcceiswvebinaster@anl.Oov
Comnmeat GTCCI045S
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EUS

Thank you for your conmment. KarenSsolzberg,
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comnrent is GTCC10455. Please refer to the conmment
tracking number in all correspondence reiating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 25, 2011 12:57:O9AM CDT
Greater-Tha n-Class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15Draft comment: GTCC1O455
First Name: lgeren
Last Name: Stolzberg.
country: USA
Privacy Preference: Doe'sw~ithhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
It seems highly iil adaised to consider moving nuclear wavstethrough a corridor that is subject to extremes of weather',
fogrand traffic. The inevitable accident wiii threaten not only the unlucky participants, the ether travelers, local
residents, but also a unirque natural area. We need to work together to keep this extraordinary environment as unsullied
as possible, given the existing transportation.

SW455-l

This isae bad Idea that must be" rejected.
Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? contact us at: etclwbat

caltthe Greatertaal~oor
•

Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630) 252-5705.
Than-Class-c Low,-Level

ft

S
0
ft

ft

0
ft
0

ft

W560-1 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

Stoney. Mindv. Commenter ID No. W560

I I

II

I

Frrorm
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster @anltgav
Monday, June 27, 2011 9:59 PM
gtccuiswebnmast er@a nlgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste

tiS Comment GTCCI5S60

Thanktyou for your comsmene,Mindy Stoney.
Please refer to thu comment
"Thecomment trackinig number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCS05K0.
traclsing number in all correspondence retatlng to this comment.
Comment Date: Juno 27. 2011 09:58:3IPM COT
Greater-Thtan-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioa•ctive Waste EISDraft COmment: GTCCI05S0
First Name: Mindy
Middle initial: I
Lost Name: Stoney
Address: PO. Rox213
C'ity:Bellenue
State: ID
Zip: 83313
Country: USA
Email: omtnvrvhocos_
Privary Preference: Don't withhold same or address fronmpublic record

Comment Submitted:
Jst plain stupid!
Keep Naciear waste off the roadt this beyond hazardous; it sis
Ouestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact ut at: etcisabaitertn•n
Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtSWebmastor at 16301252-5705.

W560-1
or call the Greater-

Stookey. Jeffrey. Commenter ID No. L211
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EN VIRONMENTAL
IMPACT CSTATEMENT
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R.ADiOAxCTIVE~WASTE7AkNDGThCC-LI(E- WASTE....
(IDOEfE1S-0375-D)
U.S. Departmnent of Energy
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L21 1-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC BIS Chapter 2.

Stookey, Jeffrey, Commenter ID No. L211 (cont'd)

2B Mav 2011!

Ten thousand years! That is how tong nuclear
contamination would continue to pollute tihe Columbia Rive if
ihe Hanford sire is notadeqaately c~leaned tup. But now thle
Dept. of Energy is planning to store "Greater than Class C"
nuclear waste in unlined trenches that w~ould in time leach into
the Columbia River which flows jas't Portlantd 5OR,- tl•-Eity
-ruckil&ii%•ugh .my city to reach the Hanford site. A terrorist
•rftaek or a serious accident with one of these trucks could rendCl'
a 30 mile radius'around Portland uninhabitable for _many years,
similar to the Fukushima site in Jap
th•i•epare
1 iC7fiin nowfr~
-to-usL•thesame-eporiiiiiiitl-IPluto ium fuel as Pukushima
reactor 3 in our region's only commercial reactor at Hantford.
The environmental risks of the proposed plans are simp_
too high. I urge that the USDOE's proposal to tuck and b•ry
"qireater than Class C" waste a4t Hanford be stopped.
Sincerely,
,Jefyro,&tooke.y

[,211-i

L21 1-2

L21 1-3

L21 1-2 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).
L2 11-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hantford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W72-1

Storhm, John, Commenter ID No. W72

From:
Sent:.
To:
Subject=.

•
..

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventoty of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

,:gtcceisweh~master@anl~gov
riday,May 27. 2011 11:34 AM
gtcceitweb master@anlgoov
Receipt Gwater-rhass-Clnst-C iLow-teaetRadioactive Waste Eis comment GTCC10072

Thank you for your comment, JohnStorhm.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your conmment ts GTCC1007Z. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in aSlcorrespondence relating to this comment.
comment Octe: May27, 2011 1.1:34:05AM
COT
Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-l~evelRadioactive Waste ItSDraft comment: GTCC1CtO72
first Name: lohO
Last Name: Stofhkm
Address:
City:
Slate:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: istorhmft.burnedbeosnhpehihie

PriviacyPreference: Withhold address onlif from public record

comment Submitted:
.
'
t am opposed to the p~lan,
proposed by the 00E, to ship 12,000 truchtoads of sGreater-Tsan-Ctass
CLow-LevelRadioactive
Wasote[GTCCLLRWIto Iha Hartford site. Hanford, at tire DOEis meliaware, is already a highif contaminated site, sitting
1so
the backs of the Colombia River. up stream from many large population areas. TireDOEplans and progresa on
cleaning up the woastealreadf at Hartford hose not been swellexecisted, not been meliplanned, aad have lacked
sufficient fundring. Adding additio~nal waste to this site, a nite that is strsiggling to cope with the waste already on site,
seems foolhardy andi enceedingly risky. Inaddition, shipping wraste to the site, wviiieepooe a larger popalatlon to tihe
risks of health ilopacts, prop~erty danmage,and, in the event of an accidental release en route, even death, I urge the
DOgto cancel this palansnedtransportation of Greater-Than-Class Ctow-Level Radioactive Waste 161CC
LIRWI
to
aen
ford.
Ouestlons about submittiog comments over the Web? contact us at: vtccelswebmoster~aell~eoo~~g
or call the GreaterThan-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EISWeboasooer at (630) 252-5705.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W72-1'

would be transported through the Columbia
W416-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NR.C and Agreement State licensees.

Sul~livan, Robert. Commenter ID No. W416

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
gtccelswebmauter@anL~goe
Thursday. June 23. 2011 11:33 PM

To."
SubJect:

gtccelswebmaster~anl.gov
Resulyt: Greuler-Than-Ciass-C Low-Leeel Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCCIO4t6

Thanksyou for your comment, Robert Sullivan.
Please refer to the comment
The comment trackinganumber that banb~et assigned to your comment IntGTCC1(}416.
tracking number in all correspoandence relating to this commentc.
C:omment Date: lane 23, 201:1 11:57:50PM COT
tlreater-Than-Cless-C tow-level Radioactive Waste ElSDraft Comment: tSTCCS04i6
First Name: Robert
test Name: Sultivan
State: OR
?ip: 97217
ry: USA
Coaunt
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold nurse or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
The Ilanfard site inWashlngton Stete is already the most radioactive tite in the U.S.Radioactivity Is already leahing from
storage tansh Into the Columbia River. Allowing more radioactive c~asteinto the Hanford site Is insane. Allowing many
many trucks to heel the waste through the Gorge toinsane. The result tf a uspillin the Gorge wosuldhe a catastrophe
beyond description.
Trucking radioactive wstte through the Gorge must sat be allowed.
the GreaterQ1uestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ttccviswebmaster~anltgoe or call
Than-Clans-C tom-tenet Radioactive Waste tiS Webmauttur at (630] 252-5705.

W41 6-i

W79-I

Sunrise. Elizabeth Anne, Commenter ID No. W79

From:
Sent:
To:
Subjects

Record of Decision 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred
DOE's
a decision on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

gtcceiuwebmnaser @anl.gov
Thursday. Jute 09. 2012. 5:47 PM
gtcceiswvebmnster@anLgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Claus-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste El5Comment GTCC1007S

Thank you for your comment, Elizabeth Anne Sunrise.
refer to the comenitn
been assigned to your comment is GTCC10079, iPlease
The comment tracking numbser ibat haes
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 9, 2011 05:46:S1PM COT
Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-LezellRadiloactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GSTCCOOO79
First Name: Elizabeth Anne
Middle Initfal:
Last Name: Sunrise "
City:
Slate:
Zlp:~
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
inmshocked & appalled that Ilanford,WA. is lisaplanned nationol silte fordumping of 12,000 treckloads of hl~hly
radioactive waste by the DOE.it is totally outralgeous and unacceptuble. There would be countless causes of cancer over
l ong period of time. It's highly irrational and unfair to ship all the nation's waste toeone locution and it should be
banned permanentlylll

SW79-1

or call the Greaterabout submitting comments• over the Web' contact ut at: etccelswehmsasterrl~anl.gos
suastions
Thsao-Clasa-CLow-Level Radioactive Wuste EISWebnmaster at 1630)252-5705.

S
0

c-s
0

0
C'S

Sutherland. Al and Julie. Commenter ID No. L80

L80-1

Ih•hnIPoSAL O1'.GREATER TIIAN-CLASSC( (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
I)RA lFT EN VI RONMENTAL IM PACT STATEMIENT for the
(DO E/EIS-0375-D)
U.S,.Departmernt :f Energy

I

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
Mr ..
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.
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_-- Mr. & Mrs.

_

r_-_.....

Orgssaisistioo:

Address:

~~~______

phone: ~

________
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~

£~t~iais~re~

~/ip Code:

________

______________________
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DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

L292-1 DOE respectfully disagrees. The inventory is based on the best available information from DOE
and the industry.

Swanson, John. Commenter ID No. L292

MAfl3 0 "201
March 24, 2011]
1318 Cottonwood Dr.
Richiand, WA 99354
509-946-.7871
Aenold E~drlmsn, EIS.Document Mmaager
Offcen o f Elnvironmental Management
U.S. Dcportnttot of Enetrgy
Cloverleaf Building, EM-.43.
1000 Indcpettdroce Avenite, SW
Washington, D.C. 29585
Dear Mr. Edelmsn,
Subject: Cemntents on DOEIitIS-03?5-D (Draft Enviomrnental Imp•artStatement for the
Gr-r-Thatt-ClflSO C (OTCC) Lowv-Level Radioactive Wastre and GTCC.Li.ke
Dispsal ofG

Waste)
that "tinsBIS alottld be modifie:d a poire much mom clear the tfactthee it adtdresses arty
"believe
I
a (perhaps small) portion of the GTCC LLW that may require dlsposal during the time perled
that is addressedt in it..While the cuerret draft Sunmasy does aelmo~wledge (lage 5.1 3) that this
number) in
E18 does not address wastes that woeld result fromaantincrea~se (a~bovean UnLspecified
tho number of new commercial nuclear power plantsan•dfor wfsd resutlt from implementation of

nuclear foci cyrtes involving advanced rectorsoor r•ecycling of tredfind, it does trot empirasiee
this faretsufficiently well. Thus, it is easy for a reader to €oneltude that the sopeofthe EIlS is
much g~reaterthan it actually is. Specific recommcedatioets to inrrove this situation inhtade:
I) Add a new paragraph to the Introductin (following the first aragraph?); ths
paagoruph should repeat tir inventory infrniatiaen now contained Inthe last three
p htg•
l on page 5,.13. Thls action will pat the Infoesnatron in a
sesearen~ of"the first
location,that witllbetter call attention to the limited scope of this 51S.
2) Define, and u•sefrequently hrornglto°rt the SIS, a t-ern to indicate that the waste
invcntory considered in this EIS is a limited one,.i'm lhaving a lured time trsggesting
00eh a teems;'*existing" isn't accurate; ] thought briefly of "ctrrrcntly-l/ceoscd"r hut
page 5-13 says that tire sludy inventory includes wastes fem plnanned facilities
(including an ruspecLfledt number of new reactors) trot yet in operation, so l as~sume
that those facilities are alto not yrt licen'sed. talson wonrdered about "curarotly(including me) anticipate thot tircproeessing/recylce frael...
anticipated", but mano~y
cycle, giving larger volumes and motretypes of GTCC LLW, will be intplemented
within the time frsam entoered by this EIS. Maybe the term 'currcntly-pltnned"

L292-1

L292-2 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and has
elirninated it frorn evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE
would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

.Swanson. John, Commenter ID No. L292 (cont'd)

L292-3 The acronym LLRW is defined in the EIS.
would work? Eixacoples of places w.here use of such a qualifyin term weuld be
valuable include:
cs~pecially
it read "-'. far
a, In the•tide. Add a etrmsuoasius "eucontlyoplruncd" -to mank€
the Disposal of durrentlyPlamned Greater-Than Cea~s-C •.
on Page 5ace
discussed.
For
exaple"
where
the
types
of
wastes
b. In locationts
A better sal~alenet would say"-.
3, "Other Waste wsoisrat af-."
5
SCurcenfdy-plusuned Other Wast consists of---.' (Ms alteesative improvedt
worditsg would ho 'O•ther Waste cosaside'ned in this EtS consists of-.._.)
.o. ittlocationswhrew onelusiounsbased oatirevolume of wasteare discussed,
For example, so page 5-65 of this dralt is "- sirtin assuther deep gcologie
repositor'y facility -- would be inmpructiral due to- essdthe relatively small
sy "- and the:
volume of GTCC Lt.RW -. % A better utatm,antwsoulal
voluma of outntoily-planoed GTCC [LW --- ". (Ass
relatively massll
relatiwly small.
alternative issprovedl stlatement would inctlud "--- and ithe
volume otGTCC covered by this ElS ---.")

L292-1
(Coat.)

of co.-disposal of GTCC
Ialso believe that the decision to not include eonadesldcron Itsthis 1315
LLW utong with used feel and high-level waste at tha Yucca Mountain repository should be
optioss sh.ould be included in this EIS, as was planned
reversed - and that that co-dispsal•O
originally. The decision so nat include tins option Is stated (page S-31• Is be bae en the Ohasia
Administration's determination thst the Yucca Mousstaltn repository is isot .awotienhie option and
that tho:project should he tetsssinaaed. However, the legality of that adosttistrution-dc terttsiat ion
appear to be
has not bee astablished (;t is being cor~stoaed in the court system), to it wouald
An~other reason to inclade
prudenett
to include consideration of this option in the 1313.
considesation of this option in tha EOSis that it is also poasible: that, ewanif the legality o'fthis
adeinsistation's deetreslnatiorn is rrphsitd, the next admltsisttnton could detersaine thst the YUCca
Mountain repository is indeed a workable option.

L292-2

sissalty, l ao disappointed that thin draft E3,huses the acronym "LLRW" instead of "LLW". The
has been the commson tsage the decades (including, for exanple, intthe.NOt of
LLW acronymr
this 1 and in existing NRC regsslations), and I s~cene value to having thitshIS usiaa different
one. I uege that the Itiral BIlS be retursnedto the us of LLW. If that is isot done, it should at least
be stated somerwhere (perhaps, In the lsteof aeronyms) that "LLRW" in this lIISeeanss the same
as dor,."LLW" elsewhere.

L292-3

Respectfully yours.
lohns L. Swanson

W525-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would he transported throughl the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Swanson, Marsha, Commenter ID No. W525

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswobmasler@a•nL~ov
Monday, June 27, 2011.5:41.AM
gtccenswebmaster @anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElSComment GZTCCSOS25

Thankayou for yourcomment, marsha Swanson.
The comment tracking number that has been asslgned to your cormment is GTCC1052S. Please refer to the comment
trackcingnumber In allcorrespondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 27, 2011 OS:40:54AM CDT
Greatzer-than-Class-C Low,-Level tRadloective Waste tIS Draft Commet: GTCCI,0525
FirotName: mnarsha
tail Name: Swanson
Country: USA.
.
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
I am totally opposed to trucking nuclear wnaste to hfanford and to trucking nuclear waste on the Columbia River highwvay [~
I
system.

j

Questions about submitting commeonts over the Web? Contact csoat:etccnisweb master~aenL,.av or cCIIthe GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster at (610)252-5705.

is a relatively small amount of waste which would he transported through the Columhia
W555-l There
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-l37 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Sw.anson. Rod, Commenter ID No. W555

gl9cceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Sunday, June 26, 2015.4:28 PM
1"o:91¢ccewebmaster@ant~gov
"I Receipt: Greater-lhan-Class-C [ow-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCCI0500
Subject:
l~rom:

Sent:

Thank yeu for your comment, rod Swanson.
the comment track ing number that has been assigned to your comment IsGTCC1OS50.Please refer to the comment
trackingenumber in all correspondence relating to this comment.
COT
Comment Date: June 26, 2011 O04:27:27Ptevl
Qreater-Than-Class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Draft comment: GTrCCI050o
First Name: rod
Middle Initial:
Last Name: Swanson
Organization: Educatlon-tRelatedFtraienhg
A~ddrets.
C:ity:I
S;tate"
2
•ip:
USA
Countrye.
Small: sv,;sn son rosl@ ho tnail•o rm
l'rivacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Submitted:
C3omment

wife and I have had to leave our home of 30 years because our corrupt county surrounded ocr home with a wind
mny
wasteI
factory, we now live in the columbia gorge. hea ring that the depa rtmen~t of energy isgoing to bring radioactive
no ewe'lle
eatW55a
thinkingin
oftocethinkgy
atwi
thdisaequeter
benivcleare robemiakhtha
omtlniweel nhathavIs
sme e
spanl nuaeasdiastr
afterowlon
hegaddressed,
adrneeeraferhave
torugbe
magnificent
reality, please don't truck nuclear waste through the gorge it's just net worth eherisk of destroying this
columbia gorge.
(treaterQuestions about submitting com'ments ever thu Web? Contact as at: eLcreciswebmaster~anleOu or call the
Than-Class-C Low-Level Raodioactive Waste his Webmaster at (6301252-5705.

I

W44-1

Tarpey, Raymond, Commenter ID No. W44

Feoru:
Sent:
To,"
SubJects

gtcceiswebtnouter @an gee
Thursday, May 19. 2011 8&C0
PM
gtoceiswebmaster~tanl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Thwn-Ciess-C Law-Level Radioactiv'e Waste

W44-2 Proposed actions for the retrieval, treatment and disposition of wastes at the Hanford Site are
outside the scope of GTCC ELS. Those activities are described in Final Tank Closure and Waste
Management Environmentallmpact Statement for the Hanford Site, Richland, Washington
(TC &WM EIS).

u]sComment GTCCIOO44

T•hankyou for yourcomment, Raymond Torpey,
Th~ecbmmens tracking number that hsasbeen assigned to your comment is GTCCIOO4t. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondenfce relating to this comment.
•Comment Date: May 19, 201L .07;59:4t1PM coT
tGrater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OISDraft Comment: GTC¢C0O44
First Name: Raymond
Middle Initial:
Lust Name: Tarpey.
City: Labs Oswego
State: OR
Zip: 97034
Cotntry: USA'
Email: ravmonta roevyvahooCom
Privacy' Preference: Dbn't withheld name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
As a citinen of the state of Oregon and the USA,
I atrongiy object to the plans to truck more nuclear waste to the Hiasford site in the state of Washington.
The plan Is haphazard at best withsproven radioactive leakage aireody occurring end threatening our precious Columbia
River and adjacent lards.
The other sites in Nevada should be used onti1ocr waste leakage is addressed. We should have a short-term plan of
removal of waste at H-anford
with commitment to fail removal as remosvattechnology develops in the future.
Any plan to pave it over and start car'ting in new wastu is a denial of the esisting problem and pondering to Washington
government & business interests. in addition, the transport of such huge amounts of radioactive waste threatens large
areas of our lands adjacent to the highways to be used.
We eapect more accountability front our Federal Government and a cowmaon sense attitude in solvlng problemss.
Alt I see is pandering undridiculously unaccountable solutions to a iifu-ttbreaiening problem.
Please gel the otther sites bach on the table and get to work in seriously removing thu radioactive leakage threat at
Han ford.
We are tired of your half-hearted promises and corrupt short-term solution proposals.
Please protect our precious columbia suatershed from the effects of this poisonous endcear
technology.
Signed.
Raymond Tarpey
Questions about submitting comments over the Web' Contact us at: etciwhasset•snl
Than-Class-C tow-level Radioactive Waste EtSWebmaster at 1630)
252-57OS.

or call the Greater-

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hantford Site and
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W44-1
W44-2

the Columbia
through
be transported
would
waste which
LLRW.
for GTCC
small
site selected
a relatively
disposal
as to the
W194-1 There
decision
the final of
of amount
regardless
Gorge
River is
medical
local
from
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

.Tatum,Ron and Paulette, Conmmenter ID No. W194
:

! . :
........

____.............

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Gtcceiswebmaster@anltgov
thursday, June 1.6,2011 2:22 AM
gtcceis\webmasterf@anlisov
Receipt.-Gruater-Than-Clars-C tow-Level Radiouctive Waste EISComment GTCC10194

Thaeshyou for your comment. Dr. Ron and Paulette Tatuns.
refer to the comment
The comment tracking n~umberthatlhas been assigned to your comment IsGTCC10194. Please
trackin8 number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: Juno 16, 2011 02$21:S1AM COT

Greater-Thanl-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCSO0194
FirstName, Dr. Ron and Paulette
tast Nlame: Tatum
Address, 17435 Sw Blanton
Address 2: Street
City: Aloha
State: OR
lip: 57007
Country: USA
Email: switnerta um eonleac€.Com
Privacy Praference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Submitted:
Comment
Grge NationalSenic Area isa beautifeland important scenicaereas
tiheCoumbia

f tbeNorthwest. If'sa protected urea

so let's keep It that
and should remain protected all'of the time and In sii circumstances. This area isa national treasure
We do not Want
way. Radioactive waste shou=ldnot be transported throughs the Columbia Gorge area at any time.
frees all over the •
Hanford Nuclear Reservation to be a permanent wuste dlump for radioactive waste materials coming
US. -artford Is already contaminated enough as it it.
Questions about submitting commsnentsover the Web? Contact us at: etclw•
Than-Class-C tow-level Radioactive Waste fi$Webmastar at 1630)252-5705.

mseria•

o or cell the Greater-

W194-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative" see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

~

T6-1

Taylor. Sarah, Commenter ID No. T6

16..

•is. ascas:

Thank you.

sarah Taylor.

And Stawart

Fom will be after Sarah.
US. SSAWA TAYLOR: Hi.

I am a small busine~s

person and a small farmer in Atken County.
privat

citizen.

I an a

I want to record my opposit±ofl to

T6-

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final
siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Taylor. Sarah. Commenter ID No. T6 (cont'd)

1

having class-C waste stored in

Savannah tniver Site.

Z

2

wonlder,

3

arc wundurisg. did the Japanese have these meetings.

4

That's something that'e quite chilling that we should,

S
6

really look( around and see how many empty seats we see
•here,

how many of us can make 'a dtfferenoe to our
light of what has happened in--ig Japan.

7

government, in

8

And we certainlly do not need core waste here in South

S

Carolina.

As a biologist 1 also am concerned about the

10

350-plus square miles of the Savannah Aiver Site

11

itself, what will happen to it

12

laboratory which can--has sorsopristine qualities to it

13

in spite of the fact that plutonium being in--the

14

tonnage of the area.

11

managing well but we do not need more waste corning in.

IS

(ot,)

and probably all of us in the back Of our mind

as it's

been a 50-year

But 1 dn believe that they are

•lie do not need a repeat of Japan's scenario here and we

17

need to abridge our neighbors and our friends to he

18

educated about this problem before it

19

problem.

becomes a bigger

Thank yon.

-S

1b"

0

0

(-

W316-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Tenhonen, Steve. Commenter ID No. W316

I

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJeWt

ii

*gtcceiswebmasteritanl~gos
Sunday. June 19, 201 4:14 PM
•gtcceiswebmaster@anigov
Receipt: Graater-Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste

tis Comment

GTcCC1316

Thank you for your comment, stoew tenhonen.
The comment trucking numbertst huethbeen assignedtoeyour comment iaGTCCII0316. Piease refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence rotating to this comment.
Comment Daate:Jeune19, 2011 04:14:25PM COT
Greater-Than.Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactine Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCIOS16
First Name: steve
Middle Initint: p ..
Lust Name: lenhonen
Address: po box £491
City: portland
State: OR
Zip: 97228
Country: USA
Email: stevetenhunenyahotmail.cem
Privacy Preference: Don't ,,ithhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
Igrew up near the Columbia River Gorge. 1enjoyed hiking and visiting the water falls as a child. Today I markwith
disabled folks who love fishing and hiking in the Gorge. It is a place that ceulasa sense peace and serenity. l am very
frightened by the idea of tonic waste being transported and stored In our national treasure• Iam repulsed by the idea of
developing canear enoilher life threating illness enjoying this sacred area. This Is a dangerous vioatiaon of a place that
touches so many lives.

SW316-1

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: glcceiswebwasterevanIe'ov or cullthe Greater"Titan-Class-C
tom-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 1(3.0)
252-5705.

0

0

T167-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Tewksbury, Ross. Comimenter ID No. T167

T167-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLR.W. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

51

MR. BROMSN Gregory Rafoury wilt follow Ross.
*

R.

-TEWRS5URY,

live in Portland,

My name is

Ross Tewksbury.

I

and I'm actually tihe seventh

generation of ny family that has lived hare in
Oregon,

and emyancestors came out on the Oregon

.Trail. .And,

you know,

you want to think, what is

happening seven generations from now?
still,

amazingly,

stutt, you know,

And people who

are going to be dealing with this
because it

basically never ends.

I'm against putting this waste at Manford.

55

They

already have way too much waste there they have to

T1 67-1

deal with or clean up for the past 70 years, and wel
don't need any nore.
I think that a couple other people mentioned
tha

nucleast waste ought to be handled by the

.proponents in
producing, this,

the geographical areas that they' re
in the Midwest end South. because

they're the Ones that want the stuff.

And, you know,

they shouldn,'t be able tO just get the beset its and
not any of the costs.
05O0 thing that I was thinking about is the
transportation.

The transportation is sort of dealt

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingComipany~eom

T167-2

T167-3 Transportation of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable requirements
and regulations. Doses to the public will be minimized to the extent practical. The methodology
used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EJS is based on standard practices
that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on humans evolves.

Tewkshury., Ross, Commenter ID No. T167 (cont'd)

CfpitaIP.eperting Conip~~y.

2

sort, of cavalIe~rly or someth~ing.

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the sites being
evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and consequences
to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including the release of
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated that about
12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be
required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs
(see Section 6.2.9.1).

52

You're not rent[]y

thinkIng about the real -- what really happens oit
there.

You knew,

it

is like some imaginary tfrok

gets from point A to paint II with'no Bine at problem
6

*o

anythi ng.
,But,

7

propOnents.
9

T167-4 Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All
information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS.

you know, what I went to esk these
you lano,

what if

your wife or husband ox

veeor chlidren ate stuck in traffic si.tting next to
one. of r.hene trucks ge.tting irradiated?

Nhat about

II

tbot2
12
13

What if

--

you .know, I've seen thoes

trucks

tbefforv on the road, down in Caiifornia, and I took
* pctures at e few at the~m.
What. if

'4

youl were,¢you know

eating llunch in a

*Burger King and a truck is parked in the back, you
16

know.

17

much radiation ate you getting there?

34

.seen t.hat before.

19

stop and the truck pulls in behind,

20

you're parked?

23

know, you con get a little

the driver is,

there,
23
24

you know,

You Bono,

eating lunch?

what if

I've actusily
yo•u 'to at a rest

you know,

uthoe's many opportonlties
bit here,

cud how. muc•h , tO0
ran

T167-3

}lue

where

for2-- you

a little

bit

hcl? You need a Geiger

counter to keep track of this.
And thee wlhat about, you know -m;etioned accidents.

Owl

I neun, peuple

whaf about stones cod
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T167-4

T167-5 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC BIS
evaluation for the WWPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Tewksburv, Ross, Commenter ID No. T167 (cont'd)

53

2

I

celsnitc,ia'
Certainl in the lact to" ca~ekswe'vo
had, you' know, w•'ore exanLplesof• those i-hananybody
would •eve --

there's terrorist attacks,

tornodnent hu~rts_anes,

earthqulakes,

While 10 CER Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal (disposal
in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods could be
approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench, borehole, and
vault). The GTCC ELS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with
suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

there's

fined, you know,

these last few weeks.
I was just. thinking, you know, what if

6

a truck

happened to be going through Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
when the tor.nado hit.?
9

(inwudible).

T167-4

t•hen sonehorly had got

ls~idos you have a section wiped off

the wag. than it

is wiped off --

izrrdiated,

like in

Ii
But peeple don't seem to think abou~tthat too

Japan..
I2

(Cant)
There is always a lull, you know,

II

of things

happening, Dot~latly the'e 'a been a lot higher
things happening,
16

because they k:eeph•Dapping,

you

to I do think that the idea chops the --

know.

patting them in deep granite aroes deep in rho earth,
13
you know,

La about the best thing Vys heard so far.

Sad finally,
30

I think the one atasmeent that you•

mentioned cattier chant if

there were no new nuclear

there would he no mere waste to he

21

facilities,

22

diepoied of; thou we wouldn'th neod tl'twinl the first
place'.

24

'S

So that' s rceally the answer,

as manly people

here pointed out, that we )OCC need to use solar
power' and wind power and nnnsetvarna,

eli the other

866.488.DEPO
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T167-6

TI167-6 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Tewksbur.ry Ross. Commenter ID No. T167 (cont'd)
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W414-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which
would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

•Thomas, Charles. Commenter ID No. W414

From,"
Sent,
To:
Subject:

gt cseiswebmaster@anI~gov
Thursday, iune 23, 2011 11:23 PM
gt cceiswebmaster@anl-~goV

Receipt; Greater.Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElSComment GTCC1O414

Thonhtyou for your comment. Charles Thomas.
Please refer to the comment
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GSTCC104S4.
tracking number in oh correspondence relating to this commsent.
Comment Date: June 23, 2.011.11:28:02PM CDT
lGreater-Than-Clats-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC1O4I4
First Name: Charles,
Middle initial: L
Lost Name: Thomas,
Address: :1577Holly Ave
City: Eugene
State: OR
Zip: 97408
COuntry:USA
EmsllI:chuaklthomavtRvaheoCo
Privacy Preference: Don't mithhoid name or atddress from public record
Continent Submitted:•
t an strongly opposed to the proposal to truck Greater than Clans C Radioactive Waste through the ColumbbiaRiver
Gorge..
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ptccelswebm~vtqf,@eI.eLov or rail the GreaterThan.Class-C tom-Level RadioacllnQ Waste EISWebmuater at Iti30l 252-5705.

W414-1

W397-I Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in
accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Thomas. David. Commenter ID No. W397

From:
To:
Subject:

t((Cesveb master @antgV'
Thusday, June 23, 2012 7;11 PM
gcc,Žiswe bmaster@al.evlro
Rresfts: G
Or• •r-*T"hsan<!assC
Low,Lvel i~vdlosctive Was:e fit CnmmerntGTCCOS3IKS

Thank you for your comment. David Thomas.
'The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is G2TCC10397. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: Jtune 23. 2(0±1 07:00'.49PM cOT
Greater-Thann-Class~c Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Draft commene GTcc10397
First Flame: David
Middle Initial: A
[ast Name: Thomas
State: WA
Zip: 911048
Country: USA
Email: s huremydr
omlcbeee•
u
Privacy Preference: Don't mitihhold name or address ironm public record

Comment Submitted:I
I have lined her tar 40 yrs, and I d~o net want any waste commling through oar town of Stevenson....we have may to much
to loose please dent truck It through hnre.l am begging yen to help tet rid of the waste, maybe tube it to Hauwala and
drop it in there Volcanol
Questions tbout submitting comments over thn Web? contact us at: gt~celswebmasterfoanl.eov or call the GreaterThan-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmutter"at 1650) 252-5705.

W397-1

W551-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Thomas, Eileen, Commenter ID No. W551

Prom:
Sent:
To:
SubJecer

'gtccelswebmast er @anl~gov
June 27. 2011 7:0S PM
itMondoy,
9tccelswebmaster@anl~gov
Receipt: Greeter-Than-class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste EISComment GTCCIO5SI

comment. Eileen Thomas.
Thank yOtu oroyour
Tire comm'ent tracking number that hlasbeen assigned to your comment Is GTCCIOS55.Please refer to the comment
tracking numbermi allc¢orrespondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: lone 27. 2011 07:05:02PM CDT
Greater-Than-Clost-C Low-tjvuel Radioactive Waste E1SDraft Comment: GTCCiO551
First Name: Eileen.
Last Name•:Thomas
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: ttlgnr
PrivaCy Preference: Witthhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
waste buried at Hanford entil lartford Is cleaned opt
No more e~uclear

W551 -1

Questions about eubmttlng comments over tireWeb? Contact usat: etccelswebmotrlaonl.ov or call theGreaterThan-Class.C low-Level Radloactive Waste SISWebmraster at 1630)252-5705.

S

W325-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue. As stated in the Hanford TC&WM EIS, the receipt of offsite waste
streams (including GTCC LLRW) that Contain specific amounts of certain isotopes, specifically
iodine-129 and technetium-99, could cause an adverse impact on the environment. When the
impacts of technetium-99 from past leaks and cribs are combined, DOE believes it may not be
prudent to add significant additional technetium-99 to the existing environment. Therefore, one
means of mitigating the impact would be for DOE to limit disposal of off-site waste streams
containing iodine-129 or technetium-99 at Hanford. DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December
13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on importing waste from other DOE sites (with
limited exceptions as described in the Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. These factors were considered in developing DOE's
preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in
Chapter 2 of the GTCC ELS.

Till, Rick, Commenter ID No. W325

From:
Sent:
To:

gtcceiawebnmasterltanLgnv
Monday, jtune20, 2011 3:07 PM
gtcceisvwebmaster~anl.9ov

Subject:

Receipt: Greater-lhan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ttS Comment 6TCC1O325

W325-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Thank you for your comment, tRick~
Till.

Thu comment tracking number that kasbeen assigned to yiour comment is GTCC10325, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in ail correspondence relating to this comment,
Comment Date: June 20, 2011 03;O5:37PM CDT

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Greater-Thon-Cluss-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI$ Draft Comment: GTCC5O325
Pirst Narme: Rick

Last Name: Tgil
Country: USA

Emsail: •gigiiiigf .lc m
Privacy Preference: Donotwithhlold nsame or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Secretary Chu and Mr. Edeiman:
I ntrongly oppose inci'uding the Hanford Nuclear Reservation on th~eU.S. Department of Energy's list of potential nites for

I W2-

storing hlaaardous nuclear waste from across the country.I

What has occ:urred at Hanford over the years is a travesty and mast be fined. Given DOEtspoor track record, the exittingI
waste must be cleaned up and elseevisting threats to huansn health Redtire environment mast be removed. To connider
shipping additional waste to a site that is already a catastrophic waste lo an insult to everyone living downstream of

W32.5-2€

Hanford nodto everyone that would be exposed in waste as it mould be shipped through• the Columbia River Gorge.
Shockingly, the DEiStines not Include a 2005 USDOEstudy that estimated 800 adult cancer deaths wouud occur dueals
amsbient radiation fromthe transport vehicles alonn.

Nor does the OtISincludeothe unlmatlnahixenumberof deeths andI

environmental damage resulting from a truck accidtet, an earthrt~ake or an intentional attack. These risks must be

IW325-3

added to Ihe existieg threat from ongoing hatardous waste leaching into the Columhia Riser.

The risk issimply too severe. DOEmutt clean up the existing mess and needn to find alternative solutions for storage of
hazardous waste. f safe alternative cannot be feound, DOEneeds to reconsider tire practices that generate the waste in
the first place.

1W325-4

W325-3 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes that
the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results provided
in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental Impact Statement
(GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and HLW. This value
represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting
the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they all were replaced with
high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled by DOE on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 3 1017).
The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from transportation
of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC
EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.
W325-4 A GTCC waste disposal facility would not affect ongoing cleanup activities at the Hanford Site.

Thank yoa for yoar timeand consideration.
Rick Till
Portland, Oregon

Quentians about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswsehmasierctanl..gov or catlikte GreaterThan.Clans-C Lose-LevelRadioactive WasteEi5 Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Till. Rick. Commenter ID No. W325 (cont'd)

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources
is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

Tinm., Chris. Commenter ID No. T54

3
4

Okay.

MlR. BRO[i~N:

Chris Tiane and Rnd Patersnon

wi1l follow Chris.
SIR. TISIN:

5

Thank you ladies and gentlemen.

4

I 'is pleased Lu see the turnout.

7

non people interested in trying to solve a problem.

S

I'm Chris Triem l'm also a civil engiseer.

I
T

9

i've had about 20 plus yo.ara,

•S

years In the envlronmnental compliance,

11 cleanop,

waste, managerment business.

always please'd tn

cloner to .10
env'cirniental
I 'm with Pecos

I2

Panagemi.fl'l

,.•

flve•-'ear stint of beinq the independent oversight

14

contiractor for WIP?.

13

Flat,

36

a vadiety of cleanups.

Snrvi•coa,

and most r~contly,

Before that, I worked at Rocky

I worked at Haeford'a,

37 these isstas are,

we finished a

I worked at Ins Alamos,

no

I'm very familiar with what

and Vi'i speall to it

from a

Is

persuoctivo of this in a problem that han to he solved

Is

and lookinq at the alternatives.

20

The citizens of this country have r~ueived

SI

many, benef. toq from the.ir lives fromn the use OfT5-

22

radioactive elements that have resulted inx Greater-

866.488.DI3PO
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Timm, Chris, Commenter ID No. T54 (cont'd)

Then-Class-C waste.

--

waste.

And,

by medical processes that. rseslt in this
I think there's a lot of people,

probably

1"54-1
tCont.)

many in the audience that would agree this has been
beneficial,

it's

something that we'll want to continue

(inaudible)
32

But,

34 agree

therefore,

1 think it's

time that we

on a permaanent disposal path to protect us and

our offspring from the side effects,
16 having tho waste.

If

it

if you wish,

sits elsewhere,

continue to cause problems.
disposal,

If

it's

it's

of

going to

put in a safe

out of touch of all of us, then it's

certainly a much safer sitttation.
Of the alternatives presented,

the one with

the demonstrated safety for permanent disposal of this
type of waste is
23

WIPP.

Greater-Than-Class-C waste is

ossentially no more radioactive than the tranauranic
waste now being disposed of in 34I25. Tn fact,
it

is

T'54-2

much of

less hazardous than the waste being disposed in

W4121'now.

Comment noted.

T54-2

Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law. In
addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,
the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

You've heard mention about the

treatment of cancer and of other diseases by the
medical

T54-l

3412P'also has an established transportation

system designed to mainimire potential exposure to the

866.488.DEI'O
www.CapittlReportingCompany.comr

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011I, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of spent
nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary Daivid Martin, Secretary of the
New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that "the
Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as the
preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition, the
Governor of New Mexico, insa letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011, stated
that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP as the
preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

Timm, Chris, Commenter ID No. T54 (cont'd)

o*~~;t-,I tna

I public,

etc.

also well regulated by EPA and the New
which will continue to

3

Mexico Environment Department,

4

assure the citizens of MeIxico that they would be safe.

OFinally,

using WISP is

the quickest and most Cost-

*6 effective solution as well as being safe.
7

I

they've got the safety record.

Again,

WIIpP is

2
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of concern about federal spending,

S

protect our health,

o

--

IS

Thank you.

yet still

safety, and environment,

all factors make it

T54-2
(Cost.)

In this era
wanting to
all tracts

the preferred alternative.

0

W170-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC BIS Chapter 2.

Tims, Margaret, Commenter ID No. W170

from;
To:
Stlbject,

gt cceiswebmaster@anI~gov
Wednesda); June 15. 2011 lO0S1PM
ytveiswrrsebSnarr iuolgv
Radioartive Waste tiS Comment GTCQIO170
Grealer-Their. Class-C Lsrw-lev'oi
Rece•ipt;

Thank you for ynor comment, MurgarwllrTis.
trucking number that has been unsigne~dto your comment Is GTcCIt517f. Pleeae refer to she eommentt
Tire wsrtotlertL
relating to this comment.
t ratkhmrinlumber hirall conrrespondence
Consment Date: Ju•ne 15, 2011 10:50:SIPM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-level Radioective Waste EISDrlat Commeot: GTCC1O170
Firs?Name: Murgaret
J
Mdts Irdrlintiah
Last Norme:Tims
Organizution: None
Address: 7,754 S.C.21st Ave.
Ciry•tortland
Storti: fIR
Zip: 9"7202
Country: USA
Emailhmitimn~cmcast~ne~t
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or cirdress frors purbilirecord

Comrrrerot Submritterd:
frons Hanford. After
People or tire Northrwest have been fightinrgfor decades to have radioactive materilos REMOVEtD
veers of prvpal~ation el tire Nevuda site, nuewto have it suddenly dismissed and huge amounts of odditilnl radioasetive
attack. I arid every other resident of the Northwest protest In
materials braought to Hanlard represerrts a truly stedithm
the strongest terms, ibis must not be allowedm.
over the Webit Contact ut at: rtccetswebrnastes marricov or call thleGreater-,
Questions shout usubmittingcomments
252.5701.
Than-Clots-C Low-Level Rtadroactive Waste E1SWebrrastec at 4030.1

SWI70-l
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0
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0
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W336-1 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would he required to
dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
all the other sites heing evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would he required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Toll. Betsy, Commenter ID No. W336

From:
Sents
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebrvaster@analger
Tuesday, tune 21, 2011 3:42 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@anl.0ov
Receipt: Oreater-Than-Ciass-C
Low-Level Rastioactive Waste Ert Comment GSTCC5O5S6

W336-3 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes that
the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results provided
in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmentalImpact Statement
(GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and HLW. This value
represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting
the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they all were replaced with
high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled by DOE on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 3 1017).

Thusnsyou foryour comment, Retey Toll.
The comment t racking numbtler that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10336. Please refer to tthecomment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: tone 21, 2011 03:41:48PM CDT
Greater-Thtan.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OISDraft Comment: OTCC10336.
First Name: Betsy
Last Name: Toll
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip:97205
Country: USA
Email: betsv.toliiamaii~com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or addrets trom public mecord .

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from transportation
of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC
EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Comment Submitted:
Secretary Chtuend Mr. tdelman:
l am writing to strongly urge you to remove the Hanford Nuclear Rteservattion from the U.S. Department of Energy's list IW3of possible permanent nuclear waste storage sitet, to dump radioactive materials from across the United States.I

The Hanford proposal would require thoistands of tracks to carry deadly radioactive loads though the Portland
metropolitan area,endangering half a million people with every trip. Then abate trucks would drive another 100 mites
through the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. often in btacis-ice condilino.s passing within yards of homes.
schools, protected wilderness,critical wildlife kabitut, and the columbia River itself.

IW336-2

These terrifying risks are undeniable and unacceptable. We don't need domestic terrorism from 000I
The Draft Environmental impact Statement (DEISIfor thls proposal totatly ignores that an estimated BOO
adult cancer
deaths would result from ambient radiation from 'safe" transport vehicles, and the risk to children and wildlife are
even higher..
The DEll Ignores the possibility of a truck accident, earthquake, or deliberate attach, anes the countless deaths and
massive environmental damage that could iesult. These a re not far-fetched dangers, bus very real sod likely disasters
wailing to happen.

W336-2 See response to W336-1.

"JW336-3

W336-4 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Toll. Betsy, Commenter ID No. W336 (cant'd)

My opposition to transporting more nuclear waste to Hanford Is sha red by Friends of the Columbia Gorge, Heart of
America Northwest, Columbia Itiverkeepor, thousands of Gorge-urea residents, plus seventeen Oregon leglslators,
ei marrti~ltrtaisyt....................
le, tUi.. Senaiu' to,ulWyd
hitiep
•isr
'ff•rassr
trtunr~ftnvoort55S.•nna'tt•efi
... Cong
Again, I urge you to cross haenfordoff she list of possible nuclear dump sites. Our" region hot already suffered too much

I

w3-

from Hanford's nuclear mess.I
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? contact us at: e~tccelnwebmaetert~ant.eov or cell the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-level Radioa ctive Waste EiSWebmaster at 1630)252-5705.
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Tombleson. Barbara. Commenter ID No. W192

From;
Sent:
Tom
subjeect

the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
evaluates
EISentire
GTCC
W192-1 The
inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and
dispose
of the
all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine
conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation
accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck
option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtcceisnwebmasere@anl.gav
ThurSday, June 16, 2011 12S54AM
•trseIswebmaster@anl.tjov
Receipt: Greater-Thlan-Cless-C tom-Level Radioactive Weste RIOComment GTCCXO1S2

Thank you for youu,woment, Barbara tonibleson.
to your comment is GTCC10192. Please refer to threcomment
T|Ir cormenenlttracking number that has been a•ssgened
tracking number in alt correspondence reinting tn this comnment.
comment Date: June Sri,2011 12:53:31AM CtDT
Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: •-TtC1U192
Oreater-'lhan-Ctass-C Layvs-Leuet
First Name: Barbara

I-ant N~atse:,
Toinhesotn
State: ;
Country: LSA
Prinacy Preference: Withheld address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Pleas;e srtariusly reronshldr I, ankhleradioactive Class C nuclear waste Irntothe Columbia Gnrge.The~uaands of tr'ucks
make the odds tou high rut teaking! or accidents to ome~wWe. rreed Nt protect ourerwtirtcrrnent jeerdnot play ike ssIro WI 92-1
this destructive ptuntmtI-lity. The potential for catastrophe Iswa~ytea high. Ntonuclear wsl•.eshipments in ear precous
Colorabla River Gorg;e.
Thank you for thinkleg deeply about shiv•important i~stue.
the Web? Contact us at: elcswbmne~rntanltgpvor call the Greqater,
Questions about sub~mitttrscommeents o,,ver
Than-Olaus-C Low.tevel I,edionctive Waste P-lIWebmastet at (030)252-5705.

0

ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on
W351-1 DOE's
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement
Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For
information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Trainer, Patricia. Commen~ter 1DlNo. W351

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:'

0

tqcecswebm'aster~anl.ges'
Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:32 PM
gtcceiswebmasler@enltgOv
Receipt: Grruter-Thnn.Class-C L~ow-LevelRadioaCtive Waste Et$ Comment GTCC1O351
9

Thank you for your cOmment, Putricia Trainer.
Please reaferto the Comment
The comment tracking number that hut been assigned tO your comment Is GTCCS03SI.
tracking number in alt correspondence relating tO thths comment.
comment Date: Jane 25%2011 12:31:41PM COT
(treater-Thon-Class.C tow-Level Radioactive Waste E11SDraft Comment:

tRTCCIO3S1

First Name: Patricia
Middle In~tial S
Last Name: Trainer
Address: 1305 teast Republican, 112

City: Seattle

I-at

Co

State: WA
Zip: 58102
Country: USA
Email: tl~rdatralnr•mi~o
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitlted:
River. And all efforts to clean
There is tonic rudlotton leakage already at Hanford, threatening the heaslth of the Columbia
more toxic maste brought In to
up Hanrfarr have been slow, very cos•tly, anti not completely effective. SotI do not want
because there are us yet coc
power
nuclear
in
Hanford, until wshat is there has beta successfully stored. I do not believe

W351 -1

ovccessful ways to store waste products.
Ouestions about nabmitting comments aver thte Web? Contact us at: gyg•emnsefanlen
Than.Clats-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Wetsmoster at 16301252-570S.

or call the Greater-
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Truitt. Penny, Commenter ID No. T84

The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and consequences
to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including the release of
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated that about
12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would he
required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs
(see Section 6.2.9.1).

24

k'R.BlROtWN?Okay.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable requirements
and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent practical. The
methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is based on
standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on
humans evolves.

Penny Truitt is at the

podium and 3~ott Stovac will fellow.
MS.
Dorado,

TRuITT:

I'm Penny Truitt.

I live in Fgl

immediately adjacent to the 285 t'[PP route to

Carlebad.
In

light of the disaster 25 years ago at

Chernobyl and its continuing impact,
disaster with no solution,

a continuing

and in light of the present

and concurrent disaster at Fukushime,

there should be

no further accommodation for transporting and
containing materials that are death sentences to life
on our planet,

not just human beings, but nil life.
866488.DEPO
wcww.Capita•Repor tingCompany.com
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Truitt. Penny. Commenter ID No. T84 (cont'd)

1

Only yesterday a near disaster
F'erry.

None of the 442 working

2

Brown's

2

atomic reactors are safe.
A

occurred at
commnercial

Thank you.

0

0

Trujillo, Mary'Alice, Commenter ID No. T70

'

•

•C,~pitaI Relgoting

I4R. BROMN:

okay,

gompanzw

again, is

it

Mary Alice

Trujillo?
MS. TEWJILLO:

Yes.

MR. BROMMN:And she'll be followed by Michae~l
Ct
Tflujillo.
MS• TRUYILLO:
Alice Trujillo.
Antonito,

Good evening.

I'm from a little

My noame is- Mary

towan called

which is about six miles north of
866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportirngCompany.com
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Colorado,
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Trujillo. Mary Alice. Commenter ID No. T70 (cont'd)

.. ......
,. .. .... .

a i a

e q l n , o•p n

.... ... ... ... • .... .... .. .. . . .

.. .

About a year and a half ego,

I

the New Mexican border.

2

we were told that there were train cars that were

3

going,

gondolas,

T70-I

they were called,

going on a littlo

Srail that goes from Antonito all the way to Walsenburg
And we were going to he the

Sand on up to Chicago.
6

facilitators of transporting nuclear waste out ot Los

7

Alamos.
8

9
Is

anytime anyone tells me about

Well,

nuclear waste,

after having taught for 30 years in the

fields of chemistry,

biology,

and math, my oars go up

I] and the hairs on my arm stand up,

because nuclear.

according to the Academy of Science,

12

waste,

13

safe exposure to radiation is

14

thinking,

hero we go,

15 at Los Alemos,

no exposure.

the only
And so I'm

all those wonderful geniuses up

they haven't figured Out how to do whet
dispose of whatever it

16

they need to do; and that fe,

17

that they generate on site.

1$

going to do that.

19

to be made in transporting this all over the country,

25 through little

Nhy?

Well,

no,

is

they're not

Because there's a lot of money

towns like Antonito,

Colorado,

.21 they practiced environmental injustice.

It's

which
a little

22town made up of ejore than 90 percent ILatinos, which are
866.488.DEPO
www.CapialReportingCompany~com
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DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup efforts at
LANL will continue.

Trulillo. Mary Alice. Commenter ID No. T70 (cant'd)

T70-2

61

what I cAll American H~ezlcono, a lot o&fIndian
2

influencei.

aoen there for generations,

generations.
4

ranchers.

but the majority of us maight be.

Well,

$

sel±-sustainabie.

We have our own.

that's all we need.

Average

We're

We don't need all that,

Bet an t~hey looked at thu ongironmunt,

'1

]11

yuah, most of us are

incomn pur family inl Conujoso County, 24,000 dollars.

7

10

Well,

We're not ignorant about all things.

Uneducated,
6

3gnorant?

five

felt it

they

was okay to take five gondolas full of nuclear

waste dirt,, transport it

by truck and then transfer if

00 to r,•li'o 1e•, thank qoodness

thnt~ onnr town mayor
T70-2

.17

and our county commissioners were alert, and they put a
stop Lu that because no one had ever applied for a
13

opacial

anod nonepermit.

permission.
19
20

ask pensiasiun• of.
Our culture,

21

We're dispensable,

and guess what?

our p-eopic, aro very minch •itke tho people

in New M'exico.
us.

No none had ever naked

tiewere those kinds of people you don't

We're of indigenous background,

We're Hispanic antd we're poor,

half of

and we're jynoranit

and that's what they think.
And so when you have this elitist mentality
866.488.DEPO
vw w.Capita1ReportingCompany.com

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable requirements
and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent prac~tical. The
methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is based on
standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on
humans evolves.

.Trujillo, Mary Alice, Commenter ID No. T70 (cont'd)

1

that your Ph.O.,

2

from practicing ethics,

shit piled high and deep,

exempts you

then we're in trouble,

We're

trouble because therein sits the good old boy's

3in

4

club, making all the decisions for our country.

5

believe in ndolear energy.

6

we can capture

7

it

It's

I

based in thle sun,

and

by using all the right technology.

And'you know how I think we can curb this behavior?
SWhen I was at qne last meeting in Los Alamos and they

9

wore presenting the budget for their new metallurgical

I0

building,

whatever,

11 to be determined.
12

tax said that:

13

no,

and they had 'line items that said,
Excuse me?

I wish that my income

tax to be determined.

You know?

aut

they're taking all the pennies away from everybody,

14 so six billion dollar structures can be built in Los
15
IS

Alemos.

Well,

I had a thought.

When my daughter and

17

her son end her husband ran the Race for the Core and

15

each of them raised X amount of dollars, and for the

i9

whole thing it

25

don't' we get our scientists at all these various

2!

places, and have them run to raise money so that they

22can

T03Ti
T70-3

was a 40 thousand dollar benefit, why

keep their science projects going?

And so from

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCnmpany.com
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omn issotietesoeo
hsES
This comment
outside the scope of this
EIS.

Trujillo, Mary Alice, Commenter ID No. T70 (cont'd)

............................
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Colorado D tell you, the nation is aware in little bits
and pieces,

and we have preyailed.

There will be no

shipping unless a MEPA study end I question that,
will, be done; when they put their little
•facility --

ready

--

too,

shippi~ng"

75 yards from our river source,

over a railway, a bridge that is

over

100

years old,

and then another bridge down about two miles." And what
M~ichael will be talking about is
that rail line was,

just how dilapidated

DlOEisn't watching et the bottom;

they'Just make the decisions at the top, and any
subcontractor can do' whatever they want,

et the bottom.

Thenk you.
MR. TRUJILLO:
Trujillo.

Good evening, my name's Mike

Thanks for having me here.

owner here at Rio Rancho,
spent in Colorado.
changes in my life.
Marine veteran,
when I was 18 is

i'tma property

and a lot of my life was

I've had something like nine career
IJs a disabled United States

Vietnam.

One of the things I'learned

how the government-tried to convince

the masses that Agent Orange is a beautiful chemical.
By listening to the big corporations,
U.S.

the enticed the

government to invest in Agent Orange.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingComipany.conm
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DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
The EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The EIS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS also evaluated
the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste handling, transportation,
and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential risk of such destructive acts is
estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secure, and the packaging for the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would be robust. Because GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from an intentional destructive act (e.g.,
an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the release of any radioactivity from a
severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and disposal.

.Trujillo. Mike, Commenter ID No. T71
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i've had something like nine career
16 spent in Colorado.
Marine
17
masses
changes in my life. i'm a disabled United States
17
when
]B
gOVernment
Veteran, vietnam. One of the things I learned
Marine
lB
the listening
19
when I ~,as18 is how the government~tried to convince
29
20 By
U.S. masses that Agent Orange is a beautiful chemical.
20 the
21
By listening to the big corporations, the enticed the
22
22
in Agent Orange. it was a
22 U.S. government to invest
866ABB.D•PO
866.488.DBJ.'O
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Trulillo. Mike. Commenter ID No. T71 (cont'd)

I

beautiful chemical to destroy forests and other planfts

2

and animals,

3

the enemy.

thereby giving us the opportunity to see
no different now.

It's
DOE,

4

I hate to say it,

but I must have

approximately 19, 20

S

met in the last year and a half,

o

officials of DOE and their associates,

7

the railroad.

5

substance.

9

I haven't heard the word here used tonight, propaganda.

contractors,

and
T71-I

And sad to say; I never mat one with any

A pack of lies is

all I heard from day one.

20 Propaganda's a term that we all kind of shy away from,
iiJ

but it's

a very effective tool that's used by DOE and

22 anybody associated with something that they want to
23

pass onto to you to make a few bucks,

24

what it's

It's

about money.
DOS came

A railroad pre-sexisted in town.

15
25

all about,

because that's

into town.

A contractor came into town, and they said,

I?

this is where we're going to have a trensloading

28

station.

IC

after finding out what was going on,

20

no, you're not; you're not going to have any

21

transloading station.

22

Wlell, if it's
shipping dirt from Los AMemos.
866.488.DEPO
www.Capita]ReportingCompany.coni

Approximately fourteen people got together
end they said,

Ahd they said, well,

no,

we're Just
just

IT71-2

T71-1

Comment noted.

T71-2

Comment noted.

Trujillo, Mike. Corn menter ID No. T71 (cont'd~

t~,nr.r,

ItI.fl1,rrhff,. ,~ufl,

just leave it in Los Alamos.

dirt,

Alasos'

T71 -3

air-

We dont want Los

La and behold, I already knew from day

dirt.

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the ETS is to evaluate alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of
GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative.
Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would he identified
for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in
most case, not he the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes
that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatoiy requirements and past experiences.

one that that was a pack of lies, because that's the
way they Operate.
I was a former building

inspector ten
I was called

years for the City of Alamosa, Colorado.

upon to do a structural analysis of the fiscal plant,
the railroad
bed,

--

the ties, the railroad,

the bridges,

the culverts

the railroad

you name it. And I

--

presented 120 photos through a PowerPoint presentation,
and I presented this at a hearing.

AntiI asked

officials of the DOES, is this whet you want to
transport your waste in?
care?

Well, of course.

Did they

I doubt it. The facility to this day, is

deficient, decrepit.

It should be demolished and

cleare.d, by analysis, be it structural enginoer or
building a specter, yon name it.
I'm not going to take a whole iot mote of
your time, except to say this.
bully,

When aggrieved by a

there's only one action to take, and that's to

toko the bully by the horns.

And it's very easy to say
T71-3

it, but we tdok three bullies by the horn, and we said,

86&488.DEI'O
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Trujillo. Mike. Commenter ID No. T71 (cont'd)

T71-3

Syou're not going to have a transloading site here.
2

You're not going to ship anything from Los Alamos here.
SAnd we formed a corporation,

4

services from lawyers,

S

to help us out,

and this corporation got

professionals in the community

and we never actually went to

6

litig~tion.

.As a matter of fact, we went to a

7'

settlement.

'But I don't trust these guys to this day.

a

They'll slip through the back door when they have a

9

chance.

They'll slip at the onset of sunset, and

"10 they'll try to sneak their stuff into my town.
II

advice to you,

12

form.

don't let them do it.

And my

You organize;

you

You'd be surprised what a few people can do with

13 bullies.

Thank you.

8Ct

(et

TillI-i

Trujillo, Patricia, Commenter ID No. Tilll

Cs piiu) iR.cpt ii gC•,z•,upay ....
* MR. BROWN:

Good evening.

and Patricia Trujillo.

Okay,

(Speaking in

MS. TRtI3ILLO:
My name is

foreign language.)

PatriciaTrujillo.

Dr.

a professor" of literature,
literature and Native

5.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final
siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

I am

Chicano and Chicana

~m~erican

literature.

And I actually missed the beginning of this'
meeting because I was teaching a class at Northern New
and so I come to speak to you all from

Mexico College,
14

the perspective not of hearing the discourse,
familiar with it,
It's

but being

but also as a colmaunity educator.

really difficult to live and work in this

area and to Work with students in terms of creating
opportunity and envisioning and empowering them to be
IS

stewards of their community,

to want to work for the

and to want to have healthy lives for

20

conmmunity,

21'

themselves and for their families in this community

12

TiII-I

when we're inheriting the pollution from the years of
Los Alamos National Lab that's already been in
existence,

but also this whole new proposition of

tnheriting basically the nation's nuclear garbage.
(Speaking in foreign language.)
and raised in the Espanola Valley.

I was born

My mom is

0

from Del

866.488.DEPO
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Trujillo. Patricia. Commenter ID No. Till (cont'd)
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.........-.....

...

..

TI111-2 See response to Till-i.

6.........

My dad is from Tlaos, and one of the thinga I

SGoache.
2

know in terms of going away to earn my Ph.D.

2

come back to want to serve my comimunity is that we live

4

in an area of great contradiction.

6

counties in. the nation, while Rio Arriba County is one

~Los

$

and to

Meamos County is 9no of the wealthiest

7of the poorest.

tielive in one of the most culturally

Sdiverse and culturally rich areas.

tiehave multiple

9land-based cultures that have lived with mutuality and
LII-2
10 interdependence

for centuries,

but the nuclear industry

11 seeks to destroy that which we hold sacred;
12 mountains,

our air, our bodies.

tWeare told that Los Meamos most be protected

13
14

nour water,

our

for nor economic viability,

but our communities have

15 always traditionally been sustainable, and we have
I6

survived for centuries like that.
Ironically we were never at economic risk

ii
is

until LRNL made us dependent on the cash economy that

19 it

superimposed on us.

26(Applause.)
21
22

MS.

TRLJJILLO:

So when I loft here ten years

ago and recently returned last summer,

I came back with

866.488.DEP'O
www.CapitalRepor tingComipany.cons

Trulillo, Patricia, Commenter ID No. Till (cont'd)

I

a knowiedge LhaLi wan fnfusend with me nor only by my

'2 porents and my family and my coimsunity,

but now with

the support of baying r~ad for m~aly, meanly yeanr

and

.1 many, many the{nrintn and working with many wonderful
thinkers, and I fundamentally, believe that education is
0 'a pathway to iibe2:ation.
But my connsceisnelns

?

is consistently

Schallenged by the obstacles that we are asked to face
0

as comnmunity mem~bers who aL'e baling uballuoged by this

10) giant,

right:?

Tt,'n the flev.d end Go~liath .situst~en.

As a young indigenous educator,

II

eciratittad Lu
I ama

i•

helpinlg stUdenlts be stewards of the~ir commuanity,

II

burdened by the contradict•i.ons

14

government impose en us.

13

and in my Native studies ulasses I ank my students four

Id

e~ssnotia]l qnnentions!

that COt and the .U.S.

In sty Chicano atudies claasuss

J,

11owdo we learn to be human?

II

flow do we behave as good re.lativon?

10

-

,

140w do we become good ancestors?

25

And hew do we,:learn to live again?

21

If. I may ho. bold enough to impose myself as a

V2

warrior educator on the uapartmeant ot Education*,

866.488.DEPO
wwcw.CapitalReporhngComlpafly.COIn
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Truiiillo, Patricia. Commenter"ID No. Till (cont'd)
.......
................
..

.... ...

Ti111-3 DOE's goal with
to theregard
public tosoitsthat
inputparticipation
from the interested
public
to inform,
process public
is to becan
ablebe.toobtained
disseminate
the the

.information

Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested pubhic for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. See Section 1.5.

I

s

"

woulliketo ask you to reflect on these name

guestonen ,and think if the GTCC is the way that we

3

learn to become more human,

4

U.S.

if

it's

tihe way that the

government acts as good reietilyen,

thor t~he

u.s..

Chicano and .indigennes" populationts,

7

the way that we leern to live egain.
And in

C

if it's

the way

qoveInrnent becomes good ancestors to

e

B

and it

it

is truly

con•necting to what Oevid was saying in

terms of how de we atari to have a meaningful dialogue

io

rather than monologue is

I!
12

myself and hopatul2.y other people in the eed~flnte, is
"
as an expert :in c~uitoral studies I would be more than

Is

willing to go and do traninqna with the Ospartament 01
14

I

•

15

16

~ne~rgy

that T would like to volunteer
"TI'1-3

so we can start heving more meaningful1

eonven.fai i nfn.
tApplause)

".

. ... ........... ... . ....
. .. . .....
. .... . .• .. .. .......

. ....

h-- "
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.0

0

T56-1

Tsinhnahjinnie, Nivol, Commenter ID No. T56

MU. BROWN;
T'sinhnahjinnrie.
£orward then.

Our next sperdcer in Niyol

Okay.

Ure you here?
Okay.

And,

w4ould bo Po~tur Sch~ilke.

23

, nnnvy

C.piI1 Uro^rti;.(ng

Okay.

ouir --

Please. come

our tnet speaker

Hi.

MU. rSX•HHAiMJtNNIE:

Hello, my name's Nhiyot.

t'm here to ropreseni the earth and uky.
was pretty munh -Lhiink it

first,

An•d,

yeah,

I'd like ro say I defintrlry

shouldn't come to Mew Howiuo,

but I mean.

866.488,LEPO)
www.CaplttaIRepor tifgCoTTpamy.cof i

i

T56-1

and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives
The disposal methods
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent with NEPA
implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final
siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Tsinhnahjinnie. Niyol, Commenter ID No. T56 (cont'd)

tthink"

there' should be defiritely

2

alternative.

2

wouldn't know the best alternative.

4

maybeI even like possibly send it

5

something,

6

I mean like it

7

the earth deserves it.

8the

9
10

I mean,

some sort of

I wouLIdn't

to like a star

earth is

--

1-taybe
like

You know,

--

--

out to space or

or something,

what made us all

that this waste

I! harmonious

I personally

you know,

would cost a lot of money,

like,. I just pretty much
hope

--

because

this money,

lIke.

but I think
I mean like

T56-1

and I mean

(et

I pretty much just hope

finds its

home

in

--

like a

harmonious like neutral place where it

12

doesn' t hurt anything including the earth or soy

13

organisms.

!4

all.

But,

yeah,

I

say good luck and" loving you

of reasonable
range
represent
in the EIS
sites evaluated
and LLRW
methods
disposal
Thethe
L287-1 for
NEPA
with alternatives
is consistent
range
This the
wastes.
and GTCC-like
of GTCC
disposal
Regulations
Federal
of
Code
of
the
40
Title
of
1500-1508
Parts
in
regulations
implementing
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INb, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP
Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository. Final
siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve further
NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and would
include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Tsinhinahjinnie, Tsosie, Commenter ID No. L287

Alpri126, 2011
Arnold Edetmunn
DOE Document Manager

0TCc EIS

Ctoverteaf Blrd. EM-a3
1000 ludeprfndenlce Ave,. SW
Washslnoton De. 20085
Dear Dept of Energy
This Ina letter of stroufn ppsositionl to the DOE plan tO utiline tlse fle.'Mexicot Waste Isolation P.1o1
Maxeco'fOr fTeC" -Peogramlhr carsbad for D~rouerThafl class c'radioactlve wasae;:Do not use yievW
rudioactive waste. This is ample evidnene thut DOE and their scdentist have foired to responsalbyuse
nuclear energy. If DOE cannot keep und treat the radinactive maste whore It Is produced, then DOE
should not support uwasteful eujatnulue exercite with taxpayer mtoney. Chernobvt, Fukashinia end
Three Mile Island have shown how dev.astatlr~g radtatlon damage can be. Thank pou to advance to stop
•./.
the shipments.

r<•u
Clauldia Fluggelrsosle Tstnh
5020 Northtand Ave NE
.Albuquerque, New Mextco ;87109

" "ntrl

•5

u.I.~

~2-.(~

•~(

'"IL287-l

.Tsosie, Beata, Commenter ID No. T88

T88-I

4

6

MR. BROWN:

7

have that right?

9

were at,

~MS..
is her if

Okay.

Okay.

TSOSXE:
and she heard.

Is

it

Beata Tsosie?

Do I

Robert Chavez will follow.
My daughter was at a meeting we
tiewere talking and I asked

she wanted to make a drawing,

ii

drawing she mada and the title

12

Rainbow of Life and Hope,"

II

like-to put eut there.

and this is the

she gave it

was "The

and that's the image I'd

w4

I think all our children are born with this

15

image in their heads of what the world should be for

16

them,

17

teenagers,

19

picture than what they're given when they're born.

I9

the truth is

20

young people have so many problems as they get older.

21
22

and they get to a certain age when they're
when they realize it's

a whole different
And

revealed to them,, and we wonder why our

I don't have the answer or the solutions for
this problem,

but I think that if the DOE works with
866.488.DEFO
www.Capi talRepor tingCompany.com

T88-1

Comment noted.

Tsosie, Beata, Commenter ID No. T88 (eont'd)

~

,.........
Ca •
.....

the communities in a meaningful way,

2

with it.

that we can help

fT88-1
[(Cast.)

The
the LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
DOE is responsibleisunder
purpose of the ELS to evaluate alternatives for the safe and secure dispossi of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was
evaluated as part of the No Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component
of the disposal process that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator
sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall
human health risks compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be
conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements
and past experiences.

GTCC is not wanted here.

3

35

... pay
Co
'.cpr t"nC,

I

T88-2

It

cannot safely be

4

contained here where mountains have borne witness to

$

desecration eioal to only the volcano and fault lines

6

that sleep beneath the labs.

7

construction and disrespect do not awaken them.

T88-3

I pray the detonations,

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
.practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves.

GTCC is not wanted here where generations of

s

who are sick

9

our people have already suffered and died,

S

from illness that did not exist before uranium was

I

taken out of the ground.

2

of my relatives since the beginning of circular time

T88-2

Area G once held the prayers

3and now holds waste that borders our groun~dwater
Ibeneath

the ground in unlined pits.
Area G, whose now toxic breath cannot be

13

cleansed even by the 70 mile per hour winds that sweep
1.
S6

over barrels of mixed waste on top of the Pajarito
Plateau,

barrels of waste handled by brown brothers

wearing only work gloves whose providing hands will go
hoem
2I

I

and caress their famtiies.
GTCC waste cannot be handled by workers

wearing only gloves.

It

cannot be carried over roads

858-3

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitallteportingCompany.com
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Tsosie. Beata. Comimenter ID No. T88 (cont'd)

36

....Capita!,ReFerring Ce:nF'any
that pass our schools,

cross our river,

T88-4

Stopping the generation of
waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC ELS, thenuclear
scope of which is to evaluate
disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

T88-5

DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS (see Section 1.5).

and where

Pueblo emergency response does not have the training or
capacity to handle an accident,
an area where the people still

lt cannot be stored in
live off the land,

and

this life style was not considered when producing more
waste,

where the treeS'

roots are strong and will

penetrate anything over time,
disaater,

T88-3
(Cast.)

where fire threatens

and no one can predict where lightning will

strike.
Why is production of this nuclear waste
continuing when there is no plan in place for the
storage of its abomination of fsprinig, where war made

T88-4

i~ovelto greed in'pristinle landscapes?
Why has there been no true dialogue happening
with the people,

no health studies,

no clean-up?

know much.

We have our own experts.

equality.

We can help with solutions

We

We deserve

T88-5

to help heal our

cultural homelands.
I ask for consideration for life,
the environment,

my people,

already endured so much,

the life of

my children who have

and who dream of rainbowis and

S

life end hope and the land of her birth.

866A88.DEPO
www.Capital Repor tingCompany.com
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Tsosie. Beata, Commenter ID No. T88 (cont'd)

Desecration has been put in motion,

I

...

Capital Reporting Company...

.........
.

has

2

already begunbefore- our generations coming and can

3

still

4

wellness and health for all are the priority for

change.

With wisdom and listening and when

industry.
6

Thank you.

3 . .....

Turner, Barbara, Commenter ID No. E3

Pro0s:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

E3-1

•Barbara
,barbf•,tmroful•yanoo~com>~
2011 10;29 AMI
Aptit 26.
Tuesday, Turner
gtceeis@Ofnl.Oov
Mextco
nuclear waste dispoasi in News

DeaSis; amwriin as a ct.C ofte beatttlfti stste of New Mexico to VOce~
nty comnplete rejc~tiont
suppotia of thelega bnottc
litlebivelevwastee
laos
state.
ir ou~r
yet nlore nucleariswaste
pla oftithe DOE to burytha
..th..pr.po..
Hi~gh
place.
hn
currently
I-derstaad
sentthelarpropols..d
spe, t nucl.a me
andu•,
ate nd
l
hihlevl
New Mexico sites weanld be a threat to our groundwater farogeneratiotts to comet WVIPI,uiader the proposed
waste
DOE scenario, wou!ld be theaonly geologic disposal site"and that is completely unalcceptable. Nulclear
from sites outstidc our state should remait at tire enommercial Nuclear power"plants where the waste was

The disposalfor
methods
and sites
evaluated
in the
represent wastes.
the range
of range
reasonable
is consistent
This
GTCC-like
andEIS
LLRW
of GTCC
the disposal
alternatives
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1Nt, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
it was
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting ofra disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

E3-I

produced.
th traed thtitill playing out in Japan, hithnk~ew Merriconeeds to beextremlO~y
Gie
ss..r... cntnets.nd....td
careful about burdening our state wittt h•is nucircar wvastelegaicy..le.e..
:
thtem to the 1)06 putblie eou ttt "t gzthcrirg proces. Thank you.
Bar'bara Tettzer
P0 Box 261
El Rtito, t'lw Mexico 87530
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Turner. Maggie, Commnenter ID No. W274

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt cceiowabmastar@anl~gov
Thursday, June 16, 2011 6:11 PM
gtcceiosoebmaoter@ent.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Comment

Grcc10274

Thank you for your comment, Maggie Turner.
The comment tracking number that htas been assigned to your comment toGITCC10Z74. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In oil correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 16, 2011 Ot:10:lgP'M CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI$ Draft Comment: GTCC1O274

First Name: Maggie
Last Nlume:Turner
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Donotwithhold n0me or address from public record
W274-1
Comment submitted:
I agree with the Columbia Gorge group that the trucks should necer be allowed to drive in the Columbia Gourge. M
Questions about submitting comments over itheWeb? Contact us at: ptcreinwebmaster@anl.eov or call the GreaterThen-Clots-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EItSWebmester ut 1630)252-5705.

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would he required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GITCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Turner, Roger, Commenter ID No. E106

Prom:
Sent:.
TO:.
Cc:
SubJect:.
Attachments:

"ROGER TURNERCAVE
TURNERerkiurser71@nssn.cctn>
"Monday, June 27, 2011 12.32 PM
gtcc~eis@ael.gov
Crahj.Haiereaon @d q.ldah o.g ov, Susan•Bue@deeq.idaho~gov
Comments- DOErsGTCCwaste- EIS,
Jane, 2011
GTCC-2011- corn mnt s.doc

Arnold Edelman
•Document Manager, Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EN-43)
U.S, Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, DC 20585-011.9

Please Aindattached my comments on the DOE's Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Disposal
of"Greater-Than-Class C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste.
Please let me know if you have problems opening the attachment.
Thank-you.

Roger Turner
307 N. Euchanan
Pocatello, tO 83204

Turner, Roger. Commenter ID No. El06 (cont'd)

,,abasitted by e-mtail to: g~j2gtsjgqso'

June 26, 201 1
Roger Tumer
301 N. Buchanan
Pocatello, ID 83204

Dear Mr. Edehnan:
Please finid my comments on DOE's Draft Ilnviroanmeoaal Impact Statement for the
Disposal of Greaser-Thh~n-Class C (GTCC) Low-ILevcl Radioactive Waste and GCiCELike Waata.

E106-2

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decisionmaking process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concemns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE agrees that use ofta
geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the disposal of the entire
inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluation for the WIPP
geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the degree of waste isolation
provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS.
E106-1

~a~stes
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DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal altemnative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
3
6,700 m3 [240,000 fl] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m
[420,000 ft]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m5 (71,000 ft) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

Arnlold E'delmaa
I')ocurenct Manager•
Office of Teehnical nod Regulatory Support (EM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue. SW.
Washington, DC 20585-0119

(I) GTCC Waste attid GTCC-Like Waste ntotintended to be regulated in by Itt CPR
Part 61. "rhe draft GT.ICC gI8 (hereafter "DEIS") describes Greater than Class C waste
Low-Level Waste itsmaterial that is eat a necw¢lsaeiliraliot and therefore is asbjcet to010
CFR part 61. H-owever, after a review of the classification section (61.551 ila clear that
GTCC waste is not covered uinder these rules. Under 10 CPR section 61.S5t here isontly
a referetnce to the tact that weastes that exceed the eoacentmtion iuttable no. I arc '.not
generally acceptable for near-surfacee disposal". This excerpt is hardly a comprehensive
regutatory scheme ntecessary foi"disposal of 01CC waste, comuprising over 160 million
ettries, hut is merely a recerence that the wastes tha~texceed class C characteristics mnset
.
awanit further rulemaking or legislatiso. The incomplete nature of the regulations
classifyinlg G'fOC wvaste is evident at 10CFR 61, wvherciun
thiey do not establish limsits for
the concentration of radionuctides in each classifieation ofrb and C wastet The
regulations whenrnot intentded to regutate waste d.'escribed by DOE as GTCC, and as asuii
Class C wvaste"
is not
are uapsrotective, of pubslic htehth. In fact, the terra "Greater limon
mentioned, defined, nor described by the rainmeaking refie~n'tcd it itheDElS.
Both OTOC sod CiTCC-like wvaste are clearl' sat intetnded to be classified or regolated
by 10 CFR part 61. The DOE is anteapting to sweep these
into a classification
that has list gone thsrough a full nilemakiug process. The DEIIS acknowleedges that sonte
soil contains coneantrationsa that exceed the mtinimum
of ithe TCiCE
is TRU wsaste,
threshold for TRU waste radiation antdconcentration levels, so this waste is not simply
Low-Level Radioactive Waste (lL\VA). A new ralnosaking is required for safe disposal
of this svaste; one that details tiheradiation activity limits, and psrovides guidance on
treatment, bleniding. and disposal.
(2) Draft EIS alternatives do not follow NF.PA and other laws. lInadditiotn tothe
aforementioned error in classification of GTCC waste, lthaalternatives prescnted do not

E106-1

E106-2

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), this regulation also indicates that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC ETS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

El106-3

Turner, Roger, Commenter ID No. El06 (cont'd)

adhere to existing court-defined requirements for disposal. The entire premise of this
draft EIS is flawed. The draft EIS proposes allernatives for waste disposal that areagainst the laws and regulations. According to the draft EIS (GTCC Summatry, page S8)
NRC regulations require that GTCC be disposed of in a geologic repository as defined in
10 CFR Part's 60 and 63, unfless proposals for an alternative method are approved by
NRC. Since no alternative method has been approved by NRC...by definition all GTOC
waste must go to WIPP or another similar geologic repositoty licensed by the NRC.
Borehole, trench, and vault methods presented as alternatives arc "land disposal
methods" may not meet the minimum requitmrents for disposal ihsgeologic repositories.
Since the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy; Amendments Act of I1985 (LLRWPA•t
specifies that all Low-level wartse including GTCC be licensed by the NRC. the GTCC"
EIS is flawed by presenting disposal metheda that could not be licensed by the NRC.
While NEPA allows for consideration of alternatives that are outside of existing
juriadictionnand current regulations, such conflicts, time-lines, permsitting. must be
discussed and reviewed in thu draft EIS.
Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 requires that DOE• submit areport to
Congress on disposal alternatives under consideration and swalt Congressional action
before issuing a Record of Deelsionn. (see GTCC-EIS Sumnu'tey page S-3). No such
action is underway or discus~sed inthe draft ElS, and the DOE must withdraw the
alternatives that are not able to be licensed by the NRC or at a minimum, discuss this
potential conflict, compare this alternate safety impacts, permitting requiarements and
time-lines.
The DOE should add alternatives that are based on the actual characteristics of the waste
- not vague definitions that result in storage options that are not protective of public
health and the enavirornment. For example the curie level in some low-.loyal Waste under
the NRC classification will exceed the low-limit concentration that TRU waste is
characterized. Hence, as proposed, this EIlS wvill
allow unsafe disposal. Class C waste
disposal requirements only require binrriers to be effective for 500 years, but thsewastes
will Continue to be a risk to htumani health many centuries later. Tcchnetiumt-99 has a halflife of over200,000 ycrsl Scetion 1502.14 of NEPA requires thetDOE: R, goroualy.
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives, sad for altea-natives which"
were elimainated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been
eliminated.
Given the lack of regulatory coverage of GTCC wastes, the absence of a DOE report to
congress and the lack of subsequent Cangressiojial action, the entire DEIS is prenrature at
the least, and does not meet the requirements of NEPA to present reasonable alternatives.
waste disposal.
(3) GTCC-Like waste problems. The DOE is proposing that the "GTCC-like waste",
which is not subject to the LLRWVPAA, be reviewed under this OTCC-DEIS, in order to.
"...determine a path to disposal that is similarly protective of public health and safety".
(Page S-3 of GTCC-EIS Suimmary). However, as nmy
comments above in nunmbera I sand
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SE106-2

(Cost.)

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility
under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of
in ant NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health
and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to
license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does
not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal.
Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC
LLRW for which it is responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would
be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition
clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC
LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.
The NRC decided to serve as a commenting agency on the GTCC ETS and therefore did not
actively participate in its preparation. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or
NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

E106-4

El106-3

In evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of engineering
measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of water into
the wastes and thereby minimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. Monitoring
and maintenance of the land disposal units were assumed to be for 100 years, and corrective
measures could be implemented during this time period to ensure that the engineered barriers
lasted for at least 500 years. This is consistent with the institutional control time framne given in
both NRC and DOE requirements and was determined to be a reasonable approach for
assessing the long-term performance of the disposal units.
It was assumed that after 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account for these
measures in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water infiltration to the top of
the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then 20% of the natural rate
for the area for the remainder of the assessment time period (10,000 years). A water infiltration
rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was used only for the waste disposal area; the
natural background infiltration rate was used at and beyond the perimeter of the waste disposal
units.

El 06-.4

El106-5

Additional assumptions were used for a number of parameters, including the distance to a
nearby hypothetical receptor (100 m or 330 ft from the edge of the disposal facility). The
analyses in the EIS indicate that a near-surface trench facility at NNSS and the WIPP Vicinity
can be safely used (e.g., estimates indicated no dose to a hypothetical nearby receptor at
1 0,000 years).
DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection ofra hypothetical
future inadvertent human intruder. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the
trenches are about 3 m (10 ft) wide, 11 m (36 ft) deep, and 100 m (330 if) long. The GTCC
waste disposal placement is assumed to be about 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft) below ground surface.
On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion into a trench is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a water well. The
likelihood of inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC trench
disposal facility at the reference locations evaluated because of(l) the narrow width of the
trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers, (3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment
to long-term institutional control at these sites, (5) site conditions such as the general lack of
easily accessible resources and the great depth to groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On
the basis of these considerations, DOE did not include a quantitative analysis of an inadvertent
human intruder in this EIlS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

Issues associated with potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP have been addressed in
the documentation supporting its current operations. Disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCClike waste inventoty in addition to the wastes already planned for disposal in this repositoty
would not be expected to change the results associated with this hypothetical event.

Turner, Roger, Commenter ID No. E106 (cont'd)

2 indicate, GTCC waste requires new rolemaking in order to be clessihied, and disposed
safely, then Crngressional approval is required, and until th~ese
milestones sre satisfied it
is inappropriate and unsafe for the DOE to sweep "GTCC-Like wastc" into this DEtS.
The DEIS docuntents disclose thtatso-called "G'fCC~-Like wvaste"
is similar to nondeflense generated TRUJwaste, underscoring the need for this material to be treated like
TRU or H1LW wuste rather than Iowv-levet. Also, the DOE should n~ot
select disposal
alternatives for CGTCC-lik:e waste that the NRC wonld not lice.nse dimcto safety reasons,
Yet that is exactly whlat the D131Sproposes with GTCC-Like waste. when they prsopose
near-surface imepoundment alternatives.

El 06-5
(Coat.)

E106-5

DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal altemnative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatoty changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

El 06-6

See response to El106-5.

E106-7

DOE conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands in
the EIS in order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC LLRW land disposal
facility. It would not be reasonable to analyze in detail an essentially unlimited number of
additional non-DOE or nonfederal sites where there is little or no anticipated potential for
facility development.

E106-8

The action altemnatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage is outside the scope of the
GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range of reasonable altemnatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The No Action
Altemnative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes consistent
with ongoing practices.

E106-9

DOE agrees that some GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes may be characterized as mixed
waste (waste containing hazardous chemical constituents in addition to radionuclides).
However, currently available waste characterization information is limited, and these wastes
only constitute approximately 4% by volume of the Group 1 wastes. Additional information
would be obtained prior to any disposal, however, and the mixed waste would be rendered
nonhazardous before being submitted for disposal. In addition, potential health impacts from
hazardous chemicals are expected to be small when compared to radiological risks presented in
the EIS (due to the higher volume and activity from the radioactive component of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory). Any mixed waste in the GTCC EIS inventory would
be managed in accordance with federal and state laws and requirements (see also 2.3 comment
and response).

NEPA requires that tan
HIS explore Usepem~ittling requirements as part of Sthe
process, bet
this issue of whether GTCC-Like waste could or should be NRC licensed is left vague in
the DEIS. If, in this DEIS DO13 is proposing that tits GTCC-Likc waste not be licenssed
under NRC...then wvhatpermits and regulations will provide asfaty of itu disposal und
hew would tiat schem'e compere withsNRC licensing requirentets? These issues need to
be:more fully reviewed in the HIS to meet NEPA regulations.
(4) DEIS, in its classification or GTCC waste is conflicting with NRC elassifleation.
The proposed DEIlS, with respect to GTCC ,waste does not adhereSr te ew
lassilication
systemn of lheNRC. wherein Classes ta andC contain concentrations of tadiontoelides
with half-lives that diminish to background levels ihs500 years

SE106-6

In the past, GTCC waste was nat considered lLLW, atndit is totally unjustified for DOE to
initiate a DEIS thtat re-classifies it an LLW. Also, the 0131S
proposes to place GTCC and
GTCC-L~ik-e waste in shallow deposits and vaults, even in eases
where sotte radioactive
contlaituents will have lost only a asmall
percentalge of their radioactivity after 500 years-..
itt direct conflict willh NRC classification regulation.
(5) Whty only Federally owned Sites? The DE.IS reeds to review sosi-tkderal sites for
this waste. While its true that no comnsereial facility is operatintg or licensed for GTCC•
waste, by the sanmetoken, neither is any Federal one, and so il is just as logical for the
1)13ISto review sod prnesen non-federal commercial sites as alternative., since they could
also be opeeating in the fltnre. A large pereenlage of GTCC wvaste is of commeereial
origin.
(6) 1)E3S should compare dilution ofwastes to eonceutrating thetis D)OEshould
consirder an ultenative that, rathser than blendinsg ftLA, mtetlsl,tanklsludges, TRO rttd
other wastes into various Low-Level waste categories, select sn alternative that
cotncntrates Ithewaste so thsatit ean be disposed of it HILW sites.
(7) Decommissioning uf nuclear platnotus y create mixed or htasardouss waste. The
DEIS resst, at least review ctheGTCC wvasle isvcntlories, includitng lank slutdge, and olther
tnvestorics thtat may ha created or uncovered that are mtixed w.'aste
and teed to be
regulated utnder RCI(A, anid/or CERCLA. Such wastes would often not ostee
the waste
acceptlance criteria of any of the site alternatives reviewed. A draft EIlSundcr NEPA
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E106-8

13E106-9

Turner, Roger, Commenter ID No. El06 (cont'd)

requires DOE to discuss environmental consequences of ithe proposed actions, as well ss
permoitting- this DEIS is lacking for mixed sod hszardous wassr• inventories.

EI0t6-9

(Coat)

,.g) Transportation risks sre underestimated in violation of NEPA.
Over the yeats the Department of Energy has documented over a thousand transportation
accidents of LLW and TRU waste with releaies occurring onlat least 545 cases. ( See
Carol Bradley, TronsporbotionMishaps Thin: Nuclear Wuaste,GANNErTTNewa,
SERVICE, Nov. 25, 1990, available in L.EX]S. Enviro & Energy Libraries)

As'the State of Idaho and the Shoshonc-B~arusok Tribes are already exposed to an
increase risk due to trassportatiun accidents, thle DOE in the EIS process must more fully

El06-10

El06-10 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among altemnatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7-5 and 2.7-6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

evaluate transportation risks. The State of Idaho •andthe Shoshone-Batsnock Tribes have
already dorie more than thir.share in the cousntry by allowing large numbers of shipmentr
through thcir jurisdictions, the additional' risks of GTCC waste shipments are unfair and
pose risks not adequately reviceved under the DEIS,

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

(9) Cumulative Impacts- insufficient review of transportation impacts. The DEIS
reports that alteariatves 3, 4 and 5 will not be resignificant problenm nor contribute-

substantially to cumulative impacts. The DEIS does not adequately consider thle large
number of nuclear shipments already going through the Port Nail Reservation, and "across
Idaho. GTCC waste shipments when combined with alt the TRU, and HLW shipments
wilt definitely result in curmulative imparts that must reviewed morec fully by the EIS.
(10) The use of Hardened On Site Storage not adequately covered.
The DEIS is partly driven by the need to find long-term storage and trcatment options for

this orphaned waste. But the DEIS should more carefully review and provide alteraatives
for the use of Hardened On-Site Storage (HESS) at their points of origin. ROss could
provide for an interim retrievable option that would safely leave the waste right at the
nuclear facility that produced it. This option may be safe for the long term, it also should
•be reviewed as an alternative for interim storage until a deep geologic site is approved foe
this GTCC waste. The EIS must compare the risk of BOss storage with the risk of
transporting GTCC waste all over the country.
Thank-you for this opportunity to comment on thifsimportant lBS document.

Sincerely,
Roger Tumer
307 N. Buchanan
Pocatello, ID 83204

]E106-12

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.
E 106-1 1

Approximately 12,000 shipments over more than 60 years results in less than one shipment per
day on average. Thus, no significant cumulative transportation impacts would be expected.

E106-12

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy' Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
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wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

Turnoy, David. Commenter ID No. W345

Prom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

W345-1

*gtcceiswbrnastter @anl~gov
Thursday. June 23, 2011 12:07 AM
gtcceiswebmauler@a ntgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-ClaissC Low-tLevel Radioactive W~aste tIS Comment GTCC10I45

Thank you for your comment, David Turnoy.
P'lease refer to the comment
the comment tracking number that hat bonn assigned to your comment is GTCC103.1S.
trucking number in all correspondencerelating to this coimment.

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and I-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EJS).

Comment Date: JuOe 23. 2011 12:05:35AM CDT
Grea ter-Tharn-Cbss-C Low,-tenet Radioactive Waste E15Draft Comment: GTCC10345
First Name: Davtd
tLastName: Turnoy
Address: 811 Wendy Co~r t
City: Wett Linn
State: OR
Zip: 97068
County/: USA
Email: tnny@_fpmcast.net
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold na me or address front pubtic record

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Comment Submitted:
UISDOEsenvironmeentol impact statement (tISI on its proposal to ate Hanford usa notional radioactive waste dump fur
the extremely radiosctive GTCCwastes admits that putting the waste in landfill trenches at Hanford wlould result is
annual radiation doses of 48 milllrem peryear to the people who will be drinking the groundwater - which flows straight
to tbe Columbis.

That's a rediatio n level which weuld cense fetal cancers in approelmately I to 2,5% of the Native American children living
In the area under Yakama, Umatilla and Nec Puree Treaty Rights.

Those cuncer risks and radiation doses do NOTinclude tihe doses from the sdJa.:entlandfill, over which me sued USDOE
for adopting a separate proposal to ate usa national radioactive waste dump. Nor dues it include the risk from the
lea king soil trenches of the commercial radioactiv e waste dump at Hantford. Heart of
udjacent stale operated UNLINED,
America Northwest end the Yakama Natlan are working closely together suieg cheState foroperatlvg the unlined
leaking radioactive waste dump and planning to lust cover It with dirt Instead of cleaning up the chemical and
radioactive wastes.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. A potential dose of 48 mrem per year, with an LCF risk of
3 x 10-5 (about 1 chance in 33,000 of contracting a fatal cancer) was assessed for a resident
farmer at the Hanford site far into the future. As discussed in Section 6.2.4.2 of the EIS, the
exposure pathways considered in the analysis include the ingestion of contaminated
groundwater, soil, plants, meat, and milk; extemnal radiation; and the inhalation of radon gas
and its short-lived progeny. Because of lower breathing and ingestion rates as well as body size
for a child, the dose assessed for an adult would be larger and cannot be directly attributed to
one that a child might receive. Based on information provided by the commenter, DOE was
unable to verify' the statement related to cancer rate increase of 1-2.5% to the Native American
Children living in the area. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves.

W345-1

Turnoy, David, Commenter ID No. W345 (cant'd)l

W345-2

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W345-3

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

We can't cleanup Haenfordand protect our Coiumbta River while more waste gets dumped at ftofanor- Put Cleantap
Firstl...........i.......
o
......................
.

~.........

W345-2
Hanford can not ibecleaned up if USDOCadds any more waste to be buried In landlills Or boreholes - the wastes In
existing soil trenches and ditches and f-om tank leaks seed to be removed.

Extremely radioactive wastes belong itndeep underground repositories, not in landfills, boreholes or vaults.

W345-3

USOSOE
needs to consider Inthe OIS
hoswto avoid moking more Ofthese highly radioactive wastes.
USDOE
has to disclose and consider the total {cumulative) rimpacts
of both of USDOE'sseparate proposats to use:

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W345-5

Hanford as a national radioactive waste dump, and all the risks from trucking wastes to Hanford, In one envlronmentat
Impact statement for the public to review and comment on the full picture. The G5TCC
EISneeds to disclose that USD0E
Is alio proposing to add 3 m~llilon
cubic feet of rodionctive and chemico1 wastes to be disposed at Hanford, inaddition to
the t5TCC
wastes.
Questions about submitting conmments
over the Web? contact us at: gt~ce-ilswebmastnri~anl
ou orcall tire GrEater.
Than-dlass-C tow-tLevelRadioactive Waste OS$
Webmoster at (630) 252-570S,

W345-4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like
wastes.

W345-5

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WMv EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

W459-1

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million ml) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W459-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC ELS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Twombly, Mary. Cornmenter ID No. W459

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt cceiswebmastet@a nlgoe
,Saturday. lune 25, 2011 1:46 AM
9tcceiswebmaster @anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-'han.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCC10•459

Thank you for your comment. Mary Twombly.
The comiment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is G5TCC10455.
Please refer to the comment
trackinrg numeber in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: lane 25, 2011 01:45:36AMu
cot
Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Watst EISDraft Comment: GTCCS0459

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

First Name: Mary
Middle Initial:e
Last Name: Tw~ombly
Address: 842 Uttle Rock creek rd
City: Cook
State: WA
Zip: 98505
Country: USA
Email: tobemblvat.o r Feene t
privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

W459-3

comment Submitted:.
Hello- I am writing this with deep concern about the propoted trucking of more nuclear waste to the Hanford site. I have
lived in the Colombia River Dorge and have attended meetings regarding thle clean-up of the Ionic and hasardous
nuclear waustenat the Hantford Site. S
al very upset at the idea of trucking in mare waste to the site when threclean up ofI
the Site has not been compiated. For one thin5 , the transportation of the materials is not safe. Humans, transportation
W5systems and weather are nat perfect. There is always a possibility of accidents that wtilhave a eraseimpact on those in JW5the vicinity. No one was prepared for all the variables at Fukishima either,..even though a long history of earthquakes
and the like.
I know that alot has been done ut the Hartford site. but we still don't even know if tho massive vitrificationt project will
work, reachless WHENit wviii
be finished. or even started. I am concerned about the already leaking chemical and
nuclear materials that ore seeping Into the groundwater and the riser. We seed these materials in safe undergraound
repositories, not looking trenches. Whenever there is a proposal for a new project at the Hanford site. we need to look
at the "big picture" not Jast the single proposal. The GTCC
EISneeds to Include atithe projects that the UJSDOE
is
planning ic plans to add 3 million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes, and tihe GTCCwaste. Thisall needs to be
included in the GTCCgigso that the public has the big picture and can rainient on thrat. Please cousider all ot the
accumulated toulns and materials with half lives of thousands ol years sitting by that river. Deal with the mesa that'a
there before meeves contider adding to it. We all know it's a terrible mess, and avedon't know exactly host to clean it
up. Let's get it cleaned up before we make uny more messes. We have Irad alot ofenorth shaking of late and there Is
more to come. Hanford is on a fault live and Idoubt if the situ 10prepared to susmttina large earthquake. Pleate consider
these comments and step the transportation of mare tonic materials to Hanford.

J
I W459-2

W459-3

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

T10-1
Utley, Charles. Commenter ID No. T1O

26

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.
Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.
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IMR.BRONN4. All right.

T1hanks very such.

charles

Utloy is next.
SIR. CH!ARLES
UTLCY: Goed evening.

Thank you for

this opportunit~y to speak with you this afternloonl.

And

I's kind of perplered in that •the ides that we are on
Earth Cay discussing what we are discussing.

It to

TI0-1

0

0

TIO-2

Utley, Charles. Commenter ID No. TiD (cont'd)
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2

disgusting to have to discuss what we are, disgusting,
and that we would be considering the idea of moving in

STI0-1

waste to an area that has" already given

(Cost.)

gfreater-khaul-C

to much to this natIon.
3

a

We moved a whole community,

we moved families,

meved churches,
moved everything

we ssoved homes, we

tnt what we call the great Aerica.

[dewmuoh is enough for one community?
15

astronomical.

The impact is

me I speak On behalf--tonight

Of just h'uoshity itself, the empty chairs,
babies,

the ones that are less fortunate.

secieeconemieally deprived,
them.
15
16
17
13
Is
20
21
22

00

behalf

the unborn
tiecall them

however you want to label

Hucanity must be considered and we moat say

enough is enough.

And what I meant by it

particular day in particular,

en this

the Wac is having a

meeting in Wayneshoro because there are ideas of
building acme mote power plants..
plants.

te call them moclest

And I heard earlier, haven't we learned

*anything,. bet yet we want to have a meeting to diseess
it

but at the same time and at the same moneni in

srtynosboro they' re talking about how great those
nuclear plants will be.

23

we

Haven't we learned from Japan?

or maybe =we're 5ust that blessed that we will never
have it

to happen to us.

I stand here tonight to tell

24

you that don' t coent your hens before your biddies are

25

hatched.'

26

about transporting end storing you' re talking shoot

And I want to renind you that when you talk

TI0-2

GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves.
The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

TIO-3

Utley, Charles. Commenter ID No. TIO (cont'd)

is outside
sources
the the
to exiable
alternative
alternatives
disposal energy
or promoting
waste
is to evaluate
which
scope of
thenuclear
generation
EIS, of
the GTCC
Stopping
of the
scope
GTCC-Iike
and
LLRW
GTCC
selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of

wastes.
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They're not

1

going through these LI comm.unities.

2

bringing those tracks in the upper part off Augusta;

2
4

they' to brinintg than in the low part whore those who
those that are carrying their
would be exposed to it,

5

unborn babies.

TI0-2
(Cn.

Are we thinking or are we just
look

And I say to each and every one of you,

6

reacting?

7

at the empty chairs and just imagine those aepty chairs

8

In your cemeteries because every rtisewe approve
9

~•

something like fleass-C and thinking it's

okay, alap it

on we Just put somebody in

10

on your hack and bring it

11

the grave.

12

around and I think about the little

13

work with day In and day nout,

14

•iith grade they have tuoors.

15

dioceses yet they don't know what caused .it.

16

Day when we're telling then how beautiful this earth is

17

sod all the goodness there is and we're talking about

18

bringihg-some note to dump en them.

And I'm saying that because when I look
children rhat I

coma of then I have in
Some of than have skin
And Earth

tadies and

DOS has done a great job and. I comoend thee

19

gentlenen,

20

for it,

21

because what you're doing is causing a ripple etfect.

22

You approve this, you're net only telling then it's

23

okay to build other plants, you're telling them I'm

24

going to help you because I'll

25

yen can tell

26

waste I'll

but enough is enough.

Let's net nove anything

take your waste.

And if

.

cc how you can build one and not have
tell you build it.

T03•

Sot one thing we must do

C

T10-4

Utlev. Charles, Commenter ID No. T1O (cont'd)
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and we must do it
you do
3
4

.7

9

for hemanity,

t• to yourself?

look around you.

I wouldn't.

groat.

and to your great-grands and your great,
great-grandchildren,

it

Would

So I say to you

says you should leave a legacy,

not detrimental.

Soy man who refuses to stand tot his

unborn generation

S will say is

that because

not a man.

lied I say

it we fail tO do what is in our facos

tonight wo'll fail the unborn generation.

And S want

to tell Dot today don't nove it.

where Iits

Don't transport it

leave it

because it's

going through

10

at.

ii,

those tJ cossnunities and there's others.

12

think we are onexposabte and unexpendable.

'3

tnow where the next earthquake may hit,

Tl0-4
we never

we may be

She would have thought North

14

right here sitting on it.

is

Cateline would bO looking like It

16

weekend.

Thank you.

And don't

is

today from this

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Van Dyk, Lisa, Commenter ID No. W63

From:
Sent:
To:
Subjects

W63-1

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

W63-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as tow precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

glceiswebrnsler@anl~gov
Sunday, May 22, 2011 7:27 PM
gt ceiswebmastes@oanl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EitSComment GTCC10053

Thank you foryour comment, LisaVan Dyk,
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your cemment is GSTCC15003.Please refer to the comment
tra cking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: noay22, 2011 07:27.OSPM COT
Greater-Than-Class-C Lown-Level
Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC10053
First Name: Lisa
Lost Name: Van Dyts
Organization: Heart of Amierica NW
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: lsavandekcssmai~eom
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:.
My primary concern in that the U.S. Department of Energy seriously consider how to reduce the amount of highly
radioactive masteacreated In the United Staten. Regardless of where shecurrent stockpile of ISTICwastes end up, htis
unsustainable and irrational to continue to crease such mattes.
Secondly, highly radioactive and long-lived wustes should be disposed deep underground in stable geologlo formatiaiss,
not In landfills, trenches. boreholen and vaulla. USDOEshould learn•a lesson fr'om shehorrific results from the
groundwater modeling In Hanford's draft TonicClosure & Waste Management E1S,showing eutensive groundwater
contamlnatison from inappropriately disposed of wastes. Grossndwater contamination obniously threatens the
environment and isa threat to the public's health.
Finally, USODEneeds to disclose urd consider the total cumuiatien impacts of~allof of USOOg'sproposals to use Hanford
as a national radioactive manste
damp ulonrgwith proposals to leave tank residaes and previous leaks In the soil. All of
the risks from proposals to track waste to Hlanford -including the actual truch routes -need to be disclosed Inone
document, an giS.The plecemealed series of documents that hane been presented for public review, are unfair in that
they do not consider the TOTALimpacts of all of the proposals.
"Thankyou.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebmasternsanLgev or call the GreaterThan.Clots.C Low-Level ,ladloactine waste C•IS
Webmaster at 1530)252-5705.

jW63-

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

I

W63-2

W63-3

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million ken (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

W477-1

Vance, Anne R., Commenter ID No. W477

Prom:
Sent;
To:

subject:

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million krn (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtcrnlswehme~rrgnnl gnv

Saturday. tLine2S, 2011 I'S? pIM
gtcaeiswebmast er @arnLgo';
Peceipt: Gr eater--hart-Claws-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ELSC.omment GTCC1t0477

"[hank yeu ior your comment, Ansne Vance.
Tile comme~nt tracking numhenf hat han hoen nssigned to your comment is GTCC1047/. Pietse meterto the comment
tracnkig number in all corrospondencor relating to thu• comment.
Contient Date; June 25. 2011 01:57:t]6PM CDT
(Greater-Thran-Clas•-C Low-Level Radioactive Wasto EiS Draft Comment: GTcCtO1477
First Neme: Anne
tohddie initial: it
Loot Name: Vance
State:
Zip .

Corntry: Use
imnlih en nevancesoren~n t
Privomy Preference: Withhold addrest only from public record

Comment Shlhmitted:

I tovehere In the Gorge. I knowwhat trefie conditions ore like here thet would make it especially unsafe to transport
nuclear waste by true[k. Wt• hove constant Opting and roll reins, high winds most of the year through the G~orge. and
hreany iCe and snow in otis winter.
This is a beuntitofl place with mnanyvisitors from oil over the world, sio It Isnot just local people who would be putin

I.W477-1

dacger it ant accident shouldt happen. And if the plan to transporr nuclear waste through the gonrgein mseens an acc'ident
is just waiting to haeppen that would be dievastating to our people and our economy, which Is very fragile enyway.
Iteentlons atonat suhtiltios conritteeta aveer lire Web? Contact us at: etcwmiswebwssterman!.•ov" or coil the Greater"thas-Claas-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tI$ Weburastem at 161012S2-5703,
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Van derKloot, Robert, Commenter ID No. W153
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gttcceiswebmasiolr @ant.ov
Wednesday. June 15. 2011 5:38 PM
• itcceiswebmaster@anLsgav
Receipt: Great er-Than-Class-C: law-Level Rodiouctive Waste

under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
responsible
DOE
(P.L. is
99-240)
for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the BIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of 6TCC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of 6TCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the 61CC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of 61CC LLRW and 61CC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

eis Commrent GTCCL0I53

The ETS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the 61CC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The ELS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions,
and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents,
including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS
also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the ELS). The potential risk of
such destructive acts is estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the ELS are secure, and
th&epackaging for the 61CC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes would be robust. Because 61CC
LLRW and 61CC-like wastes are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from
an intentional destructive act (e.g., an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the
release of any radioactivity from a severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and
disposal.

Thank youlfor yourcomment, Robert Vunderliloot.
Ihe comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC01OZ3.
Pveaserefer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 15, 2011 09:37:2lpM CDT
Greater.Than-Ciano-C L~ow-Level
Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCIOSS3
First Name: Robert
Middie tnittat:W
Lust Name: Vander•ioot
Address: PO Roe253
Addre.s 2: 211. Franklin
City: Riegen
State: WA
Zip: 55605
Country': USA
Email: lroonertovi.,.ti
•
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Shipping nuclear waste in naudnessOno single accident could have devastating resuitn for thousands of people endthe
environment for centurlosl All radioactive material needs tube processed at the facilities that produce it. These nuclear

W153-1

t cititien•should he permanently decommissioned insnediateiy.
Questions about nsubmitting
comments over Ike Web? Contact as at: etcetswehmasterl•uni.eov or call the GreaterThus-Clans-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630) 252-5705.
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E26-l

VanneBrightvn. Delinda, Commenter ID No. E26

Frrorn
Sent:
Tot

Subject:

Delinds Vunne~rightyn <dectnda~taosnnt.com>
.Thursday. April28. 20511 :28 AM
gtcceisq~ani~gov
radio-activa waste

Please be a steward of our enchanted lands - say no to the GTcc radioactive waste in New Mesil0l

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

E26-1

Thank you,
Delirnda VanneBrightyn

Taos, NM
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Vaspuez, Amanda. Commenter ID No. T168

............ ....

.†... .:"

jap

la4t.o.ig

HP,.' BP50M:

,

Asanda is next,

m
... p~ i ... ..... ......

.. .. ..

and then Mackie

HcClary.
MS. VAsgUf 2:
Vasquen,

Good evening.

My anareis Amoanda

and Xcm a senior at Aloha High School.

five years ago .1 used to live in

Nevada.

And

And if

guys have been there, thortas a lot of desert.
would always get really had allergies.

So I

So cy patents

were, like, let's cove to Maehington or Oregon.
we chose Oregon because it's
An~d so when we got bore, it
really beautiful,

you

And

really clean and fresh.
was really nice.

and cy allergies went away.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

It

is

And I

.........

T168-1

.Vasq~uez, Amanda. Commnenter ID No. T168 (cont'd)

don't.want that Lu change.
want to, like -3
4

I don't wont --

breathe without worrying.

I don't
Like,

is

thbre something in the air that nigh't harm us?
Wot only that, but w~hat kind of people would
let -. • would let somebody else come in their hoes and

6

put a bunch of bags full of garbage in it?

7

wouldn't lot nobody do that.
somebody --

I Dean, I

So how can Wa let

how can we let •ooebody pot 20,000

truok~nads Of radioactive waste Into our hone?
I0

Because this is
Washington,

our home.

it's

our hone.

Lyon if

it's

in

So i oppose the

oEnrgy's plan to bring norm nuclear

12

Department of

13

waste~to Hantord.

TI168-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W74-1

Vidrine, Paul. Conmmenter ID No. W74

From:
Sent:
To:
Subjects "

gtcteiswebmastar@anl~gov
Wednesday, Jane 01, 2011 11'53 AM
glceiswebmasten@ant.g ov
Receipt: Grevter-Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste EISComment GTCC1tO74

Thank you far your comment, Paul Visirine.
The comment tracking number tihat has been assigned to your comment is GTCCSO074,Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Commesnt state:June 1,21
2Ol 1:53:04AM CDT
Greater-Than.Ciass.C Low-level lindioactive Waste EilSDraft Comment: GTCC1OO74
First Name: Paul
Lest ffame: Viddnes•
Country:tJSA
Privacy Pre ference: Withhold address only froempublic record

Comment Submitted:
Despite the fact that the Gregoire administration wants nothing to do with ANYmore nuclear waste in Washington
The Hanford
state, thinsimsple fact is that it DOESexist, it wiii continue to be generated and it needs to go smomewhere.
ares is an iDEALsite to handle and store ALLforms of radioactive waste for many reasons. We baseplenty ol lanid,a
highly skilled and experienced work force, ready access to technical help and we are relatively isolated from major
population areas. When lhe Waste Treatment Plant becomes operatisnal, It willbe possible to process vot only the
current tank wasia but also pracessed nuclear fuel from commercial reactors. Once the waste Is in glass form, it can be
safely stored on site. Even if a terrorist manages to blow up ad entire cache of glass-form waste, allthat will happen Is
that the chunks of glass willhave to be picked up. Not a major Issue with the work force we have here.
besides the tact that Hanford is un ideal area for•red waste, the potential economic benefit to the state is incredible, I
repeat, Incredible. Generators payeen enormous amoant of money to dispose of their wastes. Why Inthe wvoridmould
any adminIstration NOTwcantto purticipate in the economic windfall that is available to thuos capable of effectively
dealing with this Issue, as thy Hantford site clearly is. I failto understand whywthe current administration isso opposed to
any more waste being broug3ht into the state. Perhaps this administration needs to take another look at it's position on
as a guide.
this issue, using facts and meason
Queslions about submitting comments oven the Web' Contact us at: etccelswelhmasterlani.eov or call the GrouterThan-Class-C Lose-LevelRadioactive Waste EI$Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W74-1

Comment noted.

W497-I

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W497-2

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W497-3

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

?Von FHinpel, Peter and Josephine. Commenter ID No. W497

II

lie

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

.

• i

..

..

.. ......... ..

....... .

.

...... .....

gtcceiswebmaster@anLgov
Sunday. Jane 26, 2011.1:59 PM
gscceiswebmaster@a nLgov
Receipt'. Greater-Than-Class.C L~ow-Levei Radloactive Waste 05Scomment GrFCO1497

Thank you for your comment, Puter & Josephine son H~lppel.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment isGTCCI11497.Please refer to the comment
tracking number ir, nil correspondence reloting to this comment.
Comment Date: June 26, 2010 Ol:58:SOPM COT
Greater-Thans-Class-C tew.Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft comment: Grccio4R7
First Nome: Peter &Josephsine
Last Nams: von Hiplper
Address: 1600 Crest Drive
City: Eugene
State: Ott
Zip: R740S
Country: LISA
Emoil: lvleos~o
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
We would like so comment strongiy that the DOgshould transport no additional eadioactine waste to the Htantord
Nuclear Reservation in Wnshitsgton state. We would argue that the Hantford Reservation isCot a suitable place for
putting more waste, especially since the government is heavliy Involved in cieaning up that site already. since it contains
older radioactive waste which IsClotproperly stored and is leaking into the Columbia River and the local
meuch
groundwater. In addition it Is unacceptable, and poses a significantt health risk to a large population, to transport the
amount of waste contemplated to be moved to Hanford over the roads in Or'egon and elsewhere. Given the volume of
waste to be transported, the probability of significant accidents is very high, and represent risks that me mtust not take.
It isessential that tiheHanford cleanup be completed and the area be assessed for its capability for storing radioactive
waste In any form before farther storage there, or trucking so the site, is even contemplated. Please consider these
concerns carefally is reaching a final decision on this proposal. Thank yout

W497-1

W497-2

W497-3

Questions about sabmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etces. batngnlo or call the Greater.
Ihan-Class, C Low-Level Rudioactive Waste EiSWebmantor at (6301252-5705.
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L400-1

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range isconsistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, JNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

L400-2

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Wardhal, Laura, Commenter ID No. L400
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L400-3

WardhalLaurai,Cormmenter ID No. L400 (cont'd)
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L400-3

DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
hy P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would he required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."
DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.
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L400-4

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

L400-5

See response to L400-4.

L400-6

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the d~isposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the ELS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
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W512-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W512-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Watson, Vicki, Commenter ID No. W512

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject=

0 t cce•s~webmsster@anl.gov

Sunday. June 26, 2011 8'.54PM
gtcceisweb master@ael~gay
Receipt: Greater-Than-ClaOO.C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste E15Comment GICC10S12

Thank you for your comment, viclti watson."

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

The comment trackng number that lhasheen assigned to your comment is GTCC10512. Please refer to the comment
tracking number Inall correspondence relating to this coissment.
Comment Date: tune 26, 2011 0S8:53:44?M
CDT
Groat er-Tha n- Classr-CLow-Level Radioactive Wa.ste EIStiraft Comment: GTCCI0512
PlratName: vicki,
1,astName: W
Jtson
'
Slate: MT
Zip: 59801
Country: USA
E'mail sohdeh
otmll~o~m
privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
1.. Hanford can not be cleaned up IfUISOOE
adds any more woste to be buried in landfills or boreboles - the wastes In
existing soil trenches and ditches and from tank leaboneed to be removed.

jW512-1

2. Extremely radioactive wnastes belong In deep underground reprositories, not in londfills, borehotes or vauhls.

W512-2

3.,USDO8
needs to consider itsthe EIShow to avoid making more of theses highly radioactive wastes.

W512-3

4. USDO8has to disclose and consider theetotal lcumustativel
impacts of both of USDOt's separate proposals lo use
Hlanfordas a national radioactive wstusedump, and all the risks from trucking massesto Hanford, in one environmental
W512-4
impact statement for the public to review and comment on the fell picture. The GTcc gIgneeds sodisclose that uSOOE
is also proposing to add 3 million cubic lent of radioactive and chemical wastso sobe disposed at HanordS, in addition to
the GTCCwastes.
Ossestlonls
about sebmitting comments over the Web? Contact nonat:etccalswebmaster~anl Reoeor call the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 8ISWebmaster at 16301
252-5705.

W512-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

W512-4

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

T61-1

Comment noted.

Webster. Astrid. Comm enter ID No. T61

6

9

12

34R.BROWN:

34

Thanks very much,

Astrid Webster

and Erich Kurerchner will be next.
NS. WqEBSThR:

Hi.

14y name is Astrid.

X've

been in New Mexico since I was an l8-year-'old freshmen
at the University of New Nexico,
for life.

and my affiliation is

An'd I'd like to speak to the man in the red

jacket who thinks that solar power anld wind power can't
20

meet our needs.

I hare solar panels on my root',

they're more "then meeting our needs, by a bunch.
866.488.DEPO
www'.Capita1Repor tingCompany.rom

and

T61-1

0

And

0

0

Webster. Astrid, Commenter 1D No. T61 (cont'd)

Sif m6re people hed the courage and the faith in the
2

future,

they would do the same.
Every time we make• anything nuclear,

3

'4

every time we utter the word,

"nuclear, ". the nex~t word

5

should be waste; whether it's

spoken or not, it's

6

waste.

Fram the time that uranium comes from the

ground,

it

2

wastes money,

water,

a

lungs and life.

The

8damage to the environment finds its way across the
9

pads,

our pads,

beginning among the state's poorest,

10 and finding its way to impoverish all of our lives.
I1

Nuclear waste begins its life providing power for

12

homes,.industry,

03

first incarnation in cooling ponds that use a million

14

gallons a minute to keep them from causing another

IS

Fukushirna.

I6

touching all our lives.

,What

and most of all, war.

a waste thst's turning into!

That's

Some waste finds its way to places like

VS

IS

Los Alamos,

J9

waste.

where it

criminal waste,

22according

has turned into even greater

That means not by accident, but intentionally,

29 we can take thousands,
21

It ends its

even millions of lives.

according to tho World Court,

to the NPT Treaty,

that it's

A
and

the law of the

866.488.DEPO
www.CapibilRepor tingCompany~com

T12
T6 I-2

Cmetntd
Comment noted.

Webster, Astrid. Commenter ID No. T61 (cont'd)

Sland,
2

That's as old as my 33-year old daughter, and

that we have been weakening by degrees by the stories
A gentleman who I m sure is well

Sthat are told.
4o edocated,

mechanical engineer,

Sand he said, 'this is
.It's

6
7

anybody's head.

spoke a few minutes ago,

over my head.

not over your head.
It's

It's not over

fApplause.)

ridiculous.

And the

was over our heads,

Sreason some of us used to think it

9because somebody told us with a big fat degree and much
10

1ess compassion than a very narrow,

nt

education,

12

and it's

and this stuff is

being foisted on us,

still

a waste.

still
If

13

thoughtless

coy of you listened to Helen Caldicott
this stuff bioaccumsulates.

It goes

14

talk,'she said,

b5

from the lowest of the food chain,

16

fish that are farmed and in the oceans around Japan.

17

It's going to be shipped around the world,

Is

kills the first body,

IS

it

20

third and the fourth.

21

still,

it

and it's

filling the

and after it

will be pushing up daisies and

will kill the second body,

and it

will skill the

And I was not surprised but

angered to find that a child 500 years from now..

Swandering into a field,

can die,

from this stuff that's

866.488.DEPO
wwwCapitalRepor tingComipany~coxa
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Webster, Astrid, Commenter ID No. T61 (cont'd)

37

being safely. carried across the state?

It's not safe anywhere,

Ho, not for a

end we're not safe

2

second.

3

anywhere un'til we all stand up and so no,
Erich's going to talk in just a minute.
book by John German,

6

time,

no more.
He's got a

who studied this for a long,

longer then I've been alive, and he said,
not one sh~red, not one scrap.

7

not safe,

5

they say they're going to bury it

9

they say it's

long
it

is

And so when

near Carlsbad, where

a tourist site and I went there as a kid,
T61-3

Theat'

wrong.

These people who have no

I0

you know what?

I1

sense but to continue making this stuff shoulld carry it

12

home in their lonchboxes.

Thank you.

Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and
evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

El03-1

W eersin•, Sally. Commenter ID No. El03

From:

Sally Weorsinig <peenysrnsnlt~te,.om>

Sent:

Sunday. June 26. 20a1 7:28 P'M

To:
SubJeeb

gtcceis~ant.goe
Shipping Nuclear Waste Along the Columbia Is a Bad Idea

Columbia Gorge. Japan's
>Please do not transport nuclear waste through th e heart of the Willamette Valley or up the

that would be required
impacts from the shipments
The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC
risks during
population
collective
evaluates
EIS
The
evaluated.
being
sites
and all the other
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

I EI3-I

enperience should remind us just how risky nuclear activity is. Anyadlditional nuclear waste Is the Columbia Watershed
pats the whole northwest water supply at risis.

Sally Weersing
38 Da VinciStreet
Lake Os,.ego 0R 97035

0

0
c-a

0

('I

T169-1

Weisman, Robert, Commenter ID No. T169

Disposition of the GTCC LLPRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves.

2

4
5

HIR. 510SMA7:

I'm Robert Weiamafi,

I try to,

Worthwest.

camber of'the he~art of Z~ecrica
probably like a lot of you,

7

a fairly new

relate things from other

ports of my life than the fear and concern about
nuclear~power,
I'll

nuclear waste

nuclear weapons,

try to relate things, events and

9

atorage.

I0

activities from the rest of my life to these nuclear

11

issues.

12
13

-

Anid one thing f did within the loot two weeks is
1 saw a file that went into some of the caves where
there were drawings in southern rrance, and the tine
scale in that movie was 40,000 years.

Sow,

no, it's

40,000

the oldest

16

years is probably the longest --

17

human artifact I've seen: beaotifui things to see in
the movie,

hut you figure that's one and a third

half lives for plultoniu.

We don't have many

]9

life --

20

human eaperiences to deal with some of these nOmbers

22

that are ceitical to the nuclear issue.

22

T169-1

mnd I'm afraid. I think, government hides betind
A very prgvolent screen

23

some of the sort of screens.

24

when I heard this evencing that in 12,000 truekloads
over 40 years they'll bc no nuclear-related deaths

0

866,488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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Weisman, Robert. Commenter ID No. T169 (cont'd)

.......
...

..

.

. .

... .

Cwital Re!•ortini ,Company,...

and naybe two or three people would be killed in

I

--

another favorite --

Cancer,

3
4-

number of mine.

S

•o develop,

it is

I

a favorite
most often,

Cancer takes• 25 years,

S~o iff we were looking at the instance of

6

exposure tO radioactive particles and saying, well,

7

there's no canter evident this year,
cancer evident next year,

S

in te.n years,

9

thoro's no

there's no cancer evident

DOf esticates

So I thinlk the government is hiding --

II

of harm are hiding behind that very) simple,

I?

fact.
The ether thing is

13

--

again,

experience,

15

relates to the Colombia River --

16

maw the •weet little

17

crossing'the bar and how it's

IS

the most.'dangeroes river,

19

rho United States,

15

forget the n~umbers, but,
thers.

5,000?

23

nut com•pare

from every day
and this

I was in Astoria and

museen there ci the history of

-

the most dangerous --

treacherous river area in

continental United States.

And

say, 500 ships have been

How many lives have been lost?

2 don't know.

22

central

within the last couple months --

14'

-wrecked

wrzong.

so 2 guess there's no cancer.

I0

I don't remember that con.

it to a true contamination ef radioactive

materlal into the Colombia River trheugh the aquifers

24
25

..........

guess whea a wheel flies off.

2

2!.

i

.

to0 te

river that's occotring tight now,

w'e can only

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

T6-

ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
DOE's
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

-

Weisman, Robert, Commenter ID No. T169 (cont'd)

. ....
S

...

gusestinato the lethality of what's going on.
Therefore, my overall point is,

2

these are teally

di~ffcult issues to €onceptual i e beyond the fazt.

3
4

that it's
'here.

had stuff.

We've got to get it

store'it ja the Rockies.

7

to really grasp -8

atomic genie,

out of

We've got to

, e'va get to quit making it.

6

9

I

Crnvnv ............

I1we[.inHb

'',(a

Yes, all that's true.

the devil's in

Bet

the details of the

and I don't trust the DCC at~all except

2as doing the master's work.

I mean.,

if

--

T169-2
(Cont.)

W547-1

Weiss, Richard, Commenter ID No. W547

From:
Sent:
TO:
Subjcct,

that would be required
The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
risks during
population
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtcceisvrebmaster@anlgov
Monday, June 27, 2011 6:10 PM

gtcceiswebmastevr~anl~gov
Receipt: Gteater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E.tSComment GTCC1OS47

Thank you fo)r you r comment. Richard Welts.
Thn comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10547. Please refer-to she comment
trackin~g number In all correspondence relating to thio comment.
com~ment Date: June 27, 2011 06:5e:16PM CDT
Grnater-Thun-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Croft Comment: 03TCC10547
First Name: iRichard
Lest Name: Weiss

State: ORa
Zip: 67124
Country USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold come oroaddress from public record

Comment Submitted:
It it too dangers assoship Nuclear Waste thru the G~orget

IW547-l

Questiane about submitting comments over the Web? contact us at: etcce swehmaster~anleov or call the Greater"
25Z-5705.
Thean-Claes-C tomy-LevelRadioactive Waste tIS Webmoster at 16301

0

0

0

('1

a decision
has deferred
that DOE
13, 2013,
December
datedDOE
FR from
75913other
ROD 78
DOE's
in the
as described
exceptions
limitedstated
sites (with
waste
on importing
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

enter ID No. W472
West, Hans C., CommSW472-1

From:
Sent,
TO:
Subject:

g tccniswebmaste r@ntancdv
Saturday, June 25, 2011 12:09 PM
gt~ccitwehmaster@anl.gov
Receipt. Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OISComment GTCC1O472

Thank you for your comment, I-enssWest.
The comment tracking nuimber that has been assigned to your comment ia GTCc10472. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all carrespondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 25, 2011 12:09:17PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Iadioactive Waste EISDraft Comment. GTCC10472
First Name: Hans
Midtile Initial: C
Last Name: West
Organization: NA
Address: 545 Waldo Ave SE.
City: Salem
State: OR
Zip: 97302.
Countryc USA
"
Email: westh3(aem ailcom
Privacy"Preference: Oon't withhold name or address from public record
Comment Submitted:
DearSirs: Hanford has already "flunked" as a site for Nuclear Waste storage. With radioactive weste continuing to leak
underground and likely roaching the Columbia River, the first priorityshould be to stabilize and "decontaminate'
Hanford, if it can be dane Inot a Curethingl. Turning the site into a National Radioactive Was;teDamp at thinpoint
makes no sense and Iwould argtmeIs entirely illogicvl. Adding to this aurgunmetnt is the geological instability of the
Please tyke these
Northwest, Ie similar to Japan insofar as risk for terhtonei plate earthquakes.
Sincerely, ClansCWest
issues into consideration.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcisematr@n,raogv or rail the Grmater•
lThan-Class-c
Low-Level Radioactive Waste gISWebmaster at Ieee) 252-570S.

W472-1

1

Wexier. Josenh. Commenter ID No. T53

I

wate~'shed that feoda into the es~entia1 drinking water

2

system for all the urban centers of New Nexico, and

3

that's at f~cted by periodic catastrophic fire.

4

cannot for the life of me think that there is

I
no other

more suitable place in the country.
6

so;

i

really,

with all due respect, ask the

7

Department of Energy to go back end look at all

6

potential suitehie sites across thfs country.

0

a national issue.

This is

This is

a national activity and I

16

think in Nexico, we've done cur duo burden end it's

ii

about tine others also share.

IS

anti-nuclear in any shape, or fore, especially when it

13

comes, to nuclear medicine.

14

know, I appreciate

15

talk *to you.

IS

ME. BRONN~

17

(Applause)

16

As I said,

I am not

Thank yon so much, and you

that you're giving us this chance to

NE. BEONN:

Okay.

Thanks a lot.

Okay.

Joseph Nexler is next and

19 he will be followed by Chris Time.
20

MR. WEXLER:

Nell, I hadn't read any of this

21 information until I got hare tonight.
72 name's Joe Nawler.

S

Dy the way, my

irs a civil engineer,

long-term

866.488.DIWO
wsvw.CapitatRepor~ingCompany~com
0~

0~
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0
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Wexler, Joseph, Commenter ID No. T53 (cont'd)

... ......

T53-1

.Caoilad X•eorting.Como~ny .....................

work in New Mexico,

since 1964.

and more interested in

And,

.!

I'm getting more

this nuclear business and

radioactivity.
rirst of all,

I just want to say I don't s~e

many young people out hare.
yeah, in the back
Isaiah.

-~-

I saw a young follow

--

I told him he reminded me of

Un had a staff

--

iLaughter)
-- ha looked like he just emerged from the desert.
Good, for you.
This is

I guess you've got something to tell us.

also the tine of Easter and Passo'.er just

passed on for the year, and that too,
And,

also,

is a desert.

we're rapidly destroying the Ann Valencia

(ph).

The reason I live here is because New "Mexico
-

-.

when I first came here in '634, I realised there's

something going on here.

Not just nuclear activity,

but here's the last remnant of Ann Valencia of the 12th
and 13th Centuries.

Christians,

Jews,

Muslims living

in peace in a beautiful creative culture,
all nuclear waste is

okay.

going to do is destroy it.

one item.

866.488.DEPO)
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

And,
That's

T53-1

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, R'4L, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

.Wexler. Joseph, Commenter ID No. T53 (cont'd)

in this time, we've gotten Chernobyl.

SAlso,

Russians are pretty

the anniversary of eharnobyl.

2'

It's

2

good engineers.

4.

(ph). . The Japanese are pretty good engineers too,

$everybody

T53-2

Eashima

Noew, we've got Fukushims --

Olell,

takes great pride over there.

end

the

6

Russians can build anything end the Japanese can build

3

anything.

Y~eh,

until it

cones to making money or

B- showing your power or going hose and getting laid or
9

whet the hell you're doing.
And,

10

we're human beings.

11 from beginning to end,

but the entire planet with this

12 only New Mexico,
13 behavior.

I'm an engineer,

14' construction.

is

a few bucks,

16

it's

over our heads,

It's

sod we're going to destroy not

I've seen guys on

I've seen contractors.

they can make

If

Even if

they're going to cut corners.

radioactive.
Now,
t

17

getting back to this report,

that is

I notice

IS

which. I just saw tonight in any detail.

19

there's a lot of stuff in here about medical -My wife was helped.

--

medical

She wsa helped greatly

20

supplies.

21

by radiation 'and so furth with cancer, so it

22

helpful.

fa

We must take care of these materials.

866A88,DE3PO
www.Capitalllepor tingConipany.com

T53-2

Certain wastes from medical isotopes production are included in the GTCC EIS inventory.

Wexler. ,Joseph, Commenter ID No. T53 (cont'd)

T53-3

~selection

.....................
......

(.opit4 Repordin~g, om pan .~.~..........................,6. ........

. ..

this lumped togethler with nuclear

why is

SAnd,
2

bomb waste'.or nuclear fuel waste and so forth?

3

the trick here.

it threw me off balance,

And,

about hospital wastes,

aterials.

radioactive

T3

loy,(en.

together with what

j

that's good stuff, but why pot it

6

these characters are doing with nuclear power?
For:. GE and Westinghouse and I don't know who

7
8all else,
9

That's
to talk

making massive sums of money end not doing

the job right --

doing the job --

Is let's get home for the night.

okay,

oh,

he'll do,

We won't put the

11 additional concrete in and we won't put the additional
12

reinf'orcing in.

12

that iwe need,

We won't put the water pumps up on top
we'll put them right down on the ocean

14 and let the sea •wal3
IS they're still
16

--

collapse on them.

ah~d .now the dead --

And,

now

the dead eae going

to build up.
At Charnobyl,

I?

1 million,

the estimate of dead up to this

And,

in addition to that, there

is

point is

19

ore many youngsters who are sick,

20

are screwed up.

21

I know you've got to get rid of" this stuff somehow,

their thyroid glands

We just can't handle nuclear energy.

'22 we can't afford building any more plants until we
866.488.DEPQ
www.CapitalRepor tingComnpany.coam

but

T53-3

Stopping
the GTCC
generation
waste
or promoting
alternative
sources
is outside
the the
alternatives
to enable
is to evaluate
disposal energy
thenuclear
scope of
which
of the
EIS, of
scope
of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Wexler, Joseph, Commenter ID No. T53 (cont'd')'T

........
............. ...
1

~i

C. a tal Jtenortint Company

. .

become super human,

the robots,

1 don't know,

3

MR. BROWN:

4

MR. MRMLER:

Okey.

MR. BROWN:

Thanks.

5

MR.

14EXLER:

..i..... 7 . ..

.

the guys -- in it

--

You've got one minute left.

Haes Hollywood convinced us that

7

we cah really do anything with a few electronic pieces

z

of equipment?

9hates.

That a guy from Texas who hates --

who

the world around him, who can't stand a black guy

ID ot Hispanic guy,

is

going to come out and build a

II

beautiful nuclear plant that will care for the world?

12

That will take care of ell of us?

14

going to do a lousy job.

IS country,
16

I've been aroend this

I've lived in Mississippi and I

we all have,

MR. BROWN:

If

you make just one more point,

please.
MR.

It'

20

WENLER:

MR. BROWN:
MR. MEXLER:

21.
22

Look,

you're

know what happens to people's minds.
17

IS

It can't happen.

If you're a racist and you hate people,

12

Okay.

Time's up.
Okay.

That's about it,

you.
866.488.D13PO
www.CapitalfteportingCompany~com

. .. ....
(Cen.

like the guys in the movies.

2

6

......

thank

W31-1

Wheeler, Mark, Commenter ID No. W31

...........
i...................
;.......
.............
........................................................................................................
.................. .................
..... . .........
..........
. ....' .. . . .............
From:
Sent:
To:
Subjer't:

gtlceaswebnhaster8'anl~GOv
Tuesday, May 17, 2011 3:18 I'M
gtcceiswebmunster@0s51goC
Receipt: Greater-Than-class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Comm'ent GTCC1O031

Thank you for your comment, Mark Wheeler.
Trhecomment tracking nember that hen been assigned to youorcomment Is GTccl.003 1. Please refer tothe comment
tracking number In allcorrespondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 11, 2011 03:17:S2PM CDT
Greater-Than-class-C Lowi-Level
Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCC10031I
First Name: Marts
Last Name: Wheeler
Address: 628 SE•sash Ac
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97215
Country: USA
Email: mnrl smrqootsr
ealsv,comr.
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address fr'om public record

Comment Subhmitted:
Please do NOTuse Hanford Washington as the natIonal radioactive waste dumpieor extremely radioactive (GTCC)
wastes.
Questions about subhmitthng
comments over sheWeb? Contact us at: nstccelsmohmasterwenteoeotrcat the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 115Wetmasthe St (h30) 252-5705.

W31-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13,
that DOE
has deferred
a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with 2013,
limitedstated
exceptions
as described
in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

W334-1

Wheeler. Steven. Commenter ID No. W334

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtcceiswebmaster@afllgov
Tuesday, June 21, 2011 1:50 PM

From:

.Sent:
To:

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

gtccetsebmatef~attLgOY
Receipt: Greater-Tha -Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15comment G3TCCLO334

Tha~nkyou for your commenmt.Steve n Wheeler.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10334. Please refer to the comtenti

trackIng number bnalt correspondence relating to itil comment.
Comment Date: June 21. 2011 O1:49:S5PM CDT
(lreater.Then-Ciass-C Low-Level Radkoactlve Waste £15 Draft Comment; GTCC10334

First Name:, Steven

MklddlInktal: 8
iLast Name: Wheeler

Address:
State:

Zip;

I-.
Pr~vacy Preference: WIthhold address only from publIc record

Comment S--bmitted:
tIS adequately addresses grave issues with transporting radioactive waste
I do not find that the Draft GTCC1.LRW
thoetagh StheColtanhia R/ver Gorge.

Futhernire, the ilanlord

area

Is already hIghly poituted. We do not need to mate the rnies worse.

W334-1

Basci to thre drawing board on this bum Idea.
CtteStlons about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at:

•

•

or call the Greater-

Thenl-Clas5-C Low-Level Radfoactkve waste lEtSWebmnaster at 16301252.5705.
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0
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L90-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L90-2

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Wilkins. Shirley. Commenter ID No. L90
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W77- I

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W77-2

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

W77-3

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EtS Chapter 2. See also W77-l.

Williams. Ruth, Comm enter ID No. W77

gtcceiswebmatter@asl.gov
Wednesday,
Juan00. 201112:44AM
gtcceiswebrsiter@anl.gov
itecelyL Greater-Tha.o-Clast-C
Low-Invel RadioactiveWastetIS Comment0TCC110077

From:
Seat:
To:
Subject;

Thank you for your cornmoet~Ruth Wiltarns.
Thecarriement
tracking nunther that hat beenassignedto your Comment is 6rCC50077. t'ieaeerefer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence retating to thiscortOtWSt.
comment Date:June8,2011 12:43:37AM CDT
tSTCCSOO77
tow-l.evet Radloactice Waste 515Draft Connosent:
Orneter-Tlsan.Class-C
FirerName: Ruth
Middle Initial: A
Last Name:Wlliiams
Address:

City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Small: rulhalicel5comcastnet
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from pabiic record

Comment Submitted:
ToWbont it May Concern:
I understand the us Department of Energyis hoping to transport over 12,000 truckloads of61CCaucicar WastetOthe
tisafard tiuctear Reservation in my state, and that this process\viii take about 20 years. ThisIs sachas Inherently cilky
proposal I find it neariy ImpassIble to believe it Is neder seriostsconsideration.

w77-t

CanIt reallybe tree that to save ~few doilars sow our government is willing to playthis high-stokes roulette with its
ovenpopulation andlands? The 'what-ifs' are unthinkable and, anwe've seenIn the recent cate of Japan,could become W77-2
'what-mern.we-thinking' at any Slate.Why not vitrify and bury the snastoat stable geologital sites ornitrify it andstore
it aboveground on site, which would eliminate shipping altogether?
The Hanford Reservation, still oneoftue most tonic sitesiv America. wanchosen for the nuclear program becauseof its
remote location. inuisting now that Hanford uhouldbe usedasa shipping destination is absurd, there is en nsay12,000
aedttrrough popuislion centers to Hanford.
insufficiently sealedcnrgoasshould be towed slang our highsnays
environmental problems that baneyet to be addressed.The
The nuclear program has left Hanford with lsssrrendous
reservation restson a morassof contaminated lued andgroundwater that flows into the Columbia River. tiEyou needto
clean-up, critical pollution ositigatian is stilt beingavoidedby
learn the details from we, I'll proelde theml Despite sanme
that wants to ship in another 12,000 truckloads of DTCCsvaste.
Clan
sarsieUSODS

I urgeyou

to pleonsdrop thIs shipping proposal. Therlsktare mach greater than any apparent short teembenefit.

w77-3

Williams, Ruth, Comm enter

mD No. W77 (con t'd)

Thank you foryour corsideration.
Sincerely,
Ruth Williams

Questions about su~bmitting comments over t~heWeb? Contact us at: etccetswebemasteryeanleev or catl the GreeterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W29-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W29-2

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities. Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes will be handled in a manner that is protective of human health and the environment and
in compliance with applicable requirements and regulations (see Section 6.2.9.1). Doses to
workers and the public will be minimized to the extent practical. The methodology used to
estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is based on standard practices that
are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on humans evolves.

Wills. Margaret, Commenter ID No. W29

Prom:"
Sent:.
To:
Subject:

gc¢eiswebntaster@anI.gav
Tuesday, May 17. 201.1 12:$1 PM
0tcceiswebmastert5ani.gov
Receipt: GreateriThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCCI0029

"uthan you for your comment, Margaret WhItl.
The commesit tracking number that :has been assigned to year cOmment Is GTCC1OO29. Please refer to tihe comment
Crackittg number hnati correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment note: May 17, 2011 12:50:57PM CDT"
tGreater-Than.Class-c Low-tlevel Radioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: i5TCCs0O29
1lrst Name: Margaret
Latt Name: Wills
Country: USA

Privacy,Preference: Don't withhold name or address frons public record

Comment Submitted:

Hanford is already leaking into the ground and toward the Columbia tilver.

W29-1

We do not need or want msorewaste in this urea which is eorthquakce and vaicano peace,
The danger of shiping on our highways Is very dungaeeo~s to our tiitient,
W29-2
Iam keeping this brief and to the point.

Qtrestions
about
submitting
comments
overEiS
theWebmaster
Web? Contact
at at:
g•.el •,mysiesr'anl, ov or cell the GreaterThan-Class-c
Low-Level
Radioactive
Waste
at 1030)
252-5705.

Wilson. Nick, Comm enter ID No. T170

2
3
4
MR. WILtSON: Hello.

S

I'm Just --

I can talk

6

loud.

S

Aloha Hligh School,

8

that you gUys will probably disagree with." As of

9

right new,

My name is Nick M/ilson.

I am a student at

and I'm going to say something

V's the only person here who is actually

20

in support of putting mere nuclear wasto at the site.

II

yeah, I know.

22

guys have been saying, and I understand your point of

23

view.

14

and we need to keep that cosv~unity safe and clean.

I$

And I completely agree, but I kind of have a

16

diffetent mind-•set.

27

I've been listening to what all you

You're saying we're from oregon,

a coemni•nty,

I think: of us more as a country as a whole than

10

just oregon as a cosn~unity.

29

waste and something has to be done with it.

20

net really a question.

22

should do with it.

22

good alternative other than send it

23

And as anm Oregonien,

24

hs~eticean.
that's lust sad.

2$

Me have this nuclear
That'S

The question is what we

fmsi no one has really given a
somewhere else.

that sounds great, but as an

t don't soc any reason why we can't -- I'm not

866.488.DEPO
www.Capitaflleport ingCompany.com

T170-1

Comment noted.

Wilson. Nick. Commenter ID No. T170 (cont'd)

wast
|

sa.........................d..ke73ucl.r
.~b'3'~J

I

saying, by any neans, we should take nuclear waste

2

and deep it in a ditch.

3

there is no ZCSscflwe can't build containment

.1

vassals.

Hut

That is even care sad.

we can't actually line our trenches, or we

cant do other things to make sure it is kept safe
but still In uashicgtor..
There is no really easy answer to this problem,

7
S

but just sending it somewhere else definitely is nok

-

the answer at all.

0

It's just 558. hIe'rObettor than

aed its no~ like

I know it's

not great for

IS

that,

II

aeything, but it's also not going to destroy

12

People say they love our clean air end

everything.

.

--

That's not going to go away.

oust

13

beautiful trees.

14

because we have some waste buried upwind of us does

15

not really

16

won't be quite as good, but 1 think for the sake of

--

our country,

37

.

IS

.me.

T170d
(Cent.)

it

is not going to change anything.

we oem handle it.

It

But maybe that's jest

Thank you for listening.

0

1'~

0
I.e

0

John. Commenter ID No. W321

Wojtowicz,

¢jtccoiswebmaster@anLgov
20, 2011 9",29AM
From:
er@anl.gov; 9tccels@anLgov
Monday, June
EISComment GTCC10321
COT
g•cceiswebmast
the comment
From:
gtcceiswebmaater@anl.goV
Radioactive Waste
Sent:
mailgtcceisarchives;
comment.
Low-Level
Wojtowicz.
•efer to
A
E|S.2011..personaLcopy.combinedGTCC10321.dec
ft929
GreaterPJea•e
Sent:
this
Monday.
Greater-lhan-Ciass-C
June
20,
2011
AM
GTCC!0321
To:
'
record
JohnComr'nentsOnGTCCDra
to
the
To:
.maiLgtcceisarchivet gtccei ebmaster@anlgov gtcceit@anLgov
Subject;.
252-5705.
call
relating
Comment:
Subject:
comment,
Grnater-lhun.Ctass-C Low-Level
Gt'CC50321
Attachments•,
Lane09;28;4IAM
n.Rov
or
public Ravicactive WasteElt Comment
John
your
Draft
t
Attachmentm
CommeatsOnGTCC.Drafttl&2011..pcrsonaLcopysombined...GTCC1O32LdOC
ov
for
EIS
2011
(630]
you
from €opy_=:ombined.dee"
correspondence
20,
at
e Waste
ThankTNUSA in allOak
.tunecomment, JohnWoltovict.
Thank you for your
me:
WoJtowicz
Radioactk,
number
initial:
ThecommenttracklngnumberthathasbeeeasstgnedtoyourcommentisGTCC10321.
Date:
address
The
comment tracking
nambertlrat has bonn
referto the comment
tracking
wicz•'•
or aaslgnedto year conanarntis 0TCC10321.Please
Low•Lavel
tracking number
Yellow
in all correspondence relating to thIncomment.
[•tccoisW•!pr•aster@anl.g,
Na
Webmaster
Comment
at:
2011..personal
name EIS
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Comment
Date:Juan20. 2031 09:29:41AM
Knoxville
CDT
ter-Than'.Class-C
37931
7042
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Name;
Contact
Greater-Than.Ctass-C
Low-Level Radioactive
DraftElS Waste SISOratEComment: GTCCIO321
.we)to
withholcl Waste
First
Web?
First
Name: John
Middle
the
Middle
tnitiai:A
Don't
Last
over
Last
Name:
Wojtonalco
j.o.hn
Address:
Address:
7042 fellow Oak
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Radioactive
City;
Cli~
comments
State:Knoxville
CnmmentsOnGTCC
Stote:Th
Preference:
Zip:
Zip:
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submitting
Country:
tow-Level
EmaJh LISA
gmnlh
Privacy ohn.waicomicwwtn.env
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Privacy
Ereference: Don't withhold nameornddress from public record
Attachment:
Attachment: CommentaOaGTCC
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QueJtions
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Woltowicz, John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

Acronyms were reviewed and added to the Acronym list, as appropriate. However, the intent of
the acronym list in the Final EIS was to focus on providing those acronyms that were of most
benefit to facilitate the understanding of the content of the EIS; it was not intended to be all
inclusive. Many abbreviated terms are defined in the adjacent discussion.

Damns nit Review
By:

John lVoj:owicz

Date of Review:

Feberrary 23,2011

1)trcumene Title:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Disposal of
Greater-Than-Class C ~GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste
and OTCC.Like Waste ~DOE/ElS-0375-D~, February 2011,
SUMMARY

Document Number:

l)OIEIS-a3?5-D Summary. February 2011

The editorial comments were reviewed and incorporated into the Final EIS, as appropriate.
Comments requesting clarification were reviewed and incorporated into the Final EIS as
appropriate.

Discussion: See discussion for Comments on Volume 1 foe additional infonnation.
loeleded balow are additional comments, many of on editorial nausea.
Specitle Comments:
Caversheet. Abstract. Porsaraub 1. Last line:
Should the EnergyPolicy Act of 2t105 be included in the 8.8 References?
Oweniheet. Pose 2. Public Comments:
Should the ANOL and NOt be included in the 5.8 References?
Pane s-vii. Line 35:
Should tire National Environmantal l'olicy Act of 1969 be includcd in the S.8 References?
l'ooe .s.si. Rartiaclan t)nse Tent tIns. Paranranlr S Line 3:
Shostid the webaite of the ltrwironmental Protection Agency
(httn:llw~vw.ena.nov/radiationImrderstssd/ealcsrlote.htrs1ll be icchrded irstire S.8
References?
W321-l
Pane S-3: Bottom Rialit 'Firti Box. Line 12:
R.DI)a is not in the list of Acronyrits arrdAbbreviations.
Pane S-4. Line 7:
GAO Iatrotin the list of Acronynra and Abbreviations.
Pane 8-6. Litre 21:
Shorrid the Clean Air Act he inclirded in the Si References?
Pane 8-6. Test Itos:
For completeness, sirosrid OR, ID, WA and NM be includcd in tire Acronyms and Abbreviatiotss?
Pane S-i. Lines 3.4. &7:

The reference list was reviewed against the citations in the EIS and was corrected, as
appropriate. Conventional format holds that public laws are named but not provided as
references. Argonne's default style is largely based on the University of Chicago Style Guide,
whereby, if there are multiple authors of a reference, the last name of the first author is cited,
followed by "et. al.". This is the format followed in this and other EISa.

I

WojtowiczJohn. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

Should the Memorandum on Tribal Consultation, Executive Order 13175, sarI DOE Order 144.]
be included in the 5.8 References?
Pane S-8. Text Box. Lines 3 & 10:
Should 10 CFR 61.55 and 10 CFR 61.7 be included in the S.$ References?
Page S-9. Footnote I:
Should the ease cited here be included in the S.8 References?
Pne 8-9. Footnote 1. lIne 2:
Fed. Cir. is not in the list ofAcronyms and Abbreviations.
Pave S-I0. Line 19:
Although MCi is included in the Units ofhMeasure on pg. 5-vif i., there it is referred toas
megacuries. Here it is referred to as million codes. A member of the general public may not
make this connection.. Perhaps this should be clarified.
.Pave S-t0. Lines 30-31:
In Volume I of the EIS on pages 1-8 (L~ine41) and 1-9 (Line 3&4) Group I wastes are defined
as "Group I consists of waatt• that are either already nt atorage or are expected to be generated
from existing facilities (such as commercial nuclear power plants)." Were it is indicated that
"Group I consists of wastes from currently operating facilities that are either already in storage
or are expected to be generated from these facilities (such as commercial nuclear power plants)."
Are not some of the materials currently in storage from facilities no longer in operation?
.Pane S-10. Footnote 2:
Shtould the Nuclear Wasth Policy Act of 1982 be included in the S.8 References?
Pane S-10. Footnote 2. Line 6:
Sec. in not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviatiotns.
PteS-2x Transuranie fTRUl Waste Text Box..!Line..2:
Perzhaps a nanocurir should he explained somewhcer lo bes billionth ofa curie. This could help
the understanding of the general public.
Pane S-13. Lines 42-43:
Should the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act of 1992 he included in the S.8 References?
pave S-14. Table S-I:
BW~Vlsand PWRe ace not in bthelist of Arronytns and Abbreviations.
Faa~gge
S-Ill. Line 7:
NfIS is not in the list of Acronynms and Abbreviations.
Pane S-28. Line 21:
Shrould CERCLA be included in the S.8 References?

W321 (Cent.)

Woitowicz. John, Commnenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

W321-2

Page 8-40. Table S-3, Columrn 4, Row 1. Paraseranhs I &2:
Sthould SOs, NO.• and d.3A be inctuded in thu list of Acronyms an~dAbbreviat.ions?
Pane.S-41, Table S-3 coat. fohumn 4. Rew L.:
Should L ,and gal. be included in the Units of Measure?
Page S-42. Table 5-3 (cratt.). Mlaxipiuuar loong-Terni Impacts. Alleraiative 2. Lines 0-14:.
Shlould the WIPP EtS C1997) be included in the S.5 References?
Page $-42. Table S-3 coont,Column 4, Row 2:
SWB is not included in the list of Acronymrs and Abbreviations.

EIS represent the range of reasonable
in the
evaluated
and sites
methods
disposalfor
The
of GTCC
LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
alternatives
the disposal
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC ELS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

W321-1
(Cont.)

Pane 8-62. Line 22:
The Pasco, Washington ncecting has been entered twice.
•Pane S-65. Line 13:
Mess in not in the list of Acronyras and Abbreviations..

Docuenart Review
By: .John ii'otowiez

Date of Review:

lFebroary 23, 2011

Document Title:

Draft Eunvironratental Itopact Statemaeut for the Disposal of
Grcater-Thnn-Class C (GTCC) Lowt-Level Radioactive Waste
and GTCC-ILike Waste (DOEIE1S-0375-D), February 2011l,
Voslumec
I.

Dacuntent Number:

DOE/EIS-0375.D February 2011

Discassion: Thank you this opporstutity to review the above cited documrent.
The deeuraent is clearly and welt written. hlowever, a couple of additions might be valuable in
aiding the understanding of the general public. This deals primarily with clarification ofra few
of the terms used in the documen•t. Although an individual familiar wihb the technical nspccts
ofrediation end rudioaefivity would understand tenon serb as cainse,naegacnries, and
nanocorien, someone without a technicai background might gain no real informnation fr'om thcse
terms. Perhaps the addition of usderstandabte analogies would help.
and their
It might also benefit readers if a ebtirt of US vs. intemnational radiation umnita
conversions were included in the documrent.
After a thorough reading of both volumam as well as the Summary of the Draft EIS, a few
questionn atnd~or comments coins• to mind.
A number of the sites should be eliminated from consideration due to Health and Environmental

0
W321 -2
N.

0

0

W321-3

Woitowicz. John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd')

concerns. These inlclude the SRS, idaho, LANL. Hanlord, and soy of the generic commercial
sites considcred in Regions I, 11or Ill. Although Hanford's Health and Environmtenral impacts
may not be as great as the other mentioned sites, at Hanford the many' eights of the Native
Americans in that ares must ise seriously considered.
Regarding thc best method for disposal of the GTCC and GTTC-Iike wrastes, it appears that for
activated metals end possibly sealed source irradiators (because of their high activity levels), the
best option would be a deep depositary with the possibility of using the borehole method. The
remainder of the tstaed sources, as well as the other waste could, it appears, be securely
dispositioned in either a boreltote, trench, or vault. It also appears from the available analyses
thtat thseleast potcntial for cnvironmsental and htustn impacts w,,ould occur if the waestes were
disposit.ioned either at the NNSS or the WttPP and/or WIP' Vicinity. Considering other
variables. thte\VIPP sud/or WIPI' Vicinity-might be preferable.. As stated in ItheEIS, Nevada
historiestly baa a greater likelihood of seismic events than doss tlte WIPP and/or WIPP
Vicinity. Also to be seriously considcred see concerns stated in the Native American narratives.
Several valid points are made there regarding the necessity to property observe the governmentto-government relationship betwcen the various Tribes ansdthe DOE, the gross snteretainties of
climatic variration over a period of I 0,000+ years, the hmethods used to evaluate Health and
Environmnntal Justice basedj on the¢life style led by Native Amric~lans, sad the rights of Native
Americans for reasonable accesa to Sacred and Culturally Significant sites. Based on Native
American concerns, it appears that the WIPP and/or WIPP vicinity would be the preferable of
the two altcrnalivce sites (i.e., NN',SS vs. WIP'P and/or \VIPP vicinity.

W321-2
(Coot.)

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico Stale Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011I, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011I,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

W321-3

Iw32t-4

W321I-4

Accordirtg to the infornatation and data given in the gig, other locations (generic consasesoial)
might be acceptable for dispoaitioning ofthe waste; however, serious consaideration would have
to~be given so h ealth and.Ertswionmental E~ficets, as well as th•erights of Nativte Americants.
A final eoomment regarding long-teem maintenance of the disposal site(s) is lbs idea ofa 500
year period before signiticant deterioration of the waste entombment begins. In terms 0f which
method of dlisposal might be most stable, it appears logical that from most to least stable would
follow the sequence: deep depository, borchole, trench, vault. The failure would also logically
ocesur more quickly inna wet rother thqn a drier climate. Regardless, how was the 500 year
period decided upon. Mvost likely it was arrived at through modeling, bringing into question the
validity antdaccuracy of the model. Also, regarding the asstumption that grouting of the other
waste is expected to tstbilit'e the atestrial
for at least 500 years, again the question arises as to
the reliability and accuracy of the model Ltssed
for this detconninstioa.
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Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOE
considered this text for Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensure
consistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be
made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site location
and method, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed, including appropriate
analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes.
However, the information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of
the preferred alternative presented in this EIS. The information provided in the narratives for
Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
expended by the various tribes in supporting this HIS process.

Included below sre additionel eormnenta, many of an editorial nature.
Specific Commentst
Pare lv-Patro lviii. Naltaian. Acronymsr andt Ahhreviationns
T'he followinsg Acfonyms/Abbrevialions arc sot uaed in Volume 1: AEA, ASTDR, CWA, DOD,
DOlt-NV, GIS, GSA, tMlI, NNSA/h1SO, NTS SA, SD\WA, TDEC3, TRAGIS, TSCA, srtd
TVA.

Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

W321-5
W321-6

The ELS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplify'ing assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the HIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC HIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.
In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration fr'om the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
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measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Ilike wastes.

Pa*,e lh'
'gpd' is not seed in Votunmel of the document. 'gaild' is. however, tused insseveral places in
the Volume.
;ml' is no0tused in Volsume I of thtedocusentea.
'MW' mseaning reegawatI(s) is trot used in Volume I of the document; however, 'Mw.' meaning
moment magnitude is used.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

Pane lix: Units_0f Measure. Melt
It mtight ho htelpf~ulhereto clarify thsat nmegaeuries =million curies. Although individuals
familiar withsthose designations may understand megoesuries, the general public may not.
Poanl xliii: Amnhibian DefInition:
It umigist
be helpful to indicate that we arc desling heme with primarily frogs and salansanders,
Page lxiv. Atomie Energy Cnmission Definitionn Line 7:
ERDA is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of altemnatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at
the F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an
effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after
10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.

Pane lxvil,Bes Masnagement Praetices Definition:
BIMPs ace nut inceloded in the Aeronynsa atsd Abbreviations.
Pain, lxxi. Conformuity Definition:
Would this dlafinition be clearer if"Dnfincd in lihr Clean Air Ad as
5 le action's compliaunc•"
were changed to something like 'Defined in the Clean Air Autoas a federal action's compliance'?
Page lxx'xii. flazardant Air Pollutants Deftnition:
HAl's is not included in the list of Acronyms atsd Abbreviations.
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Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the longterm modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

Page lxxxli, Htith Level Waste Definition:
ttl.W is not in tho lint ofAcronyms and Abbreviations.
Page lxxxiii. hlydraulic StIeadDefinitlont:
N'AVugg is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pate lxxxvi. Mloniude
O(f ni, enrth~nuakeet Definition:
ML, rob, Ma. and Mw are not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

Pane I-Il. Lines 6-8:
Shotld Code ofl'ederat Regsloaor~ar (10 CIR Part 61). "Licensing Requiretmets fat Land
Disposal of Radioactive Waste." Be Included in the Chapter 1 References?
Pane t1-l. Lines 14-15"
Should c•omeladication ho given iliat a synopsis of the Act cited here can ho found in Chtapter 13
of the documsent?
Pace l-l, Line 21:

W321-6

See response to W321-1
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See coinmertt on Page l-l, Lines 14-15 above.
Pace 1-I. Litres 35.40.:
See comment on Page 1-1 Linea 14-IS above.
Pafe 1-2 Linses 9-I I:
Should a wfi~renee to this NOI be included in the Chapter 1 References?
Pace 1.2. Line 17:
See comment otnPage f-l, Lines 14-15 above.
Price 1-.2 Lines 40-41:
See cotmment on Page 1.1k Linee 14-IS above.
Pa~e 1-3., Ltnes 4-5: "
See commteniton Page !1-1, Lines 14-1S above.
pace 1-3. Lines 41-42:
See comment on Page 1-I, Lines 14-15 above.
.Pace1-3. Lines 42-45:
Sirouild thia report be jneluded in the Chrapter 1 References?
Pace !-6. Foatnote_ a:
Should a list of all these Radianuclidea he included ia the preliminary materia as ia done fhr the

Sunsmar Doctnatea (se page S-viii)?
.Pace 1-7. Tranurraie Waste Test Blax. Lines !10& 13:
Should reierenem' for 40 CFR Part 191 and 10 CPR Part 61Ibe included hathe Chapter I
References?
Pagggj7 Footnote I:
cited in the footnote he included in the Chapter 1 Referenecas?
Should a reference for tlte casem
Pace I-S. Footnote 2. Line I:
13s f
Should some intdication be given here that a synopais of the LLIWPAA sistobe tarrd in Chapteer
Vatame 2?

1'ceI-Sine 41l: Rate 1-9 (.inses 3& 4): Paice 1-9. Two Waste (GroupsText Boxs:
Tie deecriptions here of Group I wastes leave acme confusion. Go pages 1-8 and 1-9 the
impression is given that any material in storage and material to be generated in the futture from
lt the material already in
existing facilities are considered Grottp I.- In lihe text box it indicela tha
storage taustl be from existing facilities. Are aorte of the materials in storage from foraerldy
existittg facilitiea? in any evettt the two definitions sihould be adjusted to eliminate arny
confosion.
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Pnce 1:-9.Lines 22-26:
See comnmeat for Pace 1-6, rootnote a:.
.Pane 1-12. Linies 13-14:
See coetmenton Page I-i, Lines 14-15 saove.
Pac~e 1-17. Line 7:
Should CsCI be included in the list of Acro~ynsa and Abbreviations?
Pa~e "1-23. Line 25:
is not in the list of Acronyms sod Abbreviations.
MME1V1S
Pace l-24,Line 2S:
Shouild 'four regions' be 'four NRC regions'?
Pace 1-27. L~ines 17-18:
Should "The Consultation end Cooperative Agreement with the Stste of 18 New Mexico (1981)"
be included in,the Chapter 1 References?
'
Pace 1-31. Lines_ 14-16:
Should it be indicated here that the Draft Tank Closure ETS is included in the Chapter 1

References?
Pace 1-31. ine 23: .(Coot.)
Should it be included htere theta synopsis of CERCLA is available in Chapter 13?

P'ace 1..33. Line. 12:
Should SWPP be WIPP??

Pace 1-40. Li'nes 26-33: .
Should re•feacncee for CEQ. ANOI and NOI be included in lthe Chapter 1 References?
Pace 1-,40. Line 32."
ANt)! is not included in the list of Acno~syos and Abbreviations.
Pace 1-43. Line 36:
HeOss is not in the llat of Acronyms sod Abbreviations.
Pace 1-43. Line 42.:
Should some indicatlita be given htera that a synopsis of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 is
available in Chapter 13 of Volutme 2?
Pace 1-46. Line 23:
\VVDP is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
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Prgc -,Lines4& 5:
Thle Draft Tank Closure EIS is included in the Chapter 1 References as DOE 2009 and should ha
cited here at such.
Pane 1-47. Line It0:
101: is not included in the list sfAcreuyrns and Abbreviations. Furthermore, itdaoesnot appear
to be defined as the Integrated Disposal Facility anywhere except on page F-36 of Volume 2.
Pace 1-47 L nes.11-16:
Should tihetettlement sgrcomrnt or the 2004 EtS mentioned here be iucluded in the Chapter I
Referenees?
P'ace 1-47.1 inee 4-40l:
Should asoeaindication be given here that a synopsis of the Clears Air Act is included in Chapter
13 of Volume 2?i
Page 1.-48.Line 12:
Should some indication be given here that a synopais of this DOE Order is included in Chapter
13, Volume 2?
Pane 1-48. Line 23:
Should indication of synopsesitt Chapter 13, Volwme 2 be given?
•Page l..48. Lines 34-39:•
Should indication of synopses in Chapter 13, Volume 2 be given'?
P.ce 1-53 LIines 32.38:
It would be more appropriate here to list all the authors) ofthe cited article. It's alright to cite the
article as 'X, ci sI.', bot improper to not liet all authors in the reference.
LEiU is not inlthe list of Acronymsa end Abbreviations.
Pace 1-53 ILine 45.:
The link given here doe not lead to the publication..
Pace 1-54 Line]1:
It would be mare appropriate here to list all thle authors of the cited article. It's airight to cite the
article so'X, cet l.', but improper to not list all authors in the references.
Pace 1-54 Lines 36 & 38:
HIA is not included in the list of Acroynysa and Abbreviations.
Atso, the) lin given on Line 38 doe.s not work.
Pace 1-5.6 Line 7:
The link given here doe~s
not work.
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Page 2-1 Line 20:
Should a reference be included in the Chapter 2 References for 10 CFR Parts 60 and 63?
Pane 2-5 Line 9:

Shonld some indication be made that a synopsis of the Act is to hiefound in Chapter 13, Volume
2?/
Page 2-5 Line 10:
Should a reference for this Agreement bc ineluded in thc Chapter 2 References?
6

Pa're 2-6 Line 3 :,
Should ott-site-specific" be 'on slite-specific'?
Page 2-8 L~ine 40:
Should a reference for the NOl be included in thn Chapter 2 References?
Page 2-9 Lines 3:4:
DOE 2010 is included itt the Chapter 2 References. It may bo appropriate to cite that reference
here.
Pane 2.9 Line 28:
Should Fedl~iz'Opps be included in the Chapter 2 References?
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Pane 2-10 Litne 24:
Should COz be included in the list of Acronynas end Abbreviations?
Page 2-1I. Line 3:
.
Should 0, be included in thre list of Acronyms end Abbreviations?
Pane 2-17. Line 1 1:
Should Kea be inctuded in the list of Acronyirts and Abbreviations?
Page 2-22. Lines It &, 13:
Should these two OFI~a be included in the Chapter 2 References?,,
Page 2.30. Last Cetlnmn. Lines 6 &'7:
Should some indication he given that a synopsis of the NHPA is given in Chapter 13 of Volume
"';
2?
Pane 2-32. Last Calunmn, LineC,:
Should sonic indiention he givant that a synopsis af the NH-PA is given in Chapter 13 of Volume

r

& 12:
Pane 2-33. Fourth Columnta Secant] Paragncaph. Lines 11
Should the LISFWS's opinion he nicluded tn the Chapter 2 References?

..
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P.Pne 2-33. L-st Cohnlus Lincs 5 &.6.'
Should some indieation be given that a synopsis ofithe NHPA is given in Chapter 13of Volumne
2?
Pane 2-34. Last Column. Line 13:
Should asome
indication be given that a synopsis of the NH-PA is given in Chapter 13of Volume
2?
Page 2-40. Column 4. Row 1:
NA is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane 2-42. Feottnete hi.Line 1:
Shoutd 40"CFR Parts 191 and 194 be included in the Chapter 2 References?
Pane 2-59. Line t0:
Should 10 CFR Part 61 be included in the Chapter 2 Referenceal
P~ane
2-59. Line 19:.
See commoent for P'age2-59. Line 10:. above.
Pagne 2-59. Line 31:
Shosld 10CPR Parts 60 & 63 be included in the Chapter 2 References?
Pane 2-62..,Lite t7•:
See comment for Pane 2-59. Line 10O:above.
Page 2-65. Line 10:'
Should 'four regiona of the Untited States' read "f'our NRC regions of the Unitud States'?
pane 2-66. Lines 13-14:
Since this docutuent is•included in the Chapter 2 References, wouldn't it be more appropriate to
cite it as sotnething like "...the TC&WM CIS (DOE 2009)f"?
l'agee2-68, 1Lines
14. t7 & 33:
It wvould
be nmore
appropriate htere to list all tha authors of the cited article. It's alcight to cite the
article as 'X, et al.'. but improper to slot list alt authors in the reference.
P'ane 3-2. Line 20:
Should 10 CFR 61 be included in the Chaptrr 3 References?/
pane 3-21. Lines 19-21:
The nsa-inclusion of the sources recovered by GTRI/OSRP is list really discussed in Section
3.1; it is, however, discussed in Section 1.4.1.2 Sealed Sources,
Pane 4-2. Line 13:
Should this agreement be ineladed in ttheChaptcr 4 References?
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Pacce4-2. Line 23:
Should some indication be given that a synopsis of thils Act may h.otband in Chapter 13?
Pace ,1-6. Line 25:
D)RZ is not included in thelist of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page 4-11. Line 32:
Should MgO be included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations?
Pace 4-11. Line 35:
CP1R is not: included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace 4-Il. Linen 41-43:
Should 40 CFR Parts 191 and 194 and 10 CFR Part 61 be included in tha Chapter 4 References?
Should some indication hagiven that synopses of the two DOll Orde.cs are to be found in
Chapter 13of Vohune 2?
Should "DOE/EH 0173T, "Environmental Regulatory Guide 14 for Radiological liffluent
Monitoring attd Environmetntal Surveillansce" be included in the Chapter 4 Refercnces?
.W321-6
35:':
•15,l~ia
Pa•
35:(Cost.)
Lin
Pace4-15
Should "provides" be 'provido'?
Also, should the CAAA b•eincluded it thleChapter 4 References?
Page 415,'Line 40:
Should somte iadication be given hero that a synopsis ofthiti Code is given in Chapter 13,
Volumet 2?
Pa.cae4-16, Lines 3-6:
Should CO, SO2, and NO5 be ineluded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations'?
Pate 44l6.Line 15: .
sir regelations approiprintely anodinchtde thc reference in the
Why not cite the New Mv1xico
Chapter 4 References?
'
Page 4-16. Line 18:
112S is not inehlded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page 4-18. Foalnote a. i~fne2:.
FAt is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviatiotts.
Pae.8. Line 4:'
Should 40 CFR 8 1.312 be ittcluded in the Chapter 4 References?
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Page 4-IS. L~ines 30.31 :
ff40 CFR gI (see abovecommcaru) is included in the Chapter 4 References, theocitation in the
above comment and the two here on tineS 30 arod31 would be :overed.
PaP.v
e 4-23. Lines, 4. 17. 26. 35. 45: Pare ,1-24. Line 5:
Powers (2009) is not included in the Chapter 4 lie ferenres,
Pace 4-23. Line 16.:
Should "surface water" used here be 'groundwater'?
Pace 4-25. Line 28:
,
NMEMRD is not included in tihelist of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace 4-26 Line?7:
See comment Psee 4-23. Lines 4.11.•26. 35. 45: Pale..4-.24. Line 5:.
Pace 4-31, Line 3:
Should 40 CFR. Part 191 he inetued in the Chapter 4 Referances?
Fuse 4-31. Line 15:....
Should 40 CER Part 61 be included in the Chapter 4 Rcferenees?
Pane 4-31. Line 38: ''(Cont.)
Should some indication be given that a synopsis ofthis DOE Order is available in Chapter 13of
Volume 2?"
Fuse 4-33. Paree 4-34. Tuahlo 4.2.5-1:
Aqoileghs ehssp!lnei: .4qulegia chrysanram var. chopllnef is the currently accepted nlame.
Eenpidance eroldii extitmss should he Empidonox lrailufi rxtbnnls
P~ace •4-3•4.
Footnotes:
Should C, B, SC, SE, SSC, ST, and Theo included in the ]Itatof Acromnyms and Abbreviations?
Pace ,1-45, Line 15:
BINSF is not in the list of Aeronyms and Abbreviations.
Puce 4-49. Line 10:
Should 40 CFRlPart S1 be included in the Chapter 4 References?
Pace 4-50. Line 28:
See comment Pacfe 4-49. Line 10:, abcove.
Pace 4-57. Line 4:
Shostld 10 CFR Part 835 be included in the Chiapter 4 References?
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24-27:
4"60,CLines
Pane
191 and 194 be included in thc Chapter"4 References?
FR Parts
Should140
Pane 4-61. Lines 8-9: ,
Should 49 CFR 173 and 10 CFR7I he included in the Acronyms and Abbreviations?
Pane 4-74. Table 4.3.11-I. F~oatnote h:
NA is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations. Also ioloe that NA in used in Table 2.7-3,
Page 2-41 in Footnote a to meanm not analysed'.
Pane 4-75. Line 30:
Should 40 CFR 1508 ho included in th~eChapter 4 References?
Paee 4-77. Line 9:
Should some indication he given here that a synopsis of the WIPP LW/A is available in Chapter
13, Volume 2?
P ane 4-77. Lines' 18-20:
Should this agreement be included in the Chapter 4 References?
aoec4-77. Line 26:
of the LLR\VPAA les boe found inChapter 13of
Shoutld some indication he given here that a synopsis
;
:(Cant.)
2?
Volum
iPaae 4-77, Lines 32.33:
Shtould this agrreinsent be included in the Chapster 4 References?
Psee 4-77. Lines 34. 41-42. 44: Paue 4-78. Line 71
Sec conmment Pane 4-77. Line 9:.
Panze 4-77. Line 46: Psee 2-78. Lines 2-4:
Sec comment Page 4-77, Lines 32-33;.
Pane 4-78. Line.s 13-14: Linen 32-33: Linen 3•-3.7.:
The link does not work.
Pane 4-78. Linen 16. 23. 27:
All the authors of thsese papers shtould be liste~dhero.
Pane 4-_79.Line 2:
The link does nut work..
Pane 4-79, t.iae 30:
Thifs link comsueetn to the WIPP 2006 Annual Site Enviroanmental Repsil not the 1997

Supplentental EIS.
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Pane 4-81. Lines.12-13:
The link does not work.
page 4-81, Line 18:
All the authors for this reference should he listed here.
Pane 4-82. Lines 5. 39. 42•
All the authors should be listed for these references.
Pane 4-83. Lines 1. 4.33:
All the austhors should he listed for these references.
Psae 4-43. Lines 40-41. 44:
The linkcsdo not work•.
•p ale 4-84. Lines 4-5, 8--9:
"he links do not work,.
'Pane 4.84. Line 32:
NEIC is not in the list of Acronyms asid Abbreviations.
Paee 5-21. Sources:
Should 40 CER 52.21" be included in the Chapter 5 References?
'
"
Pane 5-21. Pootnotee:
P & S are not inclutded itn the list of Acrottnts end Abbreviations.

Page 5-22. Liute 2:
AQRV is not in the list of Acronytns and Abbreviations.
Page 5-22, Line 10:
Should the Clean Air Act Antetdntents ha included in the Chapter 5 References?
Page 5-22. Lines 16-17;
Should EPA's 1999 Regiottal tHaze Rule he included in the Chapter 5 References?
Page S-22. Lines 23-24:
Should 40 CFR Parts S1 and 93 be included in the ChapterS5 References?
'pane 5-22. Lines 45-46:
Should 40 CFR Part 61 he included in the Chapter 5 References?
Pane 5-23. Lines 28.29:
Shteuld sonte indication be included here ithata synopsis of the Noise Control Act of 1992 is
available in Chapter 13. Volume 2?
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Slhould the "Quiet Communities Act of 1978, 42 USC. Parts 4901-4918" be included in the
Chapter 5 References?
l'aoe 5•-24.Lines 9 & 13':
included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
PPV and I.,. are n~ot
Pane 5-33. Line 14:
Should sonme indication be givent here that a synopsis of the Endangered Specie,, Act is availabale
in Chapter 13, Volume 2?
Pane 5-'33. Linle 22:
NMFS la not anthe list of Acronytts and Abbreviations.
PanIe 5-34. Line 40:
Should sonme indication begiven bher that a synopsis of this Exccutive Order is available in•
Chapter" 13, Volume 2?.
Page 5-35. Calumn 3, Last Row':
NE is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Par'e 5-41. Lines 30-31:.
Should a eefercnee Lotthe National Register of Pliatorie Places be included in the ChapterS$
Rekcnees?
Should some indication be given here that n synopsis of the NIIPA is available in Chtapter 13,
Volurne2?
Pane 5-41, Line 4th
Should 36 CFR. Part, 800 be included in the Chapter 5 References?
Ppae 5-42. Counmn S, Rowse4&5:
AUPA and ARPA are not ineladed its the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pnae 5.44. Line 46:,
Blames et al. 1977 is not in the Chapters. References.
Pace 5-47. Lines 15-16:
Shottld a reference for the EPA Announcement be included in the Chapter S References?
Psaee 5-47. Line 25-26:.
Should IlsO, CH4, andN20 be included in tihe list of Aerotryts and Abbreviatioxts?
'
Pane 5-53. ILitue31:
Should 10 CFR Part 835 be itncltded in the ChapterS5 Refer ences?
Pane 5-63. Line .25:
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Should I10CFR Part 61 be included in the Chapter 5 References?
Page 5-65. Lines 43-45:'
Should "increase" here be 'decrease'?
Page 5-69. Lines 24-25:
Should some indication be given here that synopses of these two DOE Orders arc given in
Chapter 13. Volume 2;I
Page 5-74. Line 13:
NAS is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page 5-74. Line 39:
Should 73 FR 45029 beincluded in the Chapter 5 References?
Pate 5-75

L 2: lne

:..

Should some indication be given that 'asynopsis of this Executive Order is given in Chapter 13.
Volume 2?
Page 5-77. Line 36:

The scientific name for elk should be Cers'ue claphus,
Page 5-.1Lines 44,5:
Should "49 CFR 173.441 (Radliation Level Limitatiosns) end 10 CFR 71.47 (External Radiation
Stantdards for.All Peckagesy' be included in rtheChapter 5 References?
Pae..e5-89, Line 16:'"
Should 40 CFR 1508.7 be inc¢luded in the Chaptcr 5 References?
Page 5-90. Table 5.3.11-2. Last Colnmn. Secunri Ross. Line S:
RTC is not itsthe list of Aerotsyms and Abbreviations.
Page 5-90. Tablse 5.3.11-2. ColumnsFour. L~astRow. i!ine 6: Last Colunnm Last Row. l~ine

5:
CRWSS in not in thlelist of Acronyms and Abbreviations,
RLWTF1
is not in the list of Aer'onyn~s and Abbreviations.
Pagee5-91, Tabsle 5.3.11-2. Column'2. Second Rows.Line 6:
CSWTF is not in thlelist of Acranynrs otsd Abbreviations.
Pane 5-94, Line 3:
Should 10 CFR Purl 61 be included in the Chaspter S References?
Page 5.96. Line 11:
Should a reference for DOE P 454.1 be included in the Chapter 5 Refereences?

W321-6
(Coot.)

W~jtowicz• John, Coinmenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

P-ane 5-96. Lines 40-41:

link duds not work.
rThe

Pune 5-97. ILine 13:
All authors should be Liven3for this reference.
Panle 5-99, L~ines 1.26.36.43:
All authors should be. liste~dhero for each of these references.
Pane 5-100. Lines I.4.33:
All autthors should be listed hero for each of these references.
Psoce 5-101. Lines 39 &'43:
All authors should be listed hero for esch of lthesereferences.
_•~e5102 Lines & 2t:
All authors should be listed here for each of thcse referen•ees.
Page 5-102. Lines 18-19:.
The link here will work if "html" is ehanged to '.htan'
Paine 5-102. Line 42:
The link does not wvork.
Pane 6-5, Line 41.-44:(Cn.
Should some indication be: given hero that a synopsis of the CAA is available in Chspter 13,
Volume 2?
Also, should "W'asluingfonAdmninistrolive Code 42 ('aAC) 173-401-200(I 9)" he ineleded in the
list of Choptrr 6 References?
Should IlhoAir Permit be included in the Cihapter 6 References'?
PaLe 6-7•..Lines 18 & 24:.
Should NI-l3 sandCCI4 be include.d ii: Itie lise of Aeronyms and Abbrevistions?!
Paie 6-9. Text Itox. Paragraph 4. Line 2:
F.RDF is not in the list. of Aeronyms snd Abbre~vintions.
P~ane 6-10. Line 5:
Should VWAC173 be included in thle Chapter 6 References?
Pae 6-10. Line 13:
Should 40 CFR lii he included in the Chopter 6 Refieres?¢:•
P~ane6-12. laine 12:

W2-

Wojtowicz. John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

EDNA is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page 6-14. Lines 7. 8 12!
Should references be included in the Chapter 6 References for lire Skagitll-lnford Nuclear Power
Plant c hsaratcrizarion, the Basalt waste Isolation Project atudy and the New Production Rceator
flIS?
page 6-23. Teet Biox. Line 2:
OWL is net in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pape 6-27. Line 23:.
Should tO CER Port 1022 be included in the Chapter 6 References?
Pane 6-34. Test Blax. Paragraph I * Line 3: Paranraph 2. Line 1:
EWS in not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
CCP is not included in the list of Acronyms oald Abbreviations.
Page 6-34. Linle 19:
Should CaCOs be included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations?
Page 6-39. Linen 37;40:
Would travel times for groundwater from the 200 Arecato the Columbia River not increase rather
than decrease dute to the reduced hydraulie gradient?
.Page6-40, Lines 8-9:
TEDF and S;ALIDS are not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pan3e 6-42. Test Box. Lines I & 5:
OU and CLUP are not in the list of Acronyms snd Abbreviations.
Page 6-42. Table 6.1.3-1. Serond Coiumn. Title:= Column I Entries:
DWS is not in the list of'Acrotryms anti Abbreviatioas.
TCE, TCM and PCE are not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pagse 6-43. Line 21:
Should some indication be given here that a synopsis of DOE Order 5400.5 is available in
Chapter 13of Volume 2?
Pane 6-46. Line 5:
Should 40 CER. Part 61 be included in the Chapter 6 References?
Page 6..46. l.ine 18:
Should 10CFR Part 835 be included in the Chapter 6 References?
Page 6-47. Paragrapsh 1. Lines 3-4:

W321-6
(Coot.)

Woltowicz. John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

Should some indication be given at least inna footnote to clarify what reference Ilarper and Harris
cright be? it might also ho ucefitl to add this referenee to tite Chapter 6 Referetnces.
.Page 6-48. Line 18:
WDFW is not in tihe list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

w321-6
(Cent.)

Pare 6-49. Line 14:
The currently accepted natne for O. hymenoides is Achnatherum hymenoldas.
Puge 6..49. Line 35:
is tha crirtetrtly accepted name for threelk.
Cervis elopismts
line t5r
Pace 6-511.
Anrmodrwrrus .aovannofaun should be Atmnaorlrntts oovannrarlm."
•
:
1'ae 6-50•Lice 18_.
Centrocerecus urophrasisanns is currently accepted name for the Western Sage Grouse.
Pane 6-501.Linse 40:
The accepted tname for thre Basin~spadefoot load is S~oa intormontana.
.Page6-50. Line 40:
The accepted name for the Wersternt toad in Anaxyrus boreas.
Page 6-50, Line 40-41:
The areepted name for WVoodhouse's toad is Anaxyrus woodhoutsil.
P*age 6-52, Table 6.1.5-1:
Anagallis moinima in the accepted name ror Chaffreed.
Tite accepted nanme for Desert Evening Primrose ja Oenotheraprimiveris.
The accepted caane for Fuozytongue penstemon it Penstemon eriantherus.
The acceepted name for rosy pussypawvs in Cistanthe rosea.
The accepted antoe for Spreading totflingea Loeflingia.tqnarrosa sap. sqzrerrosca
Thle accepted name for White BlufPs Btladderpod is Les quoralla tuplashensis.
Tire accepted name for the shortf~aee !aex, in Ffsherola nuttalli (note only one IJ.
Tihe accepted come for the Lecopard dare is Rhinichthys falcatus.
SPace 6-53. Table 6.1.5-I :
The accepted name for the Mountain saicker is Catostomuts platyrhynchtms.
Tire accepted name for thc River Lrumprey ic Lampetra ayresii
The accepted name tbr •lheWecstern 'Toad is Acnaxyros boreas.
The acoepted name for the White Pelican is Pelecanus etythrorhynchos.
pgec 6-54. Footnote a:
SCa, SM. ,. and X are not in tire Acronyms and Abbreviations.[W2-

W321-7

W321-7

Revised per comment.

W321-8

See response to W321-1

Wojtowicz•'John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

Pa~er6-70. Line 10:"
SR is not in the list of Aeronynsa and Abbreviations.
pare.6-72. Line 36:
RL and PNNL arc not in the list of Acronyms sandAbbreviations.
Pane 6-72. Line 40±
DQE-RL and PA are not in the list of Arronymsa arid Abbreviations.
Pa~e 6-'72. Line 40:..
Should a reference to Ilie Ptogrammstio Agreement be included in the Chapter 6 References?
Pane 6-78 'Line 13:
.
Should 40 CFR 81.348 be included in the Chapter 6 Refercnccs?
2

Patee6-9 . Line l1:
The accepted name for Charadr~use vociferonusis Charadrius vociferous (note the lark of an 'o' in

vociferus),
Pane 6-96. L~ine 46: Pane 6-97, Line 1:
Should references for 49 CFR 173 and 10 CFR 71 ho included in the Cltapter 6 References?

Pane 6-102. Line 26:.

.

Should some indication be given here that a synopsis of the NHIPA is available in Chapter 13 of
Volume 2?
Pane 6-106. Line 14:
•See contient Pane 6-1102. Line 26: above.
Pane 6-!11., Section 6.5:
Should a referenre for th~ecited agreenrent be placed in thu Chapter 6 Referenctes?
Shtould a reference for 74 FR 67189 be ineluded in the Chapter 6 Re fe~rence?
Should a reference for the ROD mentioned here be included in the Chapter 6 References?
?ane 6-1l1. References. AMA 2006:
Thc link does not wvork.

All the attthors need lo be listed here for Barnes, J.D.. etali., Bilysad, G.R., at at., and Blew, R.D..
ct aL.
.Pane6-112. Diekt. N 1999: DOC 20118:

The links rdonot work.

Pane6-113

W3(Cot.)
(at

Wojtowicz, John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

All the authors need to be listed here for Downs J.L., et al., end Duncan, J.P., et a!.
Pace 6-113. EPA 2008b':
The link does not work.

All the authors need to be listed here for Harteran, M.J. et si., Hoitiok, D.3., et 01., Kennedy, E.
etaol., snd Moe-ay. Ci., ci eL.

Alt the authors need to be listed here for Postos, T.M., Ct at. (2006), Pastas,'ILM., eta!. (2007),
Pastan, T.M., etaol. (2009), and Rohay. A.C2.,et al.
Pace t6-11. U.S. IBureau off/ Cienaensu.2008c: UlSDA. 2008:.
The lintks do not work,.
Pace 6-117. WDI)W .2009:
The link dora not work.
Pase 7-3. Figure 7.1.1-1L Note:
ANL-W is not in the list of Acronyme end Abhrevietions.
.W321-8
Pa~e 7-4. Line 46:
Should thi CAAA ho included in the list of Acronyms ond Abb0reviations?
Pace 7-5. Line 27:
Shoutd sotne indicatinis be given here thot a synopsistrcference is given for Idaho Administrative
Procedures Act [IDAPA] 51.01.01 in Chapter 13, Volumne. 2?
Po~ec 7-S. Line 33.:
Shoutd a reference for 40 CFR It he included inathe Chapter 7 References?
Pace 7-7, Line 16:
Should 40 CFR 11 be included in the Chapter 7 References?
Pace 7-to. Figure 7.1.2-1. Lecend:
tEtl,-1, MFC and TAN are nor is thse list of' Acronyms and Abbreviatioes.
Pace 7-15. Line 3:
WCFS is not in thxelist of Acronyms cart Abhreviations.
Pace 7-20. nire 7.1. 3-2. I.egend. Waler 'fable Contnour. 1ines 2 & 4:
NGVD is not in the list of Acronyms end Abbrevistions.
Shoutd Liotdholni and others. 19S8 he inchuded in the Chapter 7 References?
Pace 7-22, F lsare 7 1L3-4. Source"

(Cont.)

Wojtowicz, John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

Is D0OE 2000 indicated here the same as the reference included in Chapter 7 References?
Should DOll 2004 mentioned here be included in thc Chapter?7 References?

IW321-8

I(Cont.)

Pane 7-26. Lines 5. 10:
Thse accepted annmefor the elk in C'ermes elaphusa.
The accepted annme for Myotisa ciliofabrsm is Afyotis Ieibiih
Pane 7-27. Line 20:
The accepted name for Towecend's big-eared hat is Plecotus townsend/i.
Pane 7-28. Table 7.1.5-1: Pane 7-29. Footnotes:
The accepted iteme for the nsarrowleaf Oxytheca is Oxytheca dendroidea.
The accepted name for the Spreading gills is Ipomopsls polycladon.
The accepted name for the Long-billed curlew is Nuumenlus amaericanus.
Sec commnstc
for Page 7-27. Line 20: regardinag Townsend's big-eared bat.
See comment for Page "/-26. Lines 5. 10: for Western small-footed Myotis.
EXPN, 5P2 and UR are not in the list of Acronymas and Abbrevintions.
Pane 7-32. Line 29:
The phrase "...Ceansu data for the year 200 sandfrom CEQ) guidelines (CBQ 1997." shendd
read '..Canssas data for the year 2000 and from CIIQ) guidelines (CEQ 1097).'
l~gg~e-40, Table 7.1'.9-i Title Line, 1 LIne 3:
AADT is not in the lint of Acronyma and Abbreviations.
CRMO lanol in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviationls.
Pa c7-It. Lines 18-19:"
Should the Carny Land Ace of 1894 and die Desert Reclamation Act of 1902 he included in the
Chapter?7 References?
Pange 7-43. Line 10t:,W310
Should 40 CPR 81 be included in the Chapter 7 References?
Pare 7-61. i,ines 41-42:
Should 49 CPR 173.441 and 10 CFR 71.47 he included in the Chapter?7 References?
Pane 7-68. ti~ne 27:
Should "under Alternatives 3 and 4" he aunder Alternatives 3 through 5'?
Pane 7-70. lare 31:'
Here it indicates that in the peak year lean than .5% of vacant housing would be required;
however, on Page 7-58, Lines 17-18, it indicates thet no mere then 2% of the vacant housing
would he required. Which la the better number and shouldn't its rise he consiateat?

W321-9

W321-9

Revised per comment.

W321-10

See response to W321-1.

Wojtowicz, John. Comm enter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

Pane 7-72. Lines 7. 13. 39:
ICDF is not in lhs list of Acronyms sod Abbrcviations.
AMWTP is not in Ithe list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
RP'S is sot in ths list of Acronyms and( Abbreviations.
P.oen 7-15. Table 7.5-1 (Cont.), ColUtan 3. Row 1. Line 2:.
LDR is not in the list 0f Acronyms and Ahhroviations.

All authors should be listed for ths following references: Ac~kerman, DL., et at.; Anderson, S.R..
et al.; tierenbrork, C., et al.; Black, G., et aI.; Blew, R.D., :t al.; Braun, L.B., et at.; Cahn, L.S., Ct
sI.; and Clawson, K.L., or al..
P'aee7-76,Lines 9-I0:
The link does not work.
Page 7-16. Line 46..
The link does not work.
Pane 17-7. Line 26..
The capabilities of this search alte only extlend back 365 days. Is petting in Ihe 'web addre.s of
soy real value?

P.e -7:(Cent.)

~W321-]0

All authors should be listed for the following references: Raohel, L.L., et al.; Mattson, S.D., Ct
al.; sod Mitchell, J.C., et at. 1930.
Pane 7.79. Line 4:
The link does not work.
-lilt
Pane
All authors should be listed for lbs following references: Payns, S.J., et al., 2000; sod Payne,
.
Si. et al. 2007.

All authors should be listed for the following references: Reynolds, T.D., et al.; and Sperher,

T.D.,

Ct sl.

page 7-81. Lines 1'8-19:
The link does not work.
Page 1-"81.Lines 22-23:
The link does not work,
Pane 7-Si. Line 45:,
The link does not work.

Woltowicz. John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

All autthors should be-listed for-the following references: Vilord, Si.,, et at.; and Wood, TF.R,Ct
at.
Pace 8-3. Line 28:
WRCC is not in thlel~st of Aceonynts and Abbeevistions.
'Pace 8-5, Line 27:
LANS is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
page 8-8. Line 6:.
Should a reference for .20.2.3 NMAC be inclnded in the Chapter 8 References?

Pace 8-8. oin~e
IS:
Should a reference for"40 CFR 81 be included in the Chapter $ References?
Pace 8-8. Line 22:
AIRNET is not in the list of Aeronynts and Abbreviations.
Pace 8-I0. Line 36:
Should the reference citation here be for DOE 2008b and not DOE 2005s?
.
Page 8-1 1. Line 39:
" .
DOE 2008e is not in the Chapter 8 References.
P'age 8-t2L Lines 16 & 24:
See Pacfe 8-il. Line 39: esotnenet.
Pagee8-13. Line 3:
See Page 8-11. Line 39: comment.
page 8-14. Line 1:
See continent P~age 8-t0. Line 36:.
pace 8-15. Line 3_:
See Pag~e8-11, [Line 39: commenit.
Pace 8-17. Figure 8.1.2--4. Ahove X-axis:
Purtysaun 1984 is not in the Chapter 8 References.
P
jge
8-2.8••Lince 26.35. 37:
See Pace 8-11. Line 39: comment.
Pace 8-19. Fontnote, line 2:
Should 10 CFR Part 10O0be inceluded in the Chapter 8 References'?

-

W321-t0
(Cont.)

Woitowicz,. John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

Page 8-20.1 ine 3:
Sec Pane 8-1I,. Line 39: comment.
Pane 8-20. Bottom of Figure..
CCFZ, NPZ, PPZ, PPFZ and VC are not in the list of Acronyms and Abbrovlations.
Pane 8-21. Lines 2. 13. 15. 17:
See Paee 8-l1. Line 39: co~nrne|nt.
Paee 8-22. Line 6:
See Page 8-11, Line 39: comment.
Pange 8-22, Line 29:
Scc Pane 8-11. Line 39: comment."
Pane 8-23. Lines 6 & 35:
Sec Page 8-lI. Line 39: commntalh.
Page 8-241 Line 20:
See Pare 8-li. Line 39: comment.
Vane 8-25, Figure 8.1.3-I Title:
See Page ,8-l.,Line 39: comment.

Page 8-26. Text B~ox,Paraegraph 1. Line 5:
TIMS is not in the lint of Acronyms end Abbreviations.
P~ane 8.26. Lines 20 & 29:
8-tI. Line 39: comment.
See PPan~e
pne:te 8-28. Line 7:

SeePane 8-ti * Line 39: cormment.
Pane 8-29, Lines 2 & 19: Tlable 8.1.3-2. Souree:
See Page 8-il. Line 39: comment.
Pane 8-31. l~ine 12:
Sec Pane 8-li. Lioe 39: comment.
Page 8-33. Line 3:
ie3:cmet
See Pae81
P.ane 8-35. LIne iIt:'.
RtDX and TNT are nol in the list ofAcronymas and Abbreviations.

W321-10
(Cent.)

Wojtowicz. John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

W321-11I

Pace 8-36. Table 8.12•-4. Footnote a"

DCE., NMGWS and TCA are. not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations,
Pace 8-36, Line 4:
See Pace 8-It., Line 39: comnment.
Pace 8-38. Teat Box. Paragraph 2, Line 3:
SOP is not in the list of Acro~nyms end Abbrcviations.

W321-10
(Cont.)

Pace 8-38. Line 13!
Should some indication be given here that a synapsis of DOE Order 5400.5 is available in
Chapter 13,.Volume 2?
Pace 8-41. Line 25:
See Pace 8-11. Line 39: comment.
Page 8-42. Line 1:

Boelo

e. dactvipes tha
teac~cepted name trotItuehloe dectyloides.

Pane 8-42. Lines' 6 & 7:
See Pace 8-11. Line 39: cornmeanl.
Pace 8-42. Test Box:

Achnathierm hyp~eaelde~ a the aecepted naSnSfar Oryzopsls Jzymenaoides.
Art emntsiCr!dentlata is tite accepted tname fo~rArt em isin trideeetate.
nueosu$.
'ua
rI•.••aaie
ria causeosa vJar.neeseosa aste accepted name tar C,/;rysot/namntn
Gut~errezisaretrele Is the aecepted earns tar Gulierresia.aort~r~ae.
Pace 8-43.=Lines 6,,7 & 26:
See Pace 8-1i. Line 395:comment.
Pace 8-43. Lines 11, 12,.18:
Tamias quadrivitioeusis the accepted name for Neotcamini qtiadricitatatca.
Cereus elophus is the accepted namne for Cervus canadensis.
Cnerntdephoraurvdlox is the accepted name for Caternidophiorua vehvx,
Pace 8-44. Lines.3. 26. 37:
See Pace 8-1I, Line 39: cornmeat.

Pacee8-44. L~ine 15."
kmpidonax tratiiif extinus" is•the accepted namnefor Ernjdonax tealilii tejetmus.
Pac.e 8-45 Table 8.1.5-I:
.c~v~pdiom ptabesceas var. puheascens is the accepted name for Oyprepedive; ealceolua L, var.
pubescena.

W321-11

Revised per comment.

W321-12 See response to W321-1.

.Wojtowicz.John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

Revised per comment.-,,

~~~W321-13

itceipiter gentilis is the accepted name for Aeciplter gentiles.
Orlotonaprinceps.saxerilfr is the accepted name far Odhotouaprinrceps nigreacen~s.
rtc ar astulus.
Doaesoriecas actzuat is thleaecepted name€for Daqssar
is the accepted name for Myotis eiliotobrwm.
Mytelii

W32 1-It1
(Coat.)

Pace 8-.46 Table 8.1.9-I. Soorce:
See Pave 8-11. Line 39: contment.
]Pa~e 8-48. Line 20:
Should 'county" here be "ROt'?
Pan.e 8-51. Line 23 & 30See Pace t-tI , Line 39: commenlt.

Pane 8-5,. Line 5 & 10:
See page 8-11., Line 39: comment.
Paee 8-56. Line 6:
Should a source as well as a year (2009) bsacited here for Sanzta Pc's population of 70,000?
PaceS8-56. Line 10:
Sec PacIe 8-1Il. Line 39: commont.
Pare 8-57. Line 13:
Should a refer'once be included for 49 CPR 177.825 in the Chapter 9 References.

W321-12

Pace 8-59. Line 12:
LANS is not listed in te€ Acronynsa and Abbreviations.
Pa.ce 8-60. Lines 2-5:
Should the "natural and cultural resources management plan"' and the accords with the four
Puieblos he included in ih~eChapter 8 References?
Pane 8-64. Text flax, Paragraph 3. Line 2:
DARrT is nat its the list ofAcronynta and Abbr'eviations.
Pave 8.66. Line 17:
Should 40 CPR 81.332 Isoincluded in the Chapter 8 References?
Pave 8-77. Lines 14-16:

•

I-ow can tihe dose from Tc-99 be largely attributable to both GTCC LLRW activated raetal
wastes and GO1CC-like Otllcr Watst-RD? Does this statemetnt nced tewording?..
Botaoun datylie is lisaaccepted naste tar BttdhInc daertyloides,

W321~13

Woitowicz, John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)W314SerspnetW2-.

Pacfe 8-85. Lines 2-4:.
Shottid 49 CFR 173.441 (Radiatiorn Level Limitations) and 10 CFR 71.47 (Exlcrlas Radiation
StandardS for All Packages) be included in tiheChapter 8 References?
Pace 8-94. Line 43:
SecePac 8-11. Line 39: comment.
Page 8.98. Line 20:
.
See Pae e8-11. Line 39: comment.
Page 8-98. Lines 38 & 44:
The DOE 2008b reference in the Chapter 8tReferences is net the one for the NNSA Complex
Trransforrcation.
Pace 8-98;, Linese 44-45:
.
Should a reference for the RODmrntioned here be included in the Chapter- 8 References?
Pace 8-97. L~ines 34. 40:
See Page 8-li. Line 39: comment.
.Pace8.97. Line 46:
Whly is a number of 13,500 people ttrrecntly working at LANL used here when a number of
employees from 2004 is used on page 8-44?W3-4
The following refcr~ences should have all euthrors included: Ball, T., et al.; Bsltc, El.., et al.;
Birdacll, K.H., ct al., 2005a; end Dirdse~ll K.H., et eL, 2005h.
Page 8-98 Line 27:
The link does not work.
Tire following references should have "allanthems included: Blew. R.D., et at.; Bradley, C.R.,
el.
Pace 8-99. Line 5:
B~owen, B3.M..1990 is not eited in Chapter 8.
pare 8-99. Line 26:
The link does not aceem. the intended information.
Pa~e 8-99. L~ine 32:
The link does not work.
Pace 8-t00. Lines 28-29:
The linikdes not work.

Ce

W321-14 See response to W321-I.

,Wojtowicz. John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

All of the at:thors should be listed for Gairdner, J.N., et at., 1999.
Page 8-101. Line 13:
Kwicktis, E., ct al., 2005 is not cited in Chapter 8.
All the authors should be listed for Krier, D., et al., 1997.
Pane li-101. Lines 20. 2,128:
The links do not work.
pane 8-102. Lines 1. 44:'
Me~in, SG., andi fl.f. Keating. 2005 and Stauffer, P.H-., et at., 2005 are ndit cited in Chapter B.
c at., 1978; Rencau S.L., etal., 1908; Romero, ILP.,etc a1.2007 and Shuman, R.,ct
Nyhan, 3W.W,
at., 2002 should have all of tihe authors listed.
All of the authors should be listed for Wachs, D.,;et at,, 1988 and Woog, 1,0,, et at,, 1995.
W321-14
(Cont.)

Pane 8-103. Lines• 7, 1 -12:
The links do not wvork. .-
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Specific Commuenta:
Page xx~xii Uinis of Measure:

Wojtowicz. John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

'gpd' is not used in V6lumo 2 of the document as gallon(s) per day. 'gelid' is, however, used in
several places in uscVolume.
kV, mR, nCi, ou.,It, tad, VdlB and ion are not used in this Volume.
Pae,9-5. Fi ere 9.1.1-1. FrisoroTop Ilabels. Legend. IFieare Caption:
ARL, SORD, MtEIDA, LLW, and Ann ate not included in the list of Acrony~ms and
Abbreviations.
-.
ASN is not included the list of Acronyms and Abbrevialions.
letsis not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Paee 9-S. Lines 11-20._.:
Regarding the likelihood of winter precipitation below 4000 dt.elevation, what is the elevation
of thte proposed GTCC site?
Pane 9-6. Line 16:.
Should a reference for thse1990 CAAA be included in the Chapter 9 References?
Pane 9-6. Line 27!
SO:, NO•, sod CO are not included in Cthe
list of Acronyms and Abbreviationse.
Pane 9-ti. Lines 36, 41. d16:
HlAPa it not in tite list of Acronyms sod Abbreviations..
O• is not ittcluded Inthe list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
H5S is not inclusted in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

'W321-14.
(Cost.)

Pane 9-6. Linie 42:
The Nevada AdmninieiristjVC Code 445B.391 has a ahort synopsis in Chapter 13as Nevada
Revised ,Satute•.e Air Emission Cotntrols Chapter 445B1.Someone trying to relate this synopsis to
the citation here would likely have difficulty reslizing they might be the .same thing. Would ithe
better to nseeCItesa15e titles in both places and give sonse indication that a synopsis is available in
Chapter 13, or, perhaps better, put a reference to Cthe
law its the Chtapter 9 References?
Psee 9-7, Lines 4, 19:
Should 40 CFR. 11.329 ha included in ths Chapter 9 References?
Should 40 CFR 01.418 be itneluded in the Chapter 9 References?
P'aee 9-9. Footnote n.,lane 2:
EAC is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbrevialions.
Pane 9-Itt. Table 9.1.1-3, Souree.s:
See comment Pace 9-6. Line 42:. Also, note that the link given here does net work.
Pa~ee9-12. Finurer9.122
enend. Adapted Front:
Nevada Bureau of Minltes and Geology (1996) is not itneluded in the Chapter 9 References.
Pas'e 9-14. Itienre 9.1,2-3:

IS
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BOA, BWZ, and Pzcare not in the list of Acronymse and Abbreviations.
The souree document given1for this figure is not the correct docu!ent.n The figure originated in
what is given as Beehtel Nevada, 2005a and not Bechtel Nevada, 2005b.
Jetlis otigetesi sureamstdoeteent (Bechtel Nevada 2005a) thero is a table that explains alt the
abbreviations on the Stratigraphie Colutnn in the figure. P'erhaps that table should be included
here rather than leaving the reader guessing. Not all the Stratigrephie Nomeniclature agrees with
that of the original figure. Also some indication should be usade that the figure has been
naeldilied from the original.
Pane 9-IS. Line 13:.
REliC is not in the list of Acronymns and Abbeeviationa.
Patre 9-iS. Line 38:
ANSS is not in threlist of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pave#9-.16. Line 6:
PSIHA is not in the liut of Acronyms and Abbreviationa.
Patte 9-17. Fiietute 9.1.2-Sr
This source of thit figure is Cited fhromthe ineorrecet'oeumeait. It comes from the reference
Bechtel Nevadas, 200Sa not Bechtel Nevkdan, 2005b.
Pane 9-17, Fleirer 9.1.2-5. hottoma rtrght below fieure:
Should Worlkman, et at., 2002 be incltded in the Chapter 9 Refecesces?
Pace 9-21, Lines 6-7."
CRWMS M&O janet in the alsof Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane 9-22. Figsure 9.1.3-it
Should some indications be given here that the original fitgure ctene from Hansen, ct at, 199??
Passe 9-24.'Pinure 9.1.3-2:
Should sonse indication he given here that the figure has•been modified somewhat front the
original. Also. in the original a table oexplaiaing tile various stratigrrphie s•ytbols ic relisrred to.
Shoutd that table also be included itsthis document?
*Page 9-28. Irigure 9.1.3-3:
Should the Hlydrost'atigraphsie Acronyms in the Figure be included in the list of Acronyms and
Abbreviations?
Patte,9-29LjJnes 44-45r
water use is given in gattons and titers. The same should be done
Elsewhere in she Draft
here. No wa•yof conversing froms acre-lI to gallonts is even inclutded in stheConversion Table.

~IlS
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:.

W321-15 Revised per comment.

• .W321-16

See response to W321-1

Sec comment Page 9-29, Lines 44-45:.
Pagce9-31. Table 9.1.3-4:
Should the original sources of this data (as included in the Tlable in Bechtel Nevada 2005a) be
mentioned for this table and included in the Chapter 9 References?
page 9-31. Lines 5-7:
See comment Page 9-29. Lines 44-45:.
Paec 9-34. Text Boex.Parsaeraph 2. Lines 10-11:
Should Lindsay, ct al. 1968 and Austin 1998 be included in the Chapter 9 References?
pagse 9-37. Lines 18419:The valid name for the bullfrog is tithoabaes
le,,

W321-14
(Cont.)

vlnns

Pace 9..38. Line 14:,
penstaman• freticifoamls a nsspreatqgpa
is tihe accepted name for the Death Valley besedtongeeo.
.page 9.-38. Line 16:
NN1-P is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviatiocs.
Pane 9-38. Line 20:•
Cvcteu rIcs s the accept•ed
name far Cymaptetsa ristevi ear,soanicloides.
Page 9-39. Table 9.1.5-1:[[
See commlent Paee9-38. Line 14:.
The common name for 'Drain' buckwvheat should be 'DarJn's' buckwheat.
Frssera albieaull$ var. mnodacensi
s isa
te steeed name for Fraaersaplcn~ela.

W32 1-15

See cemmenetPacze 9-38. Line 20:.

,Sanromealusc 01cr is thlea'ccepted
name for the Chsuctsalta.
an

iStebin
the accepted name far Alyotis ctliolabrurn.

,pI•,eniM9saenedii is the valid earnsfor Cot-ynorhinastosvnsendli.
Pane 9-40. Footnote a:,
Should 5, S2, Sc, s'r, Tr,and W he included in the list ofAcrenysas and Abbreviations?
Pace 9-47. Test Box. Line 6:.
In 'NNSS SA', 'SA' in not in thu list of Acronyms and Abbr'eviations.
Pange
9-47. Lines 12 & 24:
NTTIS is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
NTS is not in the lint of Acrosyms and Abbreviations.
Pacze 9-53. L.ine 6:
PAs is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Should these agreements be included in the Chapter 9 References?
Page 9-.57. Line 4:

W321-16
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CO2 is not included itnthe list of Acronyms and Abbreviations."
9,58. Line 18S- •
PaPPPPce
03 is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pete 9,.58. Line 21:
Should 40 CFR 81.329 be included in the Chiapter 9 Referncnes?
Page 9-66. Line 46:
'William 2909' should bs:'Williatms 2909'.
P•ane
9-67. Line 21:
See conunent Pace 9-66. Line 46:.
_Pace 9-72. Linen 9-10:
Should 49 CFR 173.441 and 10 CI'R 71.47 be included in the Chapter 9 references?
Pa.ae.9-82, Lines 21 34, 38:
JASPER is riot in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
DAF is not ineluded in the list of Aceoyttyss aitd Abbreviations.
BEEF is not inctuded in the list of Acronynts and Abbrevistions.
Passe 9-83, Line 6:(ot.
Ula is nat included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.(Ca.
•Passe9-87. Line 29:
Should the Notice of Availability (73 PR 2023) be included in the Chapter 9 Referesnces.
Pane 9-88. Lines 24-25:
The link does not work.
The following refer'ences need to htave all authors listed: Becker, B.D., ctaal., 2000; Blomqaist,
KAV:, Ctal., 1995; Bright, D.1., et al., 2001; Dyers, Jr., F.M., cital., 1989; Crowe, B.M., ct si.,
1983; and, DeNovia, N.. et al., 2006.

~inle

23:
Pace 9.89.
The link does not take yoet to any Enviroensentat Justice Guidance.
Paco 9-89. Line 42:
The link does not work.
Page 9-89. .ine 44:'
DOE 1992 was trot oiled in Chapter"9. Perhaps thd citation GasPage 9-32, Line 29 should have
DOE 1992 rather titan DOE 1994.
beenn

W32t-16
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The following links do not work:
Line 2; Line S (takes yes to J-ISS but not the reference indicated.); Lines 37-38.
p'age 9-92. Line 1:
GSA 2005 is not chtcd in Chapter 9.
Also. GSA (Geological Socicty of America) is not included in the list of Acronyms end
Abbreviations (although. GSA (General Separations Area (SRS)) is).
The following references need to have all authors listed: Hlail, D.lB., et nI., 2003; Hershey, R.L.,
at al.; Hloover, D.L., et al.; Klote, D.S., et al.; and. Laczniak, R.i., et al.
The following links do nut work:
Line 26-27.".
The following links do not work:
Line 34-35; Line 38-39;
Pace 9-95. Line 9:,.•311
TIhis refersence lacks a date.
Pane 9-95. Line 38:
All aunthers should be listed for Wills, C.A., at al., 200)5.
Page 10-I. Linre 37 & 41:
SCSCO and DCS are nat included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pae10-5 Line 3:
Should some indication be given here that a synopsis of the CAA is available in Chapter 13.
Should CAAA be included insthe Chapter 10 Refernmces?
Page 10-S Line 6:
SCDHIEC is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page 1 j-•Lne
.:
SCE&G is not included in the list of Acronyms amud
Abbr'eviations.
Page 10-7, TFable l0.1.1-2• Fontnote b:
NC is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane 111-7.
Line "13:
AQCR is not include~d in the list of Acronyms and Abbrevistions.

Wont.)6
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page 10-.7 Line 14-152:
Should (40 CFR 81.311 and 81.341 be included in the Chapter 10 References?
Page 10-.9 Table 10L1"i-3. Sourcest:
Should ,40 CFR 52.21 be included in itheChapter 10 References?
Pane 10-9. Line I1:'.
Should 40 CER 81.426 b included in the Chapter 10 References?
P'aee 10-10. Tattle 10.1.1-4. Column It.Titlet
lHe is not ineluda~d in either the Acronyms and Abbreviations or Units of Measure.
Page 10-13. Frieure 10.1.2-2. Lsegend:
Should pal bTd, Tu,'Ttr, Tdb. Tmn,and The be. included in the list of Acronyms and
Abbreviation•?
Pase 10-I5. Lines 22-2.4:
MPSSZ, BSZ, and ARSZ ars not included in the list of Acronyms end Abbreviations.
.
pare10-15. Line 38:
'None of th~efault systems at SRS is considered "capable"' should be 'None of the f'ault systems
at SRS sre considered "capable"'".
Should I0 CFR Part 100 bo incluedc in She Chapeter 10 Referesces?W3-6
P~aee 10-16. Figure 10.1.2-4. Le,_endt. Last Line:
ATT-IAis not included in the list ot Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Vane 10-19. [I~lere 10,1.3-1. F~ismre propert
SRTC!SREL and TNX era not included in Ithe list ot Acronyms and Abbrevistior,,.
Vase 10-20. LIne 10:
Based on Figure 10.1.3-1, it appears that the distance given here (i.e., 50 km (31 ml)) should
°litkelybe 5 km (3.1 mi),.
.'ae 10-20. Line 31:
F.TP is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
P'aee 10-21. L~ine 12:
CSWTF is not includedl in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
P'age 10-23.sTable 10.1.3-1. Foolnates f.. h:
NR, NA, and ND are no~tincluded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
P•ase 10-32. Fileure 10.1 3-7, Figurenproper:
LLRWD3F and MWMF are not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pase 110-32, Line10:
TCE and PCE are not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

(Coot.)
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Pace 10-33. Table .10.1.3-2. Column Ileadinas.:
p01 is not included in the Units of Measure.
Page 10-33. Lines 31& 32:
Should some indication be gluen here that a synopsis of DOE Order 5400.5 can he found in
Chapter 13?
SRNS is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page 10-34. Line 26:.
Should 10 CFR Part 835 be in/eluded in the Chapter 10 References?
Pace 10-35S Table ftl..l.:-1 Footnates e & d:
Although CAP88-PC is Included in the i~stof Acronyms and Abbreviations, MAXDOSESR and
POPOOSE-SR are not.

page 10-36. Table 1O.L4-1, Irootnote e:
B.JS\VA and 1&D) are not included in the list of Acronyms sandAbbreviations.
Page 10-37. Line 39:
Mimes P~olygloltts should be Mimus polyglottos.
Pasue ! 0.-39.9Tble 10.1.5-I. Column 1: Footnote a:
The valid name for Rana capitalis ihose snilo
I?.,SI?, ST, sad Tare not included in the list of Aeronyms and Abbreviations.
Psoc 10-45. L.ine 7: •
It might he hatterto include the sctual reference in the Chapter t O referenece (i.e., DOE (US. tDepartt.ent
of F,nerlY). 1991, derannuh River Site Felsre Use Plan, Savannah RivacOperatiens nfi~ce,
Ssvannahm
River Site, Aiken. Louth Oarotina.).
Pace 10-49., Line 21:
SRARP is 'tot included hit the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
pane 10-50. Line 4.5:

Should this Progranssnatic Agreement be included in the Chapter 10 References.
P~ace 10-53. Line?7:

Should 40 OFR 11.341 be incltuded in the0Chapter 10 References?
Pace 10.54. Line 25:
Should 40 CFR 8111341be included in the Chapter 10 Retferences?
Pane 10-711Lines 35 & 36:
Shoald 49 CFR 173.441 and 10 CFRt 71.47 ha included in the Chapter 10 References?
Page 10-81. Line 20:
MOX is not included in the list of Acronymss and Abbreviationts.

W321-16
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15:' August 1996 be included in thleChapter 10r~cfcrenees?
Pase10-8•2.'Line
Should 61 FR 40619,
Pnpe 10-82, Line 16:
LED is not iscluded in the list ofAetonynts and Abbreviations.
Pane 10-82. Line 20:'
Should the TVA Interageancy Agreensent with DOE be included in the Chtapter 10 References?
Pane 10-82. Lines 30.35.36:
TElr. RuIB, TI'lB and TSB sre isot included in the list of Aeronynse and Abbrevistions.
Paite 10-82. Line 40:
"Thle TBP" should be 'The TPBW.
Pane 10-83•. Linseo 10.21 :
AR?, MCD and SWPF aee not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
pane 10-83. Line 22:
be 'the tank's high-level radioactive waste'?
Should "the tank htigh~levcl radioactive 'a~steo"
W321-16
(Cost.)

pane 10-83. Line 44:
DWPF is not included in the list of Acronyass and Abbreviatiotss.
All auth6rs should be listed foe the following referenees: Aadland, R.K, Ct al., 1995; Asdland,
R.K., et u1.,1999; end Brooks, M.J., et si., 1916.
Pape 10-85. Lines 27-28. 40:
Thu links do 'not work,.
All authtors should be listed foe the following references: Cabak, M.A., el al., 1996 and Cook,
i.R,, at al, 2004.
Pane 10-86. Lines 8,.32, 43-45:
The link leads to the White House web page, bat not the CEQ Gteidaece.
The link does not work.
This document is not riled in Chapter 10.
Papa 10-87. Lines 4 1-45:
at at., 1992.
All autthors should be listed fre Fellow, WV.C.,

!0
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All authors should be listed for tho following references: Gellici, .l.A., ctal., 1994; Harris, M.K(.,
et al., 1998; Hiergesbll, RA., ci al. 2000; and Lewis, MR.I,el al., 2004.
et al., 2009.
All authors should be listed for lvlillings, MvlR.,
Pane 10.89. Lines 13.126. 30.33-34 :
The links do not work.
All authors should be listed lor peterson. MiJ., etah.. 2005.""
Pane 110-91:
All authors should be listed for Swrlogie, R.F., It, et al., 2008.
Pane 10-91. Lines 4-5.' 28-29.932-33:
This link does not take you disretly to the article cited.
The links do not work.
LiD., et al., 1996; Wilkc, L.D., et
All authors should be listed for the following references: WVike,
at., 2006; \Vyatt, D.E.. oaL., 2000.
Pane 10-93,-Lines 1.4:
All author's should be listed for Yu, C., et al., 2000.
Pane 11-5. Line 38:
Shtould the study done in 1987 by Marials and Associates be included in the Chapter 1-1
R,eferences?
Panfe 1l-lO. Line 8:"p

Should 40 CFR 81.332 be inelsde~d in the Chtapter 11References?
Pane 11-1 t, Line 25:
Should 40 CFR 81.332 he included in the Chtapter 11 References?
Pane 11-25:. Lines 23.24:
Should 49 CtFR 173.441 and 10 CFR 71.47 be included in tite Chapter 11 Refernences.
Pane I 1-36., Line 3:
Should 40 CFR Part 2300 be incltuded in shelist of Acronytms and Abbreviations?9
Pane 11-36. L ntes 8-10:

All authors should be listed for Barnes, 3ID., ceta., 1977: however, this reference is not cited in
Chapter II.

w321-16
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Page 11-36, Lines 18-20:
This link does not take you to the finvironesntal Justice doctunent. Thec following link does,
t
howe.ver: jj4s!ca•s~o~ov/stnepresrs eIi/jstice.pdf.
pane 11!-37. Lines 1-3:
EPA 1974 is not cited in Chapter 11,
Pae11-37.,Lines 9-I0:
Th~elink does not take you directly to this information. A better link is:
J]jpllw•
eao/statte!ocale lime totresnorees/st ale enersse2in•tml.
.•
Pane 12-1. Line It:
Should the Fed~izOpps solicitation be included in the Chapter 12 References?
Pan~e12-3. Lines 38-39. 44:
Should some indication be given hem that a synopais of DOE Order 5400.5 is available in
Chapter 13? Also, shoeld 10 CFRl Part 20 be inc.luded in the Chapter 12 References?
Should l0 CFR P'art 835 he included in the Chlmpter 12 References?
Pane 12-16 Line 26:
Ed3 is not ineluded in the list of Acronyms candAbbreviations.
cera is not included in the Units of Measure,

-
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Pagse 13--4.Llne 28: .'(Cont.)
Should 40 CFR Part 61 be included in the Chapter 13 References?
Pane 13-S. i~ne lII:,
SARA and S•PCIlA. ate net included in the list of Aerosnys asidAbbreviations.
Page 13-5, Linc 311:
FIPRA is not itscluded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pase 13-10. Line 31:
FLPMA is not included in thtelist of Acronyres and Abbreviations.
Pane 13,-li. Lines 8. 1-:,
Should 10 CIR Part 50 and 10 CFR Part 72 be included insa References section in Chapter 13?
Page 13-.12. Line 7:.
Should 101CFll Part 1021 be place:d in a Chapter 13 Referentces section; and, should asnse
indication be given lherethat a synopsis of DOE Order 451.1 B is available in Chtapter t13?
Pa.ge 13-12. Line 19: '
Should 10 CFR Part 1022 be inclhtded in a Chapter 13 References section?
P'age 13-16. Lines 33-34:

Wojtowicz, John. Commenter ID No. W321 (sent'd)

W321-17 A Reference list was added for Appendix J.

Should ,10 CP"RParts IS00.1503 and 10 CER Pail 1021 be included in a Rofrenrees section for
Chapter 13?Pane 13-17. Line 3:
Should 49 CPR Parts 100 through 18g5
be included in a References scetion for Chapter 13?

1'ag 13-18. Line 29? .
HIMR [anot iraeluded in thu list of Acronyms trod Abbreviations.
Page 13-.21. ,TABLE 13.6-1, Colunn 2. Line 2:
NMSA is not in tho list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pa~e 13-22. TAIILE 13.6-1. Row 2:
This is the s~enoarentry for Environnmental Oversight and Montrorng Agreement in hidsIable.
5cc last row of table on page 13-21.
Pane 13-22, ABILE 13.6-1. Row 5. Column 2. Line 1:
SC in not incituded in the list of Acronyrns and Abbreviations.
Page 13-22, TADLE 136.-1. Row 5. Column 3. Line 7:
NSPS is not included in the lst of Acronyms snd Abbreviations.
Page 13-23., TABLE 13.6-1.• Column 2. Row 4. Line 1:
RCW is not inceluded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

W321-16
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Pau el4-. Liine 42: ,
Is the statement here coisect? "(horehole, all land sites but SiRS)"? Of the generic sites
considered in the EIS only thtswestern NRC region is evaluated for borehole disposal.
Pane 14-2. Liute 5r
As in comulant Vase 14-1, Line 42:. is thsestatement here correct? Only Regions lI and IV are
evaluated for this alterztstivs.
Paee 14-8,Line 4:
Why is nsoindication given herc of the coverage of NIEPA in Chapter 13?
pnee A-I.• LinteiIll
ANOI is slot included in the list of Acronyms sod Abbreviations.
P:uec A-5. column •.Line 3:
GNLEP is not inlucdred in the list of Acronyms and abbruviatious.
P'ane A-9. Colhnnn. ItRow 2. Line 1...:
HOSS is not included in the list of Acrenynts sttd Abbreviations.
Paue A-9 Column 2. tzust Raw, 1Line 95:

IW321-17
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It would be helpful iffsomoewhere inlthis document a full reference for tihe London Convection
1972 could be provided. A docuirant provided for review by the Publie should be fully
reviewable by the Public,
-ti. Colu~mn 2. Lines 12& 21:
Ps
A complete reference should be provided associated wviththis citation. Although the referance is
included in Public Scoping issue 3J on page A-?. it is not likely that anyone seeking ibis
reference would find it there.
Pace A-1Il. Column 2. Paragrapnh 2. LInes 3-5:
Thqereference for EPA 1999 is av,,ailable on page G-133 ofthis document; however, it would
probably be better to create snother Reference Section for Appendix A, rather thani cite the
reference on page 0-133.

W321-l1
(Cent.)

Pace A-12, Column 2. Row 5. Line 2:
A Reference Section should be provide-"d in Appendix A for the NOI.
2. Lines 3-4.7.9. ! I:
Pace A-13. tC7olumn
Pablic Law 99-240, DOE's 1937 Report to Congress, and EPAet 2003 should be included in a
separate Reference Seetion for Appendix A.
Pose B-1. Liaes 45 & 46: ea~c R-4. Lines 11-19:
On page 1.19 of Volume .l of the Draft EIS, the following etatesneni is mader "Wasres from the
NOA and SDA 13 at thleWest Valley Site that could potentially be exhumed account for about
3,500 in' 14 (120,000 tiP)of GTCC LLRW Other Watse"' Here (Page B-I) the following
statement is reade: ",..and an additional 4,300 m3 (150,000 ft) of GTCC LLRW could be
generated should a decision he teads to exhume the NDA and SDA." And on Page B1-4it is
slated "An additional 4,300 rol 1S(150,000 f1s) of (ITCC LLRW sandGTCC-like wastes could
be generated by tite exhumation of 19 the NDA and SDA at the site as part of fitnre
de~oromisaioning activities."

w321-18

Pace B-4. Lines It & 10.46:
leIPPB and WTF are not inettided in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
II&W is not inceluded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace l-S. lI~ncs I & 2:.
MURR and MIPS are not inclodedi in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Psee B-19, Table: B-I8Fo tnit a. Lines 4 & 5:r
EC and IT are not included in the list o1'Acronyms and Abbreviations.
MeV is iol included in the Units of Mesasure.
PaIce B-21. line II:
Should 10 CPR 61.55 be included in the Appendix B References?
Pace B1-24,line 2,3:

W321-19

W321 -18

Revised per comment.

W321-19

See response to W321-1
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Should 10 CFR. Part 71 be included in the Appendix B References?
Page 13-26., Line i7:
NAC and STC are not1included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations..
Pagse 1-33. Line 11:
All authors should he listed for Carlson, T., Ct at., 2006.
Passe C-3. Lines 4-6:
Should Hydrologic conditions (including hydrologic parametera, such as flow volumes [sucrfaee
water] and hydraulic conductivity [groundwaterj) in the vieinity of each site evaluated in lihis
GTCC 1313and ace de~scrilsed in the affected environment sections." read "Hydrologic conditiocs
(including hydrologic parameters, such as flow volumes [surface wateri and hydraulic
conductivity [gsoendwater]j) in the vicinity ef each site evaluated in this GTCC E113
sad are
described in'the offheted environment sections?
Passe Ci.4 Line 45:
HtTO is not includded in the list of Acronytns and Abbreviations,
page C-I.• Line 26:
Should 10 CFR. 61.50 be included in the Appendix C References?
Passe C-12. Line !:
Should some indication be given here that a synopsis of DOE lv 435.1 is available in Chapter
13?

Q, MAR, DR, ARF, RF sod LPF arc not inclttded in the list of Accossnys ,and Abbreviations,
Pagse C-ld. Line 45:
IIVAC is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
NAICS is tiot inetuded in the list of Acronymas and Abbreviations.
Pnse C.-23. Line 23:
Should some. indieation be given here that a synopsis of E..xctttive Order 12198 is provided in
Chapter 13?
P-.n e C-"32. Lines 24-25:
Since no osore ittformtation is provided in Chapter 13 regarding the Hazardous Materials
Tr'ansportations Act oft 975, it might be appropriate to include the reference to thtisAct in the
Appendix C References.
Pace C-32. Line 35:
Should 10 CFR Part 71 be included in the Appendix C References'?

W321-19
(Cost.)

.Wojtowicz. John, Commenter ID No. W321 (sent'd)

Pope C-33. Lines 6 & 16:
Should 49 CFR, 397.101 sad 49 CFR 173.403 be inscluded in the Appendix C References?
Also, lIRCQ is not included in the list of Acronymns end Abbreviations.
Pse•e C-33. line 35:
Would it be bretrer here andin tlse Acronyms and Abbreviations to rerer to ThAGIS Osthe
Transportationl Routing Aalaysis Geographic lnforruetien System?
Paste (-36. Line 11:,
Should 49 CFR•173.413 he included in the Appendix C References?
Psee c-36. Line 28:
See comment for age -32+Line 3S; above.
Poaee C.3t1. I~iaure C-2, Bottom orfisure:
"130]0 KCFire Dluration (hsours)" is a confusing label on this ligore. It appesrs thst the original
figure label was" 13000 Kelv~in Fire Duration (bossrs) as appears in DOE's A Resource
Handbook on DOE Tranaportatioss Risk Assessment, July.2002,
Also, K is nor lisclntded in the Units of Me)Iasure.
P~ate (-39. Fipure C-3. Bottom of Ftigure:
See comment Pagte (-3g,. Pianre (>2. Bottom of Figure: above.
W321-19

Paste C-41, Line 6:
Should 49 CER 173.441 and 10 CFR 71.47 be included in the Appendix C References?

(Coot.)

Pase C-43. Table C-lB. Footnote h:
The footnote "Frection of rural andlsuburban travel on freeways is assunsed to he I. Thust,the
rural speed is used for both urban aod Suburban zones in RADTIRAN for track transport." is
quite confusing. Perhaps what is being done here should be more clearly explained.
Pa-e (>47. Lin~es 26-2.:
Should "President Obansa's Memorsndum on Tribal Consultation (dated liovember 5, 2009)" be
Appendix C References?
included in ithe
Pace C-47. Lines 27 & 30:
Should sonme indication be givet thtat synopses of Executive Order 13175 and DOE Order 144,1
are available in Chspte•r 13?

:

e -,49. Line 8t:
Paso,
All suthors should be listed for Biwer, D.M., Cl al., 1997.

.

race C-49, Line 13:
"lhe link does not work.

•

Paste C-5O. L~ine 30:

%

0

Woltowicz. John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)
:

W321-20
Link has
corrected.
W2-0Ln
a been
encretd

"

W32 1-21

All authors should be listed for Dubrio, 3.W., Ctea., 1907.

W321-19

The following referenaces should h:ave all authors listed: Fischer, L.E., et al., 1987; Hasnson, C.E.,
et at.. 2005; and, Menge, C.W.. etalI., 1998.

(ot)

Pane C-SI. Line 28t[

32-2

The link does not work.

W31 2

Pane (>5.VLtnes I & 35:I
The following references should have all authors listed: Napier, B.A., et aL, 19080;
and, Sprung,
J.L., et al,, 20]00.
P~ane C-52. Ltne 41:
The link" htto:,Tfactfus~der•_.n~sunf/gLpy
does not work. It should he[
'lhttp:flfactfipd er.ccn suas.gouv/.

.

312

W321-22

Page (-53. Lines 1. 15 & 19:."
Tlhe following references shostld have all authors listed: Weiner, lt.F., et al., 2006; Ytsan, P.C., 01
al., 1995; and, Pu, C., ci al., 2007.

Pane 0-6, Lines 21.23:.
Perhsapa a picky detail; howecver, could "The casing wotlsd provide stability to the horehole walls
and ensure that waste packages would not snag and pltug the bor~ehole as they were lowe,,red and
would not sit mnan upright position when they' reached the bottom." be misconstrued to mean
that the casitng is uteant to ensure that the waste packages would not sit in an upright position
w',hen
they reach the bsottomo
of the itorehole'?
Pane D-19. Table D-I. Footnote a__:
S/C is not in the list of Acronyms snd Abbreviationas.
Pas -0 Table D1-3.
P'reieet Management Labor Column. Row 3:
QAJQC is not in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane D-20. Table D-4. Cost Summar Coluen. Row 3:
ODC ir not in the list or Acrontuys anudAbbreviations.
Pane D-27. TableD-I.r! Foonotnes:
U390 and Mef are not included in the Units of Measure.
Pane 0-29. Table
11-14. Footnotesa:
5
Should 40 CI R Part- 50.0 ut seq. he included in the Appetndix D References?
Pane D-35, Table D-21, Footnote a. Linra 3-,4:
The link does nor work; however, hitt/.oJt.).ea.a.nos/ will.

The link has been corrected.

[W32l-22

Pne(Sl.,Lines 17,25 &39:[

W321-23

The reference list was reviewed against the citations in the EIS and was corrected, as
appropriate. Conventional format holds that public laws are named but not provided as
references. Argonne's default style is largely based on the University of Chicago Style Guide,
whereby, if there are multiple authors of a reference, the last name of the first author is cited,
followed by "et. al". This is the format followed in this and other EISs.

W212

e epnet

31-

W321-24
per comment.
312 Revised
eiedprcmet

Wojtowicz, John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

W321-25 The reference list was reviewed against the citations in the EIS and was corrected, as
appropriate. Conventional format holds that public laws are named but not provided as
references. Argonne's default style is largely based on the University of Chicago Style Guide,
whereby, if there are multiple authors of a reference, the last name of the first author is cited,
followed by "et. al". This is the format followed in this and other EISs.
Page
D-3d. Table
I)-24, Footnote
It is unclear
what referetnce
Sandia a:
2008 refers to. Appendix D References contain both Ssedia
2008a~ end Sandia 2008h,. Isthis Sandia 2008 either ofthlosi,: references?

W321-26 Revised per comment.
W321-24

•PaceD-39, Line II"
All authors should be listed for Denson, R.H., et al., I1987.

SW321-25

Pace E-2. Line 29:
"...latent cancer facility (LCF) risks..-" should read "...latent cancer fitoitality (LCF) risks,...,

IW321-26

Page ,E-7.Line 35-37:.
B3IOMOV 11,ItMRA S and IAF_3A
,are not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

SW321-27

W321-.28

Pane E-36. Table lt5. Value Seleetion Rationale Cnlumnn iourtha Entry, Lines 6-7:
IDF is nol included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace E..41. Table E-6. Source Column. Row 5. Lines 1-2:
Previous entries for Sheppard and Thibault 1990 did noetincluded parentheses amend the 1990.
Pa,,e E.-43, Table F.-7, S•OII•CIBtt•OIIIll|n,
The link dean not wtork.

.i ,r .,•^ •,
[•.0)I" 1• blnl• O=

.Page E-64. Table E-18. Footnote e. Line 3:
UZ end SZ are not included in the list of Aceonynms antd Abbreviations.
All authors should be listed foe the follo&.ving reibrences: Adler Flinton, M.K., at el., 2004; Bees,
C.F,, ci at., 1984; iBeyelee, W.VI,, etal., 1999; and, lBirdsell, K.l-., et at., 1999.
All atittt~ors should be listed for the following referettees: Campbell, A.R., orael., 1996 and Cook,
J.R., ci al., 2004.
All authors should be listed for lt~efollowing referettces: Duncan, J.P. (edtitor) et al., 2007 and
Fiacct, O.P., ct al., 2005.
P a.ce E-86:

W321-28 A sensitivity analysis was included eo that the results for other number of years could be
extrapolated.

Pace E.-17. Line 23:.
NAS is not included in•thtelist of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane E•-21, Lines 25-29:
Wity was a grout stability period of less than 500 years not considered?

W321-27 The intent of the acronym list in the Final EIS was to focus on providing those acronyms that
were of most benefit to facilitate the understanding of the content of the EIS; it was not
intended to be all inclusive. Many abbreviated terms are defined in the adjacent discussion.

W321-29

W321-29 See response to W321-1.

Wojtowicz, John, Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

W321-30 The
intent of the acronym list in the Final EIS was to focus on providing those acronyms that
were of most benefit to facilitate the understanding of the content of the EIS; it was not
intended to be all inclusive. Many abbreviated terms are defined in the adjacent discussion.
The tribal narratives in Appendix G were provided by the organizations indicated on page G-1.
The text was included as received without editorial changes. The abbreviation is defined within
the text of the sentence.

All authors should be listed for the following references: Krier, D., ci al., 1997; Krepka, K.M.,
ci al., 2004: Last. G.V., et al., 2006; Longatire, P., ct al., 1996; Maltigod, S.V., etaLI,2002; sad
MMIiS etal., 1994.
All au~thors should belisted for the following references: Phifer, M.AK,Ct al., 2007; Powers,+
D.W., etal., 1978; Sheol, G J., etal., 1908; and, Stauffer, P.H,., ct at., 2005. •w321-29
(Cont.)
Page E..87. Line 41:
The link docs not work; however, the information may he found at
Pane G-6.1Line I:
GRCC is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace 0-20, Line 9:
A1WS is not included in the list of Acronymsa and Abbreviations.
Paze (?-20, Line 42:
BARA js n0t included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Page G-2I, Figure A-I. near center of figure:
NAFR and V17R
are not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace 6-23. Ficure A-2. flaure cantien:
NIESDI5 is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace 6-32. Line 42:
AITC is cot included in the list of Acronymns atndAbbreviations,
Pace G-33. Lite 29:
IM LA is not inicltdetd in ithelist of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane 0-56. Line It1:
P.RDF is not included is the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations,
Pace G-57. Lice 33:
OWL is not included in ihe list of Acroitnys sad Abbreviations.
Pace G-66. L[ine 3:
CLUJP and CCP asc slot included in shelist of Acronyms sad Abbreviations.
Pace 6-67. Line 1I:
FWVS
is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbeeviatiotns.
Pace G-67. Lice 21:

W321-30

Wojtowicz. John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cant'd)

OU is not included in the list of Acronynrs and Abbreviationts.
Page C-76. Line 43:
OMB is not included in the list of Acoronyms and Abbreviations.
Page G-18. Line 9:
NPfEC is not incleded in tihelist of Acronyms end AbbreviatiOns.
Paine G-7S. Line 38:
DOE-RL is not included in thre list of Acronynms end Abbreviations.
P..ane (1-82. Line 6:
1IMB is not included in thu list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Line 30__£
NIMvS is not included in the list of Acronyris and Abbreviations.
Pae06.

Page G1-g9. Line 25:"
D)ARH-T js not inclhded in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane G1-94. Line 26:
N'WPA is nrot included in the list tsf Acronyms and Abbreviations.
W321-30
Page G-94, Line 46:
N'E end SC are not included in the list of Acconryms and Abbreviations.
pane G-96. Line 9:
ITA is nat ineindedl ir. the list of Acrorsyms sod AbbrcviotiOens.
Paste (1-6. Line 16:i
FEIRO is trot included in threlist of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
12
Parse G-97. Line_!..
OPA is trot inclnde'd lnttie list of Acronyms end Abbreviationn.
•
liege C-Ill. Line 4
FEiP is not included in tire list of Acronyms end Abbreviations,
page G-Il i. Tabl. Csohnini 3. Rowl I. Line 2:
QALY is niot irrcirrrled inst~re list of"Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pane, C-I12. Tahle, Cohrron 3. Rtnw3.3 Line 1:,
NRDA is not hncluded in the list of Acronyma and Abibreviationa.

TCP is not included in the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.

'(Cant.)

Woltowicz. John. Commenter ID No. W321 (cont'd)

Pae016
Line in
8: the list of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
EJ
is not included
Pac 0G-IgRLine 21:
Q)OL is not insluded int the list:of Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Pace G..125 Line 1:
RMB is not incloded in the list of Acrotynym and Abbreviations.
Pace 0-129, Line 33:
in the units of measure on Page xxxiii, gpd is indicated to inean gallon(s) per day. Ilere it is usedl
for grams pee day.
Page G,-129• Footnote 37. Line i,:
.(Cost.)
UNEPAINCIIS and B3TFare not included in the list of Aeronynse and Abbreviations.
PagRe.0-132, Lines 9. 12, 18:
CHAD, GARB and USACHlPPM are not insluded in the list ofAcronymns and Abbreviations.
PaeG-132 Footnotes 41& 461.~ne 1:
OSWISR and RAC are not included in the list of Acemnymna and Abbreviations,
Page 0-!39" Line 31!
APE is not included in the list of Acronymsn sid Abbreviations.
Pag e0-140. Line 32:'
IC is not ineltuded in the list of Acrotsnss and Abbreviations

W321-30

W66-1

Wood. Phyllis. Commenter ID No. W66

Promn

gtceiswisaster@anLgov

Sest:
To:

Monday.May 23. 201.1 5:27 PM
gtccelwinaterttani~gov

Subject:

be required
The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

PRcelpc Greater-rhan-Class-C Low-Leval R dioactive Waste ns5 comment G3TCC1WEE

Thank you for your comment. Phylli$ Wood.
The commeent tracking number that has been assigned to your coment is GTCC'ICO6.

Pl.ase refer to the comment

trackingt number In aSlcorrespondence relatingl to this comment.

comment Date: May 23. 2011 O5:26:43PM CDT
G~re-Te-

laso- .-Levl Radioactive Waste ElSDraft Comment: GTCC1O066

Pinst Name: Phylls
Middle initlab-E

LastName: Wood
Ct:Portlandl
staute:ORl

Zip:97206
Counry~n:
USA
fro public record
name or address
Don't wthomld
PriVacyPreference:

Comment Submited:
As a private citizen I fall to understand why sending ntjdear waste throuh citilesis beingZseriously con'sidered as an
option.

'clwemase
Questions about subndtl~nl comments over the web? Contact us at;
Than-Class-C 1.0w-LevelRadioactive Waste ElS Webmzaster at (6301252-5705.

W66-1

I yalor cellthe GIreater-
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L54-1

Wright, Maureen, Commenter ID No. L54
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DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-5 79 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify, the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modifyv this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."
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DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC E1S
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL., NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

S
L54-2

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

0

0

0

L410-1

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the ELS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

L410-2

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Wvers, Juliet. Commenter ID No. L410

O

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT"STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAl, OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-IIKE.WASTE
(l)OE/EIS-0375-D)

U.S. Department of Energy
FORM
WRITTEN COMMENT
wi to bejin,? .hmne 271201
to.,t

Mr. ......... M rs,.......

N,,mc

reraccvnd

Ms. . . ... M r. & Mrs

l)r.

_ Lk.......... .. . . ..........

Address:
State:

Zip Code: ....

L410-1

~

fo•rm may hr• publi bed asen1
wl/r~flHOLDN(G OF PE~RNONA L INFOItRIATION: Information yOu ptooidr 0
of the potblis record for this pretec. iniclnding pobhmatton on the InternetloIdiidual retpoenstnn may reqtloest

cotnfidetiality by cheeking e~e of the twnohosesbelow. T'heIX)E will hoorgnadh request, tothe r,.tro allowed by lawn.
orfront lindiiduals idemaifyingtbesseltre an r pcentatires orofficials
All submissionrtomorgaoieations and husinesses,
to lbs pssblicin their entirety.
of orgonizatios or businesses, swillbe uvo•ilable
,•W

Wathhld my nume and address from the pahile recoird.
withhold only my address from lb. public recoord

Comment forms may be mailed to:
Mr. Arnold Edelman
Docnment Manager
OtTiee of Regtulatory Compliance (EM.43)
US. Department of Enrgyg~

1000 Independence Avenoeh SW
washington, IDC20)585-0119

Commrent formaosay be fused to:
(301) 003-4303

or sent by electronic nmailto:

gtc,q
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Wyers. Juliet. Comumenter ID No. L410 (cont'd)
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(cont.)
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W365-I

Wyse, Scott, Commenter ID No. W365

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceisweibmasier @ani.gov
Thursday', June 23, 20111 3:35 PM
gtccelswebmuster @anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EMSComment GTCCIO36S

Thank you for your commenit, Scott Wyse.
Please refer to the comment
The cormeasn tracking number that has bee n assigned to your com ment is 13Tcc1036S.
tracking number in ali correspondence relating to this comment.
Corament •ate:June 23. 2011 03:35:0OPM car
Greater-Trhunciass.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft comment: GTCC103ES
First Name: Scott
Middle initial: c
Last Name: Wyse
Address: 43011SW Twombly Avenue
City: Porltlald
State: OR
ZIp:97239
Counstry: USA
Email: scsv, wvsekadish.co m
Privacy Preference: Donet withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
l am Oppoted to trucking radioactive waste through the columbia Gorge to Hantford. The risks arising from such an
actieity ore simply too high to be tolerated..
Questions shout submitting comments over the Web? Contact anat: glggitebaser,,ae.,nv or call th~eGreater.
EISWebmaster at 16301252-5705.
Thae-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive W,'aste

IW365-l

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Yarbrouph. Carol, Commenter ID No. W503

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

gtcceiswebsastonr@anl~gov
Sunday, June 26, 2011 6:03 PM
'ma~l~gtcceinsrchivns: gtrceiswabmatter@lanl~gov; gtccels@ant~gsv
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioacltive Waste UISComment GITCCLOSO3
Nu clear..Wastejtranspo rtsomminls..aG-TCC1OS03.doa:

Thank you for your comment, Carol Yarbroogh.
The comment trscking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCI0OS.
tracking number In alt correspondence relating to thIs comment.

Please refernto the comment

Comment Data: June 26. 2011 06:03:O6PM COT
Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Wante E1SDralt Comment:• GTCCIOS03
First Name: Carol
Last Name: Yarbrough,
Organization: Citizens far Cuattily Living
Address:
City:
State:
Country: USAW
Privacy Preference: Withhold address oniy from pubili record
Attuchmsent: C:\fakepnth\Nuclear Waste transport cosmenats.domx
Questions about submitting comments over tire Web? Contact us at: rtcreiswebmasterstanl,nov or call the GreaterThan-Ciass-C Low-tenet IRadisactive Waste E15Webmasner at [630) 252-5705.

Yarbrottgh, Carol, Commenter ID No. W503 (cant'd)

W503-l

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W503-2

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants, and
promoting alternative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

W503-3

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site.

Greater than Close CWaste
Office of Technical end Rieguastory Support tEa-43
US Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, NW.\
Washington DC20585-0.1198

ro whom it may concern,
We are writing this letter to express our deep concern and epposition to addicg mere highly radloactive
wastes to the immense quantities of waste already stored at Hanford, Washilngton, rho U~sOOE
has net
retrieved and treated the existing materiel fulfi~lling
the required cle.e nap and compliance with reisting
laws. Expanding the use of Ha nford es a nuclear waste depository and recycling facility pets the
Colombia River, aloes with the downstream towns, cities, farms, ranches and wildlife in Jeopardy.
Ground water contaminatton from esisting liquid nuclear waste Is moving closer every year to the
Columbia River.

W503-1

Backers of the Global Nuclear Energy Pa rtnership IGNEP)are supporting the use of Hanford in
Washington Stale as the Natios's depository for high level nuclear waste, It would appear that the
nsuclear power industry continues to promise what has failed to deliver that naclear power Is clean end
safe. They, of courtse, continue to ignore the waste ditposal issue as they have been doing for the pest
50 years. No Inform ed person who doesn't have a vested Interest is promotleg nuclear power believes
that the waste disposal probiem wnillmerely go away. They promise and promise and contionu to fail to
deliver.
We urge the US DOEto fiod waeysso reduce the amount of radlooctive wsnute,not plan for eepandieg
more nuclear power reactors. Oar concern Is net with a meltdown of the reactor core. Many peblic
relations pieces promoting expanding nuclear power cities the safety features of sew design reactors,
but theyall fail to deal with the meesedisposal problem. Our concern regarding expanding nuclear
power is the disposal of the spent radioactive maste. Presently, military waste Is stored In New Mexico
sod non-military waste disposal at that site is banned. Nevada doesn't swist the weastestored in their
state. Fer sneeral decades the National Academy of Science has suggested that deep geological disposal
to the stable Granite Shietd of North America usthe most viable unucearwaste disposal sits, yet thre DOE
continues to ignore their advice. In addition to the wnasteditposal problem expanding auclear power in
the United States presentisicreesed risk in transportation of radioactive waste from around the country
to the Hantford site, Increase truck, train endbar'ge traffic carrying radioactive waste comes with
Increased risk in accidents and potential hi-jacking the materisl for use in terrorism.

W503-2

Other countries that have ostensive nuclear programs are nose recornsldering vnuceerpower. Japan, due
to the recent earthquake and tsunami and damaged their reactors, is loohing to the other power sources
according to the Bloombeng BusinresS Week. ThreJune 87, 2011 Oregonian reported that Germany is neow
retbinksfg their energy strategy and plus to phase out nuclear power plants. The United Stares needs to
rethink its energy policy without nuclear power.
USEOE's nsclear waste cleanup troth record at Hanford Is unsatisfactory. Incomplete arrd calls into
question their ability to handle even esorewaste.
irs2004 Weshington voters passed hgt1-297,by the highest vote to date in state history, which required
the cleanup and coropliarrce before edding more woaste.

W503-3

W503-4

Varbrou~h. Carol, Comm enter ID No. W503 (cant'd)

We are concern citizens, not 'the shy is failing" type of people. We recognize the need for a strong
defense and energy Independence, bat do nut support nuclear power because of the waste disposni
problem
We urge you take a positive and proactive stand against the proposal to store and or reprocess any
additional nuclear waste at the Hanford sile.
Thank you,
John and Carol Yarbrough
Citizens forQuality Lining,
38 Clnmrlyotni
Read
Lyle,WA98635

W503-4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants, and
promoting alternative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC ELS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposat alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

W353-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W353-2

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental
Impact Statement (UNEPPEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

Yates, Patricia, Comm enter ID No. W353

Prom:
Sent:
To:
Subjectt:

gt ceeiswebreas er~a nLg ov
•Thursday. June 23, 2011 1:43 PM
gtcceiswvebmast er @anLgov
Receipt; Greater-Than-Class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste RIS Comment 0TCC10353

Thank you for yearcomment, Patricia Yates.

The GNEP PETS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your commentis GTCCIO353.
Pleave refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this commnent.
Comment Date; june 23. 2011 O1:42:SSPM COT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Leeni Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment:

13TCC1O353

First Name: Patricia
Middle Initial: I.
Last Name: Yates
Address: 3211 N.E.Edetw eiss Ct.
city: Vancouver
State: WA
Zip:g98682
Country: UISA
tmail: nhunnee07@vahso.com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from p ablic recotd

comment Submitted:
Dear Janice,

Protect oar Columbia R.icerand prevent cancer In the children who will drink the contamuinated
water from thleEnergy
Department's (USODOE's
latest plan to use Hanford as a National Radioactive Waste Damp for estremely radioactive
wastes.

I

W353-1

12,600 truckloads of eutr'emelt radioactive waste would come through Oregon and Spokane to Hanford, if Hanford is
chosen at the rational radioactive waste dump far extremtly radioactive (GT•CC)
wastes.
W353-2
This is in addition to the 17,000 truckloads with 3 million cubic feet of other radioactive end radioactive chemical wnastes
which USDOOdecided In 2004 to ship to flanford for disposal - Heart of America Northwest continues legal efforts and
organizing to overturn, This would total 4 trucks a day, every' day for 20 years.

Yates, Patricia. Commenter ID No. W353 (cont'd)

Truck routes include 1•5throughi Eugene. Salem, Portland; 1-84over the Blue Mountoins; and 1-90throtugh Spokane.

In 2008g,USDOEadmitted that trucking similar highly radioactive wastes to Hanford would cause at many as 816 fatal
cancers in the public exposed to the radiation from the trucks along the rouates - even ifrthere are no accidents or
terrorist attacks.

This is due to the fact that the caths used for trucking cannot shield altof the radiation weithoutbeing too heavy to truck.
W353-2
(Gout.)

Ilighlsyradioactive Plutonium shipmuents ore a prime target for terrorists - especilaly when the aSgoverument Istrucking
them through the ceeterof cities sech as portland or Spokane..

In the event ofraforeseeable accident with fire or a terrorist attach on a truckload of highly radioactive Plutonium waoste
en route to Hanford on 1-205oud I-Sor i-S0,an independent analysis commissioned by Heart of America Northwest
Researchs Center found that hundreds ot square miles of either Portland or Spokane would be contaminated ondover a
thousand fatal cancers would result.
Questions a hount
submitting comments over IlseWeb? Contact as at: etccelswehmaster~ani.eov or call the GreaterThan-Ciaoo-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWehmaster as (630) 252-9705.

W285-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

W285-2

See response to W285-1

Yun, Christine, Commenter ID No. W285

From:
Sent:
,To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswvebmaster@ar.Lgov
Thursday. June 16i, 2011 21:32 PM
gtcceiswebreaster@antgav
•Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C tow-level Radioactive Waste 0S Commaent GTCC20285

Thards you for your comment, Christine Yun.
Tire comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC102BS.Please refer to the comment
tracking numiser inail correspondence relaintsr to this comment.
comment Date: lone 16, 2011 11:31:28PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C tow-level Radioactive Waste E13Draft Comment: GTCC10285
First Name: Christine
Last Name: Yun
Country: USA
privacy Preference: Don't withhold nome or address from pubiltc record

Comment Submitted:"I
Why does nuctea rwaste have to he stored at Hanford? To endanger a nstianal treasure. the Coiumbia River Gorge, with
possible nuclear contamination and thereby denying peopie of the ability to enjoy such a natural wonder doent not seem

IW5I W8-

righst.
I
Hanford is already thre most polluttd area in the Western Hemisphere, with 53 million gallons of high level enucear and
chemic-al waste stored in agieg, leaky tanks neor tIle Columbia River. This deadly waste is currentiy leaking undergroundI W255-2
and tlowing slowiy 1nto the Columbia. The number nonepriority should be to stop mare waste frnm leaking into the river
and clean ep tire existing waste and contaminated sail.
Questions about submitting commeats over the Web? Contact us at: rtcceiswehmaster~tanI.eoa or call the GreaterThan-(lass-C Lnw-Lvvel Radioactive Waste E1SWebmaster at (630) 252-570S.

L416-1

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

L416-2

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Zeta, Leslie, Commenter ID No. L416

Eu

DRAFTl ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT' for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER TF[AN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(I)OE/EIS-0375-D))
U.S. Department of Energy

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
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Cososlienlt funts mraybe mlailedto;
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W297-1

Zimbeim an. Martha, Comm enter ID No. W297

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt cceiswebmaster@anI.gov
Friday, June 17,.2011 1202 PM
gtcceiswebmastet@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-f han-Class-C Low-level Radioactive Waste f IS Comment G7CC10297

Thach you for your comment. Martha Zimbelman.
The comment tracking number that has boen assigned to your comment isGTCC10297. Please refer to the comment
tracklns number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Gate:June 17, 2011 12:01:30PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC102S7
PirstName: Martha.
Middle Initial: S
Last Name: Zimbelman
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold come or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Ptease do not allow any more radioactive waste to be deposited at Hanford Nuclear Site In Washington State. Ilive Ia
the Columbia River'Gorge and fear for our environment and the river itself if there mere to benany spilts or accidents
along the route for delivery. The Hanford site is already designated For clean-np and should therefore not ho used for
more deposits of radioactive waste. The Columbia Rlvet"Gorge is a Nutiocal Scenic Area anodshould not be subjected to
possible catastrophic spills of toxic waste that could anadwould endanger the lives of people who lionhere and the
radioactive waste to
wildlife that we so truly love and cherish. t[hankyou for your serious consideration of not allowin~g
be deposited at htanford. Sincerely, Martha Zimbetman
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact at at: g..te~i•,vehmastertt@anl.gov or call the GreaterThan-Claus-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste gISWebmaster at (600) 252-5705.

IW297-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W75-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W75-2

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes~would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

Zotter, Mary., Comimenter ID No. W75

From:
Senlt:
To:
Snbjeut:

9ccciswebmaster@anlgov
'Wednesday, June 01, 2111141:18PM
9tccessvehbmvsteranl.gov
Receipt: tlevater-'fhan.Ciass-C lov,-LecveiRatliouctive Waste ItS Cormment GTcCIAO55

Thank you for your comment. mary zotter.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is6TCCtO075.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities. (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Comment Date: June 1, 2011 04:18:2OPM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCC10075
First Name: mary
Middle lnitlaha
last Name: zotter.
Address: 5403 SWThomas
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 92221
Country:. USA
tmail: suszot@,aoicorm
Privacy Preference: Dan't withhold name or address from public record

W75-3

Comment Submitted:
Doer Director, USD0E.
Please do nor even consider sending more nuclear waste to Nlnford.
As you wnellktow, over S30billion has already been speat to try to clean up the enisting waste at nanford, and that job is
far from complete. Meanvahile persistent contamination is shown in testing at the site, threatening tbe healthaot thle
W75three native tribes along the Columbia River, as welt at ali life in and near the riser.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

"The USD0E pias to truck 12.000 treckioads of extremely radioactive 0T1CC
wastes to dump at Hanford, in addition to ithe
17,000 truckloads already being shipped there, is beyond ridiculoust. it would provide huge danger to allareas along the
trucking roates, and simpiy CANNOTbe safety bandied at Htanford.

jW75-2

You need to consider better alternatives for the GITCCwastes, secth usa deep geologic repository rather than landfills,
trenches. boreholes. and vaults which leach into grouadwater and threaten the health of so many.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

W75-3

You also need to consider waps to greatly reduce nuctear waste before proceeding to produce more.
IllIs totally unconscionabie to plan tO transport and dam p more highiy radioactive waste at Hanford, now or In thu
future.

Sincerely,

W75-4

W75-4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Zotter. Mary,. Commenter ID No. W75 (cont'd)

Mary Suten Zottcr

Qtuestions abou~t submitttv8 commenets over IhieWeb? Contact es at: t; vsv
Thats-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630) 252-5703,

pseriJ etn or cai! the Greater-

W245-1

Zucker. Mareuerv. Commenter ID No. W245

From:.
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

•gtcceiswebm aster@anl~gov
Thursday, June16,.2011 12.f03PM
gtcceiswebmaster @anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-ThranClass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment t3TCC1O245

Thanh you for your comment, Marguery Zucker.
The comment tracking number thuathas been assigned to your comment it cGTCC1O245.
Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relathng to thin comment.
Comment Data:June 16, 2011 12:02:38PM COT
Greatar-Tlha n-Clann,'-CLow-Leant Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTtC 107.45
First Name: Marguer1
Middle Initial: L
,
Last Name: Zucker
Address: 1966 Orchard St.
Citt Eugene
State: OR
Zip:97403
Country: USA
Emailh lee~tthelnomoliee_,.cgn
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
NO nuclear waste it our Borsel~ll

W245-1

That's the bottom tine'.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: tg!~L.memoer~annJ.eov or call threGreaterThan-Class-C
Lom-L~evel
Radioactive Waste EtSWebasaster at (630) 252-5705.

C.5

0
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W526-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W526-2

DOE agrees that use ofra geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC ELS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W526

To:
Sotrect:

gtccaisweebsaster@anilgov
Monday. June 27, 201. 8:52 AM
gtcrrtswebmaster0'anl gov
Receipt: Greater-T7t .Class-C Low-Leeel Riadioactive Waste Eit Comment GTCCI052E

Thank you moryour comment.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

The comment tracking number that has becn a esigned to your comment isGTCC1052e. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to thi's comment.
Comment Date;:June 27. 2011. Oe:S1:5lAtd CDT
Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft.Comment: GTCC1052S

First Name:
Last Name:

Country: USA
,Privacy Preference: Withhold onaieand address froms
public record

Comment Submitted:
This is absolutely unacceptabtel

Hanford con not be cleaned opif USOO0E
adds any more waste to be
buried in landfilloor horeholes - the wastes in~existiag solil
trenches antI ditches ondfrom tank leaks need tu be removed.
2. Extremely radioactive wastes belong in de~epunderground
repositories, not in landlills, boreholes or vaults.
3. U50OE needs to consider in the EIShow to avoid mak<ing
mare of
these highly radioactive wastes.
4. USOOEhas to disclose and consider the total (curnulativel im pactis
of both of USDOE's separate proposals to uso'Hanford nsa national
radioactive waste dump, and ail the risks from trucking wastes to
Ilanford, Inone environmental impact statement for the pablic to
review and comment on the full picture. "The GTCCfiS needs to
disclose IhaI USt2OEis also proposing to add 3 million cubIc feet of
radioactive and chemical wnastesto be disposed at hlanford, in
addition to the GTCC•wastes,
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? contact USoat:etcceiswehmvsterivanl.gnov
or coilthe GreaterThan-Clats.C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster ot (6501252-5705.

W526-1
W526-2
W526-3

Wv526-4

W526-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W526-4

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts fr'om the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM ElS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

W59-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W59

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject,

gtceiswebmasster@anltgav
Sunday, May 22, 2011 10:19 AM
g tcceiwiebmnster@anl~gov
Receipt: Greatee-Than-Ctasso-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste EtSComment GTCC1005S

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the W1IPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient d'epths to groundwater.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

Thanbyou toryosr comment,,
The cemmeot tracking number that has be en assigned to your cemmeet is GTCC2005S.Ptense renterto the comment
traching number Innil correspondence retating to this comment.

W59-2

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W59-3

DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify' the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

Comment Date: May 22 2011 10:18:57AM CDT
Greataer-Trhnn-Ctass-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste E13Dm18t
Comment: GICCI0OSS
First Name:
Last Name:.
Address:
City::
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: ericiadmanviwpmail.cem
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address tram public recendl

Comment Submitted:
Please consider shefotlaowingcomments from HOAtlIW,which Icompletely agree with, regarding waste storage and
shipmenno
1.DeepCeotagic Repository: Highly radioactive and long-lived wavten shoald be dispoead deep under- groand In stable
W5geologic formationa, NOTin landfills, trenches. boreholen and vaults which threalen greundweter and health.
2. USD08 should consider hew so reduce the amount at highly radioactive wastes created. More than 55% of the weastes
considered for disposal in the Draft GTCC813are tram reactors which are not even built. The National Environmental
Policy Act INtPAI,reqaires that environmental impact statements cars-aider all reasonable alternatives, inctuding how to
5-2
avoid making as much waste.
3. Dispose of these wastes along wis h High-L~evel
Nuclear Waste (e-g.. used Fuelnodaliv one or mare deep geologic
repositories. For decades, the National Academy of Science antdether oclentilic consensus has been thaet the best
geologic disposal would be in Ilhestable Granite Shield at North Amoeric.W5* USD08 does eat really consider geologic disposal because Its only deep underground oltemeatlve
Is to eapand the WiPP
salt mine used for Plutonlum wnastes in Now Mesico. which Is not designed or sited for these blghly radioactive and Thot"
wastes, and Is legally barred from taking non~detense wastes.
* USD08 tailed soconsider tangterm hardened an site storage of the reactor 6TCCwastes.
4.Disciose and consider the total (cumulative) impacts of all USD)Ot'5proposals Itstine Hanford nsa national radioactive
waste dump atong vwithproposals to leave High-Level Waste tank residues and leabs In the soil, and all the risks from
W59-4
both proposals to truck Wvastesto Ha nford ,Includlng the actual trtuchroates, in one environmental impact statement.-

jWS-

j

DOE acknowledges the ThU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1I)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and OTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

Questions about submitting comments over theoWeb? Contact us at: ntcceiuwebmastenlsnrv orcall the GreaterThan.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 813Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W59-4

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W59 (cont'd)

a decision
dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferredthe
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913other
DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in
on importing waste from
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W458-1

Name Withheld, Commeuter ID No. W458

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
____________________________________________________institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.
From:
Sent.
To.
Subject:

gtccaismehmastcr@ant~gov
Saturday,. June 25, 2052 1:43 AM
g tcceiswebmnasetr@uentgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTccto4S8

Thank you for your comment, l
The comment tracking number" that bbs keen assigned to your comment Is GTcctG4SR.
tracking number In all coreespoedeece relating to this comment.

Please refer to the comment

Comment Date: Jove 25, 2011 01:45:1RAM CDT

Graater-Than-Closs-C tom-Level Raodioactive Waste EI5Droft comment: GTccIo4ss
First Name:
Last Name: .
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withheld name and address from public record

comment Submitted:

Please do not make any pianesto teed radioactive matte into the Columbia PieerGorge. Asa frequent Columbia River
GOrse visitor tahouat 5.6 tirnvsjmont h), I can say that I hove shared that road with many a Strud, strange-shapod toad,
and wide load. All of these cause me to stem dams and consider the optisos of all the surrounding traffic. Knowing that
radioactive mastemay be passing beside, behind, or before me create potentially unsafe coasidloes for me, my
passengers, the community residents, and the creatures wha call this stunning. preserved place "homeY Msa volu.nteer
In the scenic area, I thace the opportunity to speak with folks from all over this country and the veorid. I can sayebthr
they, too, would be endangered. Their visitor enperience, often initiated because of awe for this area, coeld become a
gamble against the odds of a mishap. Please keep our tyocrl Gorge safe for altl travelers and residents by not agreeing to
ship radioactive maste. Ptease do all you ens to clean up the waste tisat already contaminates at Hanford.
Thank yea.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswebninsterrsssntnn~v or call the GreaterThan-class-c; Lom-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at $6301252-5705.

I

W458-I

W465-l

Name Withheld, Comm enter ID No. W465

From:
Sent;
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmast er@anl.gov
Saturday, June 25, l0U.1 10:11 AM
gtcceiswabmaster@antgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clasa-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GrCC10465

Thank yOU for your comment,

The comment trackint nuember that has been assigned to your comm~ent is GTCCS04SS. Pleate refer to the comnment
trackln8 number in all correspondence retating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 25, 2011 10:11:01AM COT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Lenel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTCC10465
First Name:
Last Name."
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
hlanford needs help, net

more matte to really make the mess worae. The Gorge isa national Scenic area. not a dumping

ground. Piease keep it that way.I

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at:/1,tcceiswebmasterimantLgov or call the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (g30) 252-5705.

I W465-]

13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December(with
limited exceptions as described in the
on importing waste from other DOE sites
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W494-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W494-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W494

F'rom!

Sent:
To:
Suttect:

gtcceiswebmaster@antgov
Sunday, June 26, 2011 12:55 PM
gtcceiswebmaster @anigov
Receipt Greaten-Thlan-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste E15Comment 6TCC104t4

Thank you for your comment,.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment isGTCC10494. Please refer to the comment
trackIng number In all correspondence relating to tinlscomment.
Comment Date: June 26, 2011 12:54:40PM CDT
Greater-Thon-Class-C tow-Levet Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCCS0494
First Name:,
Lost Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip.
Country:. USA
Email: atmm bmobns@tenaiLcmt
Privacy Preference: Withheld name and address from public record

Conament Submitted:
To whom it may concern,
These are the reasons Itam concerned about the Hanford waite.
Hanford can not be cteaned up if USDO5adds any more waste to be buried Inlandfills or boreholes - the wastes In
existing soil trenches and ditches and from tank teaksneed to be removed.

SW494-2

Extremelty radioactive waostesbelong Indeep underground repositories, nor in landfills, borehotes onvaults.
W494-3

USD05 seeds to consider IF the EIShow to avoid making more of these highty radioactive wastes.
USDO5 hasuto disclose and consider the total tcumutativel impacts of both of USDOE5sseparate proposals lo use

]
Hanford usea national radioactive wastue dumip and all the risks front truckirn wastes to Hanford, is one environmental[ W494-4
timpact statement for the public to r'eview and comment us the fail picture. The 0TCC EISneeds tO disclose that USDOE
Is alto proposing to add 3 million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical weastes to be disposed at Hartford, ha addition to
the GTCC wastes.

Queutions about submitting, comments ever the Web? Contact as at: ptcceiswehmaster@telno
Than-Class.C low-Level Radionctine Waste E IS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

or call the Greater-

W494-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or altematives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W494-4

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

W462-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W462

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risk• during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

gtcceiswebmaster@anl~gov
Saturday, June 25, 2011 9:08 AM
gtcc~iswehmaster@a nlgov
Receipt: Greuter-t•han-Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E1SComment GTCC10462

Thank you for yore comment.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O462.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 25. 2015 Oa:07:19AM CDT
Glreater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS1Dralt'Commect: GTCC15462
First Name:"
Middlle Initial:
Last Name:
Organizatlon:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:

Country: USA
Email: brookdancer@hsotmail~com
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
No.,sno, nol We cannot track nuclear waste through pristine countrysides or populous urban areas. This lack of a
solution for disposing of nuclear waute has always been the perfect reason NOT to use nuclear power. Only the shortsightedneus of politicians. and Conservatisnm, could have brought un to this moment, when we would even consider suchs
dasperate measures, Please, stop tisis foolishness an~dImmediately begin disassembling all nuclear power plants,
particularly those on fault lines and tsunami potential zoneal
Ouestionst obout submitting comments over she Web? Contact us at: gtcceiswebmnasterl~anteov or call tire GreaterThan-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste 05SWebmaster at le30) 252-5705.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W462-1

W538-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W538

F'rom:
Sent,
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmast er@anltgov
Monday. June 27, 2011 1:59 PM
gtcceiswebmast er@anLgov
IReceipt:
Greater-Than-Cdoss-C tow-Level Radoeactive Waste ItS comment GTCCt0538

Thank you for your comment,
"ihecomment tracking number that has been assigned to your cumment is GTCCI0558, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date:.June 27, 2011 01.:SS:4PMv CUt

6reater-Than-Ciaws-C tow-Level Radioactive Watte EiSDraft Comment: GTCC10538
PinstName:
Mitddte initial.
taut Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
counm/y USA
EmaUi: michrlstonher'@01ivaeronfe.net

privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment Suzbmitted:
I do not want rasdioactive waste trucked through the greater Portiund Area. its chalienging enough to battle the tonic air
challenges we have tn the city, dealing mitthmore tonic waste wiltjust make things wverseand harder er every day
citisens to have a voice and fuel safe about living8
in this area. I really hope one day i'm eet;forced to leave a place I love
because we can't get these typos of issueo uddressed.
Questions about sttbesietig comments over the Web? Contact asat: etecelswvebmaster@,
anI.eov or cullthe GreaterThan-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste [IS Webmaster as (t30) 252-5705.

W3W3-

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. The GTCC EIS evaluates the
transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to dispose of the entire
inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site and all the other sites
being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel
would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in
any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one fatality directly related to an accident might
occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W473-l

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W473

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:"

gtcceiswebmaeter@anl 9ov
Saturday. June 25. 2011 12:18 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@anl.g ov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Lowv-tevelRadioactive Waste ets comment GTCC104173

Thank you for your comment,"
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC10173. Please refer to the comment
traclring nunibetrin all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: June 2S,2011 12:17:55PM COT
Greater-Than-Claus-C [ow-Level Radioactive Wastc fiS Draft comment: GTCC10473
First Name:
Lest Name:'
Country: USA
Email: Icrlssman @ tomall~cam
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and addrens from public record

Comment Submitted:
t am adamantly against the truclitng of nuclear waste to the Hantford silo for obvious reasons that I'm ante a multitude of
citizens huve already stated. In addition, Istrongly oppose nuclear plants as a source of energy. We are an intelligent
species and mutt usneoar minds and our hearts for decisions of co nscience. There are safer energy sources availabte
then nuclear, optimally the sun.
Is it greed, laziness, fear orea combination thereof when we humsan beings don't consult the best aspects of ourselveo for
wise, comapasslonate choices? IImplore those in positions of governmental power to consult their hearts and use their
intelllgence to took pass short-slghted goals and make a shift In their conaclousness. Then tiheright action aI'ound this
issue wnillbe obvious, and a ripple effect wiiitranspire to gratify niLl
Voice for the truth in Portland, OR

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: rtcceiswvebmnstermenianoe or call the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

WV473-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W12-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W12

From:
Sent:
To:
.gtcceiswehnmast
Subject=

g~cceias'veb
raster@ani~gov
Tuesday, May 10, 2011 4:13 PM
er@ani.gov
Receipt Greater-Than-Class.C .Low-Level Radioactive Waste fIS Comment GTCClo012

Thank you for your comment,
The comment tracking number that has been assigneed to your comment InGTCC1O012.Pleaserefer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Oate: May 10, 2011 04:12:S3PM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft comment: GTCC10012
First Name:
Lost Name:
Address:
City.
Stale:
Country: UJSA
Emalih demeilleiyem.nte~eda
Privacy Preference: Withhoid name and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Trucking waste, with the amount that leaks even with~out mishap, is unconscionabie.
]
TOeven consider it, Is to be in denial. Please wake up. to the death that is guara nteed to take place as a result plus theI WI2-1
extraordinary death and suffering that Is risked, It is murder, quite literally.
Questions about submitting commeent over the Web? Contact onsat:etccelswehmaster(Oanl.gov orcalilthe GreaterThan-Class-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at t6301 252-5705.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the ELS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves.

W18-1

NameWithheld, Commenter ID No. W18

I

III
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

IIII

gtccelswvebrnster @aol.gov
Friday, May 13. 2311 11:A0 AM
gtceeiswebmastet@anLgov
Receipt: Giteater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste US Comment GTCC1O018

Thank you for your comreent.
The comment tracking number that has been astigned to your comment is GTCCOiI01B. Please refer to the comment
traching number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 13, 2011 11:39:16AM COT
Great er-Tharn-Class-C; tow-Level Radioactive Waste 515Draft Comment: GTCC;1G018
First Name::
Last Name:
City:
State:
C~ountry: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment submitted:
this
There is a huge cleanup job at Hanford that is decades away from bein~g finished. Trucking more waste there ut
the
point would he addie 5 insult to Injury. We don't need level 3 wasta on our roads en route to, or at Hunford. Finish
cleanup lirst, and DO NOTSHIP MORESWASTg TO HANFORO.
Thank you.
GreaterOQceStionsstout subnsiettng comments over the Web? Contact us at: etceswmebnmastere~anlJeov or call the

Than-Cluass-C tom-Level Radioactive Waste gis Webmaster at t030) 252-5705.

WI 5-I

December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 datedDOE
sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

on importing waste from other
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W527-1
Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W527

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@anL~gov
Monday, June 27. 2011 9A'0 AM
.glcc¢a'iebmasleroenl~pov

P,eceipt: Grealer-Than-Ciuss-C Low-Levelliodloactlve Weste

tis Comment GTCCl0527

Theankyou for your comment.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment InGTrCC10527.
Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Dale: June 27, 2011 09:39:33AM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-c tow-level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTCCI0527
First Name:
Last Name:
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address feom public record

Comment Submitted:
Withold name & address from public record.
I greyw up in Richiand, having reoved there in the S0's. The magnitude of problems with storage of radioactive materilsl
was seemingly not known then - but it is now. The slow work & difficulty of accomplishing clean up at t-andford is
reason eeosugh not to bring morewaste there. Transporting it through Portla nd & Spokane is unacceptable, as is
depositing mare of it adjacent to the Colombia River. Public and oensromontal safety must be primary In the decision
process. Releases there in the 5O's are proof that was not the case in the past. likely my thyroid, decease is a personal
testament to that. Please teenuslearn from the past &, mono ahead more wisely. Thank you.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us ut: etqcelswebmasterctanl.o'ov or cal the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at t630) 252.5705.

SW527-l

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W271-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W271

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJecft

*g~cceisssebmaster@ant.gov
Thursdlay, June 26. 2011 4:32 PM
gtcceitwebmaster@anligev
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste ttS Comment

GTCCI027S

Thank you for your comment.
The comment tracking number that5has bees ossigned to your Comment isGTCC10271. Piease refer to the comment
tracking number in sit correspondence relating to thit comment.
Comment Date:June 16, 2021 04:31:32PM CDT
Greater-Thsan-Ciaoo-C Low.Level Radioactive Waste SIS Draft Comment: GTCCI027I
Ftrst Name:
Middie Initial:
Last Name;
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Cauntty: USA
Emaih:dindamre4Seahon.com
Privacy Preference: Withheld name end a ddreaa from pubiic record

Comment Submitted:
Columbia River Gorge is a nationat treasure that shoutd be pretected--not farther endangered bydaily truciloads of
radioactive waste.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact as at: "rtcceiswebmaeter@..nI.eogv or cait the GreaterTihan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWvebmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W.271-t

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

W349-1

Natme Withheld, Comm enter ID No. W349

Fr'om:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiu,-webmaster@ani~gov
Thursday. June 23. 2011 10:14 AM
Itcceiswebmaster@oanlgav
Receipt: Greater-Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactnve Waste tiS Commient GTCC10349

Thank you for your comment,
The comment tracking number that has teen assigned to your comment ls.GTCCI0349. Please refer to the Comment
tracking number In all corre~pondence relating to this comment.
Comment pate:June 23. 2011 10:13:45AM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-L*vel Radioactive Waste tiS Draft comment: GTCC10349
First Name:
Last Name
Organization:
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment Submitted:

Are YouAtL oatof your mindsiiii"
Questions about submitting commears over the Web? Conitact us at: etccelswehmasteriiani~euv or call the GreaterThan-Class-C Lam,-Leve| Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at t6S0) 252-5705.

IW349-1

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

W516-l

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W516

From:
Sents
To:
Subject:

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

9tcceisweismast er @anl~gov
Monday, June 27. 2Q1112;26 AM
glcceis,,eb maeter@anI~gov
Receipt:Grearer-Th~an..Clasa-CLoW-LevelRadioactive Waste £1SComment GTCC]0S16

Thantk you for your comment.

The comment tracking number that han been assigned to your commeut iv GTrcclo51s. Pleas'e refer to thneComment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to thin cumnment.

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

comment Date: iene 27, 201.1 12:26:13AM CDT

Greater-Than-dlasn-C Low-Luvel Radioactive Waste EI$Draft comment: GTCCIOS1S
First Name:
Last Name:

Add ress:
City:
State:
Zip:

Country: USA
Email: nav.d~neal'Ddnl.ontv.net

Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

comment Submitted:
I am very oppoted to thin proposat. Byadding mere radioactive weastes, in this case extremely radloactine, the DOE
wvouldbe endangering public health arndthe Columbia iliver. It woald be playing with danger to people livingand drivingI
fire
along the routes that 12,600 truckloads mill be goingwvith addsitlonal doeger from possihie accidents (they do o~ccur),
andterruriutattacks. Hlanford is already trying to clear, upund thiswmouldmakeothat fruitless. Don't approve thin. Very
bad idea.I
Ouestions about submitting comments over tha Web? Contact co at: g.Lgssvb. atnw. nieo or tail the GreaterThan-Clots-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste fIll Webmastur at (630) 252-5705.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

I5w51-I

W498-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W498-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

Name Withheld, Commenter 1D No. W498

Prom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:'

9tcceiswebmiast er@anLgov
Sunday. June 26, 2011 2z08PM
glcceiswebmsster@anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Cias.-C LOW-iLevei
Radioactive Waste 615S
Comment GTCC1049g

Thank you for your comment,
*rhe comment tracising number that has been assigned to your comment is 0TCC10498. Please refer to the comment
trucking number in all correspondence reiating to this comment.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

Comment Date: June 26, 2011 02:07:44PMI CDT
Greater-Than-Ciass-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCID4SS
First Neme:
Last Name:
Country; USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold acme and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
1. This it a very bad plan, let's not jump from the frying pan into the tire. This issue definitely needs to be addressed, bat
the current proposai is NOT the soiation and has many unintended & horrifying consequences.
2. Hanford can not be cteaned up if USOEt adds any more waste to be buried in landfilis or koreholes -the wastes in
naeistlngsoit trenches and ditches and from tack leaks need to be remoned.
3. Estremely radioactive wastes belong in deep underground repositories, not in landlitis, borehotes ornvanlts.
4. USD05 needs to consider in the tIS bow to avoid making more of these highly radioactive weastes.
5. USD0E has to disclose and consider the total (cumulative) impacts of both of USDOE6s separate proposals to use
Hantford as a national radloactive waste dump, and all the risks frem trucking wastes to Hanford, lneone environmental
impact statement for the pubtic to review and comment on' the feli picture. Tha GTCC DIS needs to disclose that USDOE
is also proposing to add 3 millio n cubic feet of
radioactive aed chemical wactea to be disposed at Hanford, In addition to the GTCC wastes.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswehmanter&5an.kosv or call the GreaterThlan-Class-C tow-Level Radioactiv'e Waste 61SWebmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W498-t

W498-2
W498-3
W49t-4

W498-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

W498-4

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.
The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

W561-1

Name Withlheld, Commenter ID No. W561

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

gtceceiwebnsassertitnl~go,
Mon~day, Juno 27. 2011 10:035PM
gtcelswebmaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 015Commient GTCC1056I.

Thank you for your comment,.
The cormmont tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is t3TCCIOS6I. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 27. 2011 10:05:20PM COT
lGreater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste hIS Draft Comment: GTCClO56I.
First Name:
Lost Name:
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
t am opposing the use of Hanford us a nallonsl radioactiv'e wvaste dump for entremely radioactive wastes. Or any
radioactive wasces for that nssatter.
Thanis You

as at: gtrel-ssswebmasterfeonleov orcall the Greaterat 1630)252-5705.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact
Tha nClaSt-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste hIS Webmaster

IW561-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W600-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W600-2

See response to W600-1.

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W600

Frow;
Sent:
Tr,::
Sutbjet-I

cOnoodoy•uns 21, 2011 11.:15PM
gtcreb~nIgov
,HanfdMt~udcsar waste tRrapesa

D•sr
Matister
Depart:meat
Enoergy,
I am
w.ttoigattolbs
:mplore.
you to of
.,t'op
eonsidering Hlantbrd as the tnational nucler,• waste donip tor greater than
las.s (Cnutlear waste.
1Ilease to.-conaider your ¢utrrrat protposl 'The dnclaion Iir nurlear w•aste•
disposat,has very, \,ery, lang~itrm
eonre~uanre, 10,00t.h yc,•rs onto nounforescen fulture. Lets 001 rush this ecisionSture.ly, there arc bettter
more thoughtful, and t•einlly reaponstble soluhwtihon
tohdese fottire wastes.
By.your ownmdeetuoent, the oajonh•y off these proposed wadles don't~even.xlt et• Plessercomeup with
be.tter ideas, possibly like (Onkola,in I ,lsnld before you creaset¢hes•ewasted! We herard on CNN this waek.thitt
some ,48 nuclear fseilifia itoour icotter 1'
5 are lcakhlg inito the groundw,,ater. Stop contatoinatiog oetr
waternt Don't dumrp toot wastes, intott shre
+•'ity filthy lianr'ord site., sod psstsntialiyr ter this incredibly
beautiful earner of the rolttir), in~toa otselcr satofiee neeo
for the nahiohtt
Thiank yott

PLEASE WEIIHHOLI MV NAME AND ADDRE3SS FROM PUBLIC REC',O|R

SW600-1

IW600-2

W276-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W276

From:
Sent:
To:,
Subject:

tf DOE decides to implement its preferred altemnative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-] 37 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

gtcceisw'ebmaster~anl.jue
June 16, 201.1 7:14 PM
Thuroday.
gtcceiS',ebmaste:@anltgov
Receipt: Greater.Then-tate.C [ow-tevef Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC10276

Thatni yOUfor your comment,
The comment tracking number that has boon assigned to your comment isGTCCIO276, Please refer to the commeni
tracking number tnatl correspondence retating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 16,.2011 07:13:46PM CDT
Oreater.Then.Ciass.C tow.Levot Radioactive Waste EtCDraft Comment: GTCCI0•7O
First Name:
Last Name.
Address:
Addfesa
City:
State.
Zip;:~
Country: USA
•aro~o
Emaih:dakatrl
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from pubtic record

Comment Submitted:
Idon't ouport having radio active waste going through the gorge. They need to flnd a safer route, regardless of cost.
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: otctsemastert~anI.r, v or~catlthe GreaterRadioactive Waste tIC Webmaster at (6301252.5705.
Than-Class-c Low-L~evet

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

J W'276-1

W34l-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W341

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

t

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
W341-2

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

See response to W341-1.

gtcceiswebmavter@ ael.gov

Wednesday, June 22. 2011 7:06 pMi
-gtcceiuwebmester@anl.gov

Receipt: Oreaser-lhan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIScomment GTCCOO341

Thank you for your comment,
The comment trucking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GITCC1DI4S. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspundeece relating to this comment.
Comment Date: Jeee 22, 2011 07:05:5OPMi CDT
Groater.Than-Class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Wuste E65 Draft Comment: GTCC1OS41
First Name:
'
Middle Initial:
Last Name:
Address:
City:
Slate:
Zip:
Ceuntry: USA
Email: erueo~iefroste@eabhoecom.
Privacy Preference: Witlhhold name and uddress from public record.

Comment Submitted:I
Plensel Hanford is flDTsthe place for 52,000 truckloads of noclear wastes. Workers at the cite hone NOT CLEANED UP
THIEWASTE from years ugol Work has progressed so slowly that is It ludicrous to even consider patting more and more

W34t-l

waste at Hanford.
We travel throughout the meat often and it seems to me there ore manyf more geoleglcislly stable places to pat this
waste and treat Is. :There are more and more people living downwind front Hanford. Tnl-Cities grows amazing FOOD, forJ W341-2
heaven's sakel All dowenuind crops will be contaminated snoner or later.
And the Columbia River accommodates salmon, which we reed for food. Itos really Important to makesa different
decision NOW. The people of Wnshingtosnspokce dearly andtlie govoewnent needs to listen.
Oar son, daughter-ls-law and gran•dchildren spend time in Richlard, so we bare a very real interest. That area It
wonder ful and we needl cok p•b•1rotected.
Thank you for placing these wastes inn eneatlysafef ease, One where there are not THeEg VOLCANOES that could rain
down ash, stud, and water and completely disrupt any kind of safety for the area, It actunliy could happen any dayl0
Frosty K.

c

Wi11-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Wi11-2

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting ofra disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. Wll

Froms
Sent.
To:
Subject:

gtcelssebmasler@anI~gus
Tuesday. May 10, 2011 11:21 AM
gtlare webmasea ri~anlgoc
Receipt: Gra tcr-Than*ctass-c Low-Level nadiovoimv Waste EIS Ce morenr acdCCIOiI

Thaub you for yoor ¢omment
Tile comment trucking number that has been assigned to your comment is fSTCC1C•O2I.Please rorer to tile comment
truackinGnumber In all correspondence relating to this comment,
comment Date: May10. 2011 11:20:32AM CDT
Grealer-Than-cians-C tos.a.t evel Rladioactive Waste h05 Draft comment: GTcCI1O11
First Nlame:
Middle Initial
lult Name:
Address:
City: ;
Stote:
Zip:

Country: USA
EmaiS:
Privacy Prelerence: Withhold address onl~l from public record

comment Submitted:
l am VERYconcerned ubouatthe plan to Irnek SO MUCH radioa~ctive waste to Hlaofordl I bane a peraneal Interest becausn
our graodchiidren spend at Icast 10 days a year to Richiand and drink the mater there. Also, tiheir grandparents live
there yvar-ronnd.
1 h•ave been following the Handord Issue fur at Inant30 y~aro. DurtP-gthut humeoil the eisting wvastes bane NOT SEEN
PEOCE'SSEDto a nyone's satksfact~on. There remnin abont III morn years to do the job.

WI 1-I

11aWcan It be possible to a.dd IUORE wastles to thaut e•'aslo n? Wastes have been stored no they eab into the ground
and spread nil air to nearby, food fields, rooks harp and tonics of all rinds epevahlawthe area. We wnere just mahing a
small bit of progress seben tbese nrew proporals surfaced, The proole tat Wanhlngtou sold a clear "no" soadding more
waste, Yet our f'ederal tonernment mauntsto being HIUGEamounts of new malst to an area that grows wnonderful loejd.

Sorely
there times.
are areas In the US that amebetterasuited for mastnstorage and procen~siog.
We banedriven through such
sland!many
MV friend, Marilyn Harrison, a doe:nwlnrlcr from Waila Walla, dt•ed from u brain tumor. I mite hoe, she weana f'unny,¢
delgghtful, smart, loving person.
My neot door neighbor In Seattle ha dtserious th'grnod cancer. She esana downyaluder. When I knew bee shn could hardly
snails and she was r elatively euosr.i A gracious anod wonderful person.

IW l -2

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. WIlI (cont'd)

Nuclear waste isses affect real peopie and I urge Ihe federalt ovar~e•ninrt to stop

thtamoadnesl

Question~s a bout SUbrettin• comments over the Web? Contact us at: ets tvg.bmalo
1Than-Cinsu-C
tL,,,tevet Radioactive Waste RIOWebmoster at l630l 25a-5705.

n.i.gp•v or call the Greater-

WI 1-3

Wl I-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

W137-1

Name Withheld, Comm enter ID No. W137

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceitwebmaster~tasl~gon
Wednesday. June 15. 2011 8:32 PM
gicceiswebmaster@anl~gov
Receipt: Grvater-Than-Clats-C LowtLevel Radioactive Waste

The GNEP PETS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PETS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

a'scomment GTCCi0l37

Thank you for your comment,
The comment trackingncamber that has been assigned to your commentlIsGTCCtOISY. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence retatleg to this comment.
Comment Date:Jane 55,2011 05:31:27Pfel COT
Greater-Than-Closs-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Da1t cornmeal: GTCCIOSS7
First Name:
Last Name:
country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold tame and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
nu result of radiation
2003 Department of Energy study predicte over 800 adult ca ncer deaths uteegthe tr eckingr~outenas
leaking from the trucks during normal operation, enen if no accidents occurri And this 'best cussscenario" study only
incladee adults, eucluding cthiidren who ameeven more sasceptible to tire dangers of radioactive waste. An accident
resulting in thu spillage of highly radioactive musty would be catastrophic for the Cotumbia River Gorge and Its residents.
Eves sonecancer-related death dlueto this is esacceptabie and i urge you not to approve, this action..
Thank you.
Qudutlons about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntcceiswvbmastert, anlinov or call the GrenterThan-class-C Lou-Level Radioactive Wante EtSWehmaster at (650) 252-5705.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC ETS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft GlobalNuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR. 31017).

W137-1

W427-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W427

From:
SenR:
To:
Subject:

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

gtcceiswebmanter@anltgov
Friday, June 24, 2011 10.36AM
gtceswebmaster@anligov
Receipt: Grenter-Than-Class-C Low-Lenet Radioactive Waste •IS Comment G5TCC10427

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Thank you forvour comment,
the comsnienttracking number that has been assigned to your comment isGTCCI0427, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment,
comment Dote: June 24, 2011 10:35:38AM CDT
Greater-Than-Cdasn-C Low-tenet'Radioactive Waste EtSDraft comment: GTCCI04Z7
First Name:
Middte tnitial:
taut Name:
State:
Zip: -.
Country: USA.
Privacy Preference: Withhold came and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please clean up and seat 1-anford colit doesn't teak. Put waste In deep underground repositories not tandftillt,borehoics
or vaults. consider tong term hardened un-site storage until then. Reduce and eliminate waste, Dlont have tracks on our
roads & freeways. Have one EIlSwith full disclosure. Publicize hearings.
Nuclear Power is dangerous. Don't make nmore.See mmsvw.newenereymevement~orp
to see many alternatives.
Questioons about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us•ut: ntclsehattereluctnov or call tke GreaterThan.Class-C Lowv-Level
Rladioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 1630)2S2-570S.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W2W2-

W501I-1

Name Withheld, Cornmenter ID No. W501

From:
SenU
To:
•Subject:

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.

gtcceisw.ebnsaster@nntgov
Sunday, oune25, 2011 4.50 PM
gt¢¢eiswebmauler@onltgov
.Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C low-Level Radioactive Waste EiS Comment GT'CC1O0511

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hantford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

"rlank you for your commnent,
The comment tracking number that ha's been assigned to your comment is GITCCI0S01. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 26, 2011 04:49;53PM CDT
Glreater-Than-Class-C t~ow-l~evl talodioctive Waste EIS Draft Comment: i"TCCODOS0
First Name;
Last Name.
Address:
City:
•State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: eiannsfkhotmaii.com
Privacy Preference: Withhtoid tome and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Nuclear energy is not clout. it is not a viable solutionl to energy problems. oVsuse is irresiporhible. There are no
containers durable enough to contain it; illTsunstable for far too tong.
die of radiation poisoning.
Shlpp~ng radioactive waste around the country is dangerous. tio o eu ushould
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? contact us at: etrciwbateftn•
Than-Ctass-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at 1630)252-5705.

o or call the Greater-

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC ELS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

Sw501-l

Name Withheld, Comm enter ID No. L144A

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

gtcceiswebmasten@anl.gov
Weclr•,sday, June 15, 2011- 8:56 PM
maiI gtcceisarchives; gtcceiswebmasterOent.gnv; gteceis@anL~gov
Gteater-Thsn-ClassoC Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC10144
' SncretaiyChs_6 -15-11 GTCC10144.doc

thanis you for your cnmmen5.
Please refer to the Comment
"Thecomment track'lng number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10144.
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: isune15, 2011 08:55:3IPM COT
tGreater-thanClasssC Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCI0144
Flirt Name:
Last Name:
Country:,t
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record
Attachment: Secretary Chu 6-1tS-21.doc

-k
l\J

Comment Stbmittedz
See attached Word document/letter.
•ev or call the GreaterQu~estions about submitting comments over sheWeb? Contact us at: etn eiswhnasteri~an
Radioactive Waste E1SWebmaster at (63O)252-÷5705.
Than-Class-C L~ow-Level

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. L144 (cont'd)

L144-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L144-2

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GT.CC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

L144-3

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

June 15, 2011I
Sceretary Cho and Mr. lidelman:
Please remove the Hanford Nuclear Reservationa from the U.S. Department of Energy's
list of candidate sites for a permanent nuclear waste (lump sile to store radioactive
msaterials comning across the Uniter1 States. Hanford is tihewrong place to transport and
highly datugerous radioactive material.
dispose of musoe
Hanford is already Themostecontaminated sito in the We.sle.m l][tmniaphere and thse
Department of Energy is already engaged in one of the largest and most conaplex cleanup
projects in U.S. histgtry at Hanford. The number one priority should be to atop waste
up tise existing waste at Hanford. No
from lealeing into tire Coluttiia River sod cieasm
at Hatnford.
new nulekor waste should be atona•l

L144-1

This proposal mean s that thousanids of trucks with dangerous radioactive waste
•would be traveling along interstate routes, passing through ottr ilites anidthe
Colombia River Gorge Nqational Scenic Area. 1-84 travels the length of the Gorge
and is often within a few feet of homes schools, critical wildlife habitat and the
Columbia River. The risk of atn accident is simaplo too grestt, and the environnmental
and human health coats arc unacceptable.

LI44-2

The Draft'Enviromuntentai Isspact Statement (DEIS) fails to constider the ris.ks involved in
transporting these waste materials to liasfordi. 'rite DE.IS dloes not inclutde 029008
USDOE study estimated 800 adult catncer deathls would occur dtue10asmbient radiation
front the trsasport vchicles alonte. Nor does the DE1ISinclutde list unimaginable number
of deaths aod enviroonmental damage resulting from a truck accident, an earthquake or an
intentional attack.

L144-3

Finally, on the 25th Atutiversary of the Colombia River Gorge National Scenic Area Act,
we should celebrate the psarstad future protection of thteColumbia Gorge--not propose
more dangers to this national treasu1re.

L144-4

Ilam joined in oppoaitions to transporting snore nuclear ,waste to ltanford by Friends of the
Columbia Gorge, Heart of Autseriea Northwest, Columbia Riverkcerpr, 17Oregon
legislators, Conagreasosan Earl IBlsoetnauer, U.S. Senator Meckloy, U.S. Setnator W~ydesn
and nrany others.
Tlhank yot for your lime and consideration.
Sincerely,

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The ELS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).
L144-4

See response to L144-1.

W474-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W474

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:.

gtceimvvbmoster@ani~gov
Saturday, June 2S, 2011 12:34 PM
gtcceiswebm aster~anl~gov
Receipt: Glreater-Than-Claso-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Comment GSTCC10474

Thank you for your comment,
The comment tracking number that lhe Iteen assigned to your comment is GTCCII0474.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in allcorrespondence rotating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 25, 201.1 12:33:29PM CDT
Oreator-Than-Class-C Low-Level Raidioactive Waste tiS Druft Comment: IITCCSO474
First Nam'e:
Middle tnitlal:
Last Naume:
Addreus:.
CitW.
State:,
Country: USA
Emlail:terr,.maste rsiwma)i.corm
Privacy Preference: Withhold nawe and addrness fronmpublic record

Comment Submitted:
I believe everyoce involved Is a good person, whatever their role or point of view. When Iseasdesigning weapon
systems for the Vtetnam War, I ignored the protests outtide. But new information expanded my awarenets of what seas
realiygoing on. and Iquit that Job and helped start a preschool. My life's work Io to increase the channces of future
W474-l
generations continuing to live healthy lives. free of illness and fear. I invite you to consider your role, if any, in the
purauit of uhort-tenis benefits at the potential long-termt Cost to oar children and their children..,
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ptccelsweehwastertwantvgov
or coil the GreaterThan-Clout-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmnaster at (530) 252-5705.

Comment noted.

W58-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W58

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

alternative energy sources is outside the
Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

gtcceiswrebmaster@ani.9ov
Saturday, May 21, 2011 11:25 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@ani~goe
Receipt: Greater-Than-cl ass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS CommnentGTcCCS058

Thsnk you for your comment.
Please refer to the commernt
The=comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GlTCCIOOSB.
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Cate: May 21,.2011 11:25:16PM COT
Greater-Than-cless-C Low-Level Ra dioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment:

oTCC1005g

Firy;tName:
tast Name:
Country: USA
privacy Preference: Withhold nome and address from public record
Comment Submitted:
the
The development of naclear energy for the creation or power Orwlrheads is a little boys game. Talk to of your waste
grandmothers and listen. They would Cotcondone such reckless behavior. And now you mantto depose
upi
it
clean
to
have
won't
you
and
waste
making
me facility has repeatedly promised to clean up. Stop
O,eetions about submitting commnens over thle Web? Contact us at: etcvswb
252-5705.
Than-Class-C Low,-LevelRadioactive Waste CISWohmaster ac 16301

W58-1

astrwnl.en or call the Greater-

S

W203-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W203

From:
Sent:
TO:
Subject:

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017), because DOE is no longer pursuing domestic
commercial reprocessing.

gtcceiswebmaster @anl~goa
T[hursday,
Jruse 16, 261-18:49 AM
gtcceisvwebmasterl~anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-T'hsn- Class-C Low-LevelRtadiouctive
waste 615Comment GTCC1020I

Thank you for your comnment,,
The comment trackint number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10203. Pleare refer to the comsment
tracking nlumber in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 16, 2011 08:43:flAM COT
Greater-Than-Class-C 1.ow-Level
Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCIO2IO3
First Name:
Last Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Emailhvuitarsone08gye rthllnk.&gt
Privacy Prelertece: Withhold name and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
NO to Toxic Waste in the Goreelil And near a large metro area endsahighly traveled scenic meute???
Youmust be
kidldingi
6TCCwaste Is dangerous to hruman health and the environmenlt for more than til0 years. A 2008 Oepartment of Energy
study predictn over 800 adult cancer deaths along the trucking routes as a result of radiation leaking from the trocks
duaringnormal operstion• even if so accidents eccuri And~this "best case scenario" study only Iecludes adults, excluding
children who are even more su~sceptible to the dangers of radioactive waste. Anaccident reselling in tbe spillage of
highly radioactive waste would he catastrophuic for the Columbia giver Gorge and its residents.
NO to Toxic Waste In the GorgeIll
Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etciwbstrlne
Than-Class-C low-level Radionctive Waste 615Webmaster at 16901
252-5705.

na or call the Greater-

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

W203-1

W320-I

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

W320-2

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-15 08), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e.. geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Name Withheld. Cornmenter ID No. W320

Prom:
Sentc
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmast er@anl.gov
Mvonday, June 20, 2011 12:59 AM
9tccelswebmast er @anlgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCI032O

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Thank you for your comment,
The comment strcking number that has been assigned teayour comment is GTCC10320. Please refer to the comment
trachine number in altcorrespondence relating to this comment.

W320-3

Comment Date: June 20,.2011 12:59:12AM COT
Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: tJTCCIO320
First Name:
Last Name:
Address:"
city:
Slate:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: nnussaone•re
Privacy Preference: Withhold namo and addrness from public record

Comment Submitted:
PLEASE
answer this question:
Why is morn waste baing propoued tn be sent to Hanford when there are'still so many unresolved [and unresolvable)
issues already there?

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves.

SW320-1

Radioactive waste does not belong in trenches: taehs or anywhere above asweatertablel
it has been 70years niecethe US nuclear program seaslaunched and STILLthere In na salution to the waste probiemi
The only viable asolutioa
Is tOstop making more radioactive waste.

W320-2

Istrongly object to sending radioactive wvasteover our nation's roads. As pant accidents have proven, industry
assurances of safety are not to be believed. Accidents 00 happen anidwe cannot tolerate the extreme toxicity of
radlioactivity to be released onto oar homes, schools, worlkpluces, environment or where ever the error occurs.
Please cease thin relentless quest to make an Insane technology "safe". Leave uranium inllhe groundl.
There a re much safer (and ultimately cheaper) ways to produce electricity than nuclear power anudcoall Renewable
suedishes like Solar Pioneers end SEShane the technology for are without ANYwaste and never cause cancer from
exposure, provimity and accidlents.
Sincerely, ChmandraRadiance
r.ue~stions
about submitting comments over'the Web? Contact us as: etccelowebmastvri~ani.novor cali the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive waste
Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

tis

W320-3

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hantford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W320-4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W50-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W50

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, the disposal techniques described would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

From:
Sent:
To:
Sublect:.

9tcceiswebmaster@a alger
,Saturday, May 21. 2011 5:32 AM
gtcceiswvebmaster@assLgo'v
Receipt: Greater-Thau-Clavs-C Law-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC1OOS0

Thank you for your comment.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment in GTCCIO0I50,Please refer to the comment
tracking number in allcorresp•Ondence
relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 21, 2011 05:31:38AM CDT
tlreater-Than-Class-Cl.ow-Level Radioactive Waste EiS Draft Commnent: GTCC10050
First Name:
Last Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:!.
Cou~ntry:USA
Emailht4i~homi~o
Privacy Preference: Withhoid name and address from public record

Comment Sabmittedt:,
Piease do not allow Greater-Than-class-C tom-Level Radioactive Waste to he shipped to the Han ford site InWashington
state. More effort and existing feeds needs to be usied In thoroughly cleanup the leaking radioactive wnastethat Ceist
there now. The Csiumbia giver istoo close to this sit~eand water from it is used for food crops. Site is far from most of
the waste point of origin, leading to uneessesary tracking distance and hazard exposure. Lowlevel waste isstill
radioactive for thousands of years and no containment will hold it long enough to keep Itfrom reaching the Columbia
Ricer, along with action faults in area.
Questionls about submitting comments overthe Web? Contact coat: eteceiswebsmaster~sanl.eov or cll the OreaterThan-Cla ss-C tow-Level Radiuactive Waste t•is
Webinaster at (630) 252-5705.

W50-1

W4-1

LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
Disposal of GTCC
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WJPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-5 79 as amended by
P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and
evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

W4-2

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC BIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection ofta safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

Name Withheld, Comm enter ID No. W4

Prom:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtceiowebmaster@anl.gov
Friday, April 29, 2011 6:27 AM
gtcceiswobmaster@anl~goa
'Receipt: Greater-Than-clasn-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS comment GTCC1O004

Thank you for your comment.
Please refer to the comment
The comment traciting numbo, that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1OCIO4.
tracking number in allcorrespondence relating to this comment.
comment OuterApril 29, 2021 Og:27:OZAht
COT
Radionctive Waste
Creater-Than-ctass-C taow-Lenel

515
Draft comment:

GTrcciooo4

First Name:
Last Name.
State:
Zip:
country: USA
Email: disnevchmidt •22@hotnm
all.cam
privacy Preference: Withshold enmeand address from public record

comment Submitted:
are comingi
Higher-level Nuclear Waste headed to New Meeico -To aenhezies
By Diane J.Schmldt April 29, 2011 Albuquerque Judaism Examiner Agood friend, who It a very smart engineer, recently
introduced me to a computer game, Plants and Zombies, that I lind utterly addIcting. As Ileers strategy and progress to
higher levels I see howlI have to use basis offensive and defensive plant weapons agaInst the rambles, protect nip plantmaking factory, and strategically choose arid place a larger number of small. Inexpensive but lethal plants vs.
squandering my resources on big one-shot plant-bombs. Once insa while, wedsnallfalls, the zoimbies mute it past my
marigolds and pea-shouters and eat my brains.
"Thisfeels a lot like the current fight we are waging against the relentless onslaught of the nuclear power Industry.
New Mealco is nor, I hope, ready to roll over and proclaim Itself a third world country, we have to do somethiog more to
slap the zombies coming towards us. Just when we thoeght we had stowed them on one front, to and beheld, a larger
wvave
Is coming. When Nevada got shegovernment to suddenly stop all fundintg far Yacca Mountain asthe country's
W4-1
nuclear wasfe site, tire Department of Energy was tasked with a new mission - find another piece ta pes the stuff. And
guess what? It's headed straight far Carlsbad, New Mueeico.
of Energy" could pro forina take pablic comment and hear whtat
Last night I attended a pebtic hearing so the Depart~ment
the people of New Mexico think about sending higher levennuclear waste to WHIFF.TheIr presontattorn shows they
think it is sheboss and only site in the country, and they clearly have no intention of developing any other site. Moat
people there, and sadly. aonly
shocking to me, the meeting wsnoro poorly annoanced there weorefewer than neventy-tive
a huandfulwere young people. This, that willdecide the future of oar stat~eand the healtis ef ourgrandchildren?
that
they
don't
want it, they shoaldrs't make W4-2
How dare they send their nurclear waste here to bary it? if it's so dangerous
it, and if thseydo make it, they ahould keep it in their own facilities in their awn states. Right now the country is looking
for a place to bury whbatiscalled higher level greater-thus-claet-c nuclear waste, from commercial and industrial
operations. 5o it may not be that the really hut sisent fuel rods from nuclear reactors are headed to New Mesico today,
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Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W4 (cont'd)

hut eventually they are going to have to put them somewhere aside from storing them onsite, and twenty yeors down
,the•road. i'm afraid that's exactly wh~at
we are goingz
to see when they.have to decommlssion thease
power panots:....

W4-3

..

Public comments can still he sent i'n writing to DOn ontlilone 27th, We need to iet the country know we're cot their
uranium ahore, and we're sureasheckncotready tobe the entire country'snuclear wvasebakyontddump`Because the] W4-3
zombies realiy are coming. And they don't core about us.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact un at: ntcceiuwebmsstertwanl.eov or call the GreaterThan-COass-C tow.Levei Rodioactive Woste EiSWebmaster at (630)252-570S.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, TNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement. See
also W4-1.

W197-1

Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W197

From:

•Soot:
To:
,Subject:

a decision
ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred
DOE's
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

gtcceiswebmasterf@a higay
Thursday. June 16. 2911. 3:01 AM
gtcceiawebmaster @sai~go
Receipt: Greater-man-Class-C low-Level Radioactive Waste hISComment GTCCIO1S7

Thank you for your comment. :
The comment tracklag~nurmber that han been asntgned to your comment in GTCC10157, Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to Ibis comment.
comment Date: June16. 1011 03:08:O5AM CDT
Greater-Than-Cluon-c Low-Level Itadloactive Waste its Draft Comment: GTCc1I517
Plist Name:
L~astName:
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record

C~mment Submitted:
Please remove all tonIc waste from Hartford. Do eat put one more spec of toeik waste there.

W1 97-I

Thank you
Questions about subsmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcK semstrun•o
Than-duaos-C Low-Level Rladioactive Waste EISWebrsnaster at 1530) 252-5705.

or cull the Greater-
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tb

0
tb

W409-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative 'see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W409-2

See response to W409-1.

W409-3

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 truck shipments resulting in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not result in any LCFs, although The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W409

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject;

gtcceiswsebmasteerlanlgov
Tb raday, June 23, 2011 9:44 PM
9tscceiswebmaste:@anlgov
Receipt; Greater-Tthan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste CJS
Comment GTCQO14
O9

Thank you for your comment,
Thecomment tracking number that has been assignedto yourcommentIs GTCCJO4O9,Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating tO this comment.
Comment Date: Jane 23. 2011.09:43:SSPM CDT
Greater-Than-Class-C: Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft comment: GTCCI04O9
First Name.
Middle Initiul:
Last Name:
Address:,

City:
State:'
Zip:
Country;. USA
Email: lstret(.hehn.ee
Privacy Preference: Wit hhold name and address fress public record

Comment Submitted:
Please believe the, the Hanford reservation must be a cleanup sight, not a repository for more nuclear waste.

W409-1

the nluclear contamination at Handlord in already leaching into the Columbia River, and will become much worse asthle
waste gets into other ground water souses making it's way into the river.
This nuclear material wvillbe polluting the waterways flaming thr'ough major salmon fishing grounds, major source of
Salmon for the NWand for the Indiginnuss indian tribes that rely on the fish as their main source of toed.
The river"Is cused
foe commercial, and supports manywaler activities. Salt boarding, water skiing, sport fishing, sailing,
swimming, and in some cases home use.
The dema nd for Columbia mater soirriga te craps is growing, and the water mill be needed as Oregon reclaims It's hi
desert for aditiOna farming land.

W409-2

Second, do not track toes of nuclear waste up the Columbia River highwvays.It's not safe. Accidents are unavoidable
along that stretch up to th~ehlanford reservation. Sooner or later the mill be a major accident and damp of material, and
then what?

W409-3

Please do not approve this plan.
The Hantford is a majordilsaster as is, don't add to il. bat clean it up please.
Sincerely,

W301-1

Name Withheld. Cornmenter ID No. W301

gtccelseb master@ta lgov
Friday, June 17, 2011 2:39 PM.
gtccels.vreb master@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Thaan-Ctass-C Low-tevel Radiouctive Wanle OISComment GTCC1030L

From:
Sent:
T"o:
Subj•ect:

There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Thank you for your comment,
The comment tractring number that hat bets assigned to your comment In GTCCIO3OI. Please refer to the comment

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PE1S) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The ONEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

tracking number In p1lcoerespondeece relating to this comment.
Comment Date: Julne 17, 2011 02:39:01PM CDT

Greater-Thsan-Class-C Low-Level lladioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCIO301
First Name ...
Midtdle Initial:
Last Name:
,Addeess: ,

city..

'
.

..

Staem:
Zip::

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC ELS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

Country: UISA
Em'ail: arranedmonvtone•cr2.o

Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address teempublic record

Comment Submitted:
The US nOtpartment of Energy has recently proposed trucking highly radioactive waste (Greater Thsa Class C or GTCC
toaicshipmnents mouldtravel through the
waste) toathe Hanford site InWashington state-- and 102-20%of the 22,SO0
Columbia Riter Gorge. That's 1,250 to 2,520 trucks of radioactive waste passing through the Gorgn near homes, schtoolt
critical wildlife habitat and the Cotumbla Ri[ver.

W301-2

GTCCwaste Itdangeroansto human healh end the environment for more than 500 yeats. A 2008 epartmentuf Ener'gy W301-1
from the tracks
stUdy predicts over 550adult cancer deaths uloeg the trucking routes assa result of radiation meaking
daring normal operation, even if no accidents occurl And this "best case scenario' study only includes adults, eucladiag
chlildren who are taensmore susceptible to the dangers of radioactive waste. An accident resulting In the spillage of
highlyiradioactive waste Would be catustrophic for the Columbia alter"Gorge and its residents.
Hanford is already the most polluted area in the Western Hemisphere, with 53 million gallant of high Intel nuclear and
chemical waste stored In aging. leaky tanks fenarthe Columbia Biter. This deadly waste Is currently leaking underground
and flowing slowly into the Columbia. The number one priority should he to stop more waste from leaking into the river
and clean ap the enisting waste and contaminated soil.
Questions about submitting comments sate the Web? Contact ustat: ,trcj.y•inLbaster~tanLgosv or call the GreaterThan-Clasa-C Low.Levei Radioactive Waste tilS Webmastor at (630]) 252-5705.

like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W301-2

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W31 I-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W311

From;
Sent:
To:

Subjset

'gtcceiswebmnaster@5nl.gOV
Saturday, June 18, 2011 7:04 PM
•
gtcceiSwaebmattet@anltgov
Receipt Gteater-Than-flCs5-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste fIS Comment GTCC10311

Than•k you for yoar comment,.
The comment traciking nember that has beetS asei;gned to your comment lv GTCCtO311. Piease refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date; June 18. 2011 07:04:I7PMI CDT
Oreacer-llsan-Clast-C

Radioactive Waste RiSDr'aft Comment: 0tCCI03li•
Low-I~evel

First tName:•
LaSt Name:
Country: USA
Privacy Prefereece: Withhold namre aad addr'ess from public record

Comment Submitted:

Please ensure this area ta protected for the safety & health of atlIcommunity members.
t

Rov or call the GtreaterSQuestlontsattotl submittlns commeattt over the Web? conltact us at: erclsemaster~anl,
rhan-Clats.C Lom-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webinaster at (6301 252-5705.

SW311I-1

The
disposalfor
methods
and sites
evaluated
in the
represent wastes.
the range
of range
reasonable
is consistent
This
GTCC-like
andELS
LLRW
of GTCC
the disposal
alternatives
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC ETS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, ThNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
5
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIP P Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
involve farther NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

C•)

W39-1
Name Withheld, Commenter ID No. W39

From:"
Senlt:
Tot
Suijeet:

gtccelswebmast ar@anLgov
Wednesday. May 18, 2011. 9:18 PM
•gtccelswebwaskerlttnl~goe
Receipt: Graestu-Than.Clats-C Low-Level Radioactive Waite tiS Comment GTCCLoO0tt

Thtnlk you for your comment,
The comment tracking number that hiat been a ssipned to lour comment is 6TCC10039.Please refor to the comment
tractking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: May 18.2011 OS:17:49PM COT
Greatur-Than.Class.C; Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Oraft Comment: GTCClO03S
First Name:
Middle nittitait
L~asrName:
'
City;
State: ..
2ip:
Conatry: USA
Smaih:fewilpian~o
Privacy Preference: Withheld name endaddress fromnpublic record

Comment Submitted:
hae~dford is notea stabile piece to store nuclear waste, more will end up in the columbia river, please clean up whet in
there cow, tracking high level wasste Is not an acceptable risk either.
about submitting commenits oser UseWeb? Contact us alt etecelswehmesteriiianLgO,y or cnll the GreaterQuestlons
Thsn-.Ciass.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste gISWebmaster at 1610) 252-5705.

(W39-I

a decision
dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913other
DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

on importing waste from
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W73-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W73-2

See response to W73-1.

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W73

Prom:
Sent:
TO:
Subjeet:'

.9h;€c.eiswabmnerJ@
anLnov
Tuesday, May 31, 2011 12:10 AM
g tcceiswebmaster@anlgev
Receipt; Greoter-Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste EISComment GTCC10073

Thank you for youercomment,
The commsent
tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCCS0O73.
Please refer to the comment
tracking number in allcorrespondernce relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 31, 2011 12:09:48AM CDT
G reat er-T(han-C tass.Ctow-Level Radioactine Waste 1l5Draft Comment: G3TCC10073
First Name:
Last Name:
Address:
I
City:
Stote:,
Zip:
Country:. USA
Emalh:2two~o~nte
Privacy Preference: Withhold same and address from public record

Comment S;ubmitted:
Ptease do not go ahead with plans to store GTCCwaste at Hanford. The place is already a tonic mess, with
cl/eanup
r~unning well over bnulget and schedule. Increasing the toad of haaardaus materials at this site In a
tudicrosa proposal and
wili put the popsilaions In Oregon and Washilngton at risk.
The USD0E undermines alt its eredibility for cieanup wb,en it keeps proposing to dump more waste at
liafnfrd and
refuses to wishdraw, the 2094 decisioe to use Hanford as a national radioactive monte dump.
'Put Clean-lUp first" USD0E can't cleanup Hlanford by adding nearly as mock radioactivity to Hanford's
sail ahove
groundwater as in ALL the High-Level Nuclear Waste tanks.
Questions about submtittieg comments over the Web? Contact us at: gl.gesmiwehmastert~anfleov or call
the GrnaterThan-Ciaas-C tow-Level fladioactive Wyste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5203.

SW73-1

IW73-2

W205-1

Name Withheld. Cornmenter ID No. W205

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

gttecselebmaster@anii.gov
Thursday, June 16. 2011 9:03 AM
gtccei•,wabmaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OISComment GTcCC0205

From:
Slent:
To:
Subject:

T|hdrlityou tut you; wiiOlliel,it,.
The comment tmchinrg number that has been assigned to your comment it GTCC102O5. ilease refer to tire comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: tune 16, 2011 09;02:4SAM COT
Greater-Than-Ciaos-CtLow-Levei Radioactine Waste EI5 Draft Comment: GTCC10205
First Name:
Last Nlame:
Orgaruiation: Friends of the Columbia River Gorge

Country. USA
Privatey Preference: withhold

.
•
name and address tram public record

Comment Submitted:
I do not want to see nuclear wnate transported through the Gorgel Please work to protect thins cenic beauty and
treasure.
Questions about subnmitting comments over the Web? Coutact us at: etccta~wohmaster@ypl•.eov yor call the GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Levei Radloactive Waste EOSWeismuster at 1630)252-5701..

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

[

W22-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. W22

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject'.

gtcceinwnbmaster@anl.gov
Sunday, May lS, 2011 3:47 PM
gtcceiswebmast er@onLgov
Receipt. Greater-Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste

A dose of 48 mrem in one year is approximately 15% of the annual natural background
radiation received by an individual. A more site and scenario-specific analysis would have to
he conducted to assess any potential impacts to children.

tiS Comment GTCC1O022

thbankyou for your comment,
The comment tracking number that has beien assigned to your comment it GTCc10022. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in'aillcorrenpondeece relating to this comment.
Comment Date: May 15, 2011 03:47:13PM COT
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: i3TCCSOO22
First Name:
Middie Initial:.
Last Name:
Organleation: SEtU
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA,
Emanlin~eacefulnresence~rzmali~csm
Privacy Preference: Withhold rome and address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Protect Columbia River an'd Drinking Water:

Using Hartford as a netinonl radioaetive waste dump for the eatremely radioactive GTCCwastes woutd result in annual
radiation doses of 48 nsitirem per year to the people who willbe drinking the groundwater - which flows straight to the
Coiumbia.
That's a radiation levet which would cause fatai cancers in approninmatoty i.to 2.5% of the Native American children living
In
nderYakmaUmaillaandNezPere
TratyRigts.W22-t
In
tete aeaaeanderYakmaUmailtaandNezPere
TratyFlihts

Those cancer risks and radiation tdoses do NOT inciade thu doses from the adjacent landfill which we sued USDOE for
I
adopting n separate proposal to use as n national radioactive waste dump. Nor doea it inciude the risk from tho adjacentJ W22-2

state operated UNLINtO., leaking soil trenches of the commerciat radioactive waste damp at Hantford.
iQaestio ns about submitting comments over the Web? Contact ucoat: g t.ceelsw eb master,'aanl coy orcail the GreaterThan-Class-c tom-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (630) 252-5705.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons
among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.

W22-2

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

L412-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. L412
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL.
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(DOEIEIS-0375-D)
U.S. lDepartment of Encrgy

O

WVRITTEN COMMENT FORM
r e Jane 27. 2011
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Mr.
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Name:
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wIThh|OLDING OF PERSONAL INFORMATION: hinfitonmto yoU provide orx this tIr tay> hr pahiltitad as pr
ofihepohlik record for this1proet .iacludinttpahlktstie enithe Internal. todivida •W,eotsdiia rrapIsi
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puhbli record

Comment forms may be maihed to:
Mr. Artnold l'3elman
Dtooaimnstl Manager
Off~ice of Regulatory' Compliance (EM-43)
U.S. Dearmnt of E-nergy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington. lDC 205115-0119

Comment form may be faxed lto:
(301 )903-4303

oarseat by electroni mail to:
gleSpeiy•jgiLgoyfi

has deferred a decision
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L407-1

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. L407
O

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(ID)E/EIS-0375-D)

U.S. Departmentl of Energy
WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
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rulcorldthe€
thiatwoje-,,iodwh~ngl
publication on thael~ttrto Individual respendeut may lInques
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oWlIhhold

o~iy moyaddress from the ptsblir einteld

Commentl fonrmsmay he matiledto:
Mr. Arnold Fhdlma
D•cutnetl Mantager
Off'tce of Regulaltoly Cotopliance (FtsI-43)
U.S. LDepannetit of Energyl,
100o Indepedec Avetnue• SW
Weoaitingiot, D}C 2056$-O119

Cormnturm
mall~y
be fiieed to:
(301) 903.4303

or sent by etrlesrtnic malil to:
I)eil•~~0

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. L407 (cont'd)
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Name Withheld. Commenter ID No. L404

L404-1

DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIlVE
WASTE AND
GTCC-LIKE
DRAFT
WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
STATEMENT
for the
(DOEIEIS.0375-D)
U.S. Department of Energy

O
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Commentlliosm may be mailed to:
Mr. Arnold FEdelman
Do•cumentManager
Office Of Regutatiny Compliance (liM-43)
U.S. Depamenmt of Energy
1000 Indeedec Avenue, SW
Washington, DC: 205115-0119

Com~met form may be faued to:
(301) 903-4303
or stentby electronic mail to:
g.
B

-

DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
ElS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
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L404-2

waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
Stopping the generation of nuclear
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

L404-3

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EtS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GiTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).
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